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APPENDIX A 

TASK DESCRIPTIONS 

This section describes each of the four tasks which comprised this investigation. 

The tasks were: 

TASK A Control Room Design at TMI-2 

TASK B Analysis of Control Room Activity 

TASK C Evaluation of Operator Performance 

TASK D Application of Human Factors Principles to CR Design 

A.l TASK A - Control Room Design At TMI-2 

Using a two-phased approach, Essex examined the degree to which human factors 

engineering considerations were taken into account in the TMI-2 design development 

process and in the resulting Control Room design. In the first phase, TMI-2 development 

and design were reviewed in light of human engineering criteria and practices existing at 

the time when TMI-2 was undergoing development. In the second phase, TMI-2 design and 

development processes were compared to two other nuclear power plants designed at 

about the same time. 

Results (Section 3.0) show marked differences in Control Room development and 

design between the three Control Rooms selected. Furthermore, it is clearly indicated 

that human factors standards and criteria extant in the nuclear power community during 

the late '60's and early '70's were inadequate to properly guide Control Room design and 

development. With few exceptions, the Control Room at TMI-2 met the existing human 

engineering criteria. 

A.l.l Objectives and Scope 

Through an examination of reports, design documentation, and criteria, and through 

a review of as-built Control Room designs, TASK A activities identified the general 

factors which influenced the human engineering design aspects of the TMI-2 Control 

Room. Factors included in the evaluations were: design bases; design philosophies; 

operating logic; industry standards; AEC (NRC) regulations and other Federal regulations; 

and human engineering involvement in Control Room planning design development, testing 

and operation. 



Taken broadly, the human engineering aspects of Control Room design included: 

anthropometry; control/display integration; controls; displays; labeling; Human Factors 

Engineering in systems; and procedural documentation (fidelity, accessability; legibility, 

readability, usability). 

A.l.2 Approach 

The goal of human engineering is to design Control Room equipment and procedures 

such that adequately trained operators can perform assigned tasks with the necessary 

speed, precision, and reliability. The likelihood that this goal will be met depends largely 

on the timely application of human engineering practices, principles and data throughout 

all phases of CR development and use. 

In this task, the uses of human engineering in TMI-2 planning, design, testing, 

operations, criteria identification, and management were determined. Then these findings 

were compared to Baltimore Gas and Electric Company's Calvert Cliffs - Unit 1 and Duke 

Power Company's Oconee - Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plants to find if other plants of the 

same vintage made similar use of Human Engineering. 

For purposes of this evaluation, planning, design, testing and operations functions 

are sequential, and management and criteria i-dentification are parallel to all four as 

shown below: 

MANAGEMENT. 

PLANNING~---~ DESIGN TESTING .......,........,j...,.OPERA TION 

CRITERIA IDENTIFICATION 

The human engineering aspects embraced by each function are described below, together 

with the means used to acquire data on each of the three plants. 

Finally, some human engineering aspects of the TMI-2 as-built design were com

pared to Calvert Cliffs - Unit 1 and Oconee - Unit 3 to determine if same-vintage plants 



used similar design solutions for similar human engineering problems. Human engineering 

aspects included: reach a~d visibility; procedures design; panel complexity; coding and 

conventions; rules and philosophies; and an assessment of well-human engineered features 

of the Control Room. 

A.1.2.1 Evaluation of TMI-2 Development Process - Interviews with engineers and 

managers cognizant of plant development, source documentation produced during the 

course of plant development, depositions and testimony where available, and a thorough 

review of standards and criteria available during the late '60's and early '70's were used to 

reconstruct the application of human engineering during the plant design development 

process. 

Criteria Identification 

In designing a nuclear power plant, engineers during the late 1960's were (and are) 

obliged to follow certain criteria, and advised to follow others. Federal Government 

criteria were imposed or recommended by the AEC (NRC) using Title 10 Code of 

Federal Regulations, Reactor Technology Memoranda, Safety Guides, Regulatory 

Guides, and industry standards. Voluntary criteria were industry standards or 

recommended practices issued primarily by the American Nuclear Society (ANS), 

the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and the American 

National Standards Institute (ANSI). In 1975, the NRC consolidated its review 

criteria in a Standard Review Plan aimed at providing a comprehensive approach to 

the examination and approval of Power Plant Safety Analysis Reports submitted by 

the utility constructing a nuclear power plant. 

i 10 CFR Criteria 
; ; Industry Standards 

; ; i Reactor. Tech. Memo. 
; v Safety Guides 
• Regulatory Guides 

•• Standard Rev. Plan 

r r r r r r r r r Present 



In order to obtain an accurate picture of the human engineering criteria imposed on 

CR design as well as the human engineering data widely publicized to the nuclear 

power engineering community, the criterion documentation available from 1967 to 

ttie present was identified and reviewed. 

lOCFR Criteria- As noted in the figure above, 10 CFR Criteria were available 

from 1967 to the present. The entire 10 CFR, Chapter 1 - Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission was reviewed for human engineering criteria. Then each of the criteria 

was traced to its genesis. Design criteria published during the period 1967-1973 

were considered to be operative for TMI-2 (the TMI-2 FSAR was published in 1974). 

Industry Standards - To identify currently-applicable standards, the 765 documents 

named by the Nuclear Standards Management Board (NSMB) of the American 

National Standards Institute were subjected to a title review by a Nuclear Engineer 

and a Human Engineer who sorted out documents that might contain criteria 

impacting the control room. Then 75 documents were reviewed and those containing 

criteria within the domain of human engi-neering were set aside for further analysis. 

Each criterion was classified and recorded according to its subject matter: 

• Operator/System Integration 

• Instrumentation and Control 

• Control Room Environment 

• Operator Procedures 

• Operator Support Equipment 

• Human Factors Test and Evaluation 

• Policy, Planning and Management. 

Documents containing human engineering criteria were then traced back to "trial 

use" standards, or to other predecessor documents which in turn were traced. This 

process was facilitated by ANSI-NTAB Project Status Reports dating back to 1972 

and listing standards and standards development projects for the Nuclear Industry. 

Standards available during the 1967-1973 time frame were selected for closer 

analysis. 

Each of the criteria within the domain of human engineering was examined to 

determine if its language imposed or suggested design features or principles that 

would improve Operator Performance. 



It should be noted that the completion of this review would not have been possible 

without the continuing and patient cooperation of the American Nuclear Society, 

the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and the American National 

Standards Institute. 

Reactor Technology Memoranda (RTM)- RTM were the predecessors to Safety 

Guides and Regulatory Guides, and were rather informal in nature. As such, all of 

the R TMs could not be located for review. ·Those reviewed included: 

• Recording Seismographs in Nuclear Facilities, RTM -

• Combustible Gas Control System, RTM 8 

• Control Room Design Considerations, RTM 6 

• Emergency Core Cooling System Evaluation Guidelines, RTM lj. 

• Seismic Design Criteria, R TM 3. 

During the review, five criteria were noted within the human engineering domain. 

None of these impose or suggest features or principles that would improve operator 

performance. 

Safety Guides and Regulatory Guides - Safety Guides are the predecessors of 

Regulatory Guides, and: 

Regulatory Guides are issued to describe and make available to the 
public methods acceptable to the NRC staff of implementing specific 
parts of the Commission's regulations, to delineate techniques used by 
the staff in evaluating specific problems or postulated accidents, or to 
provide guidance to applicants. Regulatory Guides are not substitutes 
for regulations, and compliance with them is not required. Methods and 
solutions different from those set out in the guides will be acceptable if 
they provide a basis for the findings requisite to the issuance or 
continuance of a permit or license by the Commission. 

The titles to 324 Regulatory and Safety Guides were reviewed by a Control Room 

Operator, a Nuclear Engineer and a Human Engineer with instructions to identify 

those guides that will or might impact any aspect of Control Room design. Sixty 

(60) guides were identified and reviewed to determine if any criteria were within the 

human engineering domain. Twenty (20) such guides were located and their criteria 

were identified using the same titles as in Industry Standards. 

Guides were then traced to their origins. If their origin was 1973 or earlier (eight 

Guides), each criterion was examined to determine if its language imposed or 

suggested design features or principles that would improve operator performance. 



Standard Review Plan (SRP) - The entire 1,800 page SRP was reviewed by a 

Nuclear Engineer and a Human Engineer to identify all criteria that impact Control 

Room design. One hundred forty-two (142) criteria were located and each criterion 

was classified according to the scheme outlined in Industry Standards. 

Since the SRP was published in 1975, no additional analyses of SRP criteria were 

performed. 

Engineers and managers participating in the development at TMI-2, Oconee-3 and 

Calvert Cliffs-! were asked, during interviews discussed below, to identify standards 

and other criteria important to plant design. 

Management 

Much like the disciplines of system safety and reliability, human engineering is not 

effectively implemented when management is not sensitive to the operator and his 

capabilities and limitations under all operational circumstances. 

In the Nuclear Industry, NSSS, A-E, and utility requirements for the control room 

must be integrated and an overall design philosophy acceptable to each must be 

developed and implemented with each participating in the design. 

The role of each member of this team in CR development was addressed by 

questions asked of cognizant engineers and managers from the various firms: 

TMI-2 

• Metropolitan Edison 
(Utility) 

• Burns & Row (A-E) 

• Babcock & Wilcox 
(NSSS)* 

Oconee-3 

• Duke Power 
(A-E & Utility) 

• Babcock & Wilcox 
(NSSS)* 

Cal vert Cliffs-! 

• Bait. Gas & Elec. 
(Utility) 

• Combustion Eng. (NSSS) 

• Bechtel (A-E) 

*Not interviewed - NSSS vendor specified equipment, but did not actively 

participate in layout. 

Questions dealt with the following issues: 

• Coordination in CR Design 

• Procedure for Design Changes 

• Selection Criteria for the A-E (HE considerations?)· 



• Meetings/Reviews on Control Panel 

• Documentation Requirements 

• Personnel Experience. 

Notes, memoranda, and letters pertaining to TMI-2, in addition to intervlews, 

were used to evaluate management factors. 

Planning 

Decisions such as Control Room sizing, basic control board arrangement, speci

fication of design bases, and determination of baseline Control Room Crew 

complement are made during planning. Each of these has an important impact on 

Operator performance on the resulting control panel. 

The degree to which human engineering was taken into accountin CR planning was 

assessed by interviews with engineers from the several firms named above. 

Interview questions addressed: 

• Utility-imposed criteria or other constraints 

• Evaluation of alternate panel configurations 

• Role of precedent in selecting CR arrangement 

• Number of Operators in crew and role of each 

• Design Basis for: 
anthropometries 

Design 

color coding conventions 
control room lighting 
labeling conventions or rules 
control/display grouping 
annunciator grouping 
switch orientation conventions or rules 
acoustics 
readout vs. computer printout assignment of variables 
control selection 
display selection 
use of mimicking 
video displays 
separation of functions between primary and peripheral areas. 

Outside of mandatory criteria, the single most important factor during control panel 

design is the design philosophy(ies) adopted by the A- E, utility, NSSS vendor, and the 

AEC (NRC). The design philosophy usually stipulates the overall direction taken in 

the organization of the control panel, the trade-off priorities (cost, reliability, 



engineering, operator performance, etc.), and the basic approach taken to maxi

mizing operator performance. 

The design philosophies used during the development of the three plants were 

determined through: 

• An examination of the control room As-Built Layouts (TMI-2; Calvert 
Cliffs-!; Oconee-3) 

• A review of the FSAR (TMI-2; Calvert Cliffs-!; Oconee-3) 

• A review of background documentation (TMI-2) 

• A review of regulatory documentation (NRC) 

• Interviews (TMI-2; Calvert Cliffs-!; Oconee-3; NRC). 

The role of human factors engineering in design includes the following (28): 

• To assure that the operator has sufficient information to perform his 
task, and that he is not burdened with excessive, extraneous data 

• To design the control panels in such a way as to assure effective 
operation by a full range of trained operators under all operational 
conditions 

• To establish and, as importantly, maintain coventions and rules 
incorporated in design (e.g., color coding) 

• To participate in the development of procedures 

• To develop training requirements based on procedures and control 
panel design. 

The actual role of human engineering in the development of TMI-2, Calvert 

Cliffs-!, and Oconee-3 was determined by interviews with engineers and managers 

of the firms listed above. Topics covered in the interviews were: 

• Review of panel operation with respect to design 

• Use of operator opinion during design 

• Determination of personnel training and selection requirements 

• Attempts to minimize the likelihood of human error 

• Selection of alarm &: annuciator strategies 

• Use of video displays 

• Anthropometric ranges 

• Color coding 

• Display/background contrast (panel paint) 

• Labeling 

• Assessment of readability (displays &: labels) 



• Control/display grouping 

• Auditory alarms 

• Switch position orientation 

• Design for operator wearing breathing apparatus and/or protective 
garments 

• Operator recall/information processing requirements 

• Maintainability 

• Operator response times (considered in panel design?) 

• Design for separation and redundancy 

• Use of mockups, walk-throughs and simulators 

• Noise level (taken into account?) 

• Participation in developing procedures 

• Task analyses (were they performed?) 

• Design to protect expensive equipment. 

Testing 

Since the Operator is a critical "component" in the power plant system, evaluating 

the likelihood that he will be unable to perform properly under some conditions is a 

critical part of any comprehensive test program. Finding "error prone" procedures 

or control panels d~ring testing can lead to corrective backfits before the plant is 

operational. 

Personnel from the A-E, NSSS and utilities involved in testing TMI-2, Calvert 

Cliffs-1, and Oconee-3 were asked, during interviews, to describe any Human 

Engineering Test and Evaluation performed during the testing phase of their plants. 

o..e.erations 

As in testing, the primary role of human engineering in Operations is to identify 

backfits which, if applied, would reduce the likelihood of human error. Two means 

to do this are apparent. First, backfit suggestions could be solicited (or accepted) 

from the operators who know many of the weaknesses in panel design and 

procedures. Second, a human performance surveillance program could be used to 

identify design, procedural and training problems. 

To determine the role of human engineering in the Operations Phase, personnel from 

the three utilities were asked to describe programs aimed at improving panel designs 

or procedures. 



A.l.2.2 Comparison of TMI-2 Control Room Design to Same Vintage Plants - In 

order to determine if other nuclear power plant designers arrived at the same solutions to 

human engineering problems as did the designers of TMI-2, two same-vintage plants were 

selected for comparison. Aside from date-of-design, other criteria used for selection 

included: Pressurized Water Reactor Plant; different Architect-Engineer and Utility; 

approximately the same plant ·output; and located on the east coast. 

Two plants were chosen: 

• Calvert Cliffs - Unit 1 

• Oconee - Unit 3. 

Human Engineering personnel visited each of these plants and collected the 

following information: 

• Photographic Data for Later Analysis 

• Procedures 

• Number of Switches/Displays in Primary Areas 

• Particular Control/Display Solutions to Specific Problems 

• Photos of Specific Control/Display Components 

• Description of Annuciator Procedures & Designs 

• Role of Automation 

• Description of Auditory Alarms 

• Description of Communications Network 

• Actual Color Coding Practice 

• Photos of CR and Panel Arrangements 

• Panel/Room Dimensions. 

These data were synthesized into the following results: 

• Control Room Descriptions 

• Procedures Comparison 

• Control Panel Human Engineering Comparisons 
(Notable Human Engineering Features of Panels} 

• Reach and Visibility Survey. 

A.2 TASK B- Analysis Of Control Room Activity 

Location and arrangement of workstations within the control room represent design 

characteristics which can impact operator performance. Spatial arrangement within any 



control space should be designed based on expected operator activity sequences. Location 

of elements within the control room can facilitate operator performance to the extent 

that: 

• Physical Access 

• Visual Access 

• Operator Travel 

are reflected in the design. Failure to design relative to these factors can result in 

degraded performance primarily through: 

• Excessive task time due to travel requirements between stations 

• Lack of necessary information due to inappropriate location of 
displays relative to workstations. 

The intent of Task B was to describe and analyze operator activities in the 

TMI-2 CR during the 150 minute period. Operator decisions, control actions, and 

motior.s were identified. These data were used to construct a timeline showing 

·operator activities in relation to time and plant events. A full.:.scale mockup of the 

TMI-2 control room was constructed and used to reenact and video tape selected 

activity sequences. 

A.2.1 Objectives and Scope 

A.2.2 

The objectives of Task B were as follows: 

• Construct a full-scale mockup of the TMI-2 CR ·for use in studying 
operator activities. 

• Develop a timeline showing activity sequences for the on-duty crew 
members during the first 150 minutes of the incident. 

• Video tape selected activity sequences to analyze and demonstrate 
CR design factors which impacted crew performance. 

Development of Crew Activity Timeline 

The timeline was developed by identifying activities performed by the principal 

crew members during the 150 minute period. The primary sources of data used were: 

• GPU Sequence of Events dated July 16, 1979 (43) 

• NRC I&E Sequence of Events with revisions and updates by NRC 
staff (33, 42) 

• Operator Interviews (44) 

• Reactimeter data 

• Plant stripcharts and computer printouts 



• Reviews of timelines by NRC personnel and by the on-duty staff with 
inputs and comments 

• Observation of walk-throughs using the mockup by NRC personnel 
and by the on-duty staff with inputs and comments. 

Operator actions were initially identified using the available operator interviews. 

These actions were listed in the order they were performed where operators were able to 

recall sequence. Four main action types were noted: 

• Action involving controls such as "starts makeup pumps MU-P-lA" 

• Monitoring/observing plant parameters such as "observes pressurizer:, 
level on-scale" 

• Decisions such as "decides to isolate OTSG" 

• Travel within CR such as "moves from pressurizer station to makeup 
station." 

A listing of operator actions was prepared describing the operator location, displays 

involved, and controls used. To locate these events in time, available plant event 

chronologies and plant data were used to determine times for operator actions. 

An initial version of the timeHne was reviewed by the on-duty shift supervisor, shift 

foreman, and control room operators. Their comments were included in the updated 

timeline. 

Following construction of the CR mockup, the timelines were used to walk-though 

the sequence of activities to validate the sequence. At this point, the on-duty crew 

visited the mockup and observed the walk-through, making comments as appropriate. 

Data gathered by this process were then incorporated into the final timelines which were 

reviewed by NRC personnel. The final timelines are included as Appen~:Hx C. 

A problem arose in limiting the number' of personnel represented in the timeline . 

. The purpose was to examine operator activities at the panels rather than to document the 

total personnel activity. Consequently, the personnel addressed in detail were limited to: 

• The on-duty shift supervisor (shift supervisor E) 

• The on-duty shift foreman (shift foreman C) 

• The on-duty control room operators (CRO D and CRO C) 

• Shift supervisor A who was called to the TMI-2 CR shortly after the 
reactor trip. 



Other personnel actions are indicated in a single column of the timeline where these 

were directly involved in the sequence. These "other personnel" include two shift 

supervisors, two control room operators, and a plant engineer who arrived during the 150 

minute period. 

A.2.3 Fabrication of Control Room Mockup 

A mockup was required for reenactment of operator activities and analysis of human 

factors related design characteristics of the CR. Panels directly involved in the incident 

were included in the mockup as follows: 

• Inner Consoles 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6ABC 

Computer console 
Auxiliary systems console 
Plant control console 
Turbine control console 
Electric control console 

• Vertical Panels 

7 Fire detection panel 
8 Coolant systems monitoring panel 
9 Push-pull control panel 
10 Plant equipment temperature recording panel 
12 Radiation monitoring panel 
13 Engineered safety features panel 
14 Control rod drive panel 
15 Containment isolation panel 
16 Turbine supervisory panel 
17 Turbine auxiliary monitoring panel 
18 Station electric auxiliary monitoring panel 
19 Vital power panel 
19 A 500 K V control panel 
26 Diesel generator No. 1 panel 
29 Diesel generator No. 2 panel 

• Back Panels located outside main control 

8A Reactor coolant drain tank panel 
20 Nuclear instrumentation cabinet No. 1 
21 Nuclear instrumentation cabinet No. 2 
25 HV &AC panel. 

The control room layout is shown in Figure A-1. 

The mockup was constructed of *' inch Foam-Core using photographs to represent 

controls and displays. The TMI-2 control room was photographed from August 13-16. A 

grid system was employed using horizontal steps of 2 feet for inner consoles and 3 feet 

elsewhere. The grid was superimposed on the panels by use of numbered dots which 

represent intersection points. 



Several shots were taken of each grid square using a Minolta SRT-202 (35 mm.) with 

Kodak Plus-X film (ASA 125). Use of varying exposure yielded about 400 shots, 190 of 

which were used in construction. Rokkor 50 rnm. (f 1.4) and 28 mm. (f2.8) lenses were 

used. Due to the space limitations between the front faces of the vertical panels and the 

rear surfaces of the inner console (lJ. ft. 1 in.) it was necessary to use the wide lens for 

these shots. The 50 mm. lens was used elsewhere. 

The negatives were developed in normal D-76 by Image, Inc., Alexandria, Virginia. 

The images were wall projected using a Beseler 23C-II enlarger with 100 mm. Schneider 

Componon-5 lens. Magnification was adjusted to obtain the proper horizontal dimension 

for the grid square size originally used in shooting. Due to the lenses used and shooting 

angle, some trapezoidal distortion was introduced. It was necessary to adjust magnifi

cation on a frame-by-frame basis to achieve the best combination of dimensional 

accuracy and match between adjacent frames. Errors in locating controls and displays 

and total panel dimensions were kept to ~ 1 inch. Images were printed on 20x24 Kodak 

Polycontrast Rapid II RC paper (N surface) and were developed in Dektol 2: I. An 

appropriate polycontrast filter and long exposure were used to heighten tonality and 

detail. This process was adequate for all legends and instrument scales to be readable. 

The back and vertical panel mockups were constructed in eight foot high by four 

foot wide Foam-Core sections with wooden frames. Only the front faces of these panels 

were represented. Dimensionally accurate mockups of the inner consoles were con

structed of Foam-Core using wooden supports and frames. The consoles were constructed 

in eight foot long sections to allow transport. 

Grid lines corresponding to the original grid were constructed on the mockup 

sections and the photographic prints were placed in the grid. Print positions were 

adjusted to obtain the best dimensional accuracy and match between adjacent frames. 

The prints were trimmed and glued to the Foam-Core sections. 

The mockup sections were positioned in a 60x50 foot area as shown in Figure A-I. 

Inaccuracies in the mockup include minor image distortion as noted above and changes in 

panel features made in the CR between the time of the incident and the time of 

photographing the panels. A major problem was encountered with regard to panel 14. 

Since the incident, a core thermocouple display has been placed over it. The corres

ponding panel in the TMI-1 CR was used, therefore, to produce photographs. 

A general view of the CR mockup is shown in Figure A-2. 
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FIGURE 2 
THE ESSEX TMI-2 MOCK-UP 





A.2.4 Operator Activity Videotape 

Selected opera tor actions were video taped using the mockup. A Panasonic VHS 

recorder, Panasonic Color Pilot monitor and Panasonic WV 3300 color camera were used. 

Essex personnel acted the parts of operators. The tape shows operator activity sequences 

which illustrate design problems in the control room including: 

• Component placement requiring operator travel 

• Display placement which interferes with acquisition of information 
by the operator 

• Placement, labeling, and functional inconsistencies within panels. 

The taped sequences do not represent a reenactment of the incident but do illustrate 

operator activities which took place during the incident. Narrative is included to describe 

the design problems depicted and the relationships of these to the accident. 

A.3 TASK C- Operator Performance 

The accident at TMI-2 evolved from a complex interaction of equipment failures and 

operator actions and inactions. Operator performance did significantly influence the 

course and outcome of the accident. 

A.3.1 Objectives & Scope 

This endeavor was undertaken to determine the role of training, information 

transfer and policy in the accident. The purpose of this task was to 1dentify and analyze 

the relative contributions of each of these to operator- performance. The objectives were: 

A.3.2 

• Determine the adequacy of the training program to ensure the. 
operators' capability to diagnose problems and take appropriate 
actions during normal and emergency conditions, emphasizing the 
requirements which surfaced during the TMI-2 accident 

• Identify the basis for each significant action/inaction resulting from 
operator performance that cannot be attributed to inadequate 
training. 

Methods of Evaluating Selection Procedures 

A thorough review was made of NRC requirements and regulations, as well as 

industry guidelines and standards, and Met Ed policies were compared to these. The above 

were also compared to FAA regulations regarding air traffic controller specialists. 



A.3.3 Methods of Evaluating Control Room Manning 

Met. Ed. policies regarding crew composition, task assignment procedures, skill 

levels, shift change procedures and workload criteria were reviewed. Depositions and 

interviews were read to determine the opinions of experts in nuclear engineering and the 

approach advocated by a group of scientists in the Swedish nuclear power station industry 

was reviewed. 

A.3.4 Methods of Evaluating Training Policies and Regulations 

Policies and regulations affecting the crew on duty at the time of the accident were 

reviewed to determine the impact of these upon operator performance. The organizations 

responsible for these policies and regulations were the NRC, B&:W and Met Ed 

A.3.5 Methods of Evaluating Training Programs 

All available Met Ed and B&:W training materials were reviewed and interviews were 

conducted in order to determine training requirements and objectives, to compare 

programs and objectives and to evaluate instructor skills, course content, training 

coverage, tests, media and training management. In order to determine the relationship 

between the training that these oper~tors had and that others receive, the facilities and 

programs at TV A, Duke Power and the Singer-Link simulation facility were visited. 

Training objectives for emergency procedures judged to be relevant to the March 28 

accident were developed. Based on the objectives, training requirements were developed. 

Problems for training involved situations where available training failed to meet require

ments. 

A.4 TASK D - Application Of Human Factors Principles To Control Room Design 

A.4.1 Problem 

Human factors engineering test and evaluation (HFE T&:E) encompasses the tech

niques, methods, principles and data used to assess the adequacy of a system's design. In 

general, effective system performance is dependent on the extent to which the system's 

design incorporates the requirements of its constituent elements. For the human factors 

engineer, this tenet is expressed in terms of the capabilities and limitations of the human 

operator as they relate to the operator's functions within the system. By corollary, the 

crux of effective design, from an HFE perspective, is the translation of operator functions 

into specific tasks and, subsequently, into quantifiable information and performance 

requirements. These requirements are then used as standards against which the adequacy 

of the design of the man-system interface is measured. For the nuclear power plant, the 



keystone of this interface is the control room. As it relates to the incident at TMI-2, HFE 

T&E provided the tools for estimating the degree to which the control room's design and 

established operating procedures precipitated and/or compounded the sequence of events 

and associated operator actions which led to the accident. 

A.4.2 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2.4.3 

Objectives: 

Identify systems, components and procedures in the control room which played 
a critical role during the first 150 minutes of the accident 

Identify relevant human factors considerations for each system, component 
and procedure which had a critical relationship to the accident 

Evaluate degree of compliance of critical systems, components and procedures 
to applicable human factors principles and standards 

Assess the impact on operator performance of specific system, component and 
procedural features which fail to comply with human factors principles and 
standards. 

Method 

This section describes the technical approach employed by Essex in the evaluation of 

the human engineering aspects of the design of the TMI-2 control room. Each of the 

major tasks will be described in terms of the methods and rationales used to collect, 

organize and interpret the data contained in this report. 

Identification of Critical Systems 2 Components and Operator Actions/Inactions 

The core of this task involved the development of a timeline/decision-action 

sequence describing plant status and operator activities during the first 150 minutes of 

the accident. This sequence was developed through a comprehensive review of the 

available documentation, including transcripts of operator interviews and various chrono

logies, and interviews with TMI-2 control room operators. The sequence was validated 

and revised during a walk-through of the accident, using a mockup of the control room, at 

which time inputs were made by four of the operators who participated in the incident. 

In the course of developing the sequence, principal operator tasks were analyzed to 

identify critical systems, components and operator actions/inactions. Criticality was 

defined in terms of the subject item's relationship to the course and outcome of the 

accident. 

Development of HFE Test and Evaluation Strategy 

Each of the critical systems and components was analyzed to determine HFE 

considerations relevant to its design. This analysis focused on the following 

characteristics: 



• Control/display integration 
position relationships 
movement relationships 
control/display ratio 

• Visual displays 
information 
location and arrangement 
coding 

• Audio displays/warnings 
signal characteristics in relation to operational conditions and 
objectives 
clarity of meaning 

• Controls 
selection (appropriateness) 
direction of movement 
arrangement of grouping 
coding 
prevention of accidental activation 

• Labeling 
orientation and location 
content 
design of characters 

• Workspace 
visual envelope 
reach envelope. 

Operator actions/inactions were analyzed to identify the information and control require

ments of the operator. 

Based on the above analyses, applicable HFE design checklists were selected from 

TOP-1-2-610, Human Factors Engineering Test Procedures (26). Checklists selected 

included: 

• Labels, Markings 

• Controls 

• Displays 

• Workspace. 

(Copies of the above checklists are contained in Appendix D.) 

Data Acquisition 

During the course of the evaluation, four separate visits were made to TMI to 

collect data. The focus of these visits were as follows: 

• Visit 1: initial familiarization with control room layout, systems and 
components 



• Visit 2: application of HFE design checklists 

• Visit 3: interviews with TMI-2 control room operators 

• Visit 4-: analysis of control room design in relation to critical operator 
tasks. 

In addition, the full scale mockup developed under Task B was used to evaluate 

control-display design and workspace. 

Data Analysis 

Data collected during the evalution was analyzed to determine the following: 

• General compliance of the control room design to established HFE 
principles and criteria 

• Relationship of design deficiencies to overall operator performance 
during the first 150 minutes of the accident 

• Relationship of specific design deficiencies to critical operator 
actions/inactions during the first 150 minutes of the accident. 
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APPENDIX B 

OPERATOR ACTIONS, DECISIONS, AND RESPONSES DURING 

THE FIRST 150 MINUTES OF THE 

TMI-21NCIDENT 

This section describes the sequence of operator activities for the first 150 minutes 

of the incident at TMI. The time of the turbine trip (0400:37) is taken as time zero as in 

most chronologies. Time is expressed as minutes:seconds. More detailed information on 

plant status and events is available from References (33), (42) and (43) which were used 

extensively. 

Throughout the section, drawings are provided to indicate operator locations and 

traffic patterns at selected points in time. Detailed time lines are included in 

Appendix C. These show activities performed by each operator with respect to time. 

Initial Trip of Turbine and Reactor (-0:01-0:08) 

The TMI-2 accident of 28 March 1979 appar~ntly began with entry of water into the 

service air system. Water was introduced to the instrument air lines via a faulty check 

valve and resulted in closure of condensate polisher inlet and/or outlet valves isolating the 

polisher. The main feedpumps tripped on low suction pressure and one condensate pump 

(CO-P-IA) tripped. Both condensate booster pumps were subsequently found tripped but 

the trip time is not entirely certain. 

The turbine tripped according to plant design on loss of both main feedpumps. The 

emergency feedwater pumps (EF-P-1, EF-P-2A, and EF-P-2B) started by design on loss of 

the main feedpumps. Flow to the Once Through Steam Generators (OTSG's) was blocked 

due to closed block valves EF-V 12 A&B. Plant operation with these valves closed is not in 

accordance with operating procedure. The reason for closure is still unclear although it is 

obvious from later operator actions that the operators expected these valves to be open. 

Following loss of the turbine, the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure began to 

increase as would be expected due to loss of the secondary system heat sink. At 3-6 

seconds, the Pilot Operated Relief Valve (PORV, RC-R2) lifted as RCS pressure increased 

to the setpoint of 2255 psig. At eight seconds, the reactor tripped on RCS pressure of 

2355 psig. At 13 seconds, the PORV (RC-R2) closing setpoint of 2205 psig was reached. 

The PORV, however, failed to close resulting in a rapid depressurization of the primary 



system and subsequent core damage. The status light for this valve shows the solenoid 

command status rather than the physical status of the valve. Since the valve solenoid was 

de-energized on 2205 psig. the closed indication was displayed in the control room (CR) 

despite failure of the valve to close. Use of an extinguished light to indicate status 

violates standard human engineering practice (24). 

Initial Operator Actions (0:00-2:00) 

Figure B-1 shows the control room (CR) layout with the panels numbered. 

Table B-1 gives panel names. For purposes of analyzing operator activities, stations are 

defined as in Figure B-2. Operator initial positions and selected initial alarms are shown 

in Figure B-3. At the time of the trip, the shift foreman (SF C) was in the turbine 

building basement attempting to rectify a problem in the condensate system. Control 

Room Operator C (CR,O C) noted annunciators on panel 18 associated with loss of the 

generator and announced that there was a problem in the plant. He then noted the turbine 

trip alarm on panel 17 and began moving to the make-up station to perform Emergency 

Procedure (EP) actions associated with the trip. Control Room Operator D (CRO D) noted 

the following alarms: 

• Condensate pump trip-panel 17 

• Turbine trip--panel 17 

• Feedwater pump trip--panel 17 

• Reactor limited by feedwater-panel 15 

Prior to the trip, the pressurizer spray valve and pressurizer (PZR) heaters had been 

operated in manual control to permit equalization of RCS and PZR boron concentrations. 

CRO D immediately set these controls to automatic. Lack of a positive indication of PZR 

spray valve auto/manual indication and inconsistency of pressurizer heater auto/manual 

positions are noted in Section 3.1. 7. 

The shift supervisor (SS E) was in the office at the rear of the control room at the 

time of the turbine trip. Viewing the panels through the office windows, he noted the 

reactor limited by feedwater alarm and feedpump trip alarm. SS E entered the control 

room heading for the center desks. 

At 8-9 seconds, SS E noted the rod bottom indicators on panel 14- and channel trip 

annunciators on panel 8 and announced the reactor trip. The CRO's also noted the rod 

bottom lights as they were moving to the make-up and RCS stations. CRO D remained at 

the RCS station monitoring PZR level which was expected to rise following the turbine 



trip and then drop after the reactor trip. During the period from 8 to 13 seconds, CRO G 

performed the following EP steps: 

• Closed the letdown isolation valve (MU-V376) 

• Opened one high pressure injection valve (MU-V 168) 

• Attempted to start make-up pump MU-P-1A. 

Failure to start the makeup pumps was due to the requirement to hold the pump 

control to the START position for 2-4 seconds before releasing it and/or a tendency of 

these pumps to trip following startups. Two unsuccessful attempts were made by CRO C 

to start MU-P-1A which delayed his arrival at the feedwater station. 

55 E moved to the plant page phone and announced the turbine trip and reactor trip. 

SF C noted the announcement and proceeded to the CR. SS E moved to the RCS station 

to monitor the expected trends of RCS pressure and PZR level. During this time, the 

PORV opened and failed to close. The indicator showed the initial opening and then gave 

an erroneous closed indication as discussed in Section 3.1.7. Per training, the operators 

did not identify the PORV problem until 138 minutes due to the closed indication showing 

on the panel. 

Primary System Control Following Trip (0:41-3: 13) ... , 

At 41 seconds, make-up pump MU-P-lA was started by- CRO D. CRO C moved to 

the secondary side to carry out EP steps associated with the turbine trip. CRO D and 

55 E were at the RCS station. CRO D opened HPI valve MU-V 168 to the full-open 

indication and then moved to panel 8 to line up the Borated Water Supply Tank (BWST) to 

the make-up system. These actions are shown in Figure B-4. Opening the BWST supply 

valve (DH-V5A) is required to provide adequate make-up supply. The location of the 

DH- V 5A control on the vertical panel (panel 8) violates standard human engineering 
\ 

practice as discussed in Section 3.1.7. The travel required results in the absence of the 

primary system operator from the primary system stations. 

A PZR level minimum (158.5) in. was noted by 55 E at 48 seconds. The PZR level 

showed a rapid increase from this time on. CRO D returned to the make-up station at 

about 56 seconds and joined 55 E in monitoring PZR level and RCS pressure. The 

operating staff have asserted that the reactor trip button was pressed within the first 

minute but this is not supported by the alarm printer printout. The issue is not extremely 

important since SS E and both CRO's had verified rod bottom lights following the reactor 

trip. 



At about 1:40, SS E moved to the direct phone to the TMI-1 control room and 

requested another shift supervisor (SS A) to assist in the TMI-2 post-trip activities. SS E 

then moved to the secondary system area. 

At 2:02, RCS pressure dropped to the High Pressure Injection (HPI) setpoint of 1640 

psig. and the Engineered Safeguards (ES) actuation took place as follows: 

• MU-P-1B was tripped 

• MU-P-1A&C were operating in the HPI mode 

• MU-V 16A, B, C,D open 

• Decay heat closed cooling pumps DH-P-1A&B start 

• Emergency diesels start. 

CRO D noted ES actuation and moved to the feedwater station area to confirm all ES 

features actuated as required by EP. The ES status lights are on vertical panel 13. Visual 

access to these lights is blocked by panel 5 unless the operator moves behind panel 5. The 

location of the ES features status lights and the arrangement of the indicators violates 

human engineering practice as noted in Section 3.1.7. CRO D returned to the RCS station 

and noted PZR level at 250 in. and increasing and RCS pressure at less than 1600 psig. and 

dropping rapidly. 

At 2:28, SF C arrived in the control room and obtained the written EP's to review 

the immediate actions already performed. SS E directed him to take control of the 

primary system. 

Based on the increasingly high PZR level, HPI was bypassed by CRO D at 3:13 

following approval by SS E. 

Primary System Control Following ES Bypass (3: 13-6:00) 

ES bypass permitted manual control of the HPI flow rate by means of MU-Vl6A, B, 

C, D. CRO D throttled these valves monitoring the HPI flow meters on panel 8 to achieve 

a flow of 250 gpm per loop. This relationship is shown in Figure B-5. The location of the 

HPI flow meters on panel 8 rather than in close association with the valve controls (MU

V16A, B, C, D) violates human engineering practice as discussed in Section 3.1.7. 

Bypass of HPI/ES and subsequent throttling of HPI flow was warranted by PZR level 

but not warranted by RCS pressure which had not recovered to the 1640 psig. HPI 

setpoint. This has been termed "poor operator judgment". In fact, however, it is the 

result of operator training, CR design, and inadequacies in emergency procedures. 



• PZR level is not a positive indication of core coverage in the 
situation which obtained but operators had been trained to consider it 
to be a positive indication. 

• Operators were trained to avoid a solid pressurizer. They followed 
this training. · 

• The EP's do not address what action to take with a high PZR level 
and low RCS pressure. 

These inadequacies are addressed in Section 3. 

SS E had returned from the secondary area to the primary side following ES 

actuation and now approved going to maximum letdown since throttling HPI flow failed to 

halt the PZR level increase. In preparation for this CRO D started an intermediate closed 

cooling pump (IC-P-IA). This required moving to panel 8 as shown in Figure B-5. 

Placement of this control on the vertical panel requiring the operator to leave the 

primary stations during emergency operations violates human engineering practice as 

noted in Section 3. At the same time SF C opened MU-V376 and MU-V5 to initiate 

maximum letdown. 

Other operator actions during this period were carried out at the make-up stations 

by CRO D and were intended to halt the rise in PZR level including: 

• Closing MU-V 16 ABCD 

• Shutting off make-up pump MU-P-lC. 

SS C and CRO D continued to monitor PZR level which went off scale (400 in.) at 5:51. 

The RCS hot leg temperature (Th) and RCS pressure reached saturation conditions at 

about 6:00. Despite the importance of maintaining these parameters subcooled, no 

integrated instrument showing this relationship is available in the CR .. Operators were 

clearly not trained to refer Th and RCS pressure ~o steam tables to determine saturation. 

Failure to provide a positive indication of saturation in the core is a major instrument 

deficiency. 

Secondary System Immediate Actions and Feedwater Recovery (O:f./.1-20:00) 

Following immediate EP steps at the make-up station, CRO C moved to the 

secondary side to carry out EP immediate steps associated with the turbine trip as shown 

in Figures B-6 and B-7. CRO C proceeded to the feedwater (FW) panel and performed the 

following checks: 

• Verified main FW pumps tripped 

• Noted OTSG levels decreasing on start-up range 



• Verified emergency feedwater pumps on. 

As noted previously, EFW pumps were not delivering flow to the OTSG's because of 

closed block valves (EF- V 12 A&B). The layout of the feedwater station violates standard 

human engineering practice in terms of panel layout. There is no evidence of 

control/display location based on sequence of use, frequency of use, criticality, or 

function. It should be noted that the make-up station uses a minic format while the 

feedwater station does not. The value of mimics in the design of CR's has not been 

conclusively shown. The TMI-2 design, however, is inconsistent. If a mimic is of value 

for the make-up station, then one would expect this principle to also be used at the 

feedwater station. Due to the layout of the feedwater station recognition of the EF- V 12 

A&B status among the numerous valve status lights precent would be difficult. Note that 

the closed EF- V 12 A&B status indicators has apparently gone unnoticed during normal 

operation. CRO C was attempting to confirm EFW flow. No flow meter for EFW is 

provided although there are flowmeters for main FW flow. At the time that CRO C 

checked for EFW flow, the OTSG's were below low level limits (30 in.) ·so the Integrated 

Control System (ICS) should have opened the EF- V 11 valves. Lack of flow under these 

circumstances could not be dir~ctly detected by the operator. Failure to provide a 

positive indication of EFW flow violates standard human engineering practice as noted in 

Section 3.1. 7. 

CRO C verified EFW pump operation by means of pump discharge pressure 

indication. Without a flow meter flow could only be verified by waiting for a change in 

OTSG level. Since the available indications showed proper EFW operation, CRO C 

continued with turbine trip EP steps. 

CRO C proceeded to the turbine panel (panel 5) and performed the following EP 

immediate steps: 

• Verified throttle valves closing-three showed closed, one showed 
erroneous open indication 

• Verified governor valves closed 

• Noted turbine bypass valves opening 

• Manually tripped turbine 

• Verified steam extraction valves closing 

• Moved turbine breakers and field breakers into pull-to-lock 

• Verified busses in normal line-up. 



These ·Steps are required by the EP for turbine trip. They require observing various 

indicators on panels 5, 6, and 17. Breaker controls are inconsistent in following standard 

human engineering practice of dock-wise motion for shutting off (open) as noted in 

Section 3.1.7. CRO C postponed the remaining steps which involve placing the turbine on 

jacking gear and returned to the feedwater station as shown in Figure B-6 to check on 

OSTG levels. He immediately noted that OTSG levels had not been held at 30 in. but had 

dropped to approximately 10 in. on the startup range meter. CRO C announced that the 

generators could be dry and sought the cause of the lack of feedwater beginning at about 

2 minutes. 

Following the call to the unit-1 CR at 1:40, SS E moved to the condensate system 

station, then to the feedwater station and noted the following: 

• Condensate pump CO-P-lA tripped 

• Condensate booster pumps (CO-P-2A&B) tripped 

• Main feedwater pumps tripped. 

He then attended to the HPI actuation and bypass situat·ion until about 4-5 minutes at 

which tiine he returned to the condensate system station and carried out the following 

activities: 

• Noted hotwell level indication off scale high 

• Started condensate pump CO-P-IA 

• Started condensate booster pump CO-P-2B twice-the pump tripped 
off both times. 

During this time, CRO C was at the feedwater attempting to restore EFW feed to 

the OTSG's. He noted that the control valves EF-V-11 A&B were travelling whereas they 

should have been full open. Consequently, he took the controllers to manual and opened 

them. Without an EFW flow positive indication (as previously noted) it was necessary to 

wait to observe a change in OTSG level. 

Between about 2:00 and 5:00, CRO C alternatively performed the following 

activities: 

• Increased the demands on EF-V-llA&B and monitored the OTSG level 
start-up range meter for a level increase 

• Monitored the Nuclear Instrumentation charts for a normal post-trip 
down trend 

• Monitored Average Temperature (Tave) noting 570°-580° and 
increasing. 



At about 5:00, CRO C decided that feedwater flow was blocked. During the next three 

minutes, CRO C reviewed the FW line-up to discover the reason for lack of flow. The 

closed block valves (EF-V12A&B) were discovered about 8:00. This time is clearly 

excessive. Among the violations of standard human engineering practice associated with 

this incident are the following: 

• The layout of the feedwater station does not facilitate checking the 
valve lineup. As noted previously, the panel organization does not 
reflect plant configuration, sequence of operation, or component 
criticality. 

• EF-V-12A&B controls and indicators are located in the extreme lower 
right-hand corner of the station despite the fact that they are 
normally open and are closed only for surveillance and maintenance. 
CRO C reported that he had to lean over the panel in order to check 
the valve line-up which caused the 12 valve indicators to be in a poor 
position f~r visual access. 

• One 12 valve indicator was obscured by a caution tag which was 
attached to a control located above it. 

CRO C was obliged to review the FW line-up twice before noting the EF-12 valves to be 

closed. Upon noting this, he announced that the valves had been shut and opened them. 

EFW flow was then quickly confirmed by a drop in the EFW pump discharge pressure 

and noise heard from the loose parts monitor. Upon initiating EFW flow CRO C noted Th 

decreasing, NI counts decreasing, and (later) OTSG levels increasing. As OTSG pressure 

built up, it was noticed that the turbine bypass valves were not opening to modulate steam 

pressure. CRO C then moved to the turbine station, switched the turbine bypass valves to 

manual and opened them slightly. CRO C continued to manually control OTSG pressure 

by means of the turbine bypass valves. This task is made difficult by the fact that the 

OTSG pressure meters on panel 4 cannot accurately be read from the turbine station at 

panel 5. This distance from the control and display violates standard human engineering 

practice as noted in Section 3.1.7. CRO C continued to control OTSG level and pressure 

until OTSG minimum levels were re-established. 

During this time period, SS E was attempting to assess the problems in the 

condensate system while also noting and approving operator actions. The condensate 

hotwell level indication was off-scale high. Normal rejection from the hotwell was 

precluded by the dosed polisher bypass valve (CO-Vl2) and by a failed reject valve. Lack 

of rejection capability was attributed to the polisher bypass valve since the operators 

were unaware of the reject valve problem at this time. 



SS E noted the EFW problem described earlier and the identification of the EF-V 12 

A&B valve closure at 8 minutes. At this time Shift Supervisor A (SS A) arrived from the 

TMI-1 CR and was requested by SS E to review the EP's, assist _in primary system control, 

and operate the computer console. 

At about 10 minutes, the CR situation was as shown in Figure B-8. CRO C was 

monitoring OTSG levels and assisting SS E who was trying to assess and rectify the 

condensate system problem. These activities certainly distracted the attention of SS E 

from the primary side where the major problem was located. In comparison with the 

stuck PORV problem, the condensate system problem was of lesser priority. The 

abnormal primary behavior (going solid with low pressure) should have alerted operators to 

the existence of a major difficulty. Concentration of SS E on the condensate system 

problem would appear to rest on several factors: 

• The operators have stated that in the plant operating history, the 
primary system was extremely reliable while problems were common 
in the secondary system. Expecting the root cause of abnormal plant 
behavior to lie in the secondary system and expecting the primary 
system to recover would therefore be consistent with operator 
experience. 

• Restoration of the hotwell rejection capability would be necessary 
prior to going back on line. Attention to restoring the system to 
operation was not warranted given the primary system conditions. It 
should be noted, however, that the full hotwell was restricting the 
ability to transfer heat out of the primary so that restoration of 
hotwell level and condensate booster pump operation would also be 
consistent with handling the emergency. 

Between about 11 and 15 minutes, CRO C checked the high hotwell indication on panel 5. 

SS E attempted to open the polisher bypass valve (CO-Y 12) to restore the normal 

condensate flow path. The CO-V 12 control is located on panel 17 as shown in Figure B-8. 

Access requires moving around panel 6. Location of a frequently operated control on the 

vertical panel rather than the front console violates standard human engineering practice 

as noted in Section 3.2. When the CR was being built, operators requested a walkway 

between consoles 4- and 5 (as between consoles 2 and 3). This request was turned down. 

Lack of input of operator task analysis data into the CR design is noted in Section 3.2. 

The attempt by SS E to open CO-V 12 was unsuccessful due to high differential 

pressure. CRO C directed an Auxiliary Operator (AO) to check locally on hotwell level 

and to restore the normal hotwell reject line-up. SS E again started condensate pump CO

P-1A. The AO reported high hotwell level and a condensate pump CO-P-2B leak between 



16 and 19 minutes. Based on the condensate system situation, SS E left the CR at about 

20 minutes to go to the turbine building basement to rectify these problems. 

At about 20 minutes, the OTSG levels were recovering toward low limits (30 in.). 

CRO C had throttled EF-Vll A&:B to control the rate of increase of level. This violates 

procedures which call for maximum feedwater flow prior to reaching low limits. CRO C 

stated that he was concerned about potential tube damage which would result from 

introducing cold feedwater to the hot OTSG's. 

Primary System Control Following Indication of Solid Pressurizer (6:00-73:00) 

At about 6 minutes, the PZR level indication shqwed solid at 1./.00 in. and saturation 

conditions had been reached in the core. Maximum letdown had been initiated in an 

attempt to slow down or reverse the PZR level increase. At 6:54 a letdown cooler high 

temperature alarm was received. In response to this, CRO D throttled letdown flow to 71 

gpm using MU-V5 located at the make-up station. Actions during this time period are 

shown in Figure B-?· 

During this time, SF C checked the PZR level indication using the three different 

instrument outputs. An instrument technician checked the level indication during the 

same period. The possibility of a faulty PZR level indication was considered and 

investigated several times. 

At about 10 minutes, the PZR level came back on scale, dropped to about 380 in. 

and remained in the 375-390 in. range. RCS pressure continued to drop. Shortly after 

this, CRO D stopped and restarted make-up pump MU-P-1A twice and secured the decay 

heat removal pumps. CRO D and SF C continued to monitor PZR level and RCS pressure. 

Operator actions at this point suggest uncertainty about what action to take in the 

presence of the conflicting PZR level and RCS pressure data. 

At about 14 minutes, the rupture diaphragm on the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank 

(RCDT) burst at about 190 psig. The tank had filled due to flow from the stuck open 

EMOV. Operators did not become aware of this until later due to the location of the 

RCDT panel (panel 8A). RCDT parameters are critical to Loss of Coolant Accident 

(LOCA) diagnosis and the location of this panel violates standard human engineering 

practice as noted in Section 3.2. Overflow from the RCDT went into the Reactor Building 

(RB) sump which resulted in an increase of sump level and increase of RB pressure to 

about 1.2 psig. 

Prior to the dump from the RCDT, the RB sump pumps had started. This 

information is displayed to the operators only via the alarm printer which was running 



considerably behind at the time. Operators have stated that the lag in the alarm printer 

due to the volume of alarms rendered it relatively useless during the incident. Use of the 

alarm printer to present information which must be received in real-time to be of value 

violates standard human engineering practice as noted in Section 3.2. 

The flow path from the RB sump was thought by the operators to go to a radwaste 

holding tank. In fact the RB sump was lined up to the Auxiliary Building (AB) with the 

result that primary water was pumped to the AB until the RB sump pumps were turned 

off. Difficulty in determining flow paths is typically experienced by operators. Flow 

paths as determined by valve status are not displayed in a rapidly assimilable fashion. 

Instead, operators must establish line-up status by checking valve-by-valve. They are 

obliged to remember plant configuration or to consult drawings to do this. The error in 

RB sump line-up and the excessive time required to identify the closed feedwater block 

valve problem are results of lack of suitable line-up status displays. 

At about 25 minutes, a high radiation alarm was received from the letdown cooler 

radiation monitors IC-R-1091 & 1092. These were discounted because of low setpoint. A 

number of other area radiation monitors showed increases during this period. However 1 

there is no firm evidence that fuel damage took place this early. 

At about 36 minutes, a discussion was held concerning securing the RB sump pumps. 

An AO had reported overflow of the RB sump. SS E briefly returned to the CR at this 

time and approved shutting down the RB sump pumps and CRO D directed an AO to do so. 

The pumps were secured at 38 minutes. At about this time, SS E checked the RCDT 

panel. Observing high level and low pressure he concluded that the diaphragm had burst. 

By 25 to 40 minutes, the operators were in possession of several data points which 

were indicative of a .LOCA generally and the stuck open POR V in particular: 

• Low R CS pressure (11 00-1300 psi g) should have suggested loss of 
coolant. Operators, however, relied on PZR level as a positive 
indication of sufficient primary inventory per training. 

• Hot leg temperature in relation to RCS pressure showed saturation 
conditions. Operators, however, had no positive display of saturation 
conditions and had apparently not been trained to refer these 
parameters to steam tables 

• The loss of coolant EP lists low RCS pressure and low PZR level as 
LOCA symptoms. No guidance is given for high PZR level and low 
RCS pressure. 

• High RCDT level and flow to the RB sump are LOCA symptoms. 
Operators, however, knew that the POR V had lifted and some water 



would have been transferred to the RCDT. This LOCA clue is also 
complicated by the fact that water is received by the RCDT from 
other sources (such as RC pump seal water). 

• The PORV tailpipe temperature was at 285°s while the code safety 
valve temperatures were at 264° and 275° at about 27 minutes. This 
condition is given in the EP as a symptom of a failed PORV. 
However, no quantitative guidance is given. The operators inter
preted the elevated temperatures as due to the initial opening of the 
PORV -particularly in view of the erroneous closed PORV indication. 

During the period from 40 to 70 minutes, a second attempt was made to verify PZR 

level instrument accuracy. By_ this time, the RC pumps were vibrating due to pumping 

two-phase mixture with increasing steam voids. It is not clear at what point the RC pump 

problem was noted by the operators. Pump vibration meters and annunciators are located 

at panel 10. These data are not readable from the center consoles which is a violation of 

standard human engineering practice as noted in Section 3.1.7. A high vibration alarm 

annunciator is provided at panel 8; but it is probable that the operators did not notice 

these alarms for some time due to the number of alarms in at the time. Alarm 

annunciators are grouped by sub-system but within annunciator panels, there is no 

organization by alarm priority. 'fhis clearly violates standard human engineering practice 

as noted in Section 3.1.7. In some cases, operators have resorted to color eoding critical 

annunciators (turbine trip for example) using grease pencils and the like. 

At about 70 minutes, SS A requested a computer print-out of current RC pump 

alarms. A discussion of the RC pump problem was in progress at this time. The operators 

realized that they were violating operating procedures in running the RC pumps at the 

noted vibration levels. They were reluctant to secure the pumps and lose forced 

circulation since RCS temperatures and the source range Nl's were not dropping as 

expected. On the other hand, the operators were concerned about potential pump failure 

and realized that continued RC pump operation was an EP violation. 

These conflicting factors resulted in a delay in securing the RC pumps. SS E 

reviewed the pump operating curves and decided to secure the B loop pumps. This action 

was carried out by CRO C at 73 minutes. Conditions then rapidly deteriorated in the. 

primary system. 

Secondary System Control (20-150 minutes) 

At 20 minutes, feed water flow had been established to both OTSGs. The OTSG A 

low level alarm cleared at 22:4-4-. CRO C then throttled back on EF-V llA to maintain a 

30 in. level. Emergency feedpump EF-P-1 was secured shortly thereafter. The operator 



was attempting to bring the secondary side to a normal shutdown condition although 

securing the emergency feedpump violates procedure. 

At 26:46 the B OTSG low level alarm cleared and CRO C throttled the EF-V 11B 

valve shortly thereafter. EF-P-2B was secured at 36:08 following a phone discussion with 

SS E who was in the turbine building. CRO C then secured the heater drain pumps and 

placed the ICS stations in a shutdown condition. CRO C continued to control OTSG 

pressure via the turbine bypass valves. 

From 36 to about 60 minutes, CRO C noted that the OTSG B level continued to 

increase despite the closed control valves. CRO C closed block valve EF-V12B and then 

cross connect valves EF-V5A&B to hold the B OTSG level. 

At about 59 minutes, SS E succeeded in opening the polisher bypass valve locally and 

returned to the CR. Hotwell reject capability was not restored, however, due to a failed 

reject valve. Upon SS E's return to the CR, it was decided to switch off the circulating 

water pumps to permit steam control via the atmospheric dump valves. This required 

CRO C to move to panel 17 as shown in Figure B-1 0. Steam control via atmospheric 

dump valves is an abnormal procedure which is necessary to transfer heat from the 

primary system when the normal condenser path is lost. The CW pump controls are used 

to enable atmospheric dump valve control. Location of these controls on panel 17 rather 

than on the front console violates standard human engineering practice as noted in Section 

3.2. 

At about 75 to 80 minutes, the possibility of a B OTSG tube leak was discussed. 

CRO C had noted the increase in OTSG B level despite FW isolation. The possibility was 

discussed that a tube leak could have developed with leakage to the RB sump. This would 

account (at least qualitatively) for the increase in B OTSG level, the low RCS pressure, 

the RB sump level, and the increased RB pressure. Following this discussion, SS E 

directed the CRO's to isolate the B OTSG. CRO D carried out this action by moving to 

panel 15 and closing isolation valves MS-V4B and MS-V7B as shown in Figure B-10. Since 

these isolation valve controls are not used frequently, the location is acceptable. 

At approximately 90 minutes, CRO C noted that the source range Nl's increased and 

that the intermediate range Nl's came on scale. This combined with the decreasing RCS 

boron concentrations was a problem which concerned the operators since it clearly 

contradicted normal cooldown trends. CRO C had been alternatively steaming down and 

feeding OTSG A. The A OTSG level was rapidly decreasing at 90 minutes. At 92 minutes 

CROC opened up on EF-VllB. At about 94 minutes, A OTSG boiled dry and CROC 



immediately opened EF-VllA restoring EFW flow. Opening EF-VllB would have no 

effect on feed since the B OTSG was isolated. This series of events appears to represent 

a control confusion which further illustrates human engineering problems associated with 

the feedwater station as previously noted. 

By 100 minutes, the A loop RC pumps had been secured and a discussion was held of 

going to natural circulation following loss of forced circulation. CRO C opened on EF

V llA to feed up OTSG A at 112 minutes. The A OTSG reached 50% level on the operating 

range at 125 minutes and CRO C continued to control OTSG A level and pressure via the 

turbine bypass controller (now controlling atmospheric dump valves) and EF-V llA through 

the rest of the 150 minute period. 

Primary System Control (73 to 150 minutes) 

Following securing of the B loop RC pumps at 73 minutes, an RCS sample showing 

700 ppm boron was received. Since make-up water from the BWST was at a concentration 

of over 1000 ppm, operators became concerned about possible alternate MU paths, boron 

dilution, and Nl indications. At 90 minutes a second sample showed 400-500 ppm boron 

and the intermediate range Nl's came on scale. These data caused concern about 

shutdown margin and a possible restart. During this period, increased steam void 

formation was taking place. 

At about 80 minutes, SS A requested a computer print-out of RCS parameters and 

PORV outlet temperatures. The PORV outlet temperature was 283° compared with 211° 

for the code safeties. These data clearly point to an open PORV but this was not realized 

at the time. Either the operators were uncertain of the quantitative difference to expect 

or the 283° was misread as 233. The latter interpretation is supported by interviews with 

a plant engineer who stated that SS A interpreted the PORV temperature as having 

dropped from the previous reading (285°). RC pump alarms and flow fluctuations 

continued to be noted due to the operating A loop RC pumps. The A loop pumps were 

secured by CRO C at about 100 minutes as shown in Figure B-11. Emergency boration 

was conducted by CRO D at 100 minutes and again at 102 minutes. 

Emergency boration requires setting up boric acid volume at one end of panel 3 and 

then moving to the other end to control pump operation. This layout is a violation of 

standard human engineering practice as noted in Section 3.2. If the intent is to prevent 

inadvertent addition of boron, this precaution should be incorporated in some manner 

which permits more effective operator action when boration is required. 



Following shutdown of the A loop RC pumps, Nl's showed increasing counts and hot 

and cold leg temperatures diverged rapidly. At 105-110 minutes SS D and SS F arrived in 

the CR and discussed the situation with the on-duty operators. 

At about 137 minutes, PORV and code safety discharge temperatures were 

requested by SS F. Based on PORV temperature of 228° versus code safety temperatures 

of 190° and 194°, he suggested blocking the PORV. This action was carried out by SF C 

at 138 minutes. 

Following blocking the PORV, RB pressure decreased and RCS pressure rose 

confirming PORV leakage as the major problem. Discussions were held concerning the 

location of the bubble in the RCS and entry into the containment to vent the hot legs. 

This option was lost at 144 minutes when the RB air sample gas monitor (HP-R-227) 

increased and went off scale high. By 150 minutes, Th had gone off scale high (750°). The 

site emergency was declared shortly thereafter. 
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TABLE B-1 

TMI-2 PANEL DESIGNATIONS 

• Inner Consoles 
2 Computer console 
3 Auxiliary systems console 
4- Plant control console 
5 Turbine control console 
6ABC Electric control console 

• Vertical Panels 
7 Fire detection panel 
8 Coolant systems monitoring panel 
9 Push-pull control panel 
10 Plant equipment temperature recording panel 
12 Radiation monitoring panel 
13 Engineered safety features panel 
14- Control rod drive panel 
15 Containment isolation panel 
16 Turbine supervisory panel 
17 Turbine auxiliary monitoring panel 
18 Station electric auxiliary monitoring panel 
19 Vi~al power panel 
19A 500 KV control panel 
26 Diesel generator No. 1 panel 
29 Diesel generator No. 2 panel 

• Back Panels Located Outside Main Control Area 
8A Reactor coolant drain tank panel 
20 Nuclear instrumentation cabinet No. 1 
21 Nuclear instrumentation cabinet No. 2 
25 HV&AC panel 
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20 December I 977 

DESIGN CHECKLIST 
I 

LABELS, MANUALS, MARKINGS 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Controls, displays and other items v' 
of equipment are clearly marked 
and labeled except in cases where. 
use is obvious to the operator. 

2. Labels are on or ne~r the item V' to be identified. 

TOP 1-2-610 

3. Labels do not cover any other ,; Labels located behind controls 
information and are not located 
behind controls. They can be 
seen easily by the operator and 
are not obscured by the operator's 
hand activating a control. 

4. Labels are located in the same v' • manner throughout the equipment 
and system. 

s. Labels are not covered by other ..; equipment and are located on 
the flattest, least cluttered 
and cleanest surface avai !able. 

6. Labels are mounted so that they yl 
cannot be accidentally damaged 
or removed. 

7. Where instructions are lettered ./ 
on hinged door, lettering is set 
so that it can be read when the 
door is open. 

8. Labels are graduated in size. ./ Group label characters are at 
least 25% larger than those of 
individual controls and displays. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Control and display characters, 
in turn, are at least 25% larger 
than those identifying control 
positions. 

9. Spacing between characters v is a minimum ofone stroke; 
between words is a minimum 
of one character. 

I 0. Abbreviations are capital letters, v periods being omitted except 
when there is a possibility of 
misinterpretaion. 

I I • Extended copy (instructions) ./ is in lower'case letters. 

12. Label characteristics are deter- / 
mined by illumination level 
and color. 

13. Labels are easily read at opera- .; 
tiona! reading distances with 
vibration/motion and _I ighting 
levels taken into consideration. 

14. Labels are shorp with high con- ~ 
trast. 

15. With illumination less than I v' ft-C, white, white florescent, 
or torch-1 ighted characters on 
a dark background are used. 

16. With illumination above I ft- v Some of each 
C, black letters against a light 
background are used. 

17. For dark adaptation, letters .; are visible and do not interfere 
with night vision. 

18. When letters, etc., are viewed v' by means of television, they are 
light against a dark background. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Labels on production equipment ./ Replaced by label maker labels 
are as durable as the equipment. 

20. Labels for prototype equipment .; 
are easily affixed, altered and 
removed. 

21. Markings and tags are as permo- I 
nent as the equipment to which 
applied and able to withstand 
environmental and cleaning 
conditions. 

22. Labels are accessible and visible v 
during maintenance. 

23. Load ,capacity is marked on lift- ..; 
ing equipment. 

24. Roman numerals are not used, .; 
if possible. 

25. Vertical labels are used only ..; 
when th~ labels are not critical 
for personal safety and perform-
once, and space is I imited. 

26. Electrical receptacles are clearly v 
marked with voltage, phase and 
frequency characteri sties. 

27. Pipe, hose, and tube I ines are v' 
clearly labeled as to contents, 
pressure, temperature, and 
hazards. 

28. Warning placards are well illu- .; 
minated. 

29. Warning notices are clear and v' 
direct. Characters are 25% 
larger than any following in-
structions. 

30. Placards are placed adjacent ~ 
to hazards. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Circuit breakers are labeled .; 
and easily accessible. 

32. T rode names and other irrelevant .; 
information do not appear on 
labeling. 

33. Labels are concise with a mini- ..; 
mum of repetitive information. 

34. An abstract symbol is used only v' 
if meaningful. 

35. Each assembly, component, and v Mimic leaves out a lot of 
port is labeled with a visible controls 
and meaningful name, number, 
and symbol.' 

36. Printed information is directly v' useable with a minimum of de-
coding and interpolation. 

37. Labels do not describe the engi- .; 
neering eharacteristics or nomen-
cloture of the piece of equipment, 
if at all possible. 

38. Labels are etched, embossed, v 
or engraved into the component 
or chassis. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 6 . 

CONTROLS 

Test Title /2111t ;(.e_ vf ,?AIV-e I - 3 
Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Control relationship to its display ( Displays of flow, 

TOP 1-2-610 

press., etc. 
is apparent. not related. to mimic 

2. Functionally related controls I 
and displays are grouped together. 

3. Control groups, sequential opera- I 
tions have left-to-right order 
of use or top-to-bottom order 
of use. 

4. Con trois in functional groups .; 
are locat~d in accordance with 
operational sequence and/or 
function. 

s. Lifting equipment controls are .; 
within easy reach with the load 
visible. 

6. Controls are located so that v' 
they cannot be accidentally 
moved. 

7. Groups with similar functions v 
are similar throughout the system. 

8. Controls are marked to indicate I 
in which direction to operate 
the control. . 

9. Control/display groups used v 
only for maintenance are not 
located in prime operating space. 

I 0. Controls used most often are v 
located in the best position for 
ease of reaching and grasping. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

I I. Controls operated without visual ·( 
reference are located in front 
rather than to the side or behind 
the operator. 

12. Internally mounted controls .; 
are located away from dangerous 
voltage. 

' 13. Sensitive adjustments are located v' 
or guarded to prevent accidental 
activation. 

14. Controls used for same function J on different types of equipment 
are of the same size and shape. 

15. Rotary Control 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length ..; 

min 1.0 inches (25mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I OOmm) 

Width v' 
max 1.0 inches (25mm) 

Depth v min 0.625 inches ( 16mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE .; 
min I .0 inch-lb (I 13 rrN-
m) 
max 6.0 inch-lb (678mN-
m) 

./ DISPLACEMENT 
For facilitating ~erformance 

min 30 degrees 
max 90 degrees .; SEPARATION 

One Hand Random 
min I .0 inches (25 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

vi Two-Hand Oeeration 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

16. Key Operated Switch ./ DISPLACEMENT 
min 80 degrees 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

max 90 degrees 
HEIGHT 

min 0.5 inches ( 13mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I in/lb ( 113 mNm) 
max 6 in/lb (678 mNm) 

17. Discrete Thumbwheel Control ,/ 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 1.5 in. (38mm) 
max 2.5 in. (65 mm) 

Trough 
min 0.45 inches ( I I mm) 

Distance 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Width 
min 0. I inches (3 mm) 

Depth 
min 0.1 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.5 inches (I 3 mm) 

Separation 
min 0.4 Jnches ( I 0 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
min 6 oz. (165 mN) 
max 20 oz. (560 mN) 

18. Continuous Adjustment Rotary I 
Knobs 
DIMENSIONS: 
Fingertip Grasp Hei~t 

min 0.5 inches (I mm) 
max I .0 inches (25 mm) 

Diameter 
min 0.375 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

Thumb and Finger Encircled 
Diameter 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

Palm Grasp 
Diameter 

min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Length 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

TORQUE: 
Height 

max 4.5 in-oz (32 mN-m) 
Diameter 

max 6.0 in-oz (42 mN-m) 
SEPARATION: 
One Hand Individual~ 

min 1.0 inches (2 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Two Hands Simultaneous!~ 
min 2.0 inches (50 mm 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

19. Cranks .; 
DIMENSIONS: 
Handle 
Diameter (rpm-dia) 
none - I .0 inches (25 mm) 
I 7 5 - I .0 inches (25 mm) 
275- 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
Le!!!th (r-r:m-length) 
none - 3.5 inches (95 mm) 
175- 3.75 inches (95 mm) 
275- 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
Radius (rpm-radius) 
none- min 9.0 in. (230 mm) 

max I 6.0 in. (41 0 mm) 
175- min 5.0 in. (125 mm) 

max 8.0 in. (200 mm) 
275- min 0.5 in. ( 13 mm) 

max 4.5 in. (liS mm) 
RESISTANCE: (rpm-resistance) 
none - min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 50 lb. (220N) 
175- min 6.0 lb. (27N) 

max 15 lb (67N) 
275- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 5 lb (22N) 
SEPARATION: (rpm-separation) 
none- min 3.0 inches (7Smm) 
175- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
275- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

20. Ha.ndwh eels V' 
DIMENSIONS: 
Wheel Diameter 
One Hand 

min 2.0 inches (50 mm) 
max 4.25 inches (II 0 mm) 

Two Hands 
min 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 
max 21 .0 inches (530 mm) 

Rim Diameter: 
min 0.75 inches (19mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand 

min S lb. (22N) 
max 30 lb. ( 133N) 

Two Hands 
min 5 lb (22 N) 
max 50 lb. (220 N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Two Hands 

max 120 deg. 
SEP ARA Tl ON: 
Two Hands -Simultaneously 

min 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
max 5.0 inches (I 25 mm) 

21. Pushbuttons (Finger or Hand .; 
Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Fingerticr Operation 

m in.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Thumb or Heel of Hand 0Eeration 
min 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Finger Oberation . 

min I oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. (I I.ON) 

Little Finger O!?eration 
min 5 oz. ( 1.4N) 
max 20 oz. (5.6N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Thumb or Finger 0Eeration 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

SEPARATION: 
Single Fin!er Oeeration 

min 0. inches ( 13 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Single Fin~er S!:Suential Oeeration 
min 0.5 inches (6 mm) 
preferred I .00 in. (25 mm) 

Oeeration b:t: Several Fingers 
min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 0.5 inches (I 3 mm) 

22. Pushbuttons (F oat Operated) .; 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 0.50 inches ( 13 mm) 
RESISTANCE: 
Foot wi il not rest on control 

min 4.0 lb. (Ia N) 
max 20.0 lb. (90 N) 

Foot wi II rest on control 
min I o.o lb. (4SN) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Boot Oeeration 

min 0.50 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Heav:t: Boot Oeeration 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion Onll( 
min 1.0 inches 25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total L!:!t Movement 
min I .0 inches (25 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

23. Keyboards 
DIMENSIONS: .; 
Diameter Bare-handed 

min 0.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0.5 in. ( I 3 mm) 

Cold Retons mittens 
min .75 inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0.75 in. (19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Numeric 
min 3.5 oz. (IN) 
max 14.0 oz. (4N) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( I .5 N) 

Dual Function 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3. oz. ( I.SN) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Numeric 

min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches 4.8 mm) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.05 inches (I .3 mm) 
max 0.25 inches (6.3 mm) 

Dual' Function 
min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches (4.8 mm) 

SEPARATION: 
Between adjacent key tops 

min 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) 
preferred 0.25 in. (6.4 mm) 

24. Toggle Switches I DIMENSIONS: 
Arm LeTI:th (Bare finger) 

min ~5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Arm Length (Gloved finger) 
min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Cont-rol Tip 
min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max I .0 inches (25 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Small Switch 

min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 16 oz. (4.SN) 

Large Switch 
min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. ( I IN) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
2 Position 

min 30 deg 
max 120 deg. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

3 Position 
min 18 deg. 
max 60 deg. 
desired 25 deg. 

SEPARATION: 
Single Finger 0Eeration 

min 0. 75 inches ( 19 mm) 
optimum 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Sin~le Finger 0Eeration-lever 
lac toggle switch 

min I .0 inches (25 mm) 
optimum 1.0 in. {50 mm) 

Simultaneous 0Eeration b·~ Dif-
ferent Finger 

min 0.625 inches { 16 mm) 
optimum 0.75 in. (19 mm) 

25. Legend Switch .; 
DIMENSIONS: 

min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
max I .5 inches (38 mm) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 
positive position switch 3/16 
in. (5 mm) 

BARRIERS: 
Barrier Width 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

Barrier De/Sth 
min 0.8 inches (5 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I 0 oz {280 mN) 
max 40 oz. ( I IN) 

26. Lever I DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Finger Grasp 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

Hand GrosE 
min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand (d-1) 

min 2 lb~ (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( I 35N) 

Two Hands I 

min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 50 lb. (220N) 

One Hand (d-2) 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 135N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Forward (d-1) 

max 14.0 inches (360 mm) 
Lateral (d-2) 

max 38.0 inches (970 mm) 
SEPARATION: 
·one Hand Random 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

27. Pedals ,; 
DIMENSIONS: 
Height 

min I 0 inches (25 mm) 
Width 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Operation 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total LT. Movement 
min ~0 inches (25 mm) 
max 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Foot Not Resting on Pedal 

min 4 lb. (18 N) 
max 20 lb. (90 N) 

Foot Resting on Pedal 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 
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Ankle Flexion Onll 
max I 0 lb. (45 N) 

Total Leg Movement 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 180 lb. (800 N) 

SEP ARA Tl ON: 
One Foot Random 

min 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 
preferred 6.0 in. ( I SO mm) 

One Foot S~uential 
min 2.0 inches (SO mm) 
preferred 4.0 in. (I 00 mm) 

28. Adequate control response feed-
back is provided. 

yl 

29. Rotary valves open counterclock- .; 
wise. 

30. Control movement conforms ..; 
with corresponding related dis-
play. 

31. Rotary controls turn to the right ,; 
(clockwise) to increase, and 
left (counterclockwise) to 
decrease. 

32. Stops are provided at the begin- .; 
ning and end of the control 
movement travel. 

33. In right-hand operations, knobs .; 
are placed below or to the right 
of displays. 

34. For left-hand operations knobs ..; 
are placed below or to the left 
of displays. 

35. Controls meant to have a limited I degree of motion have adequate 
mechanical stops. 

36. Controls are labeled as to func- I 
tion and method of operation 
by means of arrows and appro-
oriate leaends. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
J, 

37. Selector switches have sufficient .; 
spring loading to keep from stop-
ping between detents. 

38. Range of control action does .; 
not interfere with other controls. 

39. Shape coded controls are visually ~ 
and tactually identifiable. 

40. Control color has high contrast ' with background. 

41. Ambient light color determines .; 
useable control colors. 

42. Switch legend is legible with 

" or without internal illumination. 

43. Legend switch lamps are replace- .,; able from the front of the panel 
by hand and the legends or covers 
are keyed to prevent the possibil-
ity of interchanging the legend 
covers. 

44. Controls are selected and dis- ~ 
tributed so_ that none of the 
operator's limbs are overburdened. 

45. Coding is uniform throughout v' 
the system. 

46. Controls are useable in the time 
~ required despite inadvertent 

operation protection (guards). 

47. Controls are not adversely af- v fected by distortion, shock and 
vibration. 

48. Control motion is minimized, v' not cycled through ON/OFF 
unnecessarily. 

49. Latches on levers do not cause v' 
delay in operation. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

50. Minimum use made of horizontal ./ 
or 3 position toggle switches. 

51. Shape coded controls are free ./ 
of sharp edges. 

52. Critical controls are designed .; 
and located so that they are 
not susceptible to being moved 
accidentally. 

53. If there is a possiblity of inad- v vertent activation causing a 
hazardous condition, controls 
are recessed or shielded by a 
physical barrier. 

54. "Dead man" controls are used .; 
when operator incapacity can 
produce a critical condition. 

55. The main power ON/OFF switch I 
cuts all power to the complete 
equipment. 

56. Main Power switch is·labeled. r' 

57. Failure of power steering does ./ 
not incapacitate steering. 

58. Resistance is bui It in so that ,; 
definite or sustained effort is 
required for activation. 

59. Controls are black or gray. ..; 

60. Controls are labeled with basic I 
information for proper identi-
fication, utilization, actuation, 
or manipulation of the element. 

61. Operating instructions are pro- .; 
vided except where use is obvious. 

62. Diagrams are used wherever ./ possible. 
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63. Calibration instructions are .; 
placed as close to the calibrating 
control as possible. 

' 

64. Adjustment controls are easy I 
to set and lock. 

65. All controls have appropriate .; 
scales or indexing. 

66. If red lighting is used, red is .; 
not used for coding. Use black 
and yellow striping. 

I 

( 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
8 

DISPLAYS 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title - ...... ~!WL.t...:....::..~..t..U:....;:-e.::.,;v~f~-=-..... 8..;.14.:..:.1-1..;...-e.:...:..l_-__;::3::.--___________ ~ 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations rt'ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Relationship between the display 
and its associated controls is 
unmistakable in terms of: 

a) The proper control to use. I 
b) Direction of movement of .; 

the control. 
c) Rate and limits of movement. .; 

of the control. 

2. Controls are located adjacent .; 
to (either under or to right of) 
associated displays. 

3. Functionally related units are ,; 
grouped together and are similar 
f.rom panel to panel. 

4. Displays in groups are located v' 
from left-to-right and/or top-
to-bottom order of use. 

s. Displays used in system checkout y' 
are located so they can be ob-
served from one position. 

6. All displays are arranged in the I 
sequence in which they are 
used. 

7. Meters, dials, and instruments are I Makeup flow on panel 8 
so sized/arranged that they can 
be read from the normal operat-
ing position. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

8. In standing positions, the most .; 
frequently used displays are 
located approximately at the 
eye level of the operator. 

9. Frequently used displays are ,/ 
grouped together. 

I 0. Displays are located where they ,/ 
can be read to the required degree 
of accuracy. 

II. If on separate panels, positions .; 
of related controls and displays 
correspond and the panels do 
not face each other. 

12. Control display groups for main-
./ 

tenance use only are not located 
in prime operating space. 

13. Display arrangement is consistent I 
from one situation to another. 

14. Unusual aids such as ladders, .; 
extra I ighting, etc., are not 
needed to read or gain access 
to a display. 

15. Display scales are limited to I only information needed to make 
a decision or take action. All 
needed information is presented. 

16. Information is presented in such tl 
form that no interpretation or 
decoding is necessary. 

17. Information for different types .; 
of activities is not combined 
unless the activities require 
the same information. 

18. Failure in the unit is clearly v' 
shown or the operator is other-
wise warned. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Trademarks, company names, v' 
and other unnecessary informa-
tion are not on the panel face. 

20. Job aids (graphic overlays) are .; 
provided when a plotter operator 
is required to interpret graphic 
data. 

i I. On units having operator displays, I 
maintenance displays are located 
behind access doors on the opera-
tor's panel. 

22. On units without operator panel, .; 
maintenance displays are located 
on ·one face accessible in normal 
installation. 

23. Viewing distance from the eye { 
to the displays located close 
to controls is 28 inches (71 Omm) 
maximum and 13 inches (SIOmm) 
minimum. 

24. The display pointer extends to y' 
but does not obscure the index 
mark width. 

25. Display pointer is mounted as .; 
close as possible to dial face 
to eliminate parallax and shadows. 

26. Counters and flags are mounted .; 
close to the panel surface. 

27. CRT target visual angle exceeds ..; 
2.0 minutes and I 0 I ines of reso ... 
lution; viewing distance is 16 
inches (I 0 in. minimum). 

28. Illumination is uniform. I 
29. Multiple displays grouped together v' will have brightness uniformity 

across the range of fu II "ON" 
to full "OFF." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

30. Thg display face is not less than v 
4S from the operator's normal 
I ine of sight. 

31. There is a high degree of contrast tl 
between the scale face and mark-
ings. 

32. Frequently used displays are 
,/ grouped together and are placed 

in the optimal visual zone. Limits 
are as follows: 

E~e Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

3S0 maximum 
. IS0 optimum 
Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

40° maximum 
I 5° optimum 

Norm2,1 Line of Sight 
20 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Head Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

60° maximum 
0° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

65° maximum 
Normal Line of Sight 

35° maximum 
Head and E~e Rotation 
'Horizontal Plane 

95° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Vertical Plane 
90° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Normal Line of Sight 
15° optimum 

33. Glare does not interfere with 
v' readability of the display at 

a location. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
I 

34. Indicator lights show equipment v 
response, not merely control 
position; are used sparingly and 
only show information needed 
for effective system operation. 

35. Luminance contrast exceeds y 
SO%. 

36. Flashing lights have a flash rate .; 
of 3 to 5 flashes per second; 
in case of flasher failure, the 
I ight illuminates and burns steadily 

37. Color coding is used where pas- ~ sible; unused scales are covered. 

38. Indicators used at night are dim- .; 
mob le (0.02-1.0 ft-U. 

39. If faint signal detection is required v' and ambient illumination is above 
0.25 ft-C (2-7 lux) the CRT is 
hooded, shielded, or recessed. 

40. Printed matter is visible. If .; 
ambient illumination inadequate, 
matter is illuminated by the 
printer. Plotted matter is also 
readily visible. 

41. Projection display rates for group 
viewing are as follows: 

I 

FACTOR:. . d. t R t• f v1ewmg IS ance 
0 10 0 screen diagonal 

OPTIMUM: 
4 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
3-6 

ACCEPT ABLE LIM TS: 
2-8 

FACTOR: 
Angle off centerline 
OPTIMUM: 

ao 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
20° 

ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 
30° 

FACTOR: 
Image luminance (no film in oper-
ating projector) (for sti II projec-
tions higher values may be used) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 0 ft-L (34 cd/m2) 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

8-14 ft-L (27-48 cd/m2) 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 2 

5-20 ft-L ( 17-69 cd/m ) 

FACTOR: 
Lum in once variation across 
screen (ratio of maximum to 
minimum luminance) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

1.5 " 

ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 
3.0 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variations as a func-
tion of viewing location (ratio 
of maximum to minimum lumi-
nonce) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

2.0 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

4.0 

FACTOR: b' I' h 
Ratio of am tent 19 t 

bright part of image 
OPTIMUM: 

0 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

0.002-0.0 I 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

0.1 max 
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For presentation not involving 
gray scale or color (e.g., line 
drawings, tables) 0.2 may be 
used. 

42. Supplemental viewing system ( 
is provided for remote handling 
situations. 

43. LED are red only and not near I 
red warning lights. Dimming 
is compatible. 

44. Critical warning lights are iso- I lated from other less important 
lights for best effectiveness. 

45. Internal instrument I ighting ./ 
is provided where effective. 

46. Indicator lights are immediately I 
and unavoidably associated with 
the proper control. 

47. Legend lights are used in prefer- I 
ence to simple instructor I ights. 

48. Indicator lights are capable of .; 
providing flashing red for emer-
gency or malfunction conditions. 

49. The information displayed is v clear, specific, and useable • 
.It is not redundant or degraded 
by vibration. It is at a level 
of accuracy required for the 
operator•s action or decision. 

so. The provision of the display I presentation is consistent with 
system precision. 

51. The display indicator ceases J to move after the control move-
ment stops. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

52. Displays which cannot or may .; 
not be watched continuously, 
but need continuous monitoring, 
have a suitable auditory or visual 
warning backup. 

53. Counter numbers change by I snap action, follow each other 
not faster than 2 per second 
if read consecutively, increase 
with clockwise rotation of the 
reset knob, and automatically 
reset sequencing as well as 
having a manual reset. 

54. Material in printer is easily I changed and indicates remaining 
supply of printing materials. 

55. FaiJure of a display circuit is I immediately apparent. 

56. Failure of the display circuit I 
does not affect display equipment. 

57. Most important displays are I placed in the optimum visual 
zone. 

58. A signal absence does not denote I 
"go ahead," "ready," etc., only 
a power off condition. 

59. .Transilluminated, LED and incan- .; 
descent displays conform to 
the following color code, except 
that training equipment colors 
can be approximate: 

a. Flashing red denotes only 
emergency conditions which 
require operator action with-
out undue delay to avert 
personnel injury and/or equip-
ment damage. 
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b. Red alerts an operator that 
a system or any of its parts ., 

is inoperative or that .a sue-
cessful mission is not possible 
unless corrective action is 
taken. 

c. Yellow advises an operator 
of a marginal condition or 
alerts him to situations of 
caution, recheck or unex-
pected delay. 

d. Green indicates that moni-
tored equipment is in toler-
once or that a state of readi-
ness exists. 

e. White shows system conditions 
that do not have "right" or 
"wrong" imp I icatons such 
as alternating functions 
except that white is not used 
in aircraft flight stations. 

f. Blue is used for advisory 
lights only, except that blue 
is not used in a·ircraft flight 
stations. 

60. Flashing lights are used only I 
to call the operator's attention 
to a condition requiring action. 

61. Legend lights signifying danger .; 
are larger than other legend 
lights. 

62. If operator is wearing earphones I during normal operations, audio 
warning signals are directed 
to both earphones and work area. 

63. Audio signal action specifies .; 
the nature of the problem (main-
tenance, emergency, health 
hazard). 
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64. Audio signals denoting emergen- ~ 
cies are notably different from 
routine signals. 

65. The following types of signals ( 
may not be used as warning 
devices: 

a. Modulated or interrupted 
tones that resemble naviga-
tion signals or coded radio 
transmissions. 

b. Steady signals that resemble 
hisses, static, or sporadic 
radio signals. 

c. Trains of impulses that resem-
ble electrical interference 
whether regularly or irregularly 
spaced in time. 

d. Simple warbles which may 
be confused with the type 
made by two carriers when 
one is being shifted in fre-
quency(beat-frequency-
oscillator effect). 

e. Scrambled speech effects 
that may be confused with 
cross modulation signals 
from adjacent channels. 

f. Signals that resemble random 
noise, periodic pulses, steady 
or frequency modulated sim-
pte tones. or any other signals 
generated by standard counter-
measure devices (e.g., "bag-
pipes"). 

g. Signals similar to random 
noise generated by air con-
ditioning or any other equip-
ment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments ,. 

h. Signals that resemble sounds 
likely to occur accidentally 
under operational conditions. 

66. The first 0.5 seconds of an ( 
audio signal is discriminable 
from the first 0.5 second of 
any other signal. The length 
of the warning is a minimum 
of 1/2 second unti I corrective 
action is taken. 

67. The audio device and circuit v' 
design preclude false alarms. 

68. The height to width ratio of I 
all .labeling is acceptable for 
fast and accurate reading. 

69. Counters are horizontally posi- ' tioned. 

70. The same numerical progression I 
is used on all scales of combined 
displays. 

71. In sequential displays, the se- .; 
quence progresses from left to 
right. 

72. Scale values and their indexes I are consistent in directions of 
increase or decrease. 

73. The display can be read quickly ( in the manner desired (quantita-
tive, qualitative, or check reading). 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
10 

WORKSPACE 

Test Title /1,Mtf.'n-eup pa-Nel .$ 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Design and sizing insures accom- ( 
modation, compatibility, opera-
bility and maintainability by 
at least 90 percent of the user 
population (a range from the 
5th percentile to the 95th per-
centi le for single dimensions). 

2. Cabinets, consoles, and work v 
surfaces that require an operator 
to stand or sit close to their 
front surfaces contain a kick 
space at the base at least 4 
inches ( I 00 mm) deep and 4 
inches (I 00 mm) high to allow 
for protective or specialized 
apparel. 

3. Panel Dimensions- seated- .; 
with vision over tq:>. 

a) Seat height 18" (460 mm) 
from floor 

writing surface-25.5" (650 
mm) above the floor 

vertical dimension of panel-
22" (56 mm) above writing 
surface 

maximum console width-
44" ( I • I 20 m) 

b) Seat height 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
- 22" (560 mm) 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

maximum console width -
44" ( I • I 20 m) 

c) Seat height 28.5" (725 mm) 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 
mm) 
vertical dimension of panel 
22" (560 mm) 

Maximum console width-
44" (I • 120 m) 

4. Panel Dimensions- seated- I 
without vision over tq>. 

a) Seat height - 18" (460 mm) 

writing surface 25.5" (650 
mm) · 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

b) Seat height - 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface- 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(91 0 mm) 

c) Seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 

writing surface- 36" (91 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width-
36" (91 0 mm) 

5. Panel Dimensions- seated or v' standing with standing vision 
over tq>. 

seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
=·-

writing surface- 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 26" 
(660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

6. Panel Dimensions -standing with v 
vision over top. 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panels 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width - 44" 
(1.; 120m) 

7. Panel Dimensions- standing ., 
(without vision over top). 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel -
36" (91 0 mm) 

maximum console width- 36" 
(910 mm) 

8. Consoles have at least 4 feet v 
( 1.220 m) of free floor space 
in front whenever feasible. 

9. The seated operator has free ./ 
pedal access and use of faa t 
-pedals. 

I 0. Compartment design allows .; 
equipment sharing and good 
communication. 

II. Workspace allows ease of weapon v handling, aiming, loading, firing, 
and field stripping. 

12. User is oriented to work site. y' 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Crane controls are easily reached ~ 
and afford load visibility. 

14. Display reading location is identi- ~ 
fied. 

IS. Equipment is designed and in-
stalled with workspace require-

I 
ments in mind. 

16. Armrests are at least 2 inches v 
(50 mm) wide and 8 inches (200 
mm) long. 

17. Knee and foot room should exceed y' 
the following dimensions beneath 
work surfaces: 

a) Height: 25 inches (640 
mm) 

b) Width: 20 inches (51 0 
mm) 

c) Depth: 18 inches (460 
mm) 

18. Back and seat of chair have v' 
I" minimum padding. 

19. Lateral work space is 30" wide vi x 16" deep; writing space is 24" 
wide x 16" deep. 

20. Armrests do not interfere with y' 
work, egress or emergency pro-
cedures. 

21. Vertical seat adjustments are 
15-21" ( 16-21" for male use 

( 
exclusively) in I inch maximum 
increments. 

22. T~~os~~~ ~~~~~~! ~~~~~~ol ~;- ./ 
that the operator's eyes are 
within 3" of the "eye-line." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

23. Rotating seats hdve 8 iocking 1(1 
positions minimum and support 
250 lbs. The seat adjusts fore 
and aft at least 4" minimum. 

24. The operator does not have to ( 
lift self to adjust the seat. 

25. Easy Ciccess is rrovided to and ( 
from a station. 

26. Equipment racks requiring main- .; 
tenance have space available, 
when feasible, as follows: 

a) Minimum distance from the 
front of the rack to the 
opposite surface or obstacle 
is 42 inches (1.070 m). 

b) Minimum lateral workspace 
for racks having drawers: 

I) With drawers weighing 
less than 45 pounds (20.4 
kg); 18 inches (460 mm) 
on one side and 4 inches 
(I 00 mm) on the other. 

2) With drawers weighing 
over 45 pounds (20.4 kg) 
18 inches on each side. 

27. Allowances are made for heavy I clothing and protective equipment. 

28. A loader can comfortably sit I 
in the closed hatch mode or 
stand in the open hatch mode. 

29. Workspace provides head, arm / 
and body clearance at any weapon 
position. 

30. User space is not encroached ,; 
upon by others. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Reflection of instruments or I 
console in windows or windshields 
is avoided. 

32. Right-left viewing angle for ( 
a wrap-around console is 190° 
maximum. 

33. The forward field of view is 
180° minimum. 

I 

34. Minimum illumination levels ( 
for different work areas and 
types of work are as follows 
in F ootcandles (LUX): 

Console surface 30 (325) 

Dials 30 (325) 

Emergency lighting 3 (30) 

Gauges 30 (325) 

Meters 30 (325) 

Missiles: 
Repair /Service 60 (640) 
Storage areas I 0 ( I I 0) 
General inspection 30 
(325) 

Panels: 
F rant 30 (325) 
Rear I 0 ( I. I O) 

Passageways I 0 ( I I 0) 

Reading 
Large print I 0 (I I 0) 
News print 30 (325) 
Penci I reports SO (540) 
Small type SO (S40) 
Prolonged reading SO 
(540) 

Recording SO (540) 

Repair work: 
General 30 (32S) 
Instrument I 00 (I 07S) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

35. Visors, etc., reduce external I 
glare. 

36. Transparent areas are free from v 
color, distortion, etc. 

37. Multireflections from multilayered ,; 
windows are minimized. 

38. Win~creen angle of incidence I 
is 60 maximum to undistorted 
vision. 

39. Windows or canopies have optimum ..; 
unobstructed vision. 

40. Instrument reflection is avoided. ( 

41. If possible there is a direct view ,; 
of work. 

42. Distortion is avoided in windows. ,/' 

43. Door posts or wiper motors do ./ 
not obscure vision. 

44. Loader can see outside while / 
operating in close hatch mode. 

45. Provisions for auxiliary power / 
and lighting are provided. 

46 • Seating is compatible with con- / 
. sole. 

47. Heating and air conditioning speci- / 
fications for mobile detail work 
areas - 50°F to 85°F. For permo-
nent detai Is work areas - 65°F 
to 85°F. 

48. Air conditioning systems do / 
not discharge cold air directly 
on personnel. 

49. Adequate venti lotion is provided / 
by a minimum of 30 cubic ft. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

per minute per man minimum. 
Air is moved past the operotor 
at a velocity of not more than 
I 00 feet (30 m) per minute -
65 feet (20 m) per minute if 
possible. 

50. The effective temperature within / enclosures for extendeg periods 
is at or below 85°F (29~ C). 

51. The acoustical environment / does not degrade system effec-
tiveness. 

52. The average room sound absorp- / tion coefficient is at least 0.20. 

53. Facilities and equipment are v designed to control the trans-
mission of whole body vibration 
to levels permitting safe opera-
tion and maintenance. 

54. Test stands are part of the equip- / 
ment. 

55. Handles are provided on units / 
which are removed or carried. 

56. Vehicles have a minimum tem-
perature of 68°F'(20°C)(unless 

v' 
wearing cold regions clothing 
.and exposure less than 3 hours). 

57. Fresh air is provided at a minimum / 
of 20 cu. ft. (0.43 cu m)/minute/ 
person; in a hot climate, air 
flow rates should be between 
150 and 200 cu. ft. (4.25 and 
5.66 cum) I min./person. 

58. Protective padding is used. / 
59. Mirrvrs are braced against vibra- I tion. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
~=-

60. Venti lotion or other protective 
measures are provided within 

v 
limits. 

61. Intakes for venti lotion systems v 
are located so as to minimize 
the introduction of contaminated 
air from exhaust pipes, etc. v 

62. Cars have seat belts. 

63. Windshields and windows are v 
shatterproof and do not distort 
vision. 

64. Hazard alerting devices ar.e I 
provided. 

65. Illumination is adequate, glare v is reduced and capability for 
dimming is provided. 

66. Maintenance workspace is free t/ 
of obstructions which could cause 
injury. 

67. Equipment is guarded if tempera- v 
ture exceeds I 40°F ( I 20°F if 
handled). 

68. Exposed edges are rounded and / 
have a .04" minimum radius. 

·Exposed corners are also rounded 
~md have a 0.5" minimum radius. 

69. Guards are provided on moving / 
parts. 

70. Radiation hazards are minimized. / 
71. Padding is non-obrasive and / 

non-toxic. 

72. Exhausts are directed away from / 
compartments. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

73. Adequate and suitable storage v 
is provided for manuals, work-
sheets, etc. 

74. Standees have work surfaces ./ 
provided to support manuals, 
etc. 

75. Conspicuous placards are adjacent v to equipment which is hazardous 
to the user. 

76. Areas requiring special equipment .; 
and/or clothing are specifically 
identified. 

77. Any structure which can be ,/ 
chopped through in an emergency 
is clearly marked, axes provided. 

78. Emergency procedures are detailed .;' 
79. Instructions are kept simple. I' 
80. Push-out escape windows are v 

marked. 

81. Equipment is located so that v' 
awkward working positions are 
unnecessary. 

82. Sufficient spacers provided v 
to use test equipment and other 
tools required during checkout. 

83. Controls (switches, knobs, etc.) / 
are easily reached from the 
working position. 

84. Components are located so that / physical interference among 
operators working on the same 
areas is lessened. 

85. The lines of sight to a display / 
are not obscured by poor arrange-
mentof people or equipment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

86. Traffic flow between areas is I 
efficient. 

87. Auditory alerting and warning I 
signals are loud enough to be 
heard above environmental 
noise. 

88. Equipment is secured in order / 
to prevent shifting or overturning 
acci dentally. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
20 

MEASURES 

Test Title. ,/1111Jfe v(J ;?~IV-e I 3 
, I 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Displays are located so they v' 
can be read to the required 
accuracy. 

2. Display arrangement is consis- / 
tent from one application to 
another. 

3. Measuring marks on opaque / 
containers are placed inside. 

4. Display viewing distance: 13- ~ 
28". 

s. Minimum number of measuring v' 
devices is used. 

6. Canteen cup is useable as stand- / 
ard or emergency measuring 
device for field use. 

7. Item container used for measuring / 
where possible. 

8. Measurement marks raised. / 

9. Containers allow for full hand, / 
finger, clearance when using open-
ing tool. 

10. Reflections minimized. I 
I I • Display precision, response is ./ 

consistent with that of system. 

12. Scales: linear, start at 0, use / whole numbers, 2 pointers max, 
numerals oriented upright. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Field items are non-corrosive, ,/ 
easily cleaned or disposed. 

14. Information limited to that neces- / 
sary to take action. 

15. Information is directly useable. ./ 
16. Specified measuring amounts are / 

consistent with measuring device. 

17. Measures clearly detailed. / 

18. For group use: multiple of food / 
components or general formula 
for computation given. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
I 

LABELS, MANUALS, MARKINGS 

Test Project No. 

Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A 

I. Controls, displays and other items / 
of equipment are clearly marked 
and labeled except in cases where 
use is obvious to the operator. 

2. Labels are on or near the item v' 
to be identified. 

3. Labe.ls do not cover any other .,/ 
information and are not located 
behind controls. They can be 
seen easily by the operator and 
are not obscured by the operator's 
hand activating a control. 

4. Labels are located in the same 
manner 'throughout the equipment 
and system. 

5. Labels are not covered by other 
equipment and are located on 
the flattest, least cluttered 
and cleanest surface avai table. 

6. Labels are mounted so that they 
cannot be accidentally damaged 
or removed. 

7. Where instructions are lettered 
on hinged door, lettering is set 
so that it can be read when the 
door is open. 

8. Labels are graduated in size. 
Group label characters are at 
least 25% larger than those of 
individual controls and displays. 

.; 

I 

I 

I 

Date 

COMMENTS 

1.1 Operators add clarifying 
info on turb. bypass valve 
controllers A&B 

1.2 Clarifying info added to 
Elec/Hqd Gov. oil cooler 
cont. 

1.3 Turbine EHC System 
status, I i nes and ref. dis
plays have extensive oper
ator supplied notation 

1.4 Turbine EHC system load 
rate display - operator 
notation 

4.1 Turning gear oil and seal 
backup pump control label 
above control · 

4.2 Turning gear control label 
above control 

5.1 Low E.H. fluid level lock
out control obscures its 
own status indicators 

8.1 Turbine EHC system ID 
same label as ind. compo
nents 

8.2 Turbine supervisory indi
cation system label 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/ A = Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Control and display characters, 8.3 Turbine lube oil temp 
in turn, are at least 25% larger cont.; E/H Gov. oil cooler 
than those identifying control temp cant.; Gen. Hydrogen 
positions. temp. cont.; and Exciter 

Cold Air temp cont. -
9. Spacing between characters ,; display characteristics 

is a minimum of one stroke; smaller than position 
between words is a minimum i dent i fi ers 
of one character. 9.1 Between word spacing 

nearly always below min • 
I 0. Abbreviations are capital letters, ./ periods being omitted except 

when there is a possibility of 
misinterpretaion. 

II. Extended copy (instructions) .; 11.1 Turbine speed hold recom-
is in lower ·case letters. mendations in all caps 

12. Label characteristics are deter- ..; 
mined by illumination level 
and color. 

-13. Labels are easily read at opera- / 13.1 Turbine EHC system panel 
tional reading distances with lir)l'ar scales are too small 
vibration/motion and lighting e 

levels taken into consideration. 

14. Labels are sharp with high con- ./ 
trast. 

15. With illumination less than I V" ft-C, white, white florescent, 
or torch-1 ighted characters on 
a dark background are used. 

16. With illumination above I ft- v 16.1 Except for backlight dis-
C, black letters against a light plays, this is never the 
background are used. case 

17. For dark adaptation, letters v' 
are visible and do not interfere 
with night vision. 

18. When letters, etc., are viewed 
~ by means of television, they are 

light against a dark background. 

- 2V-o-
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Labels on production equipment ( 
are as durable as the equipment. 

20. Labels for prototype equipment v 
are easily affixed, altered and 
removed. 

21. Markings and tags are as perma- ( 21.1 Operator notations indi-
nent as the equipment to which cated in 1.1- 1.4 above 
applied and able to withstand 
environmental and cleaning 
conditions. 

22. Labels are accessible and visible ./ 
during maintenance. 

23. Load.capacity is marked on lift- ./ 
ing equipment. 

24. Roman numerals are not used, ./ 
if possible. 

25. Vertical labels are used only v 
when th~ labels are not critical 
for personal safety and perform-
ance, and space is limited. 

26. Electrical receptacles are clearly v 
marked with voltage, phase and 
frequency characteri sties. 

27. Pipe, hose, and tube I ines are / 
clearly labeled as to contents, 
pressure, temperature, and 
hazards. 

28. Warning placards are well illu- / 
minated. 

29. Warning notices are clear and / 
direct. Characters are 25% 
larger than any following in-
structions. 

30. Placards are placed adjacent 
to hazards. 

/ 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Circuit breakers are labeled v 
and easily accessible. 

32. Trade names and other irrelevant / 32.1 Bailey and G.E. controls 
information do not appear on are so labeled 
labeling. 

33. Labels are concise with a mini- / 33.1 Turb. lube oil temp.; E/H 
mum of repetitive information. gov. oil cooler temp.; Gen. 

v Hydrogen temp and Exciter 
34. An abstract symbol is used only cold air temp controls have 

if meaningful. redundant labeling 

35. Each assembly, component, and v part is labeled with a visible 
and meaningful name, number, 
and symbol.' 

36~ Printed information is directly v 
useable with a minimum of de-
coding and interpolation. 

37. Labels do not describe the engi- v neering eharacteristics or nomen-
cloture of the piece of equipment, 
if at all possible. 

38. Labels are etched, embossed, I 38.1 Except for operator nota-
or engraved into the component tions already cited 
or chassis. 
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DESIGN CHECKUST 
6' 

CONTROLS· 

Test Title __ ,........-J-l.....;v;..:....ll" ...x.k.:.;;IN:...-(...___;;;;~;;.;.-v~t.....;H'-=.I_S.;..;t.C;;a.w..J "-M~---~_""' _ __.;. ________ _ 
Test Project No. Dote 

Detailed Design Considerations rr-es NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Control relationship to its display -/ I. I Throttle valve controls and 
is apparent. position indicators might 

be better arranged 
2. Functionally related controls v 

and displays are grouped together. 

3. Control groups, sequential opera- ./ tions hove left-to-right order 
of use or top-to-bottom order 
of use. 

4. Controls in functional groups .; ; 
are located in accordance with 
operational sequence and/or 
function. 

s. Lifting equipment controJs are / 
within easy reach with the lood 
visible. 

6. Controls are located so that -/ 6.1 Most controls can be 
they cannot be accidentally engoged by accidental 
moved. bumping 

7. Groups with similar functions ../ are simi lor throughout the system. 

8. Controls are marked to indicate ' in which direction to operate 
the control. 

9. Control/display groups used ~ 
only for maintenance are not 
located in prime operating space. 

I 0. Controls used most often are ./ located in the best position for 
ease of reaching ond grasping. 

YES = Adequate NO = Inadequate N/ A : Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

I i • Controls op~rated without visual -/ 
reference are located in front 
rather than to the side or behind 
the operator. 

12. Internally mounted controls ( 
are located away from dangerous 
voltage. 

13. Sensitive adjustments are located ./ 
or guarded to prevent accidental 
activation. 

14. Controls used for same function ..; 
on different types of equipment 
are of the same size and shape. 

15. Rotary Control I 15.1 Controls ref. in 8.3 use 
DIMENSIONS: rotary knobs 1/2 in diam. 
Length I II high 

min 1.0 inches (25mm) 
max 4.0 inches ( I OOmm) 

Width 
max 1.0 inches (25mm) 

Depth 
min 0.625 inches ( 16mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 Smm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I .0 inch-Jb ( I 13 rrN-
m) 
max 6.0 inch-lb (678mN-
m) 

DISPLACEMENT 
For facilitating ~erformance 

·min 30 degrees 
max 90 degrees 

SEPARATION 
One Hand Random 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Two-Hand Oeeration 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

16. Key Operated Switch ~ 
16.1 Overspeed protection con-

DISPLACEMENT troller uses _ 45° displace-
min 80 degrees ments 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

max 90 degrees 
HEIGHT 

min 0.5 inches ( 13mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I in/lb ( 113 mNm) 
max 6 in/lb (678 mNm) 

17. Discrete Thumbwheel Control .; 17 .I Turbine EHC system low 
DIMENSIONS: load limit MW; accelera-
Diameter tion rate RPM per min.; 

min 1.5 in. (38mm) high load limit min.; load 
max 2.5 in. (65 mm) rate MW per min. controls 

Trough use I" diam. thumb wheels 
min 0.45 inches (II mm) 17.2 Above thumbwheels use ~ 

Distance .25" _ throughs 

max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 
Width 

min 0. I inches (3 mm) 
Depth 

min 0. I 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.5 inches (I 3 mm) 

Separation 
min 0.4 inches (I 0 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
min 6 oz. (165 mN) 
max 20 oz. (560 mN) 

18. Continuous Adjustment Rotary 
Knobs .; 
DIMENSIONS: 

. Fingertip Grasp Height 
min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 1.0 inches (25 mm) 

Diameter 
min 0.375 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

Thumb and Finger Encircled 
Diameter 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

Palm Grasp 
Diameter 

min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

--·-
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Detailed Design ConsideratiON YES NO N/A Comments 

Length 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

TORQUE: 
Height 

max 4.5 in-oz (32 mN-m) 
Diameter 

max 6.0 in-oz (42 mN-m) 
SEPARATION: 
One Hand Individual~ 

min 1.0 inches (2 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (SO mm) 

Two Hands Simultaneousl5 
min 2.0 inches (50 mm 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

19. Cranks I 
DIMENSIONS: 
Handle 
Diameter (rpm-dia) 
none ;.. 1.0 inches {25 mm) 
17 5 - I .0 inches (25 mm) 
275- 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
Length (rEm-length) 
none- 3.75 inches (95 mm) 
175- 3.75 inches (95 mm) 
275- 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
Radius (!:Em-radius) 
none- min 9.0 in. (230 mm) 

max 16.0 in. (41 0 mm) 
175- min 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

max 8.0 in. (200 mm) 
275- . min 0.5 in. ( I 3 mm) 

max 4.5 in. (I IS mm) 
RESISTANCE: (rpm-resistance) 
none - min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 50 lb. (220N) 
175- min 6.0 lb. (27N) 

max 15 lb (67N) 
275- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 5 lb (22N) 
SEPARATION: (rpm-separation) 
none- min 3.0 inches (7Smm) 
175- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
275- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

20. Handwheels v' 
DIMENSIONS: 
Wheel Diameter 
One Hand 

min 2.0 inches (SO mm) 
max 4.2S inches (I I 0 mm) 

Two Hands 
min 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 
max 21 .0 inches (S30 mm) 

Rim Diameter: 
min 0.75 inches ( 19mm) 
max 2.0 inches (SO mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand 

min 5 lb. (22N) 
max 30 lb .. ( 133N) 

Two Hands 
min S lb (22 N) 
max SO lb. (220 N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Two Hands 

max· 120 deg. 
SEP ARA Tt ON: 
Two Hands -Simultaneously 

min 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
max S.O inches { 125 mm) 

21. Pushbuttons (Finger or Hand .; 
Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Fingerticr Operation 

m in.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Thumb or Heel of Hand 0Eeration 
min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Finger Oberation 

min I oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. (I I.ON) 

Little Finger Operation 
min 5 oz. (I .4N) 
max 20 oz. (S.6N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Thumb or Finger 0Eeration 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

SEPARATION: I 21.1 Never this great when two_ 
Single Fin!er 012eration or more are used 

min 0. inches ( 13 mm) together - usually ~ .I". 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Single Finter Seguential Oeeration 
min 0. 5 inches (6 mm) 
preferred 1.00 in. (25 mm) 

Oeeration b:! Several Fingers 
min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 

22. Pushbuttons (Foot Operated) ( 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 0.50 inches ( I 3 mm) 
RESISTANCE: 
Foot wi II not rest on control 

min 4.0 lb. (18 N) 
max 20.0 lb. (90 N) 

Foot will rest on control 
min I o.o lb. (4SN) 
max 20 lb .. (90N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Boot Oeeration 

min 0.50 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Heav:t: Boot Oeeration 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion Onl1 
min l.o inches 25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total L~ ~vement 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

23. Keyboards v DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter Bare-handed 

min 0.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0. 7 5 inches { 19 mm) 
preferred 0.5 in. (I 3 mm) 

Cold R~icns mittens 
min •15 inches (19 mm} 
preferred 0. 7 5 in. { 19 mm} 

RESISTANCE: 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Numeric 
min 3.5 oz. (IN) 
max 14.0 oz. (4N) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. (I .5 N) 

Dual Function 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( I .5N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Numeric 

min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches 4.8 mm) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.05 inches (I .J mm) 
max 0.25 inches (6.3 mm) 

Dual' Function 
min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches {4.8 mm) 

SEPARATION: 
Between adjacent key tops 

min 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) 
p.referred 0.25 in. (6.4 mm) 

24. T oggfe Switches / DIMENSIONS: 
Arm Length (Bare finger) 

min 0.5 inches ( I 3 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Arm Length (Gloved finger) 
min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Control Tip 
min 0. 125 inches (3 mm) 
max I .0 inches (25 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Small Switch 

min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 16 oz. (4.5N) 

Large Switch 
min I 0 oz. {2.8N) 
max 40 oz. (liN) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
2 Position 

min 30 deg 
max 120 deg. 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

3 Position 
min 18 deg. 
max 60 deg. 
desired 25 deg. 

SEPARATION: 
Single Finger Oeeration 

min 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 
optimum 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Sinte Finger Oeeration-lever 
Joe toggle switch 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
optimum 1.0 in. (50 mm) 

Simultaneous Oeeration b}!: Dif-
ferent Fint;er . 

min 0.25 inches ( I 6 mm) 
optimum 0.75 in. (19 mm) 

~5. Legend Switch v 
DIMENSIONS: 

min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
max I .5 inches (38 mm) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 
positive position switch 3/16 
in. (5 mm) 

BARRIERS: 
Barrier Width 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

Barrier De~th 
min 0.8 inches (5 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I 0 oz (280 mN) 
max 40 oz. (liN) 

26. Lever v DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Finger Grase 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

Hand Grase 
min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand (d-1) 

min 2 lbo (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 135N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 50 lb. (220N) 

One Hand (d-2) 
··, 

min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 135N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Forward (d-1) 

max 14.0 inches (360 mm) 
Lateral (d-2) 

max 38.0 inches (970 mm) 
SEP ARA Tl ON: 
One Hand Random 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. (I 25 mm) 

27. Pedals / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Height 

min I 0 inches (25 mm) 
Width 

min 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Norma I Operation 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total Leg Movement 
min I .0 inches (25 mm) 
max 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Foot Not Resting on Pedal 

min 4 lb. ( 18 N) 
max 20 lb. (90 N) 

Foot Resting on Pedal 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Ankle Flexion On% 
max lo lb. (4r) 

Total Leg Movement 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 180 lb. (800 N) 

SEPARATION: 
One Foot Random 

min 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 
preferred 6.0 in. (ISO mm) 

One Foot Sequential 
min 2.0 inches (SO mm) 
preferred 4.0 in. ( I 00 mm) 

28. Adequate control response feed-
back is provided. 

I 

29. Rotary valves open counterclock- / 
wise. 

30. Control movement conforms / 
with corresponding related dis-
play. 

31. Rotary controls turn to the right / (clockwise) to increase, and 
left (counterclockwise) to 
decrease. 

32. Stops are provided at the begin- / 
ning and end of the control 
movement travel. 

/ 
33. In right-hand operations, knobs 

are placed below or to the right 
of displays. 

34. For left-hand operations knobs / 
are placed below or to the left 
of displays. 

35. Controls meant to have a limited / degree of motion have adequate 
mechanical stops. 

36. Controls are labeled as to func- v tion and method of operation 
by means of arrows and appro-
priate leaends. 
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Oetai led Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

37. Selector switches have sufficient /' 
spring loading to keep from stop-
ping between detents. 

38. Range of control action does / 
not interfere with other controls. 

39. Shape coded controls are visually v 
and tactually identifiable. 

40. Control color has high contrast / 
with background. 

41. Ambient light color determines / 
useable control colors. 

42. Switch legend is legible with v or without internal illumination. 

43. Legend switch lamps are replace- I 43.1 All pushbuttons on turbine 
able from the front of the panel EHC system panel (::: 54) 
by hand and the legends or covers are interchangeable 
are keyed to prevent the possibi 1-
ity of interchanging the legend 
covers. 

44. Controls are selected and dis- I 
tributed so that none of the 
operator's limbs are overburdened. 

45. Coding is uniform throughout ( 
the system. 

46. Controls are useable in the time v' required despite inadvertent 
operation protection (guards). 

47. Controls are not adversely af- / 
fected by distortion, shock and 
vibration. 

48. Control motion is minimized, 
not cycled through ON/OFF 

/ 
unnecessarily. 

49. Latches on levers do not cause v' 
delay in operation. 
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Detailed Design ConsideratiON YES NO N/A Comments 

so. Minimum use made of horizontal ./ 
or 3 position toggle switches. 

51. Shape coded controls are free ./ 
of sharp edges. 

52. Critical controls are designed ( 
and located so that they are 
not susceptible to being moved 
accidentally. 

53. If there is a possiblity of inad- v vertent activation causing a 
hazardous condition, controls 
are recessed or ·shielded by a 
physical barrier. 

54. "Dead man" controls are used / 
when operator incapacity can 
produce a critical condition. 

55. The main power ON/OFF switch / 
cuts all power to the complete 
equipment. 

56. Main Power switch is labeled. / 
57. Failure of power steering does v 

not incapacitate steering. 

58. Resistance is bui It in so that / definite or sustained effort is 
required for activation. 

59. Controls are black or gray. I 
60. Controls are labeled with basic / information for proper identi-

fication, utilization, actuation, 
or manipulation of the element. 

61. Operating instructions are pro- ./ 
vided except where use is obvious. 

62. Diagrams are used wherever v' 62.1 None used 
possible. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

63. Calibration instructions are / 
placed as close to the calibrating 
control as possible. 

64. Adjustment controls are easy / 
to set and lock. 

65. All controls have appropriate / 
scales or indexing. 

66. If red lighting is used, red is / 
not used for coding. Use black 
and yellow striping. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
8 

DISPLAYS 

Test Title --~--:..1 .J;::u:..:;"'~~::.:'.;..;~~~...,l-e..__..;;:Co;;..;..:.N_:l_ .. .;.." ..;..l_..;.s...;:<t~J~-k.;.:.Mo"t:;;.::__-_5.::.""-----------~ 
Test Project No. Dote 

.p~ ., 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Relationship between the display · I. I Tracking meter; throttle 
and its associated controls is valve position; governor 
unmistakable in terms of: valve position; gov. cont.; 

and valve position limit 
a) The proper control to use. r/ displays on turbine EHC 
b) Direction of movement of 

., system panel indicator 0 to 
the control. 

~ 
100%- they do not indi-

c) Rate and limits of movement cote open or closed 
of the control. 

2. Controls are located adjacent v 
to (either under or to right of) 
associated displays. 

3. Functionatly related units are v 
grouped together and are simi Jar 
f.rom panel to panel. 

4. Displays in groups are located .; 
from left-to-right and/or top-
to-bottom order of use. 

5. Displays used in system checkout v 
are located so they can be ob-
served from one position. 

6. All displays are arranged in the v 
sequence in which they are 
used. 

7. Meters, dials, and instruments are v so sized/arranged that they can 
be read from the normal operat-
ing position. 

YES = Adequate NO = Inadequate N/ A = Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

8. In standing positions, the most v' 
frequently used displays are 
located approximately at the 
eye level of the operator. 

9. Frequently used displays are .; 
grouped together. 

I 0. Displays are located where they v 
can be read to the required degree 
of accuracy. 

I I • If on separate panels, positions v 
of related controls and displays 
correspond and the panels do 
not face each other. 

12. Control display groups for main- v' 
tenance use only are not located 
in prime operating space. 

13. Display arrangement is consistent v 
from one situation to another. 

14. Unusual aids such as ladders, v 
extra I ight ing, etc., are not 
needed to read or gain access 
to a display. 

15. Display scales are limited to ~ only information needed to make 
a decision or take action. All 
needed information is presented. 

16. Information is presented in such / 
form that no interpretation or 
decoding is necessary. 

17. Information for different types / of activities is not combined 
unless the activities require 
the same information. 

18. Failure in the unit is clearly ,/ No indication of failed· unit 
shown or the operator is other- shown 
wise warned. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Trademarks, company names, v' Company names and trade-
and other unnecessary informa- marks all over unit 
tion are not on the panel face. 

20. Job aids (graphic overlays) are 
v' provided when a plotter operator 

is required to interpret graphic 
data. 

21. On units having operator displays, ./ Valve test is right out in open 
maintenance displays are located 
behind access doors on the opera- ; 

tor's panel. 

22. On units without operator panel, v' maintenance displays are located 
on ·one face accessible in normal 
installation. 

23. Viewing distance from the eye v' Viewing distance to display =: 

to the displays located close 40 inches 
to controls is 28 inches (71 Omm) 
maximum and 13 inches (510mm) 
minimum. 

24. The display pointer extends to v 
but does not obscure the index 
mark width. 

25. Display pointer is mounted as v close as possible to dial face 
to eliminate parallax and shadows. 

26. _Counters and flags are mounted / 
close to the panel surface. 

27. CRT target visual angle exceeds v' 2.0 minutes and I 0 I ines of reso-
lution; viewing distance is 16 
inches (I 0 in. minimum). 

28. Illumination is uniform. v 
29. Multiple displays grouped together v-wi II have brightness uniformity 

across the range of fu II "ON" 
to full "OFF." 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

30. Th9 display face is not less than v 
4S from the operator's normal 
line of sight. 

31. There is a high degree of contrast / 
between the scale face and mark-
·ings. 

32. Frequently used displays are v 
grouped together and ore placed 
in the optimal visual zone. Limits 
ore as follows: 

Ele Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

3S0 maximum 
ISO optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horiz~ntal Li!"le of Sight 

40 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Norm2,1 Line of Sight 
20 maximum 
15° optimum 

Head Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

60° maximum 
0° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

65° maximum 
Normal Line of Sight 

3S0 maximum 
Head and E~e Rotation 
"Horizontal Jane 

95° maximum 
15° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
90° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Normal Line of Sight 
15° optimum 

33. Glare does not interfere with v Glare is evident on Governor 
readability of the display at and Throttle Valve Position 
a location. indicators 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

34. Indicator lights show equipment V' 34.1 Are used appropriately 
response, not merely control 
position; are used sparingly and 
only show information needed 
for effective system operation. 

35. Luminance contrast exceeds / 
50%. 

36. Flashing lights have a flash rate 
of 3 to 5 flashes per second; 

v' 
in case of flasher failure, the 
light illuminates and burns steadily 

37. Color coding is used where pos- / 37 .I Operating limits could be 
sible; unused scales are covered. indicated to advantage-

I 
are not 

38. Indicators used at night are dim-
mabie (0.02-1.0 ft-L). 

39. If faint signal detection is required ./ 
and ambient illumination is above 
0.25 ft-C (2-7 lux) the CRT is 
hooded, shielded, or recessed. 

40. Printed matter is visible. If v' 
ambient illumination inadequate, 
matter is illuminated by the 
printer. Plotted matter is also 
readily visible. 

41. Projection display rates for group / 
viewing are as follows: 

FACTOR:. . d' t R t' f v1ewtng 1s once 
0 10 0 screen diagonal 

OPTIMUM: 
4 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
3-6 

ACCEPTABLE LIMTS: 
2-8 

FACTOR: 
Angle off center! ine 
OPTIMUM: 

oo 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
20° 

ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 
30° 

FACTOR: 
Image luminance (no film in oper-
ating projector) (for sti II projec-
tions higher values may be used) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 0 ft-L (34 cd/m2) 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

8-14 ft-L (27-48 cd/m2) 
ACCEPTABLE LIMITS: 2 

5-20 ft-L (I 7-69 cd/m ) 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variation across 
screen (ratio of maximum to 
minimum luminance) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

1.5 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

3.0 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variations as a func-
tion of viewing location (ratio 
of maximum to minimum lumi-
nonce) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

2.0 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

4.0 

FACTOR: b' t 1. h 
Ratio of am 1en 19 t 

bright part of image 
OPTIMUM: 

0 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

0.002-0.0 I 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

0.1 max 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

For presentation not involving 
gray scale or color (e.g., I ine 
drawings, tables) 0.2 may be 
used. 

42. Supplemental viewing system v 
is provided for remote handling 
situations. 

43. LED are red only and not near / 
red warning lights. Dimming 
is compatible. 

44. Critical warning lights are iso- / 
toted from other less important 
lights for best effectiveness. 

45. Internal instrument I ighting / 
is provided where effective. 

46. Indicator lights are immediately v and unavoidably associated with 
the proper control. 

47. Legend I ights are used in prefer- ~ 47 .I Both are used 
ence to simple instructor lights. 

48. Indicator lights are capable of / 
providing flashing red for emer-
gency or malfunction conditions. 

49. The information displayed is v clear, specific, and useable • 
.It is not redundant or degraded 
by vibration. It is at a level 
of accuracy required for the 
operator's action or decision. 

so. The provision of the display v 
presentation is consistent with 
system precision. 

5 I. The display indicator ceases / to move after the control move-
ment stops. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

52. Displays which cannot or may / 52.1 Auditory and sup. visual 
not be watched continuously, alarm system could be bet-
but need continuous monitoring, ter 
hove a suitable auditory or visual 
warning backup. 

53. Counter numbers change by V' 
snap action, follow each other 
not faster than 2 per second 
if read consecutively, increase 
with clockwise rotation of the 
reset knob, and automatically 
reset sequencing as well as 
having a manual reset. 

54. Material in printer is easily v 
changed and indicates remaining 
supply of printing materials. 

55. Failure of a display circuit is / 
immediately apparent. 

56. Failure of the display cir.cuit v 56.1 Normal condition may be 
does not affect display equipment. with all indicator lights out 

57. Most important displays are v placed in the optimum visuat 
zone. 

sa. A signal absence does not denote v 58.1 See 56.1 
"go ahead," "ready," etc., only 
rJ power off condition. 

59. ,Transilluminated, LED and incan- / 
descent displays conform to 
the following color code, except 
that training equipment colors 
can be approximate: 

a. Flashing red denotes only 
emergency conditions which 
require operator action with-
out undue delay to avert 
personnel injury and/or equip-
ment damage. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

b. Red alerts an operator that ( 59.1 b. red indicates operating 
a system or any of its parts or engaged 
is inoperative or that .a sue-
cessful mission is not possible 
unless corrective action is 
taken. 

c. Yellow advises an operator v' 
of a marginal condition or 
alerts him to situations of 
caution, recheck or unex-
pected delay. 

d. Green indicates that moni- v' 59.2 d. Green indicator absence 
tored equipment is in toler- of power or not active 
ance or that a state of readi-
ness exists. 

e. White shows system conditions / 59.3 e. White indicates on 
that do not have "right" or 
"wrong" imp I icatons such 
as alternating functions 
except that white is not used 
in aircraft flight stations. 

f. Blue is used for advisory ·v lights only, except that blue 
is not used in a·ircraft flight 
stations. 

60. Flashing lights are used only / 
to call the operator's attention 
to a condition requiring action. 

61. Legend lights signifying danger / 
are larger than other legend 
lights. 

62. If operator is wearing earphones / 
during normal operations, audio 
warning signals are directed 
to both earphones and work area. 

63. Audio signal action specifies I the nature of the problem (main-
tenance, emergency, health 
hazard). 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
\ ( 64. Audio signals denoting emergen-

cies are notably different from 
routine signals. 

65. The following types of signals I 
may not be used as warning 
devices: 

a. Modulated or interrupted 
tones that resemble novigo-
tion signals or coded.radio 
transmissions. 

b. Steady signals that resemble 
hisses, static, or sporadic 
radio signals. 

c. Trains of impulses that resem-
ble electrical interference 
whether regularly or irregularly 
spaced in time. 

d. Simple warbles which may 
be confused with the type 
made by two carriers when 
one is being shifted in fre-
quency(beot-frequency-
oscillator effect). 

e. Scrambled speech effects 
that may be confused with 
cross modulation signals 
from adjacent channels. 

f. Signals that resemble random 
noise, periodic pulses, steady 
or frequency modulated sim-
pie .tones, or any other signals 
generated by standard counter-
measure devices (e.g., "bog-
pipes"). 

g. Signals simi lor to random 
noise generated by air con-
ditioning or any other equip-
ment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

h. Signals that resemble sounds 
likely to occur accidentally 
under operational conditions. 

66. The first 0.5 seconds of an v 66.1 All are same 
audio signal is discriminable 
from the first 0.5 second of 
any other signal. The length 
of the warning is a minimum 
of 1/2 second unti I corrective 
action is taken. 

67. The audio device and circuit v' 
design preclude false alarms. 

68. The height to width ratio of / 
all .labeling is acceptable for 
fast and accurate reading. 

69. Counters are horizontally posi- v 
tioned. 

70. The same numerical progression I 
is used on all scales of combined 
displays. 

71. In sequential displays, these- v quence progresses from left to 
right. 

72. Scale values and their indexes / are consistent in directions of 
increase or decrease. 

73. The display can be read quickly / 
in the manner desired (quantita-
tive, qualitative, or check reading). 
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Detoi led Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
10 

WORKSPACE 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title __ ,........,-J-/..::u;.;.~..::b:;.;.,N::;;.~;;;::.._;::;C:.:u;.:.::~w;..:.~_ .. .,:;.:l;...__s;;;..'1+-=~:..t~c.M.~=----.;;.t" ____________ _ 
Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Design and sizing insures accom- v modation, compatibility, opera-
bility and maintainability by 
at least 90 percent of the user 
population (a range from the 
5th percentile to the 95th per-
centi le for single dimensions). 

2. Cabinets, consoles, and work -1 surfaces that require an operator 
to stand or sit close to their 
front surfaces contain a kick 
space at the base at least 4 
inches ( I 00 mm) deep and 4 
inches (I 00 mm) high to allow 
for protective or specialized 
apparel. 

3. Panel Dimensions- seated- v' 
with vision over top. 

a) Seat height 18" (460 mm) 
from floor 

writing surface-25.51' (650 
mm) above the floor 

vertical dimension of panel-
22" (56 mm) above writing 
surface 

maximum console width -
44" ( I • I 20 m) 

b) Seat height 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
- 22" (560 mm) 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

maxi mum console width -
44" ( I .120 m) 

c) Seat height 28.5" (725 mm) 

writing surface - 3611 (91 0 
mm) 
vertical dimension of panel 
22" (560 mm) 

Maximum console width-
44" ( I .120 m) 

4. Panel Dimensions -seated - v 
without vision over top. 

a) Seat height - 18" (460 mm) 

writin~ surface 25.5" (650 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

b) Seat height - 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(91 0 mm) 

c) Seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width-
36" (91 0 mm) 

s. Panel Dimensions- seated or 
standing with standing vision 
over top. 

seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) / 
vertical dimension of panel 26" v 
(660 mm) 

/ maximum console width 36" 5.1 46" wide 
(91 0 mm) 

6. Panel Dimensions - standing with 6.1 46" wide 
vision over top. 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) v 
vertical dimension of panels ./ 
26" (660 mm) I maximum console width- 44" 
(1.;120 m) 

7. Panel Dimensions- standing v 
(without vision over top). 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel -
36" (91 0 mm) 

maximum console width - 36" 
(910 mm) 

a. Consoles have at least 4 feet I 
( 1.220 m) of free floor space 
in front whenever feasible. 

9. The seated operator has free I 
pedal access and use of foot 
pedals. 

10. Compartment design allows I 
equipment sharing and good 
communication. 

I I. Workspace allows ease of weapon j 
handling, aiming, loading, firing, 
and field stripping. , 

12. User is oriented to work site. I 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Crane controls are easily reached ..1 
and afford load visibility. 

14. Display reading location is identi- .; 
fied. 

15. Equipment is designed and in- / 
stalled with workspace require-
ments in mind. 

16. Armrests are at least 2 inches .( 
(50 mm) wide and 8 inches (200 
mm) long. 

17. Knee and foot room should exceed v 
the following dimensions beneath 
work surfaces: 

a) Height: 25 inches (640 
mm) 

b) Width: 20 inches (51 0 
mm) 

c) Depth: 18 inches (460 
mm) 

18. Back and seat of chair have v 
I" minimum padding. 

19. Lateral work space is 30" wide ./ 
x 16" deep; writing space is 24" 
wide x 16" deep. 

20. Armrests do not interfere with v 
work, egress or emergency pro-
cedures. 

21. Vertical seat adjustments are 
v 

15-21" ( 16-21" for male use 
exclusively) in I inch maximum 
increments. 

22. The0 seat backrest reclines I 03- v 
I I 5 and supports the torso so 
that the operator's eyes are 
within 3" of the "eye-line." 

._ 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

23. Rotating seats have 8 iocking / I positions minimum and support 
250 lbs. The seat adjusts fore 
and aft at least 4" minimum. 

24. The operator does not have to v 
lift self to adjust the seat. 

25. Easy access is (1rovided to and / 
from a station. 

26. Equipment racks requiring main- / 
tenance have space avai table, 
when feasible, as follows: 

a) Minimum distance from the 
front of the rack to the 
opposite surface or obstacle 
is 42 inches ( 1.070.m). 

b) Minimum lateral workspace 
for racks having drawers: 

I) With drawers weighing 
less than 45 pounds (20.4 
kg); 18 inches (460 mm) 
on one side and 4 inches 
(I 00 mm) on the other. 

2) With drawers weighing 
over 45 pounds (20.4 kg) 

, 18 inches on each side. 

27 • . Allowances are made for heavy / 
clothing a.nd protective equipment. 

28. A loader can comfortably sit / in the closed hatch mode or 
stand in the open hatch mode. 

29. Workspace provides head, arm v and body clearance at any weapon 
position. 

30. User space is not encroached I upon by others. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Reflection of instruments or / 
console in windows or windshields 
is avoided. 

32. Right-left viewing angle for / 
a wrap-around console is 190° 
maximum. 

33. The forward field of view is 
180° minimum. 

I 
34. Minimum illumination levels I 

for different work areas and 
types of work are as follows 
in F ootcandles (LUX): 

Consol.e surface 30 (325) 

Dials 30 (325) ( 

Emergency lighting 3 (30) 

Gauges 30 (325) 

Meters 30 (325) 

Missiles: 
Repair /Service 60 (640) 
Storage areas I 0 ( I I 0) 
General inspection 30 
(325) 

Panels: 
F rent 30 (325) 
Rear I 0 ( I. I O) 

Passageways I 0 ( I I 0) 

Reading 
Large print I 0 (I I 0) 
News print 30 (325) 
Penci I reports 50 (540) 
Small type 50 (540) 
Prolonged reading 50 
(540) 

Recording 50 (540) 

Repair work: 
General 30 (325) 
Instrument I 00 (I 075) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YE~ NO N/A Comments 

35. Visors, etc., reduce external ~ 
glare. 

36. Transparent areas are free from / 
color, distortion, etc. 

37. Multireflections from multilayereci v' 
windows are minimized. 

38. Win~creen angle of incidence / 
is 60 maximum to undistorted 
vision. 

39. Windows or canopies have optimum / 
unobstructed vision. 

40. Instrument reflection is avoided. ./ 40.1 Linear scale gages produce 

./ 
detrimental glare 

41. If possible there is a direct view 
of work. 

42. Distortion is avoided in windows. 
./ 

43. Door posts or wiper motors do ./ 
not obscure vision. 

44. Loader can see outside while ./ 
operating in close hatch mode. 

45. Provisions for auxiliary power / 
and lighting are provided. 

46 • Seating is compatible with con- / 
. sole. 

47. Heating and air conditioning 3f)eei- / 
fications for mobile detail work 
areas - 50°F to 85°F. For ~rrna-
nent detai Is wori< areas - 65°F 
to 85°F. 

48. Air conditioning systems do / 
not discharge cold air directly 
on personnel. 

49. Adequate venti lotion is provided / 
by a minimum of 30 cubic ft. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

per minute per man minimum. 
Air is moved past the operator 
at a velocity of not more than 
I 00 feet {30 m) per minute -
65 feet {20m) per minute if 
possible. 

50. The effective temperature within / enclosures for extendeg periods 
is at or be low 85°F (29 C) • 

51. The acoustical environment / 
51.1 Auditory clutter is present 

does not degrade system effec- from competing sources 
tiveness. 

52. The average room sound absorp- ( 
tion coefficient is at least 0.20. 

53. Facilities and equipment are 
designed to control the trans- v 
mission of whole body vibration 
to levels permitting safe opera-
tion and maintenance. 

54. Test stands are part of the equip- / 
ment. 

55. Handles are provided on units v 
which are removed or carried. 

56. Vehicles have a minimum tern-
perature of 68°F'(20°C)(unless 

/ 
wearing cold regions clothing 
.and exposure less than 3 hours). 

57. Fresh air is provided at a minimum / 
of 20 cu. ft. (0.43 cu m)/minute/ 
person; in a hot climate, air 
flow rates should be between 
ISO and 200 cu. ft. (4.25 and 
5.66 cum) I min./person. 

58. Protective padding is used. / 

59. Mirrvrs are braced against vibra- / tion. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

60. Venti lotion or other protective v measures are provided within 
I imits. 

61. Intakes for venti lotion systems / 
are located so as to minimize 
the introduction of contaminated 
air from exhaust pipes, etc. 

62. Cars have seat belts. v 
63. Windshields and windows are v 

shatterproof and do not distort 
vision. 

64. ·Hazard alerting devices are / 
provided. 

65 • . Illumination is adequate, glare / 65.1 With exceptions already 
is reduced and capability for noted 
dimming is provided. 

66. Maintenance workspace is free / 
of obstructions which could cause 
injury. 

67. Equipment is guarded if tempera- / 
ture exceeds I 40°F ( I 20°F if 
handled). 

68. Exposed edges are rounded and / 
have a .04" minimum radius. 
E-'.(posed corners are also rounded 
pnd have a 0.5" minimum radius. 

69. Guards are provided on moving / 
parts. 

70. Radiation hazards are minimized. / 
71. Padding is non-abrasive and v 

non-toxic. 

72. Exhausts are directed away from / 
compartments. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

73. Adequate and suitable storage / 
is provided for manuals, work-
sheets, etc. 

74. Standees have work surfaces / 
provided to support manuals, 
etc. 

75. Conspicuous placards are adjacent / 
to equipment which is hazardous 
to the user. 

76. Areas requiring special equipment v 
and/or clothing are specifically 
i den ti fied. 

77. Any structure which can be v chopped through in an emergency 
is clearly marked, axes provided. 

78. Emergency procedures are detailed ../ 
79. Instructions are kept simple. / 
80. Push-out escape windows are / 

marked. 

81. Equipment is located so that / awkward wor:l<ing positions are 
unnecessary. 

82. Sufficient space rs provided / 
to use test equipment and other 
tools required during checkout. 

83. Controls (switches, knobs, etc.) ~ 
are easily reached from the 
working position. 

84. Components are located so that / 
physical interference among 
operators working on the same 
areas is lessened. 

85. The lines of sight to a display / are not obscured by poor arrange-
ment of people or equipment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

86. Traffic flow between areas is / 
efficient. 

87. Auditory alerting and warning / signals are loud enough to be 
heard above environmental 
noise. 

88. Equipment is secured in order / 
to prevent shifting or overturning 
accidentally. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
20 

MEASURES 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title ·-:--,.-.---l-1 ...~oll~""::...:~:=:.;'.:;;;u~-t.r.....JCcr..:::.c,.~:..+.:...;o~l ...::.S::t.:J~.J.S...r;.4tn;;::~---'.)-~ ___________ _ 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations rt'ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Displays are located so they v 
can be read to the required 
accuracy. 

2. Display arrangement is consis- v 
tent from one application to 
another. 

3. Measuring marks on opaque v 
containers are placed inside. 

4. Display viewing distance: 13- ./ 4.1 As great as 40" 
28". 

s. Minimum number of measuring v< 
devices is used. 

6. Canteen cup is useable as stand- v 
ard or emergency measuring 
device for field use. 

7. Item container used for measuring 
,/ 

where possible. 

a. Measurement marks raised. ./ 

9. Containers allow for full hand, ~ 
finger, clearance when using open-
ing tool. 

./ 
I 0. Reflections minimized. 10.1 Already noted 

I I • Display precision, response is v 
consistent with that of system. 

12. Scales: linear, start at 0, use / whole numbers, 2 pointers max, 
numerals oriented upright. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Field items are non-corrosive, v 
easily cleaned or disposed. 

14. Information limited to that neces- v 
sary to take action. 

15. Information is directly useable. v' 
16. Specified measuring amounts are v 

consistent with measuring device. 
v" 

17. Measures c !early detailed. 17 .I See earlier ref. to % open 

i/ 
closed linear scales 

18. For group use: multiple of food 
components or general formula 
for computation given. 

~" 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
I 

LABELS, MANUALS, MARKINGS 

Test Title _....:S::::....:e-=c;,:::.a.t,;:&;--=..d .:..L11..:...'r-~o~ ___;S~~~S~.:..:em~~.....-.;;._t...p.:..:.A~N....:.e~/---'f--------
Test Project No. --Date 

--
Detailed Design Considerations tyES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Controls, displays and other items / • Upper RT - 2 knobs and 
of equipment are clearly marked lites -probably latching sys. -
and labeled except in cases where. no labels at all! 
use is obvious to the operator. '"• Labeling generally poor-

~ 
scribed letters not readily read-

2. Labels are on or near the item / able - too much info. 
to be identified. • 2 transmation; .flow totalizers -

no label 
3. Labe.ls do not cover any other 

./ 
• Latching sys. - labels hidden by 

information and are not located control. Labels above and 
behind controls. They can be below - not always consistent -
seen easily by the operator and different designations 
are not obscured by the operator's • Numerous labels added. Bailey 
hand activating a control. controls -labels above. 

I Meters- above. Pumpspeed-
4. Labels are located in the same below 

• manner throughout the equipment 
and system. 

5. Labels are not covered by other v ...,_ (.\'r s equipment and are located on 
the flattest, least cluttered 
and cleanest surface avai fable. 

6. Labels are mounted so that they I cannot be accidentally damaged lN 0 "'" or removed. 

7. Where instructions are lettered ./ on hinged door, lettering is set 
so that it can be read when the 
door is open. 

8. Labels are graduated in size. / No groups 
Group label characters are at 
least 25% larger than those of 
individual controls and displays. 

YES= Adequate NO ::r Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Control and display characters, 
in turn, ore at least 25% larger 
than those identifying control 
positions. 

9. Spacing between characters tl' 
is a minimum of one stroke; 
between words is a minimum 
of one character. 

10. Abbreviations are capital letters, I 
periods being omitted except 
when there is a possibility of 
misinterpretaion. 

II. Extended copy (instructions) / Caution placard- white on 
is in lower ;case letters- red - for discharge to condenser 

12. Label characteristics are deter- v 
mined by illumination level 
and color. 

13. Labels are easily read at opera- 1/ Letters worn - poor; contrast -
tional reading distances with glare 
vibration/motion and .I ighting 
levels taken into consideration. 

14. Labels are sharp with high con- ./ Poor contrast - some with none 
trast. at all, letters on labels too thin 

IS. With illumination less than I \/" ft-C, white, white florescent, 
or torch-1 ighted characters on 
a dark background are used. 

16. With illumination above I ft- / White (or silver) on black 
C, black letters against a light 
background are used. 

17. For dark adaptation, letters v are visible and do not interfere 
with night vision. 

18. When letters, etc., are viewed / by means of television, they are 
light against a dark background. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Labels on production equipment ;· 
are as durable as the equipment. 

20. Labels for prototype equipment v' 
are easily affixed, altered and 
removed. 

21. Markings and tags are as permo- I No consistent method of modi-
nent as the equipment to which fying 
applied and able to withstand 
environmental and cleaning 
conditions. 

22. Labels are accessible and visible .; 
during maintenance. 

23. Load .capacity is marked on lift- v 
ing equipment. 

24. Roman numerals are not used, ./ 
if possible. 

25. Vertical labels are used only I 28 and 2A EMER~ Feed Pump 
when th~ labels are not critical AMPs 
for personal safety and perform-
ance, and space is I imited. 

26. Electrical receptacles are clearly v" 
marked with voltage, phase and 
frequency characteri sties. 

27. Pipe, hose, and tube lines are ./ 
clearly labeled as to contents, 
pressure, temperature, and 
hazards. 

28. Warning placards are well illu- ~ Glare probs on caution placard 
minated. 

29. Warning notices are clear and vi Same size 
direct. Characters are 25% 
larger than any following in-
structions. 

30. Placards are placed adjacent / 
to hazards. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Circuit breakers are labeled -/ 
and easily accessible. 

32. T rode names and other irrelevant I Transmation, Bailey 
information do not appear on 
labeling. 

33. Labels are concise with a mini- -,/ 
mum of repetitive information. 

34. An abstract symbol is used only v' 
if meaningful. 

35. Each assembly, component, and I 
part is labeled with a visible 
and meaningful nome, number, 
and symbol.' 

36. Printed information is directly t/ 
useable with a minimum of de-
coding and interpolation. 

37. Labels do not describe the engi- / 
neering eharacteristics or nomen-
cloture of the piece of equipment, 
if at all possible. 

38. Labels are etched, embossed, I 
or engraved into the component 
or chassis. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
6 

CONTROLS 

Test Title _.....;;;S;_;:e:..;:c.;...;;o~t-.J-~,;;_A;.:.;~~~11--S-'1-1-=-s-l_~..;;..;;.;..l~---..:.p_lt;,_t.J_.e._l_lf.:..-_______ ~ 
Test Project No. Date 

··:·.....-:: 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I . Control relationship to its display ./ t:. TC Bailey control - 66" from 
is apparent. meter RC inlet t:. TC 

2. Functionally related controls v Emerg. Feed Pump discharge to 
and displays are grouped together. condenser -V8A&B V7A&B-

next to rod control, V8C-V7C 
3. Control groups, sequential opera- v on right edge 

tions have left-to-right order 
of use or top-to-bottom order 
of use. 

4. Controls in functional groups v No sequence of operation 
are located in accordance with 
operational sequence and/or 
function. 

s. Lifting equipment controls are (' 
within easy reach with the load 
visible. 

6. Controls are located so that / Rod control panel - Pb 
they cannot be accidentally Reactor Trip Pushbutton 
moved. 

7. Groups with simi lor functions I 
are similar throughout the system. 

8. Controls are marked to indicate I Generally 
in which direction to operate 
the control. 

9. Control/display groups used .; Instrumentation markings-
only for maintenance are not prime lable space 
located in prime operating space. 

I 0. Controls used most often are ./ No logic 
located in the best position for 
ease of reaching and grasping. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

I I • Controls operated without visual 
.; 

reference are located in front 
rather than to the side or behind 
the operator. 

12. Internally mounted controls v' 
are located away from dangerous 
voltage. 

13. Sensitive adjustments are located / 
or guarded to prevent accidental 
activation. 

14. Controls used for same function / 
on different types of equipment 
are of the same size and shape. 

15. Rotary Control v 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length 

min I .0 inches (25mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I OOmm) 

Width 
max I .0 inches (25mm) 

Depth 
min 0.625 inches ( I 6mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 Smm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I .0 inch-lb ( I 13 rrN-
m) 
max 6.0 inch-lb (678mN-
m) 

DISPLACEMENT 
For faci I itating f2erformance 

min 30 degrees 
max 90 degrees 

SEPARATION 
One Hand Random 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Two-Hand Of2eration 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

16. Key Operated Switch / DISPLACEMENT 
min 80 degrees 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

max 90 degrees 
HEIGHT 

min 0.5 inches ( 13mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I in/lb ( 113 mNm) 
max 6 in/lb (678 mNm) 

17. Discrete Thumbwheel Control / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 1.5 in. (38mm) 
max 2.5 in. (65 mm) 

Trough 
min 0.45 inches ( I I mm) 

Distance 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Width 
min 0.1 inches (3 mm) 

Depth 
min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.5 inches ( I 3 mm) 

Separation 
min 0.4 inches (I 0 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
min 6 oz. (I 65 mN) 
max 20 oz. (560 mN) 

18. Continuous Adjustment Rotary 
Knobs 
DIMENSIONS: 
FingertiS Grasp Heiqht / Set Point Controls in . Bailey 

min .5 inches ( 13 mm) · Controls 
max 1.0 inches (25 mm) 

Diameter 
min 0.375 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

Thumb and Finger Encircled 
Diameter 

min I.O inches (25 mm) 
/ max 3.0 inches (75mm) ~ .5" 

Palm Grasp 
Diameter 

min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
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I Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Length 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

TORQUE: 
Height 

max 4.5 in-oz (32 mN-m) 
Diameter 

max 6.0 in-oz (42 mN-m) 
SEPARATION: 
One Hand Individual~ 

min 1.0 inches (2 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Two Hands Simultaneousl5 
min 2.0 inches (SO mm 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

19. Cranks / 
DIMENSIOr-:JS: 
Handle 
Diameter (rom-dia) 
none - I .0 inches {25 mm) 
17 5 - I .0 inches (25 mm) 
275- 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
Le~th (~m-length) 
none- 3~5 inches (95 mm) 
175- 3. 7 5 inches (9 5 mm) 
275- 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
Radius (rom-radius) 
none- min 9.0 in. (230 mm) 

max I 6.0 in. (41 0 mm) 
175- min 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

max 8.0 in. (200 mm) 
275- min 0.5 in. ( 13 mm) 

max 4.5 in. (liS mm) 
RESISTANCE: (rpm-resistance) 
none- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 50 lb. (220N) 
175- min 6.0 lb. (27N) 

max IS lb (67N) 
275- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 5 lb (22N) 
SEPARATION: (rpm-separation) 
none- min 3.0 inches (7Smm) 
175- min 3.0 inches {75mm) 
275- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

20. Handwheels ./ DIMENSIONS: 
Wheel Diameter 
One Hand 

min 2.0 inches (50 mm) 
max 4.25 inches (I I 0 mm) 

Two Hands 
min 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 
max 21.0 inches (530 mm) 

Rim Diameter: 
min 0.75 inches ( 19mm) 
max 2.0 inches (SO mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand 

min S lb~ (22N) 
max 30 lb. (I 33N) 

Two Hands 
min 5 lb (22 N) 
max SO lb. (220 N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Two Hands 

max 120 deg. 
SEP ARA Tl ON: 
Two Hands - Simultaneously 

min 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
max 5.0 inches (I 25 mm) 

21. Pushbuttons (Finger or Hand / 
Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
F'ing,erticr Operation 

m in.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 

Thumb or Heel of Hand Oeeration 
min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Finger Oberation . 

min I oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. ( I I.ON) 

Little Finger Operation 
min 5 oz. ( 1.4N) 
max 20 oz. (5.6N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Thumb or Finger Oeeration 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations 

SEPARATION: 
Single Fin5er Operation 

min 0. inches ( 13 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Single Fin~er Sequential Operation 
min 0.5 inches (6 mm) 
preferred 1.00 in •. (25 mm) 

Operation by Several Fingers 
min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 

22. Pushbuttons (F cot Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
--min 0.50 inches ( 13 mm) 
RESISTANCE: 
Foot wi II not rest on control 

min 4.0 lb. ( 18 N) 
max 20.0 lb. (90 N) 

F cot wi II rest on control 
min I o.o lb. (45N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Boot Operation 

min O.SO inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 incheS (65 mm) 

Heavy §cot Operation 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion Onl1: 
min 1.0 inches25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total Leg Movement 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

23. Keyboards 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter Bare-handed 

min 0.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
preferred 0.5 in. (I 3 mm) 

Cold R~ions mittens 
min •7s inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0. 7 5 in. ( 19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 

20 December 1977 

YES NON/A Comments 
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Detoi led Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Numeric 
min 3.5 oz. (IN) 
mox I 4.0 oz. ( 4N) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( I .5 N) 

Dual Function 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) ' 

max 5.3 oz. ( 1.5N) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Numeric 

min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches 4.8 mm) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.05 inches (1.3 mm) 
max 0.25 inches (6.3 mm) 

Dual· Function 
min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
mox 0. 19 inches (4.8 mm) 

SEPARATION: 
Between adjacent key tops 

min 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) 
preferred 0.25 in. (6.4 mm) 

24. Toggle Switches / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Arm Length (Bare finger) 

min 0.5 inches (I 3 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Arm Length (Gloved finger) 
min I .5 inches (38 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Control Tie 
min 0. I 25 inches (3 mm) 
max I .0 inches (25 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Small Switch 

min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 16 oz. (4.5N) 

Large Switch 
min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 

·' 

max 40 oz. ( I IN) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
2 Position 

min 30 deg 
max 120 deg. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

3 Position 
min 18 deg. 
max 60 deg. 
desired 25 deg. 

SEPARATION: 
Single Finger 0Eeration 

min 0. 7 5 inches (19 mm) 
optimum 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Sin~le Finger 0Eeration-lever 
Joe t29gle switch 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
optimum 1.0 in. (50 mm) 

§Jmultaneous 0Eeration b;! Dif-
ferent Finger 

min 0.625 inches ( 16 mm) 
optimum 0.75 in. ( 19 mm) 

25. Legend Switch I 
DIMENSIONS: 

min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
max I .5 inches (38 mm) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
min 0. 125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 
positive position switch 3/16 
in. (5 mm) 

BARRIERS: 
Barrier Width 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

Barrier D~th 
min o• inches (5 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I 0 oz (280 mN) 
max 40 oz. ( I IN) 

26. Lever / J type switches 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Finger GrosE 

min 0.5 inches ( I 3 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 

Hand Grasp 
min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand (d-1) 

min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. (I 35N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 50 lb. (220N) 

One Hand ( d-2) 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 135N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Forward (d-1) 

max 14.0 inches (360 mm) 
Lateral (d-2) 

max 38.0 inches (970 mm) 
SEPARA Tl ON: 
·One Hand Random 

. min 3.0 inches (75.mm) 
pteferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

27. Pedals ,/ 
DIMENSIONS: 
Height 

min I 0 inches (25 mm) 
Width 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Norma I Operation 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total Leg Movement 
min r.o inches (25 mm) 
max 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Foot Not Resting on Pedal 

min 4 lb. (18 N) 
max 20 lb. (90 N) 

Foot Resting on Pedal 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Ankle Flexion Onl~ 
max I 0 lb. (45 ) 

Total Le%Movement 
min I lb. (45 N) 
max 180 lb. (800 N) 

SEPARATION: 
One Foot Random 

min 4.0 inches (100 mm) 
preferred 6.0 in. ( I SO mm) 

One Foot S~uential 
min 2.0 inches (50 mm) 
preferred 4.0 in. (I 00 mm) 

28. Adequate control response feed- / Latch controls - lights indicate 
back is provided. system status - rather than set-

v ting 
29. Rotary valves open counterclock-

wise. 

30. Control movement conforms / with corresponding related dis-
play. 

31. Rotary controls turn to the right I Bias- to left increases pump B 
(clockwise) to increase, and speed 
left (counterclockwise) to 
decrease. 

32. Stops are provided at the begin- / ning and end of the control 
movement travel. 

33. In right-hand operations, knobs I Bailey controls 
are placed below or to the right 
of displays. 

34. For left-hand operations knobs I 
are placed below or to the left 
of displays. 

35. Controls meant to have a limited / 
degree of motion have adequate 
mechanical stops. 

36. Controls are labeled as to func- I Some- no labels 
tion and method of operation 
by means of arrows and appro-
oriate leaends. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

37. Selector switches have sufficient I J switches pull to lock-
spring loading to keep from stop- de~re$s -pop into next setting -
ping between detents. usually close 

38. Range of con trot action does .; 
not interfere with other controls. 

39. Shape coded controls are visually v 
and tactually identi fiab I e. 

40. Control color has high contrast / 
with background. 

41. Ambient light color determines ( 
useable control colors. 

42. Switch legend is legible with I 
or without internal illumination. 

43. Legend switch lamps are replace- / 
able from the front of the panel 
by hand and the legends or covers 
are keyed to prevent the possibi 1-
ity of interchanging the legend 
covers. 

44. Controls are selected and dis- ( 
tributed so that none of the 
operator's limbs are overburdened. 

45. Coding is uniform throughout ( Red light on latching control 
the system. means bypass- otherwise 

46. ! 
open - red light on Bailey con-

Controls are useable in the time trol means auto 
required despite inadvertent Red light for 2A FWP gov., high 
operation protection (guards). speed -green f/j speed 

47. Controls are not adversely af- I 
fected by distortion, shock and 
vibration. 

48. Control motion is minimized, ( 
not cycled through ON/OFF 
unnecessarily. 

49. Latches on levers do not cause ( 
delay in operation. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

so. Minimum use made of horizontal v 
or 3 position toggle switches. 

51. Shape coded controls are free / 
of sharp edges. 

52. Critical controls are designed I Pull to lock feature on J 
and located so that they are switches 
not susceptible to being moved y . 

..,.,.,~ 

accidentally. 

53. If there is a possiblity of inad- I vertent activation causing a 
hazardous condition, controls 
are recessed or shielded by a 
physical barrier. 

54. "Dead man" controls are used ( 
when operator incapacity can 
produce a critical condition. 

55. The main power ON/OFF switch ./ 
cuts all power to the complete 
equipment. 

56. Main Power switch is· labeled. v 
57. Failure of power steering does v 

not incapacitate steering. 

58. Resistance is bui It in so that / 
definite or sustained effort is 
required for activation. 

59. Controls are black or gray. (' Knobs are silver- Pb on Bailey 
controls are red and white 

60. Controls are labeled with basic / information for proper identi- Generally too much info Part II 

fication, utilization, actuation, and full title 

or manipulation of the element. 

61. Operating instructions are pro- / 
vided except where use is obvious. 

62. Diagrams are used wherever / Operator developed only 
possible. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

63. Calibration instructions are / 
placed as close to the calibrating 
control as possible. 

64. Adjustment controls are easy v 
to set and lock. 

65. All controls have appropriate ~ 
scales or indexing. 

66. If red lighting is used, red is / 
not used for coding. Use black 
and yellow striping. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
8 

DISPLAYS 

Test Title _.;:S:::;...:~~Coo.looaH~~ .!.J.fr..!..~ .:,.1 __;:!;:..;'f~·.l..S ..Lt..;::~~'!!t:J:...-..:;.-.....~-f?...:..lf;_N_;-e...:../--L.~-----------
Test Project No. Date 
r-_ _:__=::::===::::==::::::;=:::;:=:;:::=;::=..:..:.:..:...:==:::=:::::====::=-· 

Detailed Design Considerations 

I. Relationship between the display 
and its associated controls is 
unmistakable in terms of: 

a) The proper control to use. 
b) Direction of movement of 

the control. 
c) Rate and limits of movement 

of the control. 

2. Controls are located adjacent 
to (either under or to right of) 
associated displays. 

3. Functionally related units are 
grouped together and are simi lor 
from panel to panel. 

4. Displays in groups are located 
from left-to-right and/or top
to-bottom order of use. 

!YES NON/A 

( 

,j 

,; 

5. Displays used in system checkout ../ 
are located so they c.an be ob-
served from one position. 

6. All displays are arranged in the ( 
sequence in which they are 
used. 

7. Meters, dials, and instruments are 
so sized/arranged that they can 
be read from the normal operat
ing position. 

-== 
COMMENTS 

2 knobs for sensor selection -
A&B mounted vertically below 
meters where A&B scales are 
side by side 

Emerg. F.P. current display 
next to activation control 

Meters, strip charts, dual 
open/closed readouts, and lights 

No logic for meters 

Main FW Flow A (left side) can
not be seen 50 in. to left - 53° 
angel of view p,,s"'"'~ -

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

8. In standing positions, the most I frequently used displays are 
located approximately at the Discharge press 3$ 0 ~ow~ ~ ... fJ/'t. 
eye level of the operator. 

9. Frequently used displays are ,/ 
grouped together. 

I 0. Displays are located where they / Not with stripcharts 
can be read to the required degree 
of accuracy. 

I I . If on separate panels, positions ,; of related controls and displays 
correspond and the panels do 
not face each other. 

12. Control display groups for main- ./ 
tenance use only are not located 
in prime operating space. 

13. Display arrangement is consistent v 
from one situation to another. 

14. Unusual aids such as ladders, / 
extra lighting, etc., are not 
needed to read or gain access 
to a display. 

IS. Display scales are limited to ./ Diagnostic information 
only information needed to make 
a decision or take action. All 
needed information is presented. 

16. Information is presented in such v Bailey controls do not indicate 
form that no interpretation or % 
decoding is necessary. 

17. Information for different types I Turb. HDR press (Bailey 

of activities is not combined control) -6 to 12 X 10, Set 
unless the activities require point - 40~ 50, 60 
the same information. 

18. Failure in the unit is clearly I 
shown or the operator is other-
wise warned. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Trademarks, company names, ./ 
and other unnecessary informa-
t ion are not on the panel face. 

20. Job aids (graphic overlays) are / 
provided when a plotter operator 
is required to interpret graphic 
data. 

it. On units having operator displays, I 
maintenance displays are located 
behind access doors on the opera-
tor's panel. 

22. On units without operator panel, v 
maintenance displays are located 
on ·one face accessible in normal 
installation. 

23. Viewing distance from the eye v == 40" to back panel 
to the displays located close 
to controls is 28 inches (71 Omm) 
maximum and 13 inches (51 Omm) 
minimum. 

24. The display pointer extends to / 
but does not obscure the index 
mark width. 

25. Display pointer is mounted as / 
close as possible to dial face 
to eliminate parallax and shadows. 

26. . Counters and flags are moun ted / 
close to the panel surface. 

27. CRT target visual angle exceeds .; 
2.0 minutes and I 0 lines of reso-
lution; viewing distance is 16 
inches (I 0 in. minimum). 

28. Illumination is uniform. ./ II of lights on 

29. Multiple displays grouped together / wi II have brightness uniformity 
across the range of full "ON" 
to full "OFF." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

30. The display face is not less than ( Feed pump current 
4S0 from the operator's normal 
I ine of sight. 

31. There is a high degree of contrast 
between the scale face and mark
ings. 

32. Frequently used displays are 
grouped together and are placed 
in the optimal visual zone. Limits 
are as follows: 

Eye Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

3S0 maximum 
. I S0 optimum 
Vertical !='lane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

40° maximum 
I S0 optimum 

Norm2>l Line of Sight 
20 maximum 
I S0 optimum 

Head Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

60° maximum 
0° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

6S0 maximum 
Normal Line of Sight 

3S0 maximum 
Head and Eye Rotation 

·Horizontal Plane 
9S0 maximum 
15° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
90° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Normal Line of Sight 
ISO optimum 

33. Glare does not interfere with 
readability of the display at 
a location. 

Poor on str ipcharts 

Secondary pan~! 

Labels! 
Bailey control meters 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

34. Indicator lights show equipment .;' ~ 100 lights 
response, not merely control X 4-8 red 
position; are used sparingly and 35 green 
only show information needed 13 white 
for effective system operation. 4- amber 

/ 
100 

35. Luminance contrast exceeds 
SO%. 

36. Flashing lights have a flash rate ../ 
of 3 to 5 flashes per second; 
in case of flasher failure, the 
I ight illuminates and burns steadily. 

37. Color coding is used where pos- / 
sible; unused scales are covered. 

38. Indicators used at night are dim- / 
mable (0.02-1.0 ft-L). 

39. If faint signal detection is required / 
and ambient illumination is above 
0.25 ft-C (2-7 lux) the CRT is 
hooded, shielded, or recessed. 

40. Printed matter is visible. If / 
ambient illumination inadequate, 
matter is illuminated by the 
printer. Plotted matter is also 
readily visible. 

41. Projection display rates for group v' 
viewing are as follows: 

FACTOR:. . d' t 
Ratio of ~~~:~~ di~~o~~e 
OPTIMUM: 

4 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

3-6 
ACCEPT ABLE LIM TS: 

2-8 

FACTOR: 
Angle off cente_rline 
OPTIMUM: 

oo 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
20° 

ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 
30° 

FACTOR: 
Image luminance (no film in oper-
ating projector) (for sti II projec-
tions higher values may be used) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 0 ft-L (34 cd/m2) 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

8-14 ft-L (27-48 cd/m2) 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 2 

5-20 ft-L ( 17-69 cd/m ) 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variation across 
screen (ratio of maximum to 
minimum luminance) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

1.5 
ACCEPTABLE LIMITS: 

3.0 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variations as a tunc-
tion of viewing location (ratio 
of maximum to minimum lumi-
nonce) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

2.0 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

4.0 

FACTOR: b' I' h 
Ratio of am 1ent 19 t 

bright part of image 
OPTIMUM: 

0 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

0.002-0.0 I 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

0.1 max 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

For presentation not involving 
gray scale or color (e.g., line 
drawings, tables) 0.2 may be 
used. 

42. Supplemental viewing system / 
is provided for remote handling 
situations. 

43. LED are red only and not near / 
red warning lights. Dimming 
is compatible. 

44. Critical warning lights are iso- / lated from other less important 
lights for best effectiveness. 

45. Internal instrument I ighting I 
is provided where effective. 

46. Indicator lights are immediately / 
and unavoidably associated with 
the proper control. 

47. Legend lights are used in prefer- I 
ence to simple instructor lights. 

48. Indicator lights are capable of / 
providing flashing red for emer-
gency or malfunction conditions. 

49. The information displayed is / Immediate and trend; diag-
clear, specific, and useable. nostic and status 
.It is not redundant or degraded 
by vibration. It is at a level 
of accuracy required for the 
operator's action or decision. 

so. The provision of the display / 
presentation is consistent with 
system precision. 

51. The display indicator ceases / 
to move after the control move-
ment stops. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

52. Displays which cannot or may ./ 
not be watched continuously, 
but need continuous monitoring, 
have a suitable auditory or visual 
warning backup. 

53. Counter numbers change by / 
snap action, follow each other 
not faster than 2 per second 
if read consecutively, increase 
with clockwise rotation of the 
reset knob, and automatically 
reset sequencing as well as 
having a manual reset. 

54. Material in printer is easily ./ Probably not 
changed and indicates remaining 
supply of printing materials. 

55. Failure of a display circuit is v Light failure not apparent - no 
immediately apparent. test 

56. Failure of the display circuit / does not affect display equipment. 

57. Most important displays are ./ No priority - totalizers in prime 
placed in the optimum visual space, operators do not even 
zone. know what they are for 

58. A signal absence does not denote v 
"go ahead," "ready," etc~, only 
a power off condition. 

59 • .Transilluminated, LED and incan- t/ descent displays conform to 
the following color code, except 
that training equipment colors 
can be approximate: 

a. Flashing red denotes only 
emergency conditions which 
require operator action with-
out undue delay to avert 
personnel injury and/or equip-
rnent damage. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

b. Red alerts an operator that I Red means open, start, pump 
a system or any of its parts gov hi speed stop, bypass, and 
is inoperative or that .a sue- auto (Bailey)' 
cessful mission is not possible 
unless corrective action is 
taken. 

c. Yellow advises an operator ( Yellow means bus fault and 
of a marginal condition or pump speed range available 
alerts him to situations of 
caution, recheck or unex-
pected delay. 

d. Green indicates that moni- I Green means closed, stop, gov. 
tared equipment is in toler- low speed.stop1 and latch . 
once or that a state of readi-
ness exists. 

e. White shows system conditions / White means hand mode on 
that do not have "right" or Bailey controls 
"wrong" implicatons such 
as alternating functions 
except that white is not used 
in aircraft flight stations. 

f. Blue is used for advisory 
lights only, except that blue 
is not used in a·ircraft flight 
stations. 

\ 

60. Flashing lights are used only r/ to call the operator's attention 
to a condition requiring action. 

61. Legend lights signifying danger v 
are larger than other legend 
lights. 

62. If operator is wearing earphones ,/ 
during normal operations, audio 
warning signals are directed 
to both earphones and work area. 

63. Audio signal action specifies ../ the nature of the problem (main-
tenance, emergency, health 
hazard). 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

64. Audio signals denoting emergen- ./ 
cies are notably different from 
routine signals. 

65. The following types of signals ./ 
may not be used as warning 
devices: 

a. Modulated or interrupted 
tones that resemble naviga-
tion signals or coded radio 
transmissions. 

b. Steady signals that resemble 
hisses, static, or sporadic 
radi.o signals. 

c. Trains of impulses that resem-
ble electrical interference 
whether regularly or irregularly 
spaced in time. 

d. Simple warbles which may 
be confused with the type 
made by two carriers when 
one is being shifted in fre-
quency (beat-frequency-
asci llator effect). 

e. Scrambled speech effects 
that may be confused with 
cross modula·fion signals 
from adjacent channels. 

f. Signals that resemble random 
noise, periodic pulses, steady 
or frequency modulated sim-
pie tones. or any other signals 
generated by standard counter-
measure devices (e.g., ''bag-
pipes"). 

g. Signals similar to random 
noise generated by air con-
ditioning or any other equip-
ment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

h. Signals that resemble sounds I 
likely to occur accidentally 
under operational conditions. 

66. The first 0.5 seconds of an ./ 
audio signal is discriminable 
from the first 0.5 second of 
any other signal. The length 
of the warning is a minimum 
of 1/2 second unti I corrective 
action is taken. 

67. The audio device and circuit ..; 
design preclude false alarms. 

68. The height to width ratio of / Labels too thin 
all labeling is acceptable for 
fast and accurate r~ading. 

69. Counters are horizontally posi- I 
tioned. 

70. The same numerical progression v is used on all scales of combined 
displays. 

71. In sequential displays, these- / 
quence progresses from left to 
right. 

72. Scale values and their indexes 
are consistent in directions of 

I 
increase or decrease. 

73. The display can be read quickly / in the manner desired (quantita-
tive, qualitative, or check reading). 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

--· 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
!0 

WORKSPACE 

Test Title S eco.N d .+vi 'S ~ S -kwf - P !1f'J .e I 1./ 

Test Project Noe 

Detailed Design Considerations rYES NO N/A 

I • Design and sizing insures accom-
modation, compatibility, opera-

t/ 
bility and maintainability by 
at least 90 percent of the user 
population (a range from the 
5th percentile to the 95th per-
centile for single dimensions). 

2. Cabinet~ consoles, and work v surfaces that require an operator 
to stand or sit close to their 
front surfaces contain a kick 
space at the base at least 4 
inches ( I 00 mm) deep and 4 
inches (I 00 mm) high to allow 
for protective or specialized 
apparel. 

/ 
3. Panel Dimensions- seated-

with vision over tq:>. 

a) Seat height 18" (460 mm) 
from floor 

writing surface-25.5'1 (650 
mm) above the floor 

vertical dimension of panel-
22" (56 mm) above writing 
surface 

maximum console width -
44" ( I. I 20 m) 

b) Seat height 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
- 22" (560 mm) 

Date 

COMMENTS 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

maximum console width -
44" ( I .120 m) 

c) Seat height 28.5" (725 mm) 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 
mm) 
vertical dimension of panel 
22" (560 mm) 

Maximum console width-
44" (1.120 m) 

4. Panel Dimensions- seated- / 
without vision over top. 

a) Seat height - 1811 (460 mm) 

writing surface 25.5" (650 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

b) Seat height - 2311 (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

c) Seat height - 28.511 (720 mm) 

writing surface- 36" (91 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width-
36" (91 0 mm) 

s. Panel Dimensions- seated or / 
standing with standing vision 
over top. 

seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 
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Detailed Design· Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

writing surface- 36" (91 0 mm) 
~·· 

vertical dimension of panel 26" 
(660 mm) 

maxi mum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

6. Panel Dimensions -standing with / 
vision over top. 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panels 
,, 26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width- 44" 
(1.120 m) 

7. Panel Dimensions- standing / 
(without vision over top). 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel -
36" (91 0 mm) 

maximum console width - 36" 
(910 mm) 

a. Consoles have at least 4 feet / 
( 1.220 m) of free floor space 
in front whenever feasible. 

9. The seated operator has free ,/ 
pedal access and use of foot 
-pedals. 

I 0. Compartment design allows / 
equipment sharing and good 
communication. 

I I • Workspace allows ease of weapon ~ 
handling, aiming, loading, firing, 
and field stripping. 

12. User is oriented to work site. / 

'" 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Crane controls are easily reached ,/ 
and afford load visibi Jity. 

14. Display reading location is identi- v 
fied. 

I 5. Equipment is designed and in- / 
stalled with workspace require- \ 

ments in mind. 

16. Armrests are at least 2 inches / 
(SO mm) wide and 8 inches (200 
mm) long. 

17. Knee and foot room should exceed v 
the following dimensions beneath 
work surfaces: 

a) Height: 25 inches (640 
mm) 

b) Width: 20 inches (51 0 
mm) 

c) Depth: 18 inches (460 
mm) 

18. Back and seat of chair have ./ 
I" minimum padding. 

19. Lateral work space is 30" wide ~ 
x I 6" deep; writing space is 24" 
wide x I 6" deep. 

20. Armrests do not interfere with t/ 
work, egress or emergency pro-
cedures. 

./ 
21. Vertical seat adjustments are 

I 5-21" ( 16-21" for male use 
exclusively) in I inch maximum 
increments. 

22. T~~os~~~ ~~~~~~! ~~~~~~~~ ~~-
v' 

that the operator's eyes are 
within 3" of the "eye-line." 
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Detailed Design Cons ide rat ions YES NO N/A Comments 

23. Rotating seats have 8 iocking v 
positions minimum and support 
250 lbs. The seat adjusts fore 
and aft at least 4" minimum. 

24. The operator does not have to v' 
lift self to adjust the seat. 

25. Easy :Jccess is rrovided to and v' 
from a station. 

26. Equipment racks requiring main- / 
tenance have space available, 
when feasible, as follows: 

a) Minimum distance from the 
front of the rack to the 
opposite surface or obstacle 
is 42 inches ( 1.070 m). 

b) Minimum lateral workspace 
for racks having drawers: 

I) With drawers weighing 
less than 45 pounds (20.4 
kg); 18 inches (460 mm) 
on one side and 4 inches 
(I 00 mm) on the other. 

2) With drawers weighing 
over 45 pounds (20.4 kg) 
18 inches on each side. 

27. .Allowances are made for heavy 
clothing and protective equipment. 

/ 
28. A loader can comfortably sit ./ 

in the closed hatch mode or 
stand in the open hatch mode. 

29. Workspace provides head, arm / 
and body clearance at any weapon 
position. 

30. User space is not encroached / 
upon by others. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Reflection of instruments or / console in windows or windshields 
is avoided. 

32. Right-left viewing angle for / 
a wrap-around console is 190° 
maximum. 

33. The forward field of view is 
180° minimum. 

/ 

34. Minimum illumination levels / 
for different work areas and 
types of work are as .follows 
in Footcandles (LUX): 

Console surface 30 (325) 

Dials 30 (325) 

Emergency lighting 3 (30) 

Gauges 30 (325) 

Meters 30 (325) 

Missiles: 
Repair /Service 60 (640) 
Storage areas I 0 ( I I 0) 
General inspection 30 
(325) 

Panels: 
Front 30 (325) 
Rear I 0 ( II O) 

Passageways I 0 (I I 0) 

Reading 
Large print I 0 (I I 0) 
News print 30 (325) 
Penci I reports 50 (540) 
Small type 50 (540) 
Prolonged reading 50 
(540) 

Recording 50 (540) 

Repair work: 
General 30 (325) 
Instrument I 00 (I 075) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

35. Visors, etc., reduce external / 
glare. 

36. Transparent areas are free from v 
color, distortion, etc. 

37. Multireflections from multilayered v 
windows are minimized. 

38. Wind3creen angle of incidence ./ 
is 60 maximum to undistorted 
vision. 

39. Windows or canopies have optimum ./ 
unobstructed vision. 

40. Instrument reflection is avoided. / 
41. If possible there is a direct view / 

of work. 

42. Distortion is avoided in windows. / 

43. Door posts or wiper motors do / 
not obscure vision. 

44. Loader can see outside while / 
operating in close hatch mode. 

45. Provisions for auxiliary power / 
and lighting are provided. 

46 • Seating is compatible with con- / 
. sole. 

47. Heating and air conditioning speci- v 
fications for mobile detail work 
areas - 50°F to 85°F. For permo-
nent detai Is work areas - 65°F 
to 85°F. 

48. Air conditioning systems do ./ 
not discharge cold air directly 
on personnel. 

/ 49. Adequate venti lotion is provided 
by a minimum of 30 cubic ft. 

"' --"'"'-·-· "~"'"-'·-"'-"""=""' 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

per minute per man minimum. 
Air is moved past the operotor 
at a velocity of not more than 
I 00 feet (30m) per minute-
65 feet (20m) per minute if 
possible. 

50. The effective temperature within / 
enclosures for extendeg periods 
is at or below 85°F (29 C). 

51. The acoustical environment .; 
does not degrade system effec-
tiveness. 

52. The average room sound absorp-
./ 

tion coefficient is at least 0.20. 

53. Facilities and equipment are v 
designed to control the trans-
mission of whole body vibration 
to levels permitting safe opera-
tion and maintenance. 

54. Test stands are part of the equip- .; 
ment. 

55. Handles are provided on units / 
which are removed or carried. 

56. Vehicles have a minimum tem-
perature of 68°F'(20°C)(unless 

v' 
wearing cold regions clothing 
.and exposure less than 3 hours). 

57. Fresh air is provided at a minimum / 
of 20 cu. ft. (0.43 cu m)/minute/ 
person; in a hot climate, air 
flow rates should be between 
ISO and 200 cu. ft. (4.25 and 
5.66 cum) I min./person. 

./ 
58. Protective padding is used. 

59. Mirrvrs are braced against vibra- ,/ 
tion. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
~ 

60. Venti lotion or other protective· I 
measures are provided within 
limits. 

61. Intakes for venti lotion systems / 
are located so as to minimize 
the introduction of contaminated 
air from exhaust pipes, etc. 

62. Cars have seat belts. / 
63. Windshields and windows are ./ 

shatterproof and do not distort 
vision. 

64. Hazard alerting devices are I 
provided. 

65. Illumination is adequate, glare v 
is reduced and capability for 
dimming is provided. 

66. Maintenance workspace is free ./ 
of obstructions which could cause 
injury. 

67. Equipment is guarded if tempera- ./ 
ture exceeds I 40°F ( I 20°F if 
handled). 

68. Exposed edges are rounded and v' 
have a .04" minimum radius. 
Exposed corners are also rounded 
pnd have a 0.5" minimum radius. 

69. Guards are provided on moving V' 
parts. 

70. Radiation hazards are minimized. ,/ 
71. Padding is non-abrasive and ./ 

non-toxic. 

72. Exhausts are directed away from ,/ 
compartments. 

·-··--'"···~-~ 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

73. Adequate and suitable storage I 
is provided for manuaJs, work-
sheets, etc. 

74. Standees have work surfaces I 
provided to support manuals, 
etc. 

75. Conspicuous placards are adjacent I 
to equipment which is hazardous 
to the user. 

76. Areas requiring special equipment I 
and/or clothing are specifically 
identified. 

77. Any structure which can be .; 
chopped through in an emergency 
is clearly marked, axes provided. 

78. Emergency procedures are detailed I 
/ 79. Instructions are kept simple. 

80. Push-out escape windows are v' 
marked. 

81. Equipment is located so that v 
awkward working positions are 
unnecessary. 

82. Sufficient space ls provided I to use test equipment and other 
tools required during checkout. 

83. Controls (switches, knobs, etc.) v 
are easily reached from the 
working position. 

84. Components are located so that / physical interference among 
operators working on the same 
areas is lessened. 

85. The lines of sight to a display / 
are not obscured by poor arrange-
ment of people or equipment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

86. Traffic flow between areas is ./ 
efficient. 

87. Auditory alerting and warning / 
signals are loud enough to be 
heard above environmental 
noise. 

88. Equipment is secured in order ./ 
to prevent shifting or overturning 
accidentally. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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20 December I 977 

DESIGN CHECKLIST 
20 

MEASURES 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title . ._ _ _..;S---~~e:::_o-::!'J~J_A-_"1+--=:S~"t..a...x..:Sf_;!Mi~--~p_lf_"'_~_I---.:..Lf ______ ~ 
Test Project No. Date .. ,. , .. _ 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Displays are located so they /' 
can be read to the required 
accuracy. 

2. Display arrangement is consis- / 
tent from one application to 
another. 

3. Measuring marks on opaque v 
containers are placed inside. 

4. Display viewing distance: 13- ../ 
28". 

s. Minimum number of measuring / 
devices is used. 

6. Canteen cup is useable as stand- v 
ardor emergency measuring 
device for field use. 

7. Item container used for measuring 
./ 

where possible. 
~ 

8. Measurement marks raised. 

9. Containers allow for full hand, / 
finger, clearance when using open-
ing tool. 

10. Reflections minimized. V' 
I I • Display precision, response is !/' 

consistent with that of system. 

12. Scales: I inear, start at 0, use lv~ 
whole numbers, 2 pointers max, 
numerals oriented upright. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Field items are non-corrosive, v" 
easily cleaned or disposed. 

14. Information limited to that neces- v/ 
sary to take action. 

IS. Information is directly useable. / 
16. Specified measuring amounts are v 

consistent with measuring device. 

17. Measures clearly detailed. 
v' 

18. For group use: multiple of food v 
components or general formula 
for computation given. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
I 

LABELS, MANUALS, MARKINGS 

Test Title _t"J~I_;J._-e...;;::S...;;:S_u_l-_•_l..;,-€..:...r_C,;_CJ_"'_-I_~_u..;.I_-__ P,_~_~"~_e_l_'l-__________ _ 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Controls, displays and other items v' Press relief valve - 2 
of equipment are clearly marked Key switches 
and labeled except in cases where I man, off, auto 
use is obvious to the operator. I off and au to 

./ 
2nd CIJie - lo"' press setting 

2. Labels are on or near the item Auto-Auto - 500 lbs 
to be identified. Auto-off - 2300 lbs 

2 lights - man setting, auto 
3. Labels do not cover any other / setting and open signal to valve 

information and are not located 
behind controls. They can be 
seen easily by the operator and 
are not obscured by the operator's 
hand activating a control. 

4. Labels are located in the same v' Labels- bottom of J switches • manner throughout the equipment top of rotarys 
and system. 

5. Labels are not covered by other / 
equipment and are located on 
the flattest, least cluttered 
and cleanest surface avai !able. 

6. Labels are mounted so that they / 
cannot be accidentally damaged 
or removed. 

7. Where instructions are lettered / 
on hinged door, lettering is set 
so that it can be read when the 
door is open. 

8. Labels are graduated in size. / Group label characters are at 
least 25% larger than those of 
individual controls and displays. 

YES = Adequate NO = Inadequate N/ A = Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Control and display characters, 
in turn, are at least 25% larger 
than those identifying control 
positions. 

9. Spacing between characters ( 
is a minimum of one stroke; 
between words is a minimum 
of one character. 

10. Abbreviations are capital letters, I 
periods being omitted except 
when there is a possibility of 
misinterpretaion. 

I I. Extended copy (instructions) / 
is in lower'case letters. 

12. Label characteristics are deter-
mined by illumination level 

v' 
and color. 

13. Labels are easily read at opera- / Glare 
tiona! reading distances with 
vibration/motion and. I ighting 
levels taken into consideration. 

14. Labels are sharp with high con- ./ Poor contrast 
trast. 

IS. With illumination less than I v 
ft-C, white, white florescent, 
or torch-1 ighted characters on 
a dark background are used. 

16. With illumination above I ft- I C, black letters against a light 
background are used. 

17. For dari< adaptation, letters / 
are visible and do not interfere 
with night vision. 

18. When letters, etc., are viewed / by means of television, they are 
light against a dark background. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

i 9. Labels on production equipment / 
are as durable as the equipment. 

20. Labels for prototype equipment I 
are easily affixed, altered and 
removed. 

21. Markings and tags are as perma- / nent as the equipment to which 
applied and able to withstand 
environmental and cleaning 
conditions. 

22. Labels are accessible and visible v 
during maintenance. 

23. Load .capacity is marked on lift- / 
ing equipment. 

24. Roman numerals are not used, ./ 
if possible. 

25. Vertical labels are used only / RC pump-amps- displays 
when th~ labels are not critical 
for personal safety and perform-
ance, and space is I imited. 

26. Electrical receptacles are clearly ./ 
marked with voltage, phase and 
frequency characteri sties. 

27. Pipe, hose, and tube I ines are / 
clearly labeled as to contents, 
pressure, temperature, and 
hazards. 

28. Warning placards are well illu- I 
minated. 

29. Warning notices are clear and / 
direct. Characters are 25% 
larger than any following in-
structions. 

30. Placards are placed adjacent / 
to hazards. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Circuit breakers are labeled / 
and easily accessible. 

32. Trade names and other irrelevant / 
information do not appear on 
labeling. 

33. Labels are concise with a mini- / 
mum of repetitive information. 

34. An abstract symbol is used only ./ 
if meaningful. 

35. Each assembly, component, and / NDTT mode 
part is labeled with a visible 
and meaningful name, number, 
and symbol." 

36. Printed information is directly / 
useable with a minimum of de-
coding and interpolation. 

37. Labels do not describe the engi- / 
neering eharacteristics or nomen-
cloture of the piece of equipment, 
if at all possible. 

38. Labels are etched, embossed, ~ 
Etched 

or engraved into the component 
or chassis. 

~-,"""'"''"""' ....... ,.~,· 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
6 

CONTROLS 

Test Title __ r.J...!..\__:..~....::.f!:...::S~~:...:U:..:I-;.:..• 'Z.::::::.A..:..:.Y'__;C.;:::;.;......,_~}.:....:~;...=...:.I_-_..:..~_IJ...:..~~/---.!.'f_....;.._ ________ ~ 
Test Project No. Dote 

Detai fed Design Considerations !YES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Control relationship to its display ./ Aux pumps- 3 pairs of lights 
is apparent. over 2 Pb 

2. Functionally related controls v' 
and displays are grouped together. 

3. Control groups, sequential opera- ./ 
tions have left-to-right order 
of use or top-to-bottom order 
of use. 

4. Controls in functional groups v 
are located in accordance with 
operational sequence and/or 
function. 

s. Lifting equipment controls are ./ 
within easy reach with the load 
visible. 

~ 
~ 

6. Controls are located so that Pump controls- RC pump HP 
they cannot be accidentally DC oil lift pump- can be 
moved. activated 

7. Groups with simi far functions ( 
are simi lor throughout the system. 

8. Controls are marked to indicate / Label worn off of press., spray 
in which direction to operate valve 
the control. 

9. Control/display groups used / 
only for maintenance are not 
located in prime operating space. 

I 0. Controls used most often are vi Backup pump controls in front 
located in the best position for 
ease of reaching and grasping. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

I I . Controls operated without visual I reference are located in front 
rather than to the side or behind 
the operator. 

12. Internally mounted controls I 
are located away from dangerous 
voltage. 

13. Sensitive adjustments are located I 
or guarded to prevent accidental 
activation. 

14. Controls used for same function I on different types of equipment 
are of the same size and shape. 

15. Rotary Control 
DIMENSIONS: ( 
Length .75" 

min I .0 inches (25mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I OOmm) 

Width 
max I .0 inches (25mm) 

Depth 
min 0.625 inches (I 6mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min 1.0 inch-lb (I 13 rrN-
m) 
max 6.0 inch-lb (678mN-
m) 

DISPLACEMENT 
For foci I itating eerformance 

min 30 degrees 
max 90 degrees 

SEPARATION 
One Hand Random 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Two-Hand Oeeration 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

16. Key Operated Switch Press Relief Valve 
DISPLACEMENT "/S 0 d I$~ IM~IW'4N\ t 

min 80 degrees ( 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

max 90 degrees 
HEIGHT 

min 0.5 inches ( 13mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 5mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I in/lb ( 113 mNm) 
max 6 in/lb (678 mNm) 

17. Discrete Thumbwheel Control .; 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 1.5 in. (38mm) 
max 2.5 in. (65 mm) 

Trough 
min·0.45 inches (II mm) 

Distance 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Width 
min 0.1 inches (3 mm) 

Depth 
min 0.1 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 

Separation 
min 0.4 inches (I 0 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
min 6 oz. (I 65 mN) 
max 20 oz. (560 mN) 

18. Continuous Adjustment Rotary ,/ 
Knobs 
DIMENSIONS: 
Fingertie Grose Height 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max I .0 inches (25 mm) 

Diameter 
min 0.375 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

Thumb and Finger Encircled 
Diameter 

min l.O inches (25 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

Palm Grase 
Diameter 

min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Length 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

TORQUE: 
Height 

max 4.5 in-oz (32 mN-m) 
Diameter 

max 6.0 in-oz (42 mN-m) 
SEPARATION: 
One Hand Individual~ 

min 1.0 inches (2 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (SO mm) 

Two Hands Simultaneousl5 
min 2.0 inches (50 mm 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

/ 19. Cranks 
DIMENSIONS: 
Handle 
Diameter (!:Em-dia) 
none - 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
175- I .0 inches (25 mm) 
275- 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
Le!!,tth (r¥m-length) 
none- 3.5 inches (95 mm) 
175- 3.75 inches (95 mm) 
275- 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
Radius (rpm-radius) 
none- min 9.0 in. (230 mm) 

max 16.0 in. (41 0 mm) 
175- min 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

max 8.0 in. (200 mm) 
275- min 0.5 in. ( 13 mm) 

max 4.5 in. (115 mm) 
RESISTANCE: (rpm-resistance) 
none- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 50 lb. (220N) 
175- min 6.0 lb. (27N) 

max 15 lb (67N) 
275- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 5 lb (22N) 
SEPARATION: (rpm-separation) 
none- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
175- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
275- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

20. Handwheels / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Wheel Diameter 
One Hand 

min 2.0 inches (50 mm) 
max 4.25 inches (I I 0 mm) 

Two Hands 
min 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 
max 21 .0 inches (530 mm) 

Rim Diameter: 
min 0.75 inches (19mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand 

min S lb. (22N) 
max 30 lb. ( I 33N) 

Two Hands 
min 5 lb (22 N) 
max 50 lb. (220 N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Two Hands 

max 120 deg. 
SEP ARA Tl ON: 
Two Hands - Simultaneously 

min 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

21. Pushbuttons (Finger or Hand / 
Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Fingertie Operation 

min 0.385 inches ( I 0 mm) 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19· mm) 

Thumb or Heel of Hand Oeeration 
min o.is inches (19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Finger Oberation 

min I oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. ( I I.ON) 

Little Finger Operation 
min 5 oz. ( 1.4N) 
max 20 oz. (5.6N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Thumb or Finger Oeeration 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~-4~~~~~~~~~~~------------~ 

SEP ARA Tl ON: 
.§,LQgle Fin5er Operation 

min 0. inches ( 13 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

2l!'gle Fin1er Sequential Operation 
min a. 5 inches (6 mm) 
preferred I .00 in. (25 mm) 

.QE~tion by Several Fingers 
rn in 0&5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 0.5 inches ( I 3 mm) 

22. Pushbuttons (Foot Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min o:5o inches ( 13 mm) 
RESISTANCE: 
Foot will not rest on control 
--· min 4.0 lb. ( Ia N) 

max 20.0 lb. (90 N) 
Foot wi II rest on control 
=~= rn in I 0.0 lb. (45N) 

max 20 lb. (90N) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
,t!2.,rrnaf Boot Operation 

min 0.50 inches (lj mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Hceavy Boot Operation 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion Onl1 
min 1.0 inches25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Jotal Leg Movement 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

23. Keyboards 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter Bare-hande<j 

min 0.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0.5 in. ( 13 mm) 

Cold Retons mittens 
min .75 inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0. 7 5 in. ( 19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 

~--,--~----------------------~--~_.--~----------------------~ 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Numeric 
min 3.5 oz. (IN) 
max 14.0 oz. (4N) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( 1.5 N) 

Dual Function 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( 1.5N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Numeric 

min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches 4.8 mm) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.05 inches ( 1.3 mm) 
max 0.25 inches (6.3 mm) 

Dual'Function 
min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0.19 inches (4.8 mm) 

SEPARATION: 
Between adjacent key tops 

min 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) 
preferred 0.25 in. (6.4 mm) 

24. Toggle Switches ../ 
DIMENSIONS: 
Arm Length (Bare finger) 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Arm Length (Gloved finger) 
min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Control Tip 
min 0. I 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 1.0 inches (25 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Small Switch 

min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 16 oz. (4.5N) 

Large Switch 
min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. ( I IN) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
2 Position 

min 30 deg 
max 120 deg. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

3 Position 
min 18 deg. 
max 60 deg. 
desired 25 deg. 

SEPARATION: 
Single Finger 0Eeration 

min 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 
optimum 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Single Finger 0Eeration-lever 
lock toggle switch 

min I .0 inches (25 mm) 
optimum 1.0 in. (50 mm) 

Simultaneous 0Eeration b~ Dif-
ferent Finger 

min 0.625 inches ( 16 mm) 
optimum 0.75 in. (19 mm) 

l25. Legend Switch / 
DIMENSIONS: 

min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
max I .5 inches (38 mm) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 
positive position switch 3/16 
in. (5 mm) 

BARRIERS: 
Barrier Width 

min 0. I 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

Barrier D~th 
min o• inches (5 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I 0 oz (280 mN) 
max 40 oz. ( I I N) 

26. Lever / DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Finger GrosE 

min 0.5 inches ( I 3 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

Hand GrosE 
min I .5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand (d-1) 

min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 135N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 50 lb. (220N) 

One Hand (d-2) 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 135N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Forward (d-·1) 

max 14.0 inches (360 mm) 
Later-al (d-2) 

max 38.0 inches (970 mm) 
SEPARATION: 
One Hand Random 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( 125 mm) 

27. Pedals / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Height 

min I 0 inches (25 mm) 
Width 

min 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Operation 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total L~ Movement 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Foot Not Resting on Pedal 

min 4 lb. (18 N) 
max 20 lb. (90 N) 

Foot Resting on Pedal 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Ankle Flexion Onll 
max I 0 lb. (45 N) 

Total Leg Movement 
min I 0 lb. (4$ N) 
max 180 lb. (800 N)· 

SEPARA Tl ON: 
One Foot Random 

min 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 
preferred 6.0 in. (ISO mm) 

One Foot S~uentia I 
min 2.0 inches (50 mm) 
preferred 4.0 in. ( I 00 mm) 

28. Adequate control response feed- / 
back is provided. 

29. Rotary valves open coun terclock- ,; 
wise. 

30. Control movement conforms / 
with corresponding related dis-
play. 

31. Rotary controls turn to the right 
I (clockwise) to increase, and 

left (counterclockwise) to 
decrease. 

32. Stops are provided at the begin- I 
ning and end of the control 
movement travel. 

33. In right-hand operations, knobs ./ 
are placed below or to the right 
of di-splays. 

34. For left-hand operations knobs ,/ 
are placed below or to the left 
of displays. 

35. Controls meant to have a limited / 
degree of motion have adequate 
mechanical stops. 

36. Controls are labeled as to func- v tion and method of operation 
by means of arrows and appro-
priate Jeoends. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

37. Selector switches have sufficient / 
spring loading to keep from stop-
ping between detents. 

38. Range of control action does / 
not interfere with other controls. 

39. Shape coded controls are visually / 
and tactually identifiable. 

40. Control color has high contrast -/ 
with background. 

41. Ambient light color determines / 
useable control color~ 

42. Swttch legend is legible with / 
or without internal illumination. 

43. Legend switch lamps are replace- / able from the fran t of the panel 
by hand and the legends or covers 
are keyed to prevent the possibil-
ity of interchanging the legend 
covers. 

44. Controls are selected and dis- / 
tributed so that none of the 
operator's limbs are overburdened. 

v" 45. Coding is uniform throughout I { J switches - t'o.J•~'•NJ : 
the system. ·Auto-off-man 

. Auto-off-hand 
46. Controls are useable in the time ( .. ·Pull to lock-stop-start 

required despite inadvertent 1\ -Main heat, zePC heat, auto heat 
operation protection (guards). -close, auto, open 

47. Controls are not adversely of- y'- ~o-{Key in press relief- not in 
fected by distortion, shock and· NDTT mode 
vibration. 

48. Control motion is minimized, / Auto-off-man 
not cycled through ON/OFF 
unnecessarily. 

49. Latches on levers do not cause ./ 
delay in operation. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES! NO N/A Comments 

so. Minimum use made of horizontal ~ 
or 3 position toggle switches. 

51. Shape coded controls are free ./ 
of sharp edges. 

52. Critical controls are designed v RC pump J switches 
and located so that they are 
not susceptible to being moved 
accidentally. 

53. If there is a possiblity of inad- v 
vertent activation causing a 
hazardous condition, controls 
are recessed or shielded by a 
physical barrier. 

54. "Dead man" controls are used ./ 
when operator incapacity can 
produce a critical condition. 

55. The main power ON/OFF switch ./ 
cuts all power to the complete 
equipment. 

56. Main Power switch is labeled. ./ 

57. Failure of power steering does v 
not incapacitate steering. 

58. Resistance is bui It in so that ../ 
definite or sustained effort is 
required for activation. 

59. Controls are black or gray. / Knobs - silver 

60. Controls are labeled with basic / NDTT mode 
information for proper identi- Press spray valve - labels worn 
fication, utilization, actuation, off 
or manipulation of the element. 

61. Operating instructions are pro- / 
vided except where use is obvious. 

62. Diagrams are used wherever V' 
possible. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

63. Calibration instructions are / 
placed as close to the calibrating 
control as possible. 

64. Adjustment controls are easy 
/ 

to set and lock. 

65. All controls have appropriate v Poor labeling 
scales or indexing. 

66. If red lighting is used, red is 
not used for coding. Use black 

,/ 

and yellow striping. 

-
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
8 

DISPLAYS 

Test Title __ or-, ~~...;:~:.:S;wS...;:CJ:;...lJ-...,;I...;:~::;_b\.;;..,:__Cc..A=..;..+~r...:.fl...:.J_,_..:,P,....;~--N__;,-e..;..l_'+~-----------
Test Project No. Date 

Detai Jed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Relationship between the display ( Each of 4 RC pumps - backup 
and its associated controls is pumps lights - 3 pairs- 2 Aux 
unm i stakab Je in terms of: pump controls 

a) The proper control to use. 
b) Direction of movement of 

the control. 
c) Rate and limits of movement 

of the control. 

2. Controls are located adjacent I See above 
to (either under or to right of) 
associated displays. 

3. Functionally related units are / 
grouped together and are simi Jar 
f.rom panel to panel. 

4. Displays in groups are located / 
from left-to-right and/or top-
to-bottom order of use. 

5. Displays used in system checkout v 
are located so they can be ob-
served from one position. 

6. All displays are arranged in the I 
sequence in which they are 
used. 

7. Meters, dials, and instruments are / 7 strip chart displays 
so sized/arranged that they can - press I eve I 
be read from the normal operat- .: RC press - wide, narrow B 
ing position. -narrow A 

- RC outlet temp 
• RC unit ave temp 
-RC total flow 

YES = Adequate NO = Inadequate N/ A :: Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

8. In standing positions, the most / frequently used displays are 
located approximately at the 
eye level of the operator. 

9. Frequently used displays are / 
grouped together. 

I 0. Displays are located where they / Not when strip charts are 
can be read to the required degree pulled out 
of accuracy. 

I I • If on separate panels, positions v of related controls and displays 
correspond and the panels do 
not face each other. 

12. Control display groups for main-
tenance use only are not located 

./ 
in prime operating space. 

13. Display arrangement is consistent / 
from one situation to another. 

14. Unusual aids such as ladders, / 
extra I ighting, etc., are not 
needed to read or gain access 
to a display. 

15. Display scales are limited to / 
only information needed to make 
a decision or take action. All 
needed information is presented. 

16. Information is presented in such ./ 
form that no interpretation or 
decoding is necessary. 

17. Information for different types J 
of activities is not combined 
unless the activities require 
the same information. 

18. Failure in the unit is clearly ./ Lights 
shown or the operator is other-
wise warned. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Trademarks, company names, I 
and other unnecessary informa- I tion are not on the panel face. 

20. Job aids (graphic overlays) are / i 
provided when a plotter operator 
is required to interpret graphic 
data. 

21. On units having operator displays, ./ maintenance displays are located 
behind access doors on the opera-
tor's panel. 

22. On units without operator panel, ~ 
maintenance displays are located 
on ·one face accessible in normal 
instal lotion. 

23. Viewing distance from the eye ./ 40 in. min. - to back panel 
to the displays located close 
to controls is 28 inches (71 Omm) 
maximum and 13 inches (SIOmm) 
minimum. 

24. The display pointer extends to ./ but does not obscure the index 
mark width. 

25. Display pointer is mounted as / 
close as possible to dial face 
to eliminate parallax and shadows. 

26. Counters and flags are mounted 
close to the panel surface. 

t/ 

27. CRT target visual angle exceeds / 2.0 minutes and I 0 lines of reso-
lution; viewing distance is 16 
inches (I 0 in. minimum). 

28. Illumination is uniform. v 
29. Multiple displays grouped together v 

wi II have brightness uniformity 
across the range of fu II "ON" 
to full "OFF." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

30. Thg display face is not less than ./ 
45 from the operator's normal 
I ine of sight. 

31. There is a high degree of contrast / Str ipcharts 
between the scale face and mark-
ings. 

32. Frequently· used displays are ./ 
grouped together and are placed 
in the optimal visual zone. limits 
are as follows: 

E~e Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

3S0 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horiz~ntal Line of Sight 

40 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Norm2>l Line qf Sight 
20 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Head Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

60° maximum 
0° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

6S0 maximum 
Normal Line of Sight 

3S0 maximum 
Head and E:!e Rotation 
'Horizontal Plane 

9S0 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Vertical Plane 
90° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Normal Line of Sight 
IS0 optimum 

33. Glare does not interfere with 
readability of the display at 
a location. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
20° 

ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 
30° 

FACTOR: 
Image luminance (no film in oper-
ating projector) (for sti II projec-
tions higher values may be used) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 0 ft-L (34 cd/m2> 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

8-14 ft-L (27-48 cd/m2) 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 2 

5-20 ft-L ( 17-6? cd/m ) · 

FACTOR: 
luminance variation across 
screen (ratio of maximum to 
minimum luminance) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

1.5 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

3.0 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variations as a func-
tion of viewing location (ratio 
of maximum to minimum lumi-
nonce) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

2.0 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

4.0 -

FACTOR: b. t I" h 
Ratio of am 1en 19 t 

bright part of image 
OPTIMUM: 

0 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

0.002-0.01 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

0.1 max 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

For presentation not invol.ving 
gray scale or color (e.g., I ine 
drawings, tables) 0.2 may be 
used. 

42. Supplemental viewing system ./ 
is provided for remote handling 
situations. 

43. LED are red only and not near 
,/ 

red warning lights. Dimming 
is compatible. 

44. Critical warning lights are iso- v 
Jated from other less important 
lights for best effectiveness. 

45. Internal instrument lighting ./ 
is provided where effective. 

46. Indicator lights are immediately / 
and unavoidably associated with 
the proper control. 

47. Legend lights are used in prefer- .( 
ence to simple instructor I ights. 

48. Indicator lights are capable of / 
providing flashing red for emer-
gency or malfunction conditions. 

49. The information displayed is 
clear, specific, and useable • 

v 
.It is not redundant or degraded 
by vibration. It is at a level 
of accuracy required for the 
operator's action or decision. 

so. The provision of the display v 
presentation is consistent with 
system precision. 

5 I. The display indicator ceases ,/' 
to move after the control move-
ment stops. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

52. Displays which cannot or may v 
not be watched continuously, 
but need continuous monitoring, 
have a suitable auditory or visual 
warning backup. 

53. Counter numbers change by / 
snap action, follow each other 
not faster than 2 per second 
if read consecutively, increase 
with clockwise rotation of the 
reset knob, and automatically 
reset sequencing as well as 
having a manual reset. 

54. Material in printer is easily ,/ 
changed and indicates remaining 
supply of printing materials. 

55. Failure of a display circuit is v Light 
immediately apparent. 

56. Failure of the display circuit ./ 
does not affect display equipment. 

57. Most important displays are ,/ 
placed in the optimum visual 
zone. 

58. A signal absence does not denote / 
"go ahead," "ready," etc., only 
a power off condition. -

59. Transilluminated, LED and incan-
de~ent displays conform to 
the following color code, except 
that training equipment colors 
can be approximate: 

a. Flashing red denotes only ./ 
emergency conditions which 
require operator action with-
out undue delay to avert 
personnel injury and/or equip-
ment damage. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

b. Red alerts an operator that v Red - open, auto, start, manual 
a system or any of its parts (Press Relief) 
is inoperative or that .a sue-
cessful mission is not possible 
unless corrective action is 
taken. 

c. Yellow advises an operator / Yellow- A .... +u +~st 
of a marginal condition or 
alerts him to situations of 
caution, recheck or unex-
pected delay. 

d. Green indicates that moni- v' Green - closed, stop 
tared equipment is in toler-
ance or that a state of readi-
ness exists. 

e. White shows system conditions / White - hand (Bailey) 
that do not have "right" or 
"wrong" imp I icatons such 
as alternating functions 
except that white is not used 
in aircraft flight stations. 

{~':f:!c1 . f • Blue is used for advisory v 
lights only, except that blue 
is not used in a·ircraft flight 
stations. 

60. Flashing lights are used only v 
to call the operator's attention 
to a condition requiring action. 

61. Legend lights signifying danger v 
are larger than other legend 
lights. 

62. If operator is wearing earphones v 
during normal operations, audio 
warning signals are directed 
to both earphones and work area. 

63. Audio signal action specifies /' 
the nature of the problem (main-
tenance, emergency, health 
hazard). 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

64. Audio signals denoting emergen- ./ 
cies are notably different from 
routine signals. 

65. The following types of signals ~ 

may not be used as warning 
devices: 

a. Modulated or interrupted 
tones that resemble naviga-
tion signals or coded radio 
transmissions. 

b. Steady signals that resemble 
hisses, static, or sporadic 
radio signals. 

c. Trains of impulses that resem-
ble electrical interference 
whether regularly or irregularly 
spaced in time. 

d. Simple warbles which may 
be confused with the type 
made by two carriers when 
one is being shifted in fre-
quency (beat-frequency-
oscillator effect). 

e. Scrambled speech effects 
that may be confused with 
cross modulation signals 
from adjacent channels. 

f. Signals that resemble random 
noise, periodic pulses, steady 
or frequency modulated sim-
pie tones. or any other signals 
generated by standard counter-
measure devices (e.g., "bag-
pipes"). 

g. Signals similar to random 
noise generated by air con-
ditioning or any other equip-
ment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
~ 

h. Signals that resemble sounds 
likely to occur accidentally 

: ~ .... 

under operational conditions. 

/ 66. The first 0.5 seconds of an I. 

audio signal is discriminable 
from the first 0.5 second of 
any other signal. The length 
of the warning is a minimum 
of 1/2 second unti I corrective 
action is taken. 

67. The audio device and circuit ./ 
design preclude false alarms. 

68. The height to width ratio of v all .labeling is acceptable for 
fast and accurate reading. 

69. Counters are horizontally posi- / 
tioned. 

70. The same numerical progression v 
is used on all scales of combined 
displays. 

71. In sequential displays, these- / 
quence progresses from left to 
right. 

72. Scale values and their indexes / 
ore consistent in directions of .. 

increase or decrease. 

73. The display can be read quickly ~ in the manner desired (quantita-
tive, qualitative, or check reading). 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

'· 

:i'<:-~:<_;f~ 
. ~· 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 

Test Title 

Test Project No. 

10 
WORKSPACE 

Detailed Design Considerations i'fES NO N/A 

I. Design and sizing insures accom- v 
modation, compatibility, opera-
bility and maintainability by 
at least 90 percent of the user 
population (a range from the 
5th percentile to the 95th per-
centile for single dimensions). 

2. Cabinets, consoles, and work t/ surfaces that require an operator 
to stand or sit close to their 
front surfaces contain a kick 
space at the base at least 4 
inches (I 00 mm) deep and 4 
inches ( I 00 mm) high to at low 
for protective or specialized 
apparel. 

3. Pane! Dimensions- seated- / 
with vision over tq:>. 

a) Seat height 18" (460 mm) 
from floor 

writing surface-25.5" (650 
mm) above the floor 

vertical dimension of panel-
22" (56 mm) above writing 
surface 

maximum console width -
44" ( I. 120 m) 

b) Seat height 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
- .22" {560 mm) 

Date 

COMMENTS 

' 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/ A= Not Applicable· 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

maximum console width -
44" (I • I 20 m) 

c) Seat height 28.5" (725 mm) 

writing surface - 3611 (91 0 
mm) 
vertical dimension of panel 
22" (560 mm) 

Maximum console width -
44" ( 1.120 m) 

4. Panel Dimensions - seated - / 
without vision over tq:>. 

a) Seat height - 18" (460 mm) 

writing surface 25.5" (650 
mm) · 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(91 0 mm) 

b) Seat height - 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

c) Seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 

writing surface- 36" (91 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width -
36" (91 0 mm) 

5. Panel Dimensions- seated or ./ 
standing with standing vision 
over tq:>. 

seat height - 28.511 (720 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 26" 
(660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(91 0 mm) 

6. Panel Dimensions -standing with I 
vision over top. 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panels 
26" (660 mm) 

maxi mum console width - 44" 
(1 •. 120 m) 

7. Panel Dimensions- standing ../ 
(without vision .over top). 

writing surface- 36" (910 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel -
36" (91 0 mm) 

maximum console width- 36" 
(910 mm) 

a. Consoles have at least 4 feet / 
( 1.220 m) of free floor space 
in front whenever feasible. 

9. The seated operator has free / 
pedal access and use of foot 
pedals. 

I 0. Compartment design allows / 
equipment sharing and good 
communication. 

II. Workspace allows ease of weapon ~ 
handling, aiming, loading, firing, 
and field stripping. 

. 12. User is oriented to work site • / 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Crane controls are easily reached 
v 

and afford load visibility. 

14. Display reading location is identi- ./ 
fied. 

IS. Equipment is designed and in- v 
stalled with workspace require-
ments in mind. 

16. Armrests are at least 2 incht>.s v 
(50 mm) wide and 8 inches (200 
mm) long; 

17. Knee and foot room should exceed v 
the following dimensions beneath 
work surfaces: 

a) Height: 25 inches (640 
mm) 

b) Width: 20 inches (5 I 0 
mm) 

c) Depth: 18 inches (460 
mm) 

18. Back and seat of rhair have 
~ 

I" minimum padding. 

19. Lateral work space is 30" wide .,/ 

x 16" deep; writing space is 24" 
wide x 16" deep. 

20. Armrests do not interfere with v 
work, egress or emergency pro-
cedures. 

21. Vertical seat adjustments are v 
15-21" ( 16-21" for male use 
exclusively) in I inch maximum 
increments. 

22. The seat backrest reclines I 03- v 
I 15° and supports the torso so 
that the operator's eyes are 
within 3" of the "eye-line." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

23. Rotating seats have 8 iocking v 
p\.Jsitions minimum and support 
250 lbs. The seat adjusts fore 
and aft at least 4" minimum. 

,/ 
24. The operator does not have to 

lift self to adjust the seat. 

25. Easy (}Ccess is provided to and v 
from a station. 

26. Equipment racks requiring main-
,; 

tenance have space available, 
when feasible, as follows: 

a) Minimum distance from the 
front of the rock to the 
opposite surface or obstacle 
is 42 inches ( 1.070 m). 

b) Minimum lateral workspace 
for racks having drawers: 

I) With drawers weighing 
less than 45 pounds (20.4 
kg); 18 inches (460 mm) 
on one side and 4 inches 
(tOO mm) on the other. 

2) With drawers weighing 
over 45 pounds (20.4 kg) 
18 inches on each side. 

27. .Allowances are mode for heavy / 
clothing and protective equipment. 

28. A loader can comfortably sit V'. 
in the closed hatch mode or 
stand in the open hatch mode. 

29. Workspace provides head, arm v 
and body clearance at any weapon 
position. 

30. User space is not encroached / 
upon by others. 
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Detailed Design Consid.,..-klnt YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Reflection of instruments or ..; 
console in windows or wf~i ... 
is avoided. 

32. Right-left viewing angte ~ 
../ 

a wrap-around console l.t f 
maximum. 

33. The0forward field of view Is ./ 
180 minimum. 

34. Minimum illumination le~ / 
for different work areas and 
types of work are as follows 
in F ootcandles (LUX): 

Console surface 30 (325) 

Dials 30 (325) 

Emergency lighting 3 (3(1 

Gauges 30 (325) 

Meters 30 (325) 

Missiles: 
Repair /Service "l (411(1 
Storage areos I 0 ( r l (I 
General inspection lO 
(325) 

Panels: 
Front 30 (325) 
Rear I 0 ( l I O) 

Passageways I 0 (I I 0) 

Reading 
Large print I 0 (I I c» 
News print 30 (325) 
Penci I reports SO (S40) 
Small type 50 (.540) 
Prolonged reading .50 
(540) 

Recording 50 (540) 

Repair work: 
General 30 (325} 
Instrument I 00 (I 075) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NOtN/A Comments 

35. Visors, etc., reduce external v' 
glare. 

36. Transparent areas are free from 
v' 

color, distortion, etc. 

37. Multireflections from multilayered 
v 

windows are minimized. 

38. Wind5creen angle of incidence v 
is 60 maximum to undistorted 
vision. 

39. Windows or canopies have optimum / 
unobstructed vision. 

40. Instrument reflection is avoided. v 
41. If possible there is a direct view v' 

of work. 

42. Distortion is avoided in windows. v 
43. Door posts or wiper motors do v 

not obscure vision. 

44 .. Loader can see outside while 
v 

operating in close hatch mode. 

45. Provisions for auxiliary power / 
and lighting are provided. 

46. Seating is compatible with con- v 
.sole. 

47. Heating and air conditioning speci- ./ 
fications for mobile detail work 
areas - 50°F to 85°F. For permo-
nent details work areas - 65°F 
to 85°F. 

48. Air conditioning systems do v 
not discharge cold air directly 
on personnel. 

J 

./ ., 
49. Adequate venti lotion is provided 

by a minimum of 30 cubic ft. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

per minute per man minimum. 
Air is moved past the operator 
at a velocity of not more than 
I 00 feet (30m) per minute-
65 feet (20m) per minute if 
possible. 

50. The effective temperature within I enclosures for extended periods 
is at or below 85°F (29°C). 

51. The acoustical environment 
does not degrade system effec-

v 
tiveness. 

52. The average room sound absorp- ./ 
tion coefficient is at least 0.20. 

53. Facilities and equipment are v designed to control the trans-
mission of whole body vibration 
to levels permitting safe opera-
tion and maintenance. 

54. Test stands are part of the equip- v 
ment. 

55. Handles are provided on units / 
which are removed or carried. 

56. Vehicles have a minimum tem-
perature of 68°F(20°C)(unless v 
wearing cold regions clothing 
.and exposure less than 3 hours}. 

57. Fresh air is provided at a minimum v 
of 20 cu. ft. (0.43 cu m)/minute/ 
person; in a hot climate, air 
flow rates should be between 
I SO and 200 cu. ft. (4.25 and 
5.66 cu m) I min./person. 

58. Protective podding is used. v 
59. Mirrvrs are braced against vibra- ,/ tion. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
~=-

60. Venti lotion or other protective v 
measures are provided within 
limits. 

/ i 
61. Intakes for venti lotion systems 

are located so as to minimize 
the introduction of contaminated 
air from exhaust pipes, etc. 

./ 
62. Cars have seat belts. 

63. Windshields and windows are v 
shatterproof and do not distort 
vision. 

/ 
64. Hazard alerting devices are 

provided. 

65. Illumination is adequate, glare v 
is reduced and capability for 
dimming is provided. 

v 
66. Maintenance workspace is free 

of obstructions which could cause 
injury. 

67. Equipment is guarded if tempera- r/ 
ture exceeds 140°F (I 20°F if 
handled). 

68. Exposed edges are rounded and ./ 
have a .04" minimum radius. 
Exposed corners are also rounded 
pnd have a 0.5" minimum radius. 

69. Guards are provided on moving v 
parts. 

70. Radiation hazards are minimized. / 
71. Padding is non-abrasive and / 

non-toxic. 

72. Exhausts are directed away from v 
compartments. 

·' 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

73. Adequate and suitable storage v 
is provided for manuals, work-
sheets, etc. 

74. Standees have work surfaces ./ 
provided to support manuals, 
etc. 

75. Conspicuous placards are adjacent / 
to equipment which is hazardous 
to the user. 

76. Areas requiring special equipment ../ 
and/or clothing are specifically 
identified. 

77. Any structure which can be / 
chopped through in an emergency 
is clearly marked, axes provided. 

78. Emergency procedures are detailed ./ 

79. Instructions are kept simple. ../ 

80. Push-out escape windows are ./ 
marked. 

81. Equipment is located so that 
,/ 

awkward working positions are 
unnecessary. 

82. Sufficient space rs provided ./ 
to use test equipment and other 
tools required during checkout. 

83. Controls (switches, knobs, etc.) / 
: ':, 

are easily reached from the 
working position. 

84. Components are located so that ./ 
physical interference among 
operators working on the same 
areas is lessened. 

85. The lines of sight to a display v 
are not obscured by poor arrange-
ment of people or equipment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

86. Traffic flow between areas is 
./ 

efficient. 

87. Auditory alerting and warning v 
signals are loud enough to be 
heard above environmental 
noise. 

88. Equipment is secured in order ./ 
to prevent shifting or overturning 
accidentally. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
20 

MEASURES 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title. 1/v.e Ss o ... , 2. .ev t:;.f?'AhaL:~JZ-~-~...;_,;._.'#_.e._l___,'-1 _________ _ 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Displays are located so they ,/ 
can be read to the required 
accuracy. 

2. Display arrangement is consis- V' 
tent from one application to 
another. 

3. Measuring marks on opaque ~ v 
containers are placed inside. 

4. Display viewing distance: 13- V' 
28••. 

5. Minimum number of measuring 
/ 

devices is used. 

6. Canteen cup is useable as stand- ./ 
ard or emergency me{]suring 
device for field use. 

7. Item container used for measuring ./ 
where possible. 

8. Measurement marks raised. 
./ 

9. Containers allow for full hand, v 
finger, clearance when using open-
ing tool. 

I 0. Reflections minimized. v 
I I. Display precision, response is v 

consistent with that of system. 

12. Scales: linear, start at 0, use ,/ 
whole numbers, 2 pointers max, 
numerals oriented upright. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Field items are non-corrosive, 
,/ 

easily cleaned or disposed. 

14. Information limited to that neces- / 
sary to toke action. 

IS. Information is directly useable. •./ 

16. Specified measuring amounts are ./ 
consistent with measuring device. 

17. Measures c I early detailed. / 
18. For group use: multiple of food ,/ 

components or general formula 
for computation given. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
I 

LABELS, MANUALS, MARKINGS 

Test Title _ ..... J2~o:...:d=--...=.C'.;;.o:.;;.f'J;..,!.t..:...;ro~l:..__---'-/t/~:A-tv_e.;;,..;_f _...:...;'1-__________ _ 

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Controls, displays and other items ( CRDM Group ind.- 2 meters-
of equipment are clearly marked no labels 
and labeled except in cases where. 
use is obvious to the operator. 

2. Labels are on or near the item :1 
·to be identified. 

3. Labe.ls do not cover any other v information and are not located 
behind controls. They can be 
seen easily by the operator and 
are not obscured by the operator's 
hand activating a control. 

4. Labels are located in the same / • manner throughout the equipment 
and system. 

s. Labels are not covered by other v' 
equipment and are located on 
the flattest, least cluttered 
and cleanest surface avai !able. 

6. Labels are mounted so that they_ .; 
cannot be accidentally damaged 
or removed. 

7. Where instructions are lettered / 
on hinged door, lettering is set 
so that it can be read when the 
door is open. 

8. Labels ore graduated in size. / Group label characters are at 
least 25% larger than those of 
individual controls and displays. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Control and display characters, 
in turn, are at least 25% larger 
than those identifying control 
positions. 

9. Spacing between characters / is a minimum of one stroke; 
between words is a minimum 
of one character. 

I 0. Abbreviations are capital letters, / 
periods being omitted except 
when there is a possibility of 
m isinterpreta ion. 

I I • Extended copy (instructions) I 
is in lower ·case letters-

12. Label characteristics are deter- v Engraved labels on diamond 
mined by illumination level panel 
and color. 

13. Labels are easily read at opera- / Worn -poor contrast 
tional reading distances with 
vibration/motion and lighting 
levels taken into consideration. 

14. Labels are sharp with high con- v No 1• 
trast. 

15. With illumination less than I / ft-C, white, white florescent, 
or torch-! ighted characters on 
a dark background are used. 

16. With illumination above I ft- I Dark silver or light 
C, black letters against a light 
background are used. 

17. For dark adaptation, letters V' 
are visible and do not interfere 
with night vision. 

18. When letters, etc., are viewed ./ by means of television, they are 
light against a dark background. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Labels on production equipment lv 
are as durable as the equipment. 

20. Labels for prototype equipment v 
are easily affixed, altered and 
removed. 

21. Markings and tags are as permo- v 
nent as the equipment to which 
applied and able to withstand 
environmental and cleaning 
conditions. 

22. Labels are accessible and visible / 
during maintenance. 

23. Load .capacity is marked on lift- ../ 
ing equipment. 

24. Roman numerals are not used, ./ 
if possible. 

25. Vertical labels are used only v 
when th~ labels are not critical 
for personal safety and perform-
once, and space is I imited. 

26. Electrical receptacles are clearly ../ 
marked with voltage, phase and 
frequency characteristics. 

27. Pipe, hose, and tube I ines are v 
clearly labeled as to cont~nts, 
pressure, temperature, and 
hazards. 

28. Warning placards are well illu- I 
minated. 

29. Warning notices are clear and I direct. Characters are 25% 
larger than any following in-
structions. 

30. Placards are placed adjacent / 
to hazards. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Circuit breakers are labeled ./ 
and easily accessible. 

32. Trade names and other irrelevant ./ 
information do not appear on 
labeling. 

33. Labels are concise with a mini- I Group position indication select 
mum of repetitive information. 

34. An abstract symbol is used only ./ 
if meaningful. 

35. Each assembly, component, and .; Scale labeled in + 10%- no 
part is labeled with a visible other label 
and meaningful name, number, 
and symbol.' 

36. Printed information is directly I 
useable with a minimum of de-
coding and interpolation. 

37. Labels do not describe the engi-
I neering eharacteristics or nomen-

cloture of the piece of equipment, 
if at all possible. 

38. Labels are etched, embossed, / Engroned 
or engraved into the component 
or chassis. 
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6 

CONTROLS 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title __ ?,~fJ~d~.--..::Oo::::.:..;/'J"..J.~..::..=.!.I __ .:...pll-;.;..._"'....:..e.:..:./__:.q ___ .....;._ _____ ....----

Test Project No. Date 

Detailed Design Considerations rtES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Control relationship to its display ./ 
is apparent. 

2. Functionally related controls / 
and displays are grouped together. 

3. Control groups, sequential opera- / 
tions have left-to-right order 
of use or top-to-bottom order 
of use. 

4. Controls in functional groups / 
are located in accordance with 
operational sequence and/or 
function. 

s. Lifting equipment controls are / 
within easy reach with the load 
visible. 

6. Controls are located so that / 
they cannot be accidentally 
moved. 

7. Groups with similar functions / 
are simi lor throughout the system. 

8. Controls are marked to indicate / 
in which direction to operate 
the control. 

9. Control/display groups used ./ 
only for maintenance are not 
located in prime operating space. 

I 0. Controls used most often are v located in the best position for 
ease of reaching and grasping. 

YES = Adequate NO = Inadequate N/ A = Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

I I. Controls operated without visual v 
reference are located in front 
rather than to the side or behind 
the operator. 

12. Internally mounted controls I 
are located away from dangerous 
voltage. 

13. Sensitive adjustments are located .; 
or guarded to prevent accidental 
activation. 

14. Controls used for same function ./ 
on different types o.f equipment 
are of the same size and shape. 

IS. Rotary Control / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Length 

min 1.0 inches (25mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I OOmm) 

Width 
max I .0 inches (25mm) 

Depth 
min 0.625 inches (16mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min 1.0 inch-lb (I 13 rrN-
m) 
max 6.0 inch-lb (678mN-
m) 

DISPLACEMENT 
For foci litating 12erformance 

min 30 degrees 
max 90 degrees 

SEPARATION 
One Hand Random 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Two-Hand Oeeration 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( I 25 mm) 

16. Key Operated Switch / 
DISPLACEMENT 

min 80 degrees 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

max 90 degrees 
HEIGHT 

min 0.5 inches (13mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I in/lb ( 113 mNm) 
max 6 in/lb (678 mNm) 

17. Discrete Thumbwheel Control / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 1.5 in. (38mm) 
max 2.5 in. (65 mm) 

Trough 
min 0.45 inches ( I I mm) 

Distance 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Width 
min 0. I inches (3 mm) 

Depth 
min 0. I 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.5 inches (I 3 mm) 

Separation 
min 0.4 inches ( I 0 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
min 6 oz. ( I 65 mN) 
max 20 oz. (560 mN) 

18. Continuous Adjustment Rotary ./ 
Knobs 
DIMENSIONS: 
Fingertip Grasp Height 

min 0.5 inches (I 3 mm) 
max 1.0 inches (25 mm) 

Diameter 
min 0.375 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

Thumb and Finger Encircled 
Diameter 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75mm) 

Palm Grasp 
Diameter 

min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Length 
min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 

TORQUE: 
Height 

max 4.5 in-oz (32 mN-m) 
Diameter 

max 6.0 in-oz (42 mN-m) 
SEPARA Tl ON: 
One Hand Individual~ 

min 1.0 inches (2 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Two Hands Simultaneous15 
min 2.0 inches (SO mm 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

19. Cranks / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Handle 
Diameter (rpm-dia) 
none - 1.0 inches {25 mm) 
I 7 5 - 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
275- 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
Le~th (rem-length) 
none- 3.75 inches (95 mm) 
175- 3.75 inches (95 mm) 
275- 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
Radius (rpm-radius) 
none- min 51.0 in. (230 mm) 

max 16.0 in. (41 0 mm) 
175- min 5.0 in. (125 mm) 

max 8.0 in. (200 mm) 
275- min 0.5 in. ( 13 mm) 

max 4.5 in. (liS mm) 
RESISTANCE: (rpm-resistance) 
none- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max SO lb. (220N) 
175- min 6.0 lb. (27N) 

max IS lb (67N) 
275- min 2.0 lb (9N) 

max 5 lb (22N) 
SEPARATION: (rpm-separation) 
none- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
175- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
275- min 3.0 inches (75mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

20. Handwheels / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Wheel Diameter 
One Hand 

min 2.0 inches (50 mm) 
max 4.25 inches (I I 0 mm) 

Two Hands 
min 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 
max 21.0 inches {530 mm) 

Rim Diameter: 
min 0.75 inches ( 19mm) 
max 2.0 inches (SO mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
One Hand 

min 5 lb. (22N) 
max 30 lb. ( 133N) 

Two Hands 
min 5 lb (22 N) 
max 50 lb. (220 N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Two Hands 

max 120 deg. 
SEP ARA Tl ON: 
Two Hands -Simultaneously 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
max 5.0 inches ( 125 mm) 

21. Pushbuttons (Finger or Hand / 
Operated) 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
F'ingerti~ Operation 

min 0.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0. 7 5 inches ( 19 mm) 

Thumb or Heel of Hand Oeeration 
min o.is inches (19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Finger O~rration . 

min I oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. (I I.ON) 

Little Finger Operation 
min 5 oz. 0.4N) 
max 20 oz. (5.6N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Thumb or Finger Oeeration 

min 0.125 inches (3 mm) 
max 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

SEPARATION: 
~ingle Fin!er Oeeration 

min 0. inches (13 mm) 
preferred 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Single Fin~er S~uential Oeeration 
min 0. 5 inches (6 mm) 
preferred 1.00 in. (25 mm) 

0Eeration bl Several Fingers 
min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm} 
max 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 

22. Pushbuttons (Foot Operated) .; 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 

min 0.50 inches ( 13 mm) 
RESISTANCE: 
Foot wi II not rest on control 

min 4.0 lb. ( 18 N) 
max 20.0 lb. (90 N) 

Foot wi II rest on control 
min I 0.0 lb. (45N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Boot Oeeration 

min 0.50 inches { 13 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Heav~ Boot Oeeration 
min I.O inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion Onl1 
min 1.0 inches25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

T a tal L~ Movement 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 

23. Keyboards / 
DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter Bare-handed 

min 0.385 inches (I 0 mm) 
max 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0.5 in. ( 13 mm) 

Cold R~ions mittens 
min 0.75 inches ( 19 mm) 
preferred 0. 7 5 in. ( 19 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Numeric 
min 3.5 .oz. (IN) 
max 14.0 oz. (4N) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( I .5 N) 

Dual Function 
min 0.9 oz. (250 mN) 
max 5.3 oz. ( 1.5N) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Numeric 

min 0.03 inches (0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches 4.8 rrim) 

Alphanumeric 
min 0.05 inches ( 1.3 mm) 
max 0.25 inches {6.3 mm) 

Dual· Function 
min 0.03 inches {0.8 mm) 
max 0. 19 inches (4.8 mm) 

SEPARATION: 
Between adjacent key tops 

min 0.25 inches (6.4 mm) 
preferred 0.25 in. (6.4 mm) 

/ 24. Toggle Switches 
DIMENSIONS: 
Arm Length (Bare finger) 

min 0.5 inches (13 mm) 
max 2.0 inches (50 mm) 

Arm Length (Gloved finger) 
min I .5 inches (38 mm) 
max 2.0 inches {50 mm) 

Control Tip 
min 0.125 inches {3 mm) 
max I .0 inches (25 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Small Switch 

min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 16 oz. (4.5N) 

Large Switch 
min I 0 oz. (2.8N) 
max 40 oz. (liN) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
2 Position 

min 30 deg 
max 120 deg. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

3 Position 
min 18 deg. 
max 60 deg. 
desired 25 deg. 

SEPARATION: 
Single Finger Oeeration 

min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
optimum 2.0 in. (50 mm) 

Sin~fe Finger Oeeration-lever 
loc t~gle switch 

min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
optimum 1.0 in. (50 mm) 

Simultaneous Oeeration b~ Dif-
ferent Finger 

min 0.625 inches ( 16 mm) 
optimum 0.75 in. (19 mm) 

~5. Legend Switch v 
DIMENSIONS: 

min 0.75 inches (19 mm) 
max I .5 inches (38 mm) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
min 0. I 25 inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 
positive position switch 3/16 
in. (5 mm) 

BARRIERS: 
Barrier Width 

min 0.12~ inches (3 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

Barrier De~th 
min 0.8 inches (5 mm) 
max 0.250 inches (6 mm) 

RESISTANCE 
min I 0 oz (280 mN) 
max 40 oz. ( I IN) 

26. Lever v DIMENSIONS: 
Diameter 
Finger Grose 

min 0.5 inches ( 13 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (7 5 mm) 

Hand Grose 
· min 1.5 inches (38 mm) 
max 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

RESISTANCE: I 
One Hand (d-1} 

min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 13SN) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max SO lb. (220N) 

One Hand (d-2) 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 

Two Hands 
min 2 lb. (9N) 
max 30 lb. ( 13SN) 

DISPLACEMENT: 
Forward (d-1} 

max 14.0 inches (360 mm) 
Lateral (d-2) 

max 38.0 inches (970 mm) 
SEPARATION: 
One Hand Random 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
preferred 5.0 in. ( I 25 mm) 

27. Pedals v' 
DIMENSIONS: 
Height 

min 10 inches (25 mm) 
Width 

min 3.0 inches (75 mm) 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Normal Operation 

min 0.5 inches ( I 3 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Ankle Flexion 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 2.5 inches (65 mm) 

Total L~ Movement 
min 1.0 inches (25 mm) 
max 7.0 inches ( 180 mm) 

RESISTANCE: 
Foot Not Resting on Pedal 

min 4 16. (18 N) 
max 20 lb. (90 N) 

Foot Resting on Pedal 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 20 lb. (90N) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

Ankle Flexion Onll 
max I 0 lb. (45 N) 

Total Leg Movement 
min I 0 lb. (45 N) 
max 180 lb. (800 N) 

SEPARATION: 
One Foot Random 

min 4.0 inches (I 00 mm) 
preferred 6.0 in. (I 50 mm) 

One Foot S!:9uential 
min 2.0 inches (SO mm) 
preferred 4.0 in. (I 00 mm) 

28. Adequate control response feed- / Out limit, control on, in limit 
back is provided. by group- safety and regulating 

29. Rotary valves open coun terclock- v 
wise. 

30. Control movement conforms ./ 
with corresponding related dis-
play. 

31. Rotary controls turn to the right v 
(clockwise) to increase, and 
left (counterclockwise) to 
decrease. 

32. Stops are provided at the begin- / 
ning and end of the control 
movement travel. 

33. In right-hand operations, knobs / 
are placed below or to the right 
of displays. 

34. For left-hand operations knobs ./ are placed below or to the left 
of displays. 

35. Controls meant to have a limited v 
degree of motion have adequate 
mechanical stops. 

36. Controls are labeled as to func- v~ 
tion and method of operation 
by means of arrows and appro~ 
oriate leaends. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

37. Selector switches have sufficient v 
spring loading to keep from stop-
ping between detents. 

38. Range of control action does ./ 
not interfere with other controls. 

39. Shape coded controls are visually / 
and tactually identifiable. 

40. Control color has high contrast ./ Push button - poor contrast 
with background. 

41. Ambient light color determines I 
useable control colors. 

42. SwLtch legend is legible with / 
or without internal illumination. 

43. Legend switch lamps are replace- / 
able from the front of the panel 
by hand and the legends or covers 
are keyed to prevent the possibil-
ity of interchanging the legend 
covers. 

44. Controls are selected and dis- v 
tributed so that none of the 
operator's limbs are overburdened. 

45. Coding is uniform throughout v 
· the system. 

46. Controls are useable in the time / required despite inadvertent 
operation protection (guards). 

47. Controls are not adversely af-
fected by distortion, shock and 

/ 
vibration. 

48. Control motion is minimized, / 
not cycled through ON/OFF 
unnecessarily. 

49. Latches on levers do not cause ,/ delay in operation. 
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Detai Jed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

so. Minimum use made of horizontal v 
or 3 position toggle switches. 

51. Shape coded controls are free I 
of sharp edges. 

52. Critical controls are designed / Gear shift on diamond panel 
and located so that they are 
not susceptible to being moved 
accidentally. 

53. If there is a possiblity of inad-
vertent activation causing a 

/ 
hazardous condition, controls 
are recessed or shielded by a 
physical barrier. 

54. "Dead man" controls are used ..;' 
when operator incapacity can 
produce a critical condition. 

55. The main power ON/OFF switch / 
cuts all power to the complete 
equipment. 

56. Main Power switch is labeled. v 
57. Failure of power steering does v' 

not incapacitate steering. · 

sa. Resistance is bui It in so that v 
definite or sustained effort. is 
required for activation. 

59. Controls are black or gray. / Reactor trip is red - guarded 

60. Controls are labeled with basic v information for proper identi-
fication, utilization, actuation, 
or manipulation of the element. 

61. Operating instructions are pro- v 
vided except where use is obvious. 

62. Diagrams are used wherever V"" 
,r 

possible. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

63. Calibration instructions are t/ 
· placed as close to the calibrating 
control as possible. 

64. Adjustment controls are easy ./ 
to set and lock. 

65. All controls have appropriate v 
scales or indexing. 

66. If red lighting is used, red is ,/ 
not used for coding. Use black 
and yellow striping. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NON/A Comments 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
8 

DISPLAYS 

Test Title __ 2.;_1 _c.~;:....-::.d__;:,C~o:.QN:-!.+..::.;~.u:;.JI,____..I.,(?_,~~_f'J_-e._{;.......:'f~.....-___________ _ 

Test Project No. Date -
Detailed Design Considerations IYES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I • Relationship between the display ,; 8 green I igh ts 
and its associated controls is 14 white 
unmistakable in terms of: 10 amber 

8 red 
a) The proper control to use. 
b) Direction of movement of 

the control. 
c) Rate and limits of movement 

of the control. 

2. Controls are located adjacent 
to (either under or to right of) I 
associated displays. 

3. Functionally related units are v' 
grouped together and are simi lor 
f.rom panel to panel. 

4. Displays in groups are located v 
from left-to-right and/or top-
to-bottom order of use. 

s. Displays used in system checkout v Cannot red labels behind 
are located so they can be ob- protruding lights on diamond 
served from one position. panel 

6. All displays are arranged in the / sequence in which they are 
used. 

7. Meters, dials, and instruments are ./ 4 scales are log scales 
so sized/arranged that they can 
be read from the normal operat-
ing position. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

8. In standing positions, the most I Tave- low 
frequently used displays are 
located approximately at the 
eye level of the operator. 

9. Frequently used displays are / 
grouped together. 

I 0. Displays are located where they / 
can be read to the required degree 
of accuracy. 

II. If on separate panels, positions / 
of related controls and.displays 
correspond and the panels do 
not face each other. 

12. Control display groups for main- v 
tenance use only are not located 
in prime operating space. 

13. Display arrangement is consistent / 
from one situation to another. 

14. Unusual aids such as ladders, / 
extra I ighting, etc., are not 
needed to read or gain access 
to a display. 

15. Display scales are limited to / 
only information needed to make 
a decision or take action. All 
needed information is presented. 

16. Information is presented in such / Meaning of lights - in limit-
form that no interpretation or out I imit, etc. 
decoding is necessary. 

I 7. Information for different types / 
of activities is not combined 
unless the activities require 
the same information. 

18. Failure in the unit is clearly I Light bulbs 
shown or the operator is other-
wise warned. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

19. Trademarks, company names, / 
and other unnecessary informa-
tion are not on the panel face. 

20. Job aids (graphic overlays) are I 
provided when a plotter operator 
is required to interpret graphic 
data. 

i I. On units having operator displays, 
maintenance displays are located 

I 
behind access doors on the opera-
tor's panel. 

22. On units without operator panel, / 
maintenance displays are located 
on one face accessible in normal 
installation. 

23. Viewing distance from the eye I = 40" 
to the displays located close 
to controls is 28 inches (71 Omm) 
maximum and 13 inches (51 Omm) 
minimum. 

24. The display pointer extends to / 
but does not obscure the index 
mark width. 

25. Display painter is moun ted as / 
close as possible to dial face 
to etiminate parallax and shadows. 

26. .Counters and flags are moun ted / 
close to the panel surface. 

27. CRT target visual angle exceeds I 
2.0 minutes and I 0 Jines of reso-
lution; viewing distance is 16 

' 
inches (I 0 in. minimum). 

I 28. Illumination is uniform. 

~. Multiple displays grouped together I will hove brightness uniformi-ty 
across the range of fu II "ON" 
to full "OFF." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

30. Thg display face is not less than ~ Diamond displays - less than 4'3' 
4S from the operator's normal 
I ine of sight. 

31. There is a high degree of contrast / Diamond 
between the scale face and mark-
ings. 

32. Frequently used displays are 
grouped together and are placed 
in the optimal visual zone. Limits 
are as follows: 

E~e Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

3S0 maximum 
IS0 optimum· 

Vertical Plane 
Horiz~ntal Line of Sight 

40 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Norm~l Line of Sight 
20 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Head Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

60° maximum 
0° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

65° maximum 
Normal Line of Sight 

3S0 maximum 
Head and E~e Rotation 
'Horizontal lane 

9S0 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Vertical Plane 
90° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Normal Line of Sight 
IS0 optimum 

33. Glare does not interfere with I readability of the display at 
a location. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

30. Thg display face is not less than 
4S from the operator's normal 

,/ Diamond displays- less than 4'3? . 

I ine of sight. 

31. There is a high degree of contrast / Diamond 
between the scale face and mark-
ings. 

32. Frequently used displays are 
grouped together and are placed 
in the optimal visual zone. Limits 
are as follows: 

E~e Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

3S0 maximum 
IS0 optimum· 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

40° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Norm2>1 Line of Sight 
20 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Head Rotation Alone 
Horizontal Plane 

60° maximum 
0° optimum 

Vertical Plane 
Horizontal Line of Sight 

6S0 maximum 
Normal Line of Sight 

3S0 maximum 
Head and E~e Rotation 
"Horizontal lane 

9S0 maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Vertical Plane 
90° maximum 
IS0 optimum 

Normal Line of Sight 
IS0 optimum 

33. Glare does not interfere with I readability of the display at 
a location. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

34. Indicator lights show equipment / response, not merely control 
position; are used sparingly and 
only show information needed 
for effective system operation. 

35. Luminance contrast exceeds v 
50%. 

36. Flashing lights have a flash rate 
of 3 to 5 flashes per second; v 
in case of flasher failure, the 
I ight illuminates and burns steadily 

37. Color coding is used where pos- v sible; unused scales are covered. 

38. Indicators used at night are dim- / 
mab le (0.02-1.0 ft-U. 

39. If faint signal detection is required ./ 
and ambient illumination is above 
0.25 ft-C (2-7 lux) the CRT is 
hooded, shielded, or recessed. 

40. Printed matter is visible. If v 
ambient illumination inadequate, 
matter is illuminated by the 
printer. Plotted matter is also 
readily visible. 

41. Projection display rates for group ,/ 
viewing are as follows: 

FACTOR:. . d" t R t• f v1ewrng 1s ance 
a 10 0 screen diagonal 

OPTIMUM: 
4 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
3-6 

ACCEPT ABLE LIM TS: 
2-8 

FACTOR: 
Angle off center I ine 
OPTIMUM: ao 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

PREFERRED LIMITS: 
20° 

ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 
30° 

FACTOR: 
Image luminance (no film in oper-
ating projector) (for sti II projec-
tions higher values may be used) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 0 ft-L (34 cd/m2) 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

8-14 ft-L (27-48 cd/m2) 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 2 

5-20 ft-L ( 17-69 cd/m ) 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variation across 
screen (ratio of maximum to 
minimum luminance) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

1.5 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

3.0 

FACTOR: 
Luminance variations as a func-
tion of viewing location (ratio 
of maximum to minimum lumi-
nonce) 
OPTIMUM: 

I 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

2.0 
ACCEPT ABLE LIMITS: 

4.0 '· 

FACTOR: b" r h 
Ratio of am 1ent 19 t 

bright part of image 
OPTIMUM: 

0 
PREFERRED LIMITS: 

0.002-0.0 I 
ACCEPTABLE LIMITS: 

0.1 max 
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Detoi led Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 
"""" 

For presentation not involving 
gray scale or color (e.g., Hne 
drawings, tables) 0.2 may be 

I used. 

/ 
I 

42. Supplemental viewing system 
is provided for remote handling 
situations. 

43. LED are red only and not near / 
red warning lights. Dimming 
is compatible. 

44. Critical warning lights are iso- v' 
lated from other less important 
lights for best effectiveness. 

45. Internal instrument I ighting v 
is provided where effective. 

46. Indicator lights are immediately ./ 
and unavoidably associated with 
the proper control. 

47. Legend I ights are used in prefer- / 40 single lights on diamond 
ence to simple instructor lights. 

48. Indicator lights ore capable of / 
providing flashing red for emer~ 
gency or malfunction conditions. 

49. The information displayed is / lights on diamond 
clear, specific, and useable • 
.It is not redundant or degraded 
by vibration. It is at a level 
of accuracy required for the 
operator's action or decision. 

so. The provision of the display / 
presentation is consistent with 
system precision. 

5 I. The display indicator ceases 
/ to move after the control move-

ment stops. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

52. Displays which cannot or may ..; 
not be watched continuously, 
but need continuous monitoring, 
have a suitable auditory or visual 
warning backup. 

53. Counter numbers change by / 
snap action, follow each other 
not faster than 2 per second 
if read consecutively, increase 
with clockwise rotation of the 
reset knob, and automatically 
reset sequencing as well as 
having a manual reset. 

54. Material in printer is easily ./ 
changed and indicates remaining 
supply of printing materials. 

55. Failure of a display circuit is / Light 
immediately apparent. 

56. Failure of the display circuit / does not affect display equipment. 

57. Most important displays are / Diamond lights too low also 10 
placed in the optimum visual legend I ights 
zone. 

58. A signal absence does not denote / "go ahead," "ready," etc., only 
a power off condition • 

59. .Transilluminated, LED and incan-
descent displays conform to 
the following color code, except 
that training equipment colors 
can be approximate: 

a. Flashing red denotes only / 
emergency conditions which 
require operator action with-
out undue delay to avert 
personnel injury and/or equip-
ment damage. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

b. Red alerts an operator that / Red means: 
a system or any of its parts out limit- 8 
is inoperative or that .o sue- auto- I 
cessful mission is not possible 
unless corrective action is 
taken. 

c. Yellow advises an operator ./ Yellow means: 
of a marginal condition or 10 failure modes- diamond 
alerts him to situations of 
caution, recheck or unex- White means: 
pected delay. I hand 

/ 
6 pu~ supply status 

d. Green indicates that moni- 8 control on 
tared equipment is in toler-
once or that a state of readi- Green means: 
ness exists. 8 in limit 

e. White shows system conditions .,/ 
that do not have "right" or 
"wrong" imp I icatons such 
as alternating functions 
except that white is not used 
in aircraft flight stations. 

f. Blue is used for advisory / 
I ights only, except that blue 
is not used in a·ircraft flight 
stations. 

60. Flashing lights are used only I to call the operator's attention 
to a condition requiring action. 

61. Legend lights signifying danger ./ are larger than other legend 
lights. 

62. If operator is wearing earphones ./ during normal operations, audio 
warning signals are directed 
to both earphones and work area. 

63. Audio signal action specifies 
/ 

V' the nature of the problem (main-
tenance, emergency, health 
hazard). 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

64. Audio signals denoting emergen- ./ 
cies are notably different from 
routine signals. 

65. The following types of signals / 
may not be used as warning 
devices: 

a. Modulated or interrupted 
tones that resemble naviga-
tion signals or coded radio 
transmissions. 

b. Steady signals that resemble 
hisses, static, or SJ)oradic 
radio signals. 

c. Trains of impulses that resem-
ble electrical interference 
whether regularly or irregularly 
spaced in time. 

d. Simple warbles which may 
be confused with the type 
made by two carriers when 
one is being shifted in fre-
quency (beat-frequency-
oscillator effect). 

e. Scrambled speech effects 
that may be confused with 
cross modulation signals 
from adjacent channels. 

f. Signals that resemble random 
noise, periodic pulses, steady 
or frequency modulated sim-
pie tones. or any other signals 
generated by standard counter-
measure devices (e.g., ''bag-
pipes"). 

g. Signals similar to random 
noise generated by air con-
ditioning or any other equip-
ment. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

h. Signals that resemble sounds 
I ikely to occur accidentally 
under operational conditions. 

I 

66. The first 0.5 seconds of an ./ 
audio signal is discriminable 
from the first 0.5 second of 
any other signal. The length 
of the warning is a minimum 
of 1/2 second unti I corrective 
action is taken. 

67. The audio device and circuit v' 
design preclude false alarms. 

68. The height to width ratio of ./ all .labeling is acceptable for 
fast and accurate reading. 

69. Counters are horizontally posi- / 
tioned. 

70. The same numerical progression ../ 
is used on all scales of combined 
displays. 

71. In sequential displays, these- / 
quence progresses from left to 
right. 

72. Scale values and their indexes / 
are consistent in directions of 
increase or decrease. 

73 •. The display can be read quickly 

ic/ in the manner desired (quantita-
tive, qualitative, or check reading}. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
10 

WORKSPACE 

Test Title 1(" d. ar..-Jr!J J - (/;9--v~ I '-1 
Test Project No. 

Detailed Design Considerations ~ES NO N/A 

I • Design and sizing insures accom- v 
modation, compat ib i I i ty, opera-
bility and maintainability by 
at least 90 percent of the user 
population (a range from the 
5th percentile to the 95th per-
centi le for single dimensions). 

2. Cabinets, consoles, and work ~ surfaces that require an operator 
to stand or sit close to their 
front surfaces contain a kick 
space at the base at least 4 
inches ( I 00 mm) deep and 4 
inches (I 00 mm) high to allow 
for protective or specialized 
apparel. 

3. Panel Dimensions- seated- v 
with vision over t~. 

a) Seat height 18" (460 mm) 
from floor 

writing surface-25.5" (650 
mm) above the floor 

vertical dimension of panel-
22" (56 mm) above writing 
surface 

maximum console width -
44" ( I. I 20 m) 

b) Seat height 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
- 22" (560 mm) 

Date 

COMMENTS 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

maximum console width-
44" (I .120 m) 

c) Seat height 28.5" (725 mm) 

writing surface- 36" (91 0 
mm) 
vertical dimension of panel 
22" (560 mm) 

Maximum console width -
44" (1.120 m) 

4. Panel Dimensions - seated - I 
without vision over top. 

a) Seat height- 18" (460 mm) 

writing surface 25.5" (650 
mm) · 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

b) Seat height - 23" (580 mm) 

writing surface - 32" (81 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

c) Seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 
mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width -
36" (91 0 mm) 

5. Panel Dimensions- seated or ./ 
standing with standing vision 
over top. 

seat height - 28.5" (720 mm) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel 26" 
(660 mm) 

maximum console width 36" 
(910 mm) 

6. Panel Dimensions -standing with I 
vision over top. 

writing surface- 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panels 
26" (660 mm) 

maximum console width - 44" 
{1.120 m) 

7. Panel Dimensions- standing v 
(without vision over top). 

writing surface - 36" (91 0 mm) 

vertical dimension of panel -
36" (9 I 0 mm) 

maximum console width - 36" 
(910 mm) 

a. Consoles have at least 4 feet / 
( 1.220 m) of free floor space 
in front whenever feasible. 

9. The seated operator has free / 
pedal access and use of foot 
-pedals. 

I 0. Compartment design allows v 
equipment sharing and good 
communication. 

II. Workspace allows ease of weapon / 
handling, aiming, loading, firing, 
and field stripping. 

12. User is oriented to work site. / 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Crane con trois are eas i Jy reached v 
and afford load visibility. 

14. Display reading location i·s identi- v 
fied. 

15. Equipment is designed and in- v 
stalled with workspace require-
ments in mind. 

16. Armrests are at least 2 inches v 
(50 mm) wide and 8 inches (200 
mm) long. 

17. Knee and foot room should exceed v 
the following dimensions beneath 
work surfaces: 

a) Height: 25 inches (640 
mm) 

b) Width: 20 inches (51 0 
mm) 

c) Depth: 18 inches (460 
mm) 

18. Back and seat of chair have 
~ 

I" minimum padding •. 

19. Lateral work space is 30" wide ,/ 

x 16" deep; writing space is 24" 
wide x I 6" deep. 

20. Armrests do not interfere with V' 
work, egress or emergency pro-
cedures. 

21. Vertical seat adjustments are 
15-21" ( 16-21" for male use 

v 
exclusively) in I inch maximum 
increments. 

22. The seat backrest reclines I 03- v 
I 15° and supports the torso so 
that the operator's eyes are 
within 3" of the "eye-line." 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

23. Rotating seats have 8 locking v 
positions minimum and support 
250 lbs. The seat adjusts fore 
and aft at least 4" minimum. 

v 
24. The operator does not have to 

lift self to adjust the sect. 

25. Easy :JCCess is rrovided to and v' 
from o station. 

26. Equipment racks requiring main- / 
tenance have space avai !able, 
when feasible, as follows: 

a) Minimum distance from the 
front of the rack to the 
opposite surface or obstacle 
is 42 inches ( 1.070 m). 

b) Minimum lateral workspace 
for racks having drawers: 

I) With drawers weighing 
less than 45 pounds (20.4 
kg); 18 inches .(460 mm) 
on one side and 4 inches 
(I 00 mm) on the other. 

2) With drawers weighing 
over 45 pounds (20.4 kg) 
18 inches on each side. 

27. Allowances are made for heavy ./ 
clothing and protective equipment. 

28. A loader can comfortably sit v 
in the closed hatch mode or 
stand in the open hatch mode. 

29. Workspace provides head, arm / 
and body clearance at any weapon 
position. 

30. User space is not encroached / 
upon by others. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

31. Reflection of instruments or .; 
console in windows or windshields 
is avoided. 

32. Right-left viewing angle for 
v' 

a wrap-oround console is 190° 
maximum. 

33. The forward field of view is / 
180° minimum. 

34. Minimum illumination levels / 
for different work areas and 
types of work are as follows 
in F ootcandles (LUX): 

Consol.e surface 30 (325) 

Dials 30 (325) 

Emergency lighting 3 (30) 

Gauges 30 (325) 

Meters 30 (325) 

Missiles: 
Repair/Service 60 (640) 
Storage areas I 0 ( I I 0) 
General inspection 30 
(325) 

Panels: 
Front 30 (325) 
Rear I 0 ( I. I O) 

Passageways I 0 ( I I 0) 

Reading 
Large print I 0 (I I 0) 
News print 30 (325) 
Penci I reports 50 (540) 
Small type SO (540) 
Prolonged reading 50 
(540) 

Recording SO (540) 

Repair work: 
General 30 (325) 
Instrument I 00 (I 075) 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

35. Visors, etc., reduce external --/ 
glare. 

36. Transparent areas are free from 
./ 

color, distortion, etc. 

37. Multireflections from multilayered 
v 

windows are minimized. 

38. Win~creen angle of incidence v 
is 60 maximum to undistorted 
vision. 

39. Windows or canopies have optimum / 
unobstructed vision. 

40. Instrument reflection is avoided. / 
41. If possible there is a direct view v 

of work. 

42. Distortion is avoided in windows. v 
43. Door posts or wiper motors do 

v 
not obscure vision. 

/ 
44. Loader can see outside while 

operating in close hatch mode. 

45. Provisions for auxiliary power ~ 
and lighting are provided. 

46 • Seating is compatible with con- v 
. sole. 

47. Heating and air conditioning speci- ,/ 
fications for mobile detail work 
areas - 50°F to 85°F. For permo-
nent detai Is work areas - 65°F 
to 85°F. 

48. Air conditioning systems do v 
not discharge cold air directly 
on personnel. 

49. Adequate venti lotion is provided .,/ 

by a minimum of 30 cubic ft. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

per minute per man minimum. 
Air is moved past the operator 
at a velocity of not more than 
I 00 feet (30m) per minute-
65 feet (20m) per minute if 
possible. 

so. The effective temperature within I enclosures for exJendeg periods 
is at or below 85 F (29 C). 

51. The acoustical environment v' 
does not degrade system effec-
tiveness. 

52. The average room sound absorp- ./ 
tion coefficient is at least 0.20. 

53. Facilities and equipment are v designed to control the trans-
mission of whole body vibration 
to levels permitting safe opera-
tion and maintenance. 

54. Test stands are part of the equip- t/ 
ment. 

55. Handles are provid~d on units-- ./ 
which are removed or carried. 

56. Vehicles have a minimum tern- v perature of 68°F'(20°C)(unless 
wearing cold regions clothing 
and exposure less than 3 hours). 

57. Fresh air is provided at a minimum v 
of 20 cu. ft. (0.43 cu m)/minute/ 
person; in a hot climate, air 
flow rates should be between 
ISO and 200 cu. ft. (4.25 and 
5.66 cum) I min./person. 

58. Protective padding is used. v 
59. Mirrvrs are braced against vibra- t/ tion. 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

60. Venti lotion or other protective v 
measures are provided within 
limits. 

61. Intakes for venti lotion systems / 
are located so as to minimize 
the introduction of contaminated 
air from exhaust pipes, etc. 

1/' 
62. Cars have seat belts. 

63. Windshields and windows are v 
shatterproof and do not distort 
vision. 

./ 
64. Hazard alerting devices are 

provided. 

65. Illumination is adequate, glare v 
is reduced and capability for 
dimming is provided. v 

66. Maintenance workspace is free 
of obstructions which could cause 
injury. 

67. Equipment is guarded if tempera- ,/ 
ture exceeds 140°F (I 20°F if 
handled). 

68. Exposed edges are rounded and ./ 
have a .04" minimum radius. 
Exposed corners are also rounded 
ond have a 0.5" minimum radius. 

69. Guards are provided on moving v 
parts. 

70. Radiation hazards are minimized. / 
71. Padding is non-abrasive and ./ 

non-toxic. 

72. Exhausts are directed away from v 
compartments. 
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73. Adequate and suitable storage v 
is provided for manuals, work-
sheets, etc. 

74. Standees have work surfaces ./ 
provided to support manuals, 
etc. 

75. Conspicuous placards are adjacent ./ 
to equipment which is hazardous 
to the user. 

76. Areas requiring special equipment ./ 
and/or clothing are specifically 
i den ti fied. 

77. Any strucrure which can be / 
chopped through in an emergency 
is clearly marked, axes provided. 

78. Emergency procedures are detailed ../ 

79. Instructions are kept simple. t/ 

80$ Push-out escape windows are ./ 
marked. 

81. Equipment is located so that 
,/ 

awkward working positions are 
unnecessary. 

82. Sufficient space rs provided ./ 
to use test equipment and other 
tools required during checkout. 

83. Controls (switches, knobs, etc.) / 
are easily reached from the 
working position. 

84. Components are located so that ./ 
physical interference among 
operators working on the same 
areas is lessened. 

85. The Jines of sight to a display v 
are not obscured by poor arrange-
ment of people or equipment. 
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86. Traffic flow between areas is ~ 
efficient. 

87. Auditory alerting and warning V' 
signals are loud enough to be 
heard above environmental 
noise. 

88. Equipment is secured in order / 
to prevent shifting or overturning 
accidentally. 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
20 

MEASURES 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title. .~o d Co tv frcJ L~- _...:::_ __ {1.._tv_e_l--=-'f-------~~ 
Test Project No. Date 

--Z'U~ 

Detailed Design Considerations rr-Es NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Displays are located so they / 
can be read to the required 
accuracy. 

2. Display arrangement is consis- ~ 
tent from one application to 
another. 

3. Measuring marks on opaque .,t v 
containers are placed inside. 

4. Display viewing distance: 13- v 
28". 

s. Minimum number of measuring 
/ 

devices is used. 

6. Canteen cup is useable as stand- r/ 
ardor emergency measuring 
device for field use. 

7. Item container used for measuring / 
where possible. 

8. Measurement marks raised. 
/' 

9. Containers allow for full hand, v 
finger, clearance when using open-
ing toot. 

I 0. Reflections minimized. r/ 

I I • Display precision, response is v 
consistent with that of system. 

12. Scales: linear, start at 0, use ./ 
whole numbers, 2 pointers max, 
numerals oriented upright. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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DESIGN CHECKLIST 
20 

MEASURES 

TOP 1-2-610 

Test Title. .1?.-.o cL Ca,v+rcJ L, _ ~~~(1..-"'_e_l~tf-------~~ 
Test Project No. Date 

-.::"PPII1 

Detailed Design Considerations IYES NO N/A COMMENTS 

I. Displays are located so they / 
can be read to the required 
accuracy. 

2. Display arrangement is consis- v' 
tent from one application to 
another. 

3. Measuring marks on opaque .,t v 
containers are placed inside. 

4. Display viewing distance: 13- v 
28". 

5. Minimum number of measuring 
/ 

devices is used. 

6. Canteen cup is useable as stand-
,/ 

ardor emergency measuring 
device for field use. 

7. Item container used for measuring ./ 
where possible. 

8. Measurement marks raised. 
/ 

9. Containers allow for full hand, v 
finger, clearance when using open-
ing tool. 

I 0. Reflections minimized. ,/ 

I I • Display precision, response is v 
consistent with that of system. 

12. Scales: linear, start at 0, use / 
whole numbers, 2 pointers max, 
numerals oriented upright. 

YES= Adequate NO= Inadequate N/A =Not Applicable 
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Detailed Design Considerations YES NO N/A Comments 

13. Field items are non-corrosive, 
v/ 

easily cleaned or disposed. 

14. Information limited to that neces- V' 
sary to take action. 

15. Information is directly useable. ./ 
16. Specified measuring amounts are ./ 

consistent with measuring device. 

17. Measures c !early detailed. / 
18. For group use: multiple o.f food V' components or general formula 

for computation given. 
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COLOR CODES 





SURVEY OF COLOR MEANINGS (LIGHTS) 

Red Color Coding cc oc TMI 

Raise X 

Danger X 

Trouble X 

Normal Operation X 

Fault X 

Rods Out X X X 

On X X X 

Stop X 

Start X 

Open X X X 

Auto X 

Manual X X 

Trip X 

High X X 

Running X 

Alarm in and acknowledged X 



SURVEY OF COLOR MEANINGS (LIGHTS) 

Green Color Coding cc oc TMI 

Lower X 

O.K. X 

Fail X 

Normal X 

Rods In X X X 

Off X X X 

Start X 

Stop X 

Close X X X 

Manual X 

Auto X 

Alarm Clear X 



SURVEY OF COLOR MEANINGS (LIGHTS) 

Amber Color Coding cc oc TMI 

Off X 

Auto X X 

Alert X 

Fault - (dropped rod) X X X 

Test X 

Reset X 

Manual X(soft) X 

Operate Here X 

Lockout X 

Slow Speed X 

Energized (Busses) Operating X 

Power On X 

Load Problem/Breaker Problem X 

Load OK X 

Valve Position X 

Motor Fault X 



SURVEY OF COLOR MEANINGS (LIGHTS) 

Blue Color Coding cc oc TMI 

Auto X X X 

Manual X 

Trip X 

Shutdown Rods Below Exercise Limit X 

Normal (Lockout Relays) X 

Power On X 



Black Color Coding 

Test 

Start 

Reset 

Close 

SURVEY OF COLOR MEANINGS (LIGHTS) 

cc oc TMI 

X 

X 

X 

X 



SURVEY OF COLOR MEANINGS (LIGHTS) 

White Color Coding cc oc TMI 

Power (On) X X 

Control On X 

Reset X 

ES Position X 

Annuciators (Alarm) X X X 

Most Other Legend Switches (BWST Level Not Low) X 

Close X 

Auto X 

Manual X 

Mimic Normal Operating Range X 



APPENDIX F 

SELECTION CRITERIA 





NUMBER TYPE 

CFR- T.5 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST Of NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 Cf'R - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55 - Operators' licenses, Appendix A Requalili
cation Programs for Licensed Operators of Production 
and Utilization facilities, page ~ 16. 

3. On-~he-job training. The requalification program 
shall include on-the-job training so that: 

a. Each licensed operator of a production or 
utilization facility manipulates the plant con
trols and each li<:ensed senior operator either 
manipulates the controls or directs the 
activities of individuals during plant control 
manipulations during the term of their 
licenses. For reactor operators and senior 
operators, these manipulations shall consist 
of at least 10 reactivity control manipula
tions in any combination of reactor startups, 
reactor shutdowns or other control manipula
tions which demonstrate sl<ill and/or famil
iarity with reactivity control systems. 

b. Each licensed operatur and senior operator 
has demonstrated satisfactory understanding 
of the operation of all apparatus and mecha
nisms and knows the operating procedures in 
each area lor which he is licensed. 

c. Each licensed operator and senior operator is 
cognizant of lacility design changes, pro
cedures changes, and facility lic:ense changes . 

. d. Each licensed operator and senior operator 
reviews the contents of all abnormal and 
emergency procedures on a regularly 
scheduled hasis. 

e. A sirnulator 111ay be used in meeting the 
requirements of paragraphs 3a and lb if the 
simulator reproduces the general operating 
characteristics ol the facility involved, and 
the arrangement of the instrumentation and 
controls of the simulator is similar to that of 
the facility involved. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.3 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

CFR- T.6 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACtlED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE. 

10 CI'R - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Pari 55 -Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Heqtkolifi
cation Programs lor Licensed Operators of Production 
and Utilization Facilities, page 416. 

4. Evaluation. The requalification program shall 
include: 
a. Annual written C"xaminations which determine 

areas in which retraining is needed to 
upgrade licensed operator and senior operator 
knowledge. 

b. Written examinations which determine 
licens.ed operators' and senior operators' 
knowledge of subject covered in the requali
fication pr<>gram and provide a basis for 
evaluating their knowledge of abnormal and 
emergency procedures. 

c. Systematic observation and evaluation of the 
performance and competency of licensed 
operators and senior operators by supervisors 
and/or training stalf members including 
evaluation of actions taken or to be taken 
during actual or simulated abnormal and 
emergency conditions. 

d. Simulation of emergency or abnonnal con
ditions that may be accoonplished b}' using 
the control panel of the facility involved or 
by using a simulator. Where the control 
panel of the facility is used lor simulation, 
the actions taken or to be taken for the 
eonergency or abnormal condition shall be 
discussed; actual manipulation of the plant 
controls is not required. II a simulator is 
used in meeting the requirements of para
graph 4c, the simulator shall accurately 
reproduce the operating chnracteristics of 
tlw facility involved and the arrangeonenl of 
the instrumentation and controls of the simu
lal<•r sh.•ll closely parallel that of the facility 
involved. 

e. Provision fbr each licens<'d operator and 
senior opcrcttor to participate in an acceler
ated rcqu'alilication program where perform
ance evaluations cond•~:tcd pursuant to para
graphs IJa through 4d clearly indicate the 
nP,...rl 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.1 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

cr-R-5.1 Criterion 

STD-5.1 Requiremt>nt 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 er-R - Energy 

ANS 3.4/ANSI N546 
Medical Certification 
and Monitoring of 
Personnel Requiring 
Operator Licenses 
for Nuclear Power 
Plants 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55- Operators' licenses, Section 5.5.11 
Requirements (or the Approval of Appli-
cations, page 410. 

(a) The physical condition and the general health of 
the applicant arc not such as might cause oper
ational errors endangering public health and 
safety. 
(I) Epilepsy, insanity, diabetes, hypertension, 

cardiac disease, fainting spells, defective 
hearing or vision or any other physical or 
mental condition whid' might cause 
impaired judgment or motor coordinat. "I 

may constitute suHicient cause for denial of 
an application. 

(2) If an applicant's vision, hearing and general 
physical condition do not meet the minimum 
standards normally considered necessary, 
the Commission may approve the appli
cation and include conditions in the license 
to accommodate the physical defect. The 
Commission will consider the recom
mendations of u,e facility licensee or holder 
of an authorization and of the examining 
physician on Form NRC- 396 in arriving at 
its decision. 

Section 5. liealth Requirements and Disqualifyiag 
Conditions ).2 General Requirements, page 2. 

5.2.1 Cap~~- The examinee ~hall demonstrate 
stability and capacity for all of the following: 
(I) ~!ental alertnes.~ and emotional stability 
(2) Acuity of sens<'s and ability of expression to 

allow rapid, accurate commtu,ication by spoken, 
wrilten, and other audible, visible, or tactile 
signals 

(3) Physique, motQr power, range of motion, and 
dexterity to allow ready access to and sal<' 
<~xc-cution of assigned duties. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

SOURCE I NOTES 

Memorandum I er-R-S 
of M.J 
Ross - Met. 
Ed. Descriptio• 
of bases 101 
selecting 
and/or recruit 
ing 

Memorandum 
of M.J 
Ross - Met. 
Ed. l)escripti'"' 
of bases fo 
selecting 
and/or recrui I 
ing 



NUMBER TYPE 

ST0-5.2 Requirement 

5TI)-5.3 Requirement 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

/\N5 3.4//\N51 N 546 
Medical Certilkation 
and Monitoring o( 
Personnel Requiring 
Operator License for 
Nuclear Power Plants 

AN5 3.4/AN51 N546 
Medical Certification 
and Monitoring of 
Personnel Requiring 
Opera tor Licenses 
for Nuclear Power 
Plants 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 5. llealth Requirements and Disqualifying 
Conrlitions 5.2 General Requiremrnts, page 2. 

5.2.2 freedom from Inc~. The rxaminee shall 
be free of any of the following conditions whic:h are 
considered by the designated medical examiner as 
signilic:antly predisposing to incapacity for duty: 
(I) Mental or physical impairments 
(2) Any medical, surgiral, or othrr professional 

treatment 
(3) Any other source or use of treatment, drugs, 

chemicals, diets, or other agents 
(4) J\ny condition, habit, or practice which might 

resurt in sudden or unexpected incapacitation 

Section 5. Health Requirements and Disqualifying 
Conditions 5.3 Disqualifying Conditions, page 2. 

A history or other indication of any disqualifying 
condition shall be considered disqualifying unless ade
quate supplemental findings demonstrate that no dis
qualilying condition exists. Such demonstration shall 
include at least the specifi.c narrative entries by the 
designated medical examiner and relevant aspe<:ts of 
medical history and physical examination ••. TllC 
presence of any of the following conditions shall 
disqualify. 

5.3.1 Respiratory 
5. 3.2 Cardiovascular 
5.3.3 Endocrine, Nutritional or Metabolic 
5.3.4 lnteg111nentary 
5.3.5 Hemattlpoietic Dysfunction 
5. 3.6 Malignant Neoplasms 
5.3.7 Neurological 
5.3.8 Mental 
5.1.9 Medication 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

No 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

SOURCE I NOTES 

Memorandum I srnc5.2 
of M.J. 
Ross- Met. 
l!d. Description 
of bases for 
selecting 
and/or recruit
ing 

5TD-S. 



NUMBER TYPE 

STI)-S.4 Criterion 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

i\NS 3.4/ ANSI N 546 
Medical Certification 
and Monitoring of 
Personnel Requiring 
Operator Licenses 
for Nuclear Power 
Plants 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section ~. Uealth Requirements and Disqualifying 
Conditions 5.4 Specific Minimum Capacities 
Required for Medical Qualifications, page 4. 

5.4.1 Uead, face, Neck, Scalp. Configuration suit
able lor fitting and effective use of personal pro
tee live equipment. 

5.4.2 Noise. Ability to detE'ct odor of products of 
combustion and of tracer or marker gases. 

5.4.3 Mouth and Throat. Capacity for clear speech. 

5.4.4 Ears. Puretone audiometric threshold average 
better "thiin 30 dB (American National Standard 
Specification for Audiometers, 1969) or 30 dB (Inter
national Organization for Standardization, Standard 
Reference 0 for Calibration of Pure Tone Audio
meters, 1964), or 20 dB (American Standard Specifi
catio for Audiometers for General Diagnostic Pur
poses, 1951), for speed1 frequences 500, 1000, 
2000 Hz in be Iter ear. II audiometric scores are 
unacceptable, qualification may ~ based upon on
site demonstration to the satisfaction of the facility 
operator of the examinee's ability to safely detect, 
interpret, and respond to speech and other auditory 
signals. 

Qualification should be considered if a hearing aid is 
required to meet hearing requirements. 

5.4.5 Eyes· 
(I) Near and distant visual acuity 20/40 in better 

eye, corr('("ted or uncorrected. 

(2) Peripheral visual fields by confrontation In 120° 
or greater. 

(3) Color vision adequate to distinguish among red, 
green, and orange-yellow signal lamps, and any 
other coding required for sale operation of thC' 
particular facility as defined by the facility 
operator. 

(4) Adequate depth perception, either by stereopsis 
or secondary clues as demonstrated by"practical 
test. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

No 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

SOURCE NOTES 

STI)-S.'· 

i 



NUMBER. TYPE 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 
LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 

OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 5. Ueallh Requirements and 
Conditions 5.4 Specific Minimum 
Required for Medical Qualifications, 
tinued). 

Oisqualif ying 
Capacities 

page 4 (con-

5.4.6 ~espirat~. Capacity and reserve to perform 
strenuous physical exertion in emergencies, and 
ability to utilize respiratory protective filters and air 
supply masks. (In pulmonary functional studies whkh 
include a forced vital capacity and f.e.v. I second 
would be helpful to the examining physician in deter
mining the candidates ability to perform assigned 
work.) 

5.4.7 Cardiovascular. Normal configuration and 
function, capacity lor exertion during emergencies, 
and pulse rate between 50 aCid 100 bpm, regular. 
Resting pulse rate outside this range must be specifi
cally noted by the examining physician to be normal or 
of no clinical significance. Full sytnmetrical pulses 
in extremities and neck. Normotensive ( 160/100 or 
less) with tolerance to rapid postural changes. If the 
examination reveals significant cardiac arrhythmia, 
murmur, untreated hypertension (over 160/100), car
diac- enlargement or other evidence of cardiovascular 
abnormality, a report of an evaluation by a physician 
proficient in cardiovascular evaluations shall accom
pany the medical examination report. This consul
tation shall include, bttt is not limited to, an interpre
tation of an ECG and .:heck x-ray. 

5.4.8 Abdomen and Viscera. If hernia is present, it 
must be adeqiiately supported by appropriate device 
or not be of such nature as to interfere with the 
performance of assigned duty or present significant 
potential for incapacity. 

5.4.';1 Musculo-skeletill. Normal symmetrical stru<.:
ture, range of motion and power. If any impairment 
exists, the applicant shall demonstrate ability to 
ellcctively complete all expected duties. 

5.4.10 Skin. Capability to tolerate use of prrsonal 
protN..:tive covering ancl rlcc:ontaminath:>n proct"durco;. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

J 

SOURCE NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 
LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 

OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section' ). Health Requirements and 
Conditions 5.4 Specific Minimtun 
Required for Medical Qualifications, 
tinued). 

Ois'lualif ying 
· C:apaci ties 

page 4 (con-

5.4.11 Endocrine/Nutrition/Metabolic. Normal. 
1\bility to change schedule or delay meals without 
potential incapacity. 

5.4.12 Hematopoietic. Normal function. 

5.4 .13 !:J.mphatic. Normal function. 

5.4.14 Neurological. Normal central and peripheral 
nervous system function. Tactile discrimination 
(Stereognosis) sufficient to distinguish among various 
shapes of control knobs and handles by touch. 

5.4.15 Psychia_!!~· Normal mental status including 
orientation. 1\bility to function in emergencies and 
unusual environments such as: confined or c:rowded 
spaces, alone, in darkness, on elevations, on open 
rnetal grids, and on ladders. This ability is to be 
detennined by the dinical judgment of the examining 
physician. 

5.4.16 Laboratory 
(I) Normal hemoglobin, white blood cell count, and 

differential. 

(2) In urinalysis, absence of proteins and glycosuria 
unless the absence of a disqualifying systemic or 
genitor-urinary condition has been demonstrated. 

(3) Normal electrocardiogram (ECG) 

(4) 1\ny other medical investigative plllredure,. 
induding chest x-ray, which the <lesignat<"d 
rnt"clical exatniocr Cot.lsiders necessary (or ade
quat<" medical evilhk,tion shall be conduct<>d. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

SOURCE NOTES 

j 



NUMBER TYPE 

STD-5.5 Hr.quirenwnt 

STD-5.6 Requirement 

STD-S.7 Requirement 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

1\NS 3.1 
American National 
Standard for Selec
tion and Training ol 
Nudear Power • Plant 
Personnel 

ANS 3.1 
American National 
Standard for Selec
tion and Training ol 
Nuclear Power Plant 
Personnel 

ANS }.1 
American National 
Standmd for Selec
tion and Training of 
Nuclear Power Plant 
Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section If. Qualifications, page }. 

4.1 General. Nudear power plant personnel shall 
have a combination ol education, experience, health, 
and skills commensurate with their I,.K:tional level 
of responsibility which provides reasonable a!;surance 
tlk,t decisions and actions dl.-iug normal and abnormal 
conditions will be such that the plant is operated in a 
safe and elficient manner. 

Section II. Qualifications lf.J Supervisors, page }. 

4.3.1 Supervisors Requiring NRC licenses. At the 
time ol initial core loading or appointment to the 
position, whi<:hever is later, a supervisor in this 
category shall hold an appropriate NRC license and 
have a high school diploma or equivalent, and looK" 
years of power plant experience. A maximum of two 
years power plant experience may be fuUilled by 
academic or related technical training on a one-foc
one time basis. Two yeiirs shall be nuclear power 
plant experience. At least six months of the nuclear 
power plant experience ~hall be at the plant for 
whkh he seeks a license unless such experience is 
acquired on a similar unit. 

Section If. Qualifications II.S Operator-
Technical-Maintc.>nancc Personnel, page 5. 

II.S.I ~a tors. 1\t the time of the initial core· 
loading or appoiutmeut to the p<Ntion, whichever is 
later, operators to be lit:enscd by the NRC shall have 
a high sd\001 diploma or equiv;tlent, two years ol 
power 1,Jant experience and should posseS!' a high 
degree of manual dextcrit}' and mature judgruent. 
C)n(> year shall be nuclear po\\"Cr plant experience. /\t 
least six months of the nuclear experience shall be at 
the plant for which he seeks a license unless hi~ 

nudear experience was acquired on a similar tnlit. 
Six m<•nths credit may be granted toward."< the rx(>f'"l"i
euce r<>quiremeut lor irrdividuals whose relatl:'<l tPch
nic:al tr<1i11ing or relevant <>xprrience may w<uTdnt 
stK:h credit. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Y<'"s 

Yes 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACIIED. 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Report 
Section 13.1.3.1 
Memorandlm 
of M.J. 
Ross- Med. 
Ed. Description 
of bases lor 
selecting 
and/or recruit
ing 

f-inal Salelyj 
Analysis Report 
Section 13.1.3.1 

Final Safct y 
Analysis Report 
Section 
Jl.l.l.I.S 
Memorandum 
of M.J. 
Ross- Met. 
Ed. llescription 
of bases lor 
sell'Cting 
and/or recruit. 
iug 

I 

NOTES 



NUMBER 

RG-S.I 

ltG-S.2 

RG-S.3 

TYPE 

Recommended 
Practice 

Guide 

Criterion 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Proposed 
to 
Guide 1.8 
Selection 
ing 

Revision 2 
Regulatory 

Personnel 
and Train-·· 

Regulatory Guide 1.8 
Personnel Selection 
and Training 

Regulatory Guide 
1.114 Medical Evalu
ation of Nt!CI~{ 
Pcpwer Plant :Person: 
nel l~equiring Oper
a tor Licenses 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section C. Regulatory Position, page 7. 

8. At the time of initial core loading or appoint
ment to the position, whichever is later, the 
minimum qualifications for persons performing 
the functions of unlicensed operators, other than 
in a training status, should include a high school 
diploma or equivalent and one year of power 
plant experience. At least 6 months of the 
power plant experience sho1dd be at the plant to 
which the individual . wiU be assigned or at a 
similar unit. The inidividual should also possess 
a high degree of manual dexterity and mature 
judgment. 

Section C. Regulatory Position, page I. 

The criteria for the selection and training of nuclear 
power plant personnel contained in ANSI NIB.I-1971, 
"Selection arod Training of Nuclear Power Plant Per
sonnel," I are generally acceptable and provide an 
adequate basis for the selection and training of 
nuclear power plant persopnel except for the position 
Supervisor - Radiation Protection. 

Section A. Introduction, page 1. 

§ n.n of 10 CFR Part ~~slates that an application 
for' an initial or renewal operator or senior operator 
license will be approved il, among other things, the 
physical condition and general health of the npplicant 
are not such as might cause operational errors 
endangering public health and Sillcty. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACtiED. 

SOURCE 

Memorandum 
of M.J 
Ross- Met. 
Ed. ()cscriptiOJ 
of bases f01 
selecting · 
and/or recruit 
ing 

Final Salet 
Analysis Repor 
Section 13.1.3.11 

NOTES 

Memorandum' I· RG-s.· 
of M.J 
Ross- Met. 
Ed. Descriptio 
of bases (o, 
selecting 
and/or recruit 
ing 



NUMBER TYPE 

RG-S.II Guide 

RG-S.5 Guide 

OPERATOR SELECTION CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOr~1MENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Regulatory Guide 
1.134 Medical Evalu
ation of Nud('ar 
Power l'lant Person
nel Requiring Oper
a tor Licenses 

Regulatory Guide 
1.134 Medical Evalu
ation of Nuclear 
Power Plant Person
nel Requiring Oper
tor Licenses 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section R. Oiscussion, page 1. 

Working Group J\NS- 3.4 of Su!x:ommi ttce J\NS- 3, 
Reactor Operations, of the American NlK"lear Society 
has developed a standard prescribing minimum 
requirements necessary to determine that the physical 
condition and general health of nuclear operators are 
not such as might cause opct"ational errors. 

Section B. Discussion, page 2. 

Paragraph 55.11(a)(l) specifies, in part, that any 
mental or physical condition that might cause 
impaired judgment or motor coordination may consti
tute sufficient cause (or denial of an operator license 
application. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

No 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACtiEO. 

SOURCE 

Memorandum 
of M.J. 
Ross- Met. 
Ed. Oescription 
of bases (or 
selecting 
and/or recruit
ing 

NOTES 

RG-S.5 



OPERA TOR SELECTION NOTES 

CFR-S.l - Met. Ed. requires "normal health, physique and use of senses including color 
perception as indicated by passing the physical examination given by a company physician 
when required" and "strength adequate to perform the duties" without specifically 
requiring freedom from epilepsy, insanity, etc. 

STD-S.2 - Met. Ed. requires "normal health" and passing of medical examinations without 
stipulating specific standards. 

STD-S.3 - Met. Ed. does not stipulate disqualifying health conditions. 

STD-S.4 - Met. Ed. does not stipulate disqualifying anthropometric considerations. 

RG-S.3 - Met. Ed. requires "normal health •.. [and] passing the physical examination of 
a company physician when required." 

RG-S.5- Met. Ed. requires "normal health ..• [and] passing the physical examination of 
a company physician when required" but does not stipulate disqualifying conditions. 





APPENDIXG 

TRAINING CRITERIA 





NUMBER 

CFR- T.l 

CfR- T.2 

TYPE 

Requirement 

Recommended 
Practice 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 CFR - Energy 

10 CFR - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55- Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Hequali!i
cation l'rograms for Licensed Op<'rators of Production 
and Utilization l'acili ties, page 415. 

Licensed operators and senior operators of production 
and utilization facilities who have been actively and 
extensively engaged as operators or as senior oper
ators shall participate in requalification programs 
meeting the requirements of thi~ •,ppendix. lncli
viduals who maintain operator or senior operator 
licenses for the purpose o( providing backup capability 
to the operating staff shall participate in the requali
fication programs except to the extent that their 
normal duties preclude the need for specific retraining 
in particular areas. , Licensed operators or senior 
operators whose licenses are conditioned to permit 
manipulation of specific controls only shall participate 
in those portions of the requalilication program appro
priate to the duties they perform. 

Part 55- Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
ca lion Programs lor Licensed Opera tors of Production 
and Utilization Facilities, page 415. 

The requalilication program requirements involving 
manipulation of controls may be performed on the 
facility {or which the operator is licensed. However, 
the use of a simulator as specified in Paragraphs 3e 
and 4d of this appendix is permissible and such use is 
encouraged. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

f-inal Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Sec I ion 
13.2.2 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 Licensed 
Personnel 

final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1.1.2 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 License<i 
Personnel 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

CFR-T.3 Requirement 

CFR-T.4 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACiiED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 CFR - Energy 

10 CFR - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERtON, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55 - Operaton' licenses, Appendix A Requalili
cation Programs lor Licensed Operators ol Production 

,and Utilization Facilities, page '15. 

·Requalil'ication Program Requirements 

I. Schedule. n~e requalification program shall be 
conducted for a continuous period not to exceed 
two years, and upon conclusion shall be promptly 
followed, pursuant to a continuous schedule, by 
successive requalification programs. 

Part 5.5- Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs for licensed Operators of Production 
and Utill7.atioo Facilities, page 416. · 

2. l.ectures. The requalification p!Ogram shall 
include preplanned lectures on a regular and con
tinuing basis throughout the license period in 
those areas where annual operator and senior 
operator written examinatioos indicate that 
emphasis in scope and depth of coverage is needed 
in the following subjects: 

a. llleory and principles of operation. 
b. General and specific plant operating charac-

teristics 
c. Plant instrumentation and control systems. 
d. Plant protection systems. 
e. Engineered safety systems. 
f. Normal, abnormal, and emergency operating 

procedures. 
g. Radiati<Ml control and safety. 
h. Technical specifications. 
i. Applicable poctions of Title 10, Chapter I, 

Code of Federal Regulations. 

Other training techniqllf's including films, video
tapes and other eUective training aids may also 
be used. 

Individual study on the part of each operator shall 
be encouraged. Uowever, a -requalification pro
gram based solely upon the use of films, video
tapes and/or individual study is not an acceptable 
substitute for a lecture series. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.1 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.2.1 

NOTES 

CI'R- T. 



NUMBER TYPE 

CFR- T.7 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 CFR - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55 - Operators• Licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs for licensed Operators of Production 
and Utilization Facilities, page 416. 

5. Records. 
a. Records of the requalification program shall 

be maintained lor a period of two years from 
the date of the recorded event to document 
the participation of each licensed operator 
and senior operator in the requalification 
program. The records shall contain copies of 
written examinations administ«....-ed, the 
answers given by the licensee, results of 
evaluations and documentation of any 
additional training administered in areas in 
which an operator or senior operator has 
exhibited deficiencies. 

b. Records which must be maintained pursuant 
to this appendix may be the original or a 
reproduced copy or microfilm if such repro
duced copy or microfilm is duly authenti
cated by authorized pc.-sonnel and the micro
film is Ci\pablc of producing a clear and 
legible copy after storage lor the period 
specified by Commission regulations. 

c. If there is a conllict between the Com
mission's regulations in this part, license con
dition, or other written Commission approval 
or authorization pertaining to the retention 
period for the same type of record, the 
retention period specified in the regulations 
in this part for such records shall apply unless 
the Commission, pursuant to § 55.7, has 
granted a specific exemption from the record 
retention requirements specified in the regu
lations in this part. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.5 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

CFR- T.S Criterion 

CFR- T.9 Guide 

NOTE: SEE liST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 erR - Energy 

10 erR - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
- OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part .55 -Operators' licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs lor licensed Opera tors of Production 
and UtilizatiOn Facilities, page 416. 

7. Applicability to research and test reactors and 
non-reactor facilities. To accommoclate special
ized modes of operation and diflerences in con
trol, equipment, and operator skills and know
ledge, the requalilication program for each 
licensed operator and senior operator of a 
research or test reactor or of a non-reactor 
facility shall conform generally but need not be 
identical to the requalilication program outlined 
in paragraphs I through 6 of this appendix. !low
ever, significant deviations !rom the requireonents 
of this appendix shall be perrni tted only if sup
ported by written justification and approved by 
the Commission. 

Part 55- Operators' licenses, ,\pl•cndix /\ Requalifi
cation Programs lor Licensed Operators of Prcduction 
and Utilization racilitics, page 411. 

9 55.21 Content of operator written examination. 

The opera tor wri lien examination, to the extent appli
cable to the facility, will include questions on: 

(a) rundamcntals of reactor theory, including fission 
process, neutron multiplication, soo~rcc effects, 
control rod e!lccts, and criticality indications. 

(b) General design features of the core, including 
core structure, fuel elements, control rods, core 
instrumentation, and coolant flow. 

(c) Mechanical design features of the reac lor primary 
5ystern. 

(d) Auxiliary systems which affect the facility. 

(c) General operating characteristics, including 
causes and elfects of t<'mperaturc, pressure and 
reactivity changes, el!ccts of load changes, and 
operating limitations and reasons lor them. 

(f) Design, components and functions of reactivity 
control mechanisms and instrumentation. 

MET. EO IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

rinal Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1.1.2 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 Licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

CI'R- T.IO I Guide 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 CFR - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55 -Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs for Licensed Operators of Production 
and Utilization ('acUities, page 411 (continued). 

(gl Design, components and functions of safety sys
tems; including instrumentation, signals, inter-
locks, automatic and manual features. · 

(h) Components, capacity -arid ft8lCtions of reserve 
and emergency systems. 

(j} Shielding, isolation and containment design fea
tures, including access limitations. 

(j) Standard and emergency operating procedures for 
the facility and plant. 

(k) Purpose and operation of radiation monitoring 
system, including alarm and s..-vey equipment. 

(I) Radiological safety principles and procedures. 

Part 55 - Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs for Licensed Operators of Production 
and Utilization Facilities, page If II. 

§ 55.22 Content of senior operator written exami-

~!!· 
n~e s('flior operator wrilten examination, to the extent 
applicable to the facility, will include questions on the 
items specified in § 5.5.21 and in addition on the 
following: 

(a) Conditions and limitatioos in the facility license. 

(b) llesign and operating limitations in the teciVlical 
spccificatioos lor the fac:ility. 

(c) Facility licensee procedures required to obtain 
authority for design and operating rhangl's in tl~e 
facility. 

(d) Radiation hazards which may arise during the 
perltll"manc:e of experiment~, shielding alter
ations, maintenance activities and various con
tamination conditions. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
11.2.1.1.1 
Training _ and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 Licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

CI'R- T.ll Guide 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

10 CFR - Energy 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part .55 - Operators' li<:ensr.s, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs fpc licensed Operators of Production 
and Utilizatiilll Facilities, page 411 (continued). 

(e) Reactor tl-le!Xy, including details of fission pro
cess, neutron' multiplication, source effC!=ls, con
trol rod effects, and criticality indications. 

(f) Specific operating characteristics, including cool
ant chemistry and causes and effects of tempera
liKe, pressure and reactivity changes. 

(g) Procedures and limitations involved in initial core 
loading, alterations in core configuration, control 
rod programming, determination of various inter
nal and external effects on core reactivity. 

(h) Fuel handling lac iii ties and procedures. 

(i) Procedures and equipment available lor handling 
and disposal of radioactive materials and efflu
ents. 

Part .55 - Operators' licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
catiori Programs lor licensed Operators. of Production 
and Utilization Faciliti<>s, page 1112. 

The operating tests aduiinistered to applicants lor 
operator and senior operator licenses are generally 
similar in scope. The operating test, to the e)(tent 
applicable to the facility requires the applicant to 
demonstrate an understanding of: 

(a) Pre-start-up procedures lor the facility, including 
associated plant equipment which could allect 
reactivity. 

(h) R<>quired manipulation o( console controls to 
bring the facility from shut-down to designated 
power levels. 

(c) The source and signilicance o( annunciator signals 
and condition-indicating sigtk,ls and remedial 
ar:tion responsive thereto. 

(cl) The instrumentation system and the source and 
significance of reactor instrument readings. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMl-2 licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

NOTE: SEE liST OF NOTES AHACtiED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 
LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 

OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Part 55- Operators' Licenses, Appendix A Requalifi
cation Programs lor Licensed Operators ol Production 
and Utilization facilities, page 412 (continued). 

(e) The behavior characteristics of the facility. 

(I) The control manipotlation required to obtain 
desired operating results during normal, abnormal 
and emergency situations. 

(g) The operation of the facility's heat removal sys
tems, including primary coolant, emerg£-ncy cool
ant, and decay heat removal systems, and the 
relation of the proper operation of these systems 
to the operation of the facility. 

(h) The operation of the facility's auxiliary systems 
which could allcc:t reactivity. 

(i) The IJSe and" function of the facility's radialion 
monitoring systems, including fixed radiation 
monitors and alarms, portable survey instruments, 
and personnel monitoring equipment. 

(j) The significance of radiation hazards, inchKiing 
permissible levels of radiation, levels in excess of 
those authorized and procedures to reduce exces
sive levels of radiation and to guard against 
prrsonnel exposure. 

(k) The emergency plant for the facility, inchKiing 
the operator's or senior operator's responsibility 
to decide whether the plant should be executed 
and the dnties assigned under the plan. 

(I) The necessity lor a careful approach to the 
responsibility associated with the safe operation 
ol the facility. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

SOURCE NOTES 



NUMBER 

RG-T.I 

;-

RG-T.2 

TYPE 

Recommencled 
Practice 

Recommended 
Practice 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Regulatory Guide 
1.101 Emergenc-y 
Planning lor Nurlear 
Power Plants 

Regulatory Guitk~' 
1.101 Emergency 
Planning lor Nudear 
Power Plants 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Paragraph 2.).4 Training, page 1.101-llf. 

The training program lor the emergency organization 
should be documented in the form of schedules and 
lesson plans or lesson outlin<"s. The program should 
include training for licensed employees and lor offsite 
Ol"ganizations anclpersonnel who are to provide support 
in the emergency reS(Xlll.~e. The training lor of lsi te 
personnel who rnay be required to enter the site should 
typically include familiarization with the site and 
instructions on site procedures necessary for their 
safety and lor their effective interface with onsite 
personnel. Ollsite personnel traini113 may include 
emergency dosimeter issue procedures, fire main con
nection locations, vehicle access routes, ancl plant 
alarms. 

Training should inchlde dP.Iincation of methods to 
evaluate its effectiveness and to correct weak areas 
through feedback with emphasis on schedules, lesson 
plans, practical training, and periodic examinations. 

Paragraph 2.1.5 Tests and Orills, page 1.101-llf. 

Procedures should provide lor practice drills that use 
detailed scenarios to test both specific procedures and 
implr.mentation of tilt- majOI" aspects of the emergency 
plan. The scenarios should be planned simulations of 
emergency situations, and they should be approved by 
plant management after they have been reviewed (01" 

scope ancl ade-quacy. 

The procedl.ll"es should <:onsidcr the utility of testing 
on both an announced and unanllOtMlced basis. TIIICy 
should require the usc of an observer staff during tiiJC 
conduct of test drills and should contain provisions for 
appropriate checklists or critique sllf'ets to be used by 
II~ ohscr ver staff. 

MET. EO IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Appendix 
IJA 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Appendix 
131\, Section 
6.1.2 

NOTES 



NUMBER 

RG-T.J 

RG-T.If 

RG-T.j 

RG-T.6 

TYPE 

Recommended 
Practice 

Guide 

Guide 

Guide 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Regulatory Guidr 
1.78 Assumptions for 
Evaluating the Habit
ability of a Nuclear 
Power Plant Control 
Room During 1\ Pos
tulated l-lazardotl51 
Chemical Release 

Regulatory Guide 
1.114 Guidance 01 
Being Opel"ator 1\t 
The Controls of A 
Nuclear Power Plant 

Regulatory Guide 
1.114 Guidance 0111 
Being Operator 1\t 
the Controls of al 
Nuclear Power· Plant 

Regulatory (;uidf. 
1.114 Guidance 01 
1\eing Opcr a tor AI 
the Controls of 11 

Nur.lear !'ower Plant 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REOUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section C Regulatory !'osition, page 1.78-5. 

Each operator should be tauAht to distinguish the 
smells of hazardous chemicals pecu1iar to the area, 
Instruction should include a periodic refresher course. 
l'r ac t ice drills should be canduc ted to ensure that 
personnel can don breathing apparatus within two 
minutes. 

Section 1\ Oiscussion, page 1.114-1. 

The operator at the controls of a nuclear power plant 
has many responsibilities, which include but are not 
limited to (I) adhering to the plant's tecmic:.l specifi
cations, plant operating procedures, and NRC regu
lations; (2) reviewing operating data, including data 
logging and review, in order to ensure sale operation 
of the plant; and ()) being able to manuaUy initiate 
engineel"ed safety features during various transient 
and aa:idcnt conditions. 

Section C Regulatory Position, page 1.114-2. 

J. Administrative procedures should be established 
to define and outline (preferably with sketches) 
specific areas within the control room where the 
operator at the control should remain. The pro
·cedures should define the surveillance area and 
the areas that may be entered, in the event of an 
emergency affecting the safety of operations, by 
the operator at the controls to verify receipt of 
an annunciat<>r alarm or initiate corrective 
action. 

Section C lteg•llatory f'osition, page 1.114-2. 

4. l'rior to asstnning responsibility for being operator 
at tl~ control~, the relic! operator should be 
properly bricled 011 the plant status. In order to 
ensure that prnpc.;,- relief occurs, administrative 
tH"ncedures should be writtr.n to describe what i." 
re<juired. The aclministrative procedures should 
indude, as a minimum, a definition of proper 
relief (e.g., what information is required to be 
passed on and acknowledged between the two 
noi'\Ar!lt .... •·c· 

MET. ED IN 
AOREEMENT'I 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 Licensed 
Per-..1 

Three Mile 
Island Nuclear 
Station 1\dlnini
strative Pro
cedure 1028 
Operator at 
the Controls 

Three Mile 
Island Nuclear 
Station Admini-
strative Pro-
cedure 1012 
Shift Relief and 
Log Entries 

NOTES 

RG-T.J 



NUMBER TYPE 

STD- T.l Requirement 

STD- T.2 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACiiED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

ANS 3.2/ ANSI 
N18.7- /\drnklistrativ<:' 
Controls and Quality' 
Assurance lor lllf' 
Opera tiona( Phase ol 
Nuclear Power Plant~ 

ANS 3.5- Nuclear 
Power Plant Sirmda 
tors for Usc in Oper
ator Training 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Sr<:ti<m 3.4 Onsi tc Operating Organization - 3.4.2 
lh·quirements lor the Onsite Operating Organization, 
page 4. 

lllitial incumbents or replacements lor members of the 
011~ite operating organization and olfsite tecl•tical 
support organization5 shall have appropriate experi
cu<:e, training and retraining to assure that necessary 
competence is maint<tined in accordan<:e with the 
(trovisions of American N<ttional St<tndard lor Selcc
tiOI'l and Training ol Nuclear rower Pl<tnt Personnel, 
NIS.I-1971. (tf) . 

Section 3.1 Simulator Capabilities- 3.1.1 Normal 
Plant Evolulions, page 2. 

The minimum evolutions that shall be performed on 
the simulator, using only operator action normal to the 
reference plant, arc defined in the following list. 

Plant startup - cold (refueling c:onditions of lempera
ture and pressure) lo hot standby. 

Nudear startup, hot standby to 100% full power. 

Turbine startup and generator synchronization. 

Power escalation lo 100% power. 

Reactor lrip followed by recovery lo 100% power. 

Operations at hot 5tandby. 

Power system load changes (manual and aulomatic 
control), 

Power opE-rations with less than full reactor coolant 
[low. 

Plant shutdown a11d cooldown to cold (refueling) con
ditions. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Training and 
Certilication of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

Training and 
Certification of 
Mel. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

STD-T.3 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRArNING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

ANS 3. 5 - Nucleilr 
Power Plant Simula
tors lor I Jse in Oper
a tor Training 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIOE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

S<'ction 3.1 Simulator Capabilities- 3.1.2 Plant Mal
functions, page 2. 

fhe simulator shall be capable of simulating in real 
time a minimum of seventy-live (75) abnormal and 
eu>Prgency conditions resulting from malltmctions to 
demonstrate inherent plant response and functioning 
ol automatic plant controls, 

The abnormal and enwrgency conditions listed below 
shall be included, as applicable, to the type of reactor. 

loss of reactor coolant (large and small). 

Loss ol instrument air. 

Loss of electrical pow<'r (or degraded power sources, 
or both). 

Loss of reactor coolant II ow. 

Loss of condenser vacuwn. 

Loss ol service (cooling) water. 

Loss ol shutdown cooling. 

Loss of component cooling (individual components or 
total system). 

Loss of feedwater or feedwater system failure. 

Loss of neutron flux indication. 

Mispositioned control rod or rods (including rod drops). 

Inability to drive or~~ more control rods. 

Conditions requiring use of backup reactor shutdown 
systeHIS. 

Fuel cladding laihJr<' or hi!!,h activity in reactor cool
ant or oil gas. 

Turbine trips. 

Failure ol automatic reactivity control systems. 

St<'am genera tor tube leak. 

St<'am leak (selected sizes) inside and outside contain
IIIC'nL 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Babcock and 
W ikox Nuclear 
Training Ser
vices Catalog 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

STD- T.4 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATIACIIEO. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

1\NS 3.1 - American 
National Standard lor 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 3.1 Simulator Capabilities- 3.1.2 Plant Mal
hnlCtions, page 2 (continuc:-d). 

failure of pressure control systems. 

(;cnerator trips. 

Reactor trips. 

Section 5. Training, page 6. 

5.1 General Aspects. !\ training program and sched
ule sllaiflie established for ead1 nuclear power plant 
to initially develop and maintain an organization fully 
qualified to be responsible for operation, maintenance, 
and teclu1ical aspects of the nuclt-ar power plant 
invulvc:-d. The program shall be formulated to provide 
the required training based on individual employee 
experience and intended position. The training pro
gram shall be such that fully trained and qualified 
operating, maintenance, professional, and teclv•ical 
support personnel are available in the necessary num
bers when luc:-1 loading commences. In all cases, the 
objective of training programs shall be to ensure sale 
and efficient operation ol the facility. Training 
programs shall be kc:-pt up to date to reflect plant 
modifications and changes in procedures. !\ continuing 
program shall be used alter plant startup lor training 
of replacement personnel and lor requalification train
ing necessary to ensure that personnel remain pro
ficient. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

final Safety 
Analysis Re-
port, Section 
13.2.1 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 Licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 

srn-T.4 



NUMBER TYPE 

STD- T. 5 Requireonent 

sm-T.6 Requirement 

STD- T .7 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

1\NS 3.1 - Am<'ric;u 
National Standard lo 
Selection and Train· 
ing ol Nucl<'ar Pow<• 
Plant Personnel 

ANS 3.1 - American 
National Standard foo 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

ANS 3.1 - !loner ican 
National Standard f01 
Selection and Train
io:~g ol NoK:Iear Power 
Plant Personnel 

lANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 5. Training, page 6. 

5.2 Trainin&_5ll Pct:~!.!.c_!___~C!._~ liccns'=<!_~_!he NRC. 
Training goals c:onsist<'nt with NRC licensing req••ire
mP.nts shall be established lor pclS<mnel in these 
catq~ories. l'r<'parat!oo• of training programs shall 
take into a<:count the previous experience and training 
ol trainees. Such trainiug programs shall cover the 
subject matter listed in the following subsections to 
the extent necessary to assure that individuals meet 
the requirements of 11.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.1, or 4.5.J. 

Section 5. Training, page 6. 

5.2.1 Training of Candidates lor NRC Cold Exami
nations lor the Initial Unit at a Site. I( not already 
eligible by experience and ~evious training, candi
dates lor NRC cold examinations shall be qualified by 
a combination of participatory assignments at operat
ing reactors or suitable reactor simulators, partici
pation in preoperational or startup activities at the 
mK:Iear power plant involved, and related technical 
training. 

Applicants lor cold exaoninatiooos shall have had exten
sive operating experience at a reactor facility wich is 
genP.rally classified as comparable in complexity and 
operating characteristics to the nuclear power plant at 
which the examinations are to be requested. 

Section 5. Training, page 7. 

5.2.2 Related Techni~~Trai!~!!:!li· Training programs 
lor candidates lor NRC cold examinations at the 
reactor operator level shall cover the following sub
jects: 
(I) principles of reactor operation 

(2) design features of the nuclear power plant 

01 general op<>rating characteristics of the nuclear 
power plant 

('I) instrumen:ation and control systems 

( 5) salety and emergency systems 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

final Safety 
Analysis Re-
port, Section 
13.2.1 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

I Final Safety 
Analysis Re-
port, Section 
13.2.1 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

I. NOTES 

1 sTn- T. 

I srn-T. 

STD-T. 



NUMBER TYPE 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 
LANGUAGE Of CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT MET. ED IN 

OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE AGREEMENT? 

S<'ction '· Training, page 1 (continued). 

(f,) standard and emerg<'ncy operating procedur<'s 

(7) radiation control and safety provisions 

In addition to the above subjects, related technical 
training lor candi<k~tes lor NRC cold examinations at 
the senior reactor operating level shall indude the 
following subjects: 

(8) reactor theory 

(9) handling ancl disposal of, and hazards associated 
with, radioactive m.~terials 

(10) specific.: operating d.aracteristics of the nuclear 
power plant 

(II) hll'l handling and core parameters 

(12) administrative procedures, conditions, and limita-
lions 

The course co11tent shall be directly related to the 
plant lor whid1 he seel's a license. In addition, the 
applicant should be engaged in the day-to-day activi-
ties of procedure preparation and verification, con-
struction check out and preoperational testing at the 
subject facility lor a p«iod of approximately one year 
prior to fuel loading.· Tllis time may vary depending 
upon the expcrience of the applicant. However, the 
mininunn time shall be six months on site lllless an 
equivalent amount of experience was obtained on a 
similar unit. 

SOURCE NOTES 

I 



NUMBER TYPE 

STO- T.8 Requirement 

STD- T.9 Rc.>quirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACIIED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

1\NS ).1 - American 
National Standard lor 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

ANS 3.1 - American 
National Standard for 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

SP.ction '· Training, page 8. 

5.2.11 llot Examinations. II not already eligible by 
experience aild previous training, candidates for NRC 
hot examinations shall complete related technical 
training in the subject areas identified in 5.2.2. In 
addition, such. candidates shall participate in a pro
gram of on-the-job training which involves manipula
tion of the nuclear power plant controls during day-to
day operation and dl..-ing at least two training startups 
and shutdowns of the rl'actor; and informal programs 
of self -study and cotKlSCiing from more experienced 
personnel to facilitate the candidates' oodcrstanding 
of overall plant operating characteristics, plant sys
tem performance characteristics, and operating pro
cedures. 

Section 5. Training, page 8. 

5.1f General Employee Training. /\II pee-sons regularly 
employed in the nuclear power plant shall be trained in 
the following areas commensurate with their job 
duties: 

General Description of Plant and Facilities 
Job Related Procedures and Instructions 
Radiological Health and Safety Program 

·Station F.mcq;ency Plans 
Industrial Salety Program 
l'ire Protection Program 
Security Program 
Qwllity Assurance Program 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safely 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1 
Training and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
TMI-2 licensed 
Personnel 

f'inaJ.Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1 

NOTES 

STD-T.B 

STD- T.9 



NUMBER TYPE 

STD- T.IO Req11irement 

STD- T.ll Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTAGtiED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

ANS l.l - Americiln 
Nat i01 oal Standard I or 
Selection and Train
ing ol NtK:lear Power 
Plant Personnel 

ANS 3.1 - American 
National Standard lor 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

~ec I inn 5. Training, page 9. 

5. 5 2~~tor Retr~l_l!']; an~acernen!_J!~ining. 
A training program shall be established which main
tains the proficiency nl the operating organizati01l 
through periodi<: training exercises, instruction 
p<'riods, and reviews covering those items and equip
ment which relate to sale operation of the facility and 
through special training sessions lor replacement per
sonnel to meet the requirements ol Section 4, "Quali
fications." In det('rmining the stall complement, the 
facility management shall recognize the important 
relationship the training program has to the mainte
nance of operational safety by (a) providing experi
enced and knowledgeable personnel to develop and 
audit the training program as well as serve as training 
program instructors; and (b) provide sufficient person
nel in classifications to pPnnit training and requalifi
cation work. The training program shall he reviewed 
and evaluated at intervals not exceeding two years. 

SPc lion 5. Training, page 9. 

5.5.1 Requali!ication Program lor Licensed_Qp.!:!"_: 
ators. Requalific:ation training programs covering a 
two year period shall include preplanned lectures, on
the-job training and operator evaluatioo on a regular 
and continuing basis. Documentation of the above 
programs shall he maintainP.d lor all licensed indi
viduals required to fulfill the Technical Specification 
requirements ol a givl'n facility. 

MET. EO IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

final Safety 
1\nalysis Re
port, Section 
11.2.1 
lraining and 
Certification of 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
lMJ-2 Licensl'd 
Personnel 

final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
1.1.2.2.2.1 
lraining and 
Certilication ol 
Met. Ed. Co.'s 
Tl\11- 2 Licensed 
Personnel 

NOTES 

!'iTD-T.IO 



NUMBER 

STD-T.!2 

STD- T.l3 

TYPE 

Reconnnended 
Practice 

Require nenr 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

1\NS }.I - 1\rn('ri<::an 
National Standard I or 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

ANS 3.1 - Am('rican 
National Standard I or 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Sec lion 5. Training • 5.5.1.1 Lrc lures, page 9. 

5. 5.1.1.1 General. The minimum number of lectures 
in any calen<laryear should not be less than six, spaced 
throughout the year and taking into considcraton 
heavy vacation periods and infrequent operations su<:h 
as, refueling period, forced outages, etc. Lectures 
may be deferred due to unanticipated shutdowns. 
However, these lectures shall be conducted as soon a~ 
practicable thereafter. 

Section 5. Training - 5.5.1.2 On-the-Job Training, 
page 9. 

5.5.1.2.1 Control Manipul~.!_ion ... Uowever, the 
req<J.~Iification programs shall contain a commitment 
th.~t each individual shall perform or participate in a 
cornhination of reactivity control manipulations based 
nn the availability of plant equipment and systems. 

!'.~!!. 
(I) Plant or reactor startups to include a range that 

reactivity feedback (rom nuclear heat addition is 
notic<'ablc 

(2) Plant shutdown 
(}) Manual-control of steam generators during startup 

and shutdown 
(4) Operation of turbine controls in manual during 

startup 
15) 1\oration during power operation 
(6) Dilution of the reactor coolant system 
(7) H<'fueling operations where fuel is moved in the 

core 
(&) Hod drop tioning tests 
(9) Any significant (> 10%) power changes in manual 

rocl C:OiltfOI 

(10) M'mual rod control prior to and during generator 
synduoni1.ation 

(II) Plant and reartor operation that involves emer
gency or transient proced11res where activity is 
changing. 

MET. EO IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

,~inal Safety 
,'\nalysis Re
t>ort, Section 
13.2.2.2.1 
rraining and 
:ertifi<:ation of 
\let. Ed. Co.'s 
fMI-2 licensed 
'ersonnel 

·inal Safety 
11\nal ysis R e
l>ort, Section 
13.2.2.3 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

STO- T.l4 Requirement 

STD- T.l5 Requirement 

STD- T.l6 Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATIACI-IED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

ANS 3.1 -American 
National Standard for 
selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

ANS 3.1 - Amt>ric:<~n 
National Standard for 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Pcr,onnel 

ANS J.l -American 
National Standard for 
Selection ancl Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 5. Training, page 10. 

5. U .2.3 Knowledge of faci!!!}' l)esign Changes, Pro
~dures Shiii!B':!. and facility License Chan~es. The 
program shall clearly maleate the metho s to be 
cmployc<.l to assure each lkcnsed individual is cogni
zant of the above. 

Section 5. Training, page 10. 

5.5.1.2.4 Review of Abnormal, Emergency and 
Security Procedures. The program shall indi<:te the 
methods to be employed to assurP. each licensed indi
vidual reviews the abnormal, emergency and security 
procedures. The security procedures covered shall 
only include those which plant personnel have a need 
to know as required by American National Standard 
Industrial Security loc Nuclear Power Plants, N 18-17-
1973 {ANS-3.3), Section 4.2.4 and 4.7 (1). 

Section 5. Training, page 10. 

5.5.1.3.1 Annual Examinations. The requali(ication 
programs shall provide lor an annual written examina
tion comparable in scope and degree o{ difficulty to an 
NHC examination consistent with the type of license 
held. 

The progratn shall provide that a grade of less than 
70% overall requires mandatory participation in an 
accelerated requali!ication program. The program 
shall contain a provision that an individual enrolled in 
an accelerated requalilication program shall not per
form licensed duties until he l~"ls successfully com
pleted the progran'l. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
1).2.2.2.1 

final Sa let y 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
1).2.1.6 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.~ 

NOTES 



NUMBER 

sTn-T.I7 

STD- T.18 

STD- T.19 

TYPE 

l{equirement 

Requirement 

Recommended 
Practice 

Requirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

1\NS 3.1 - 1\tnerican 
National Stanclard fur 
Selection and Train
ing ol Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

/\NS 3.1 - American 
National Standard for 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear l'ow••r 
Plant Personnel 

/\NS 3.1 -American 
Nat,ionnl Standard for 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant l't'rsonncl 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 5. Training, page II. 

5.5.1.3.2 Periodic Examinations. Other v.ritten 
cxawinations shall be -administered during the course 
of the lecture series. The program shall provide a 
grade criterion that the individual has learned the 
material presented. 1\ grade of less than 80% will 
.require addilional retraining in that subject. 

5<-ction 5. Training, p;tge II. 

5.5.1.3.3 Observation. The program shall provide for 
systematic obscrvatioo and documented evaluation of 
,,n individual's performance and competency in 
addition to the immediate supervisor's normal continu
ous evaluation. 

Such observations ~IKllild also include evaluations 
indttcling actions taken, 0.. to be taken, during actual 
or simulated abnormal and emergency conditions. 

Sectinn 5. Training- 5.'i.I.J.If Accelerated Requalifi
cation Programs, page II. 

However, a grade criterion of 70% or grt"ater in any 
written examination is required to indicate successful 
t·ornpletion of the accelerated requalification pro
gram. 1\s part of the requalification program, records 
indicative of on-the-job proficiency and performance 
shall be maintained. Rt>peated errors indicative of 
degraded proficiency shall be reviewed by facility 
management and appropraite training or other correc
tive actions shall be initiated. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
J).2.2.1f 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
1).2.2 .. 5 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.4 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

s rn- r.20 Requirement 

STD- T.21 l~equirement 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACIIEO. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

ANS 3.1 - Aonerican 
National Standard lor 
Sele<:tion and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

ANS .3.1 - American 
National Standard lor 
Selection and Train
ing of Nuclear Power 
Plant Personnel 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Sec: lion 5. Training, page II. 

,s. ~.1.5 Sta_!!__~~~~':'!2· Individuals who maintain 
Ol><'rator or senior operator licenses for the purpose of 
providing backup capability to the operating staff shall 
participate in the requalification program except to 
the extent tlk'lt their normal duties preclude the need 
for specific retraining in particular areas. 

A~ a oninirnurn these individuals shall: 

(I) l\e administered the annual written examination 
and partidpate in the lecture series based on the 
results tloercof 

(l) Manipolate the control or supervi~e the rnaniptlla
tion of the controls through 10 reactivity changes 

(3) Systematically review design changes, procedure 
changes and facility license changes 

(lf) Systematically review the conte11t of all abnor
on.-,1, emcrgmcy and security procedures on a 
regularly scheduled basis 

(~) 1\e systematically evaluated regarding actions to 
be tak('n during simulated abnormal and emer
gency conditions by a walk-through of the pro
cPdural steps. 

Section 5. Training, page II. 

u; Docounentation. AtJ<Iitable records of the qualifi
Ciltions, experience, training, retraining and operator 
reqo~alilication program examinations for each mem
ber o( the pla11t organization covered by this standard 
shall be maintained for as lung as a person performs 
work in job calegories described in this standard. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2.3 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2 .. ~ 

NOTES 



NUMBER 

."\RP-T.I 

SRP- T.2 

SRP- T.3 

TYPE 

Recommended 
l'ractice 

Guide 

Recommended 
Practice 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Standard Review 
Plan 

Standard Review · 
Plan 

Standard Review 
I' I an 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section ll.l.l, Manageanent and Technical Support 
Organization, page 1).1.1-2. 

2. ~ational Respotl~ibilities 
lliCSCare function.~ which should be substantially 
accomplished before preoperational testing begins 
and generally before submittal of the final safety 
analysis report IFS/\R). 

h. l)evelopmcnt and implementation of staff re
cruiting and training programs. 

Section 13.1.3, Qualifications of Nuclear Plant Person
nel, page 13.1.3c I. 

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
Regula\orY Guide I.S, "Personnel Selection and 
Training,". ~ets forth the stall position on plant 
personnel qualifications and indicates that the 
criteria for selection (qualifications) contained in 
ANSI N 18.1-1971 are generally acceptable. 

Section 13.2, Training, page 13.2-1. 

J. AREAS Of REVIEW 
'iiiC" applicillat's plant personnel trauung program, 
as described in his safety analysis rt'port (SAR) is 
reviewed. This sec-tion of the S/\R should contain 
the description and scheduling of the training 
program for initial appointees to the plant staff. 
The program descriptions should include the lot
lowing: 

For the preliminary safety analy~is report (PSAR): 

I. The prop<lst'd subject matter of each course, 
the durat.ion of th<" course (approximate mun
h"r of wreks in full time attendanc<>), the 
organization tear:hing the course or .supervis
ing instruction, and the position titlf's for 
whom tlic course is givf'. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Report, 
Section 13.2.1 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, ."\ection 
ll.2.1 

Preliminary 
Saft'ty Analysis 
Report, Section 
12.2.1 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATIACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 
LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 

OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Secti<Ml 13.2, Training, page 13.2-1 (continued). 

2. Reactor opt"rations experience training by 
nuclear power plant simulator or assignment 
to a similar pla•1t, including length of time 
(weeks), and identity of simulator and plant. 

3. A commitment to conduct an onsitf.' formal 
training program and on-tlot>-job training 
before initial fuel loading. 

4. Any ciiflerenc.e in the training programs for 
individuals who will be seeking licenses prior 
to criticality pursuant to Section 55.25 of 10 
CFR Part 55 bas<>d 011 the extent of previous 
nudear power plant expericoce. Experience 
groups should include the following: 

a. Individuals with no previous experience. 
b. Individuals who have had nuclear experi

ence at facilities not subject to licens
ing. 

c. Individuals who hold, or have held, licen
ses for comparable facilities. 

5. 1\.\eans lor evaluating tht~ training program 
effectiveness (or all employees. for license 
applicants this includes the means to be 
employed to certify that each applicant has 
had extensive actual operating experience 
pursuant to SN:tion 55.2.5(b) of 10 CI'R Part 
55. 

This pwgram ck~scripti<HI should also include 
a c:hart to show the schechllc of each part of 
the training prograon fnr each hu~etional 
position identiliecl in SAR Se<:tion 13.1.2. 
The time shc>tllcl be relativl" to expected fuel 
loading and should also display the preopera
tional test period, and the expected time fnr 
examinations for licensed operators prior to 
plaut critir:ality. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT'l 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Preliminary 
Safety .'\nalysis 
Report, Section 
12.2.1 

Preliminary 
Safety Analysis 
Report, Section 
12.2.1 

Preliminary 
Safety Analysis 
Report, Section 
12.2.1 

Prelirninar y 
Safety Analysis 
Report, Scr:tion 
12.2.1 

NOTES 



NUMBER 

SRP-l-4 

TYPE 

Recommended 
Practice 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATIACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Standard Hevicw 
Plan 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Sccti<>n 13.2, Training, page 13.2-2. 

In the final salety analysis report (FSAR): 

1. The proposed subject matter of each course, the 
duratioo of the course (approximate number of 
weeks in lull time attendance), the organiz.ation 
teaching th., course or Slll>ervising instruction, and 
ti_K! position titl,.s for whom the course is given. 

2. lteactOI" ot>erations ex1>erience training by nuclear 
pt•wer plant simulator or assignment to a similar 
plant, induding length of timP (weeks), and iden
tity of simulator and plant. 

l. 'fhP cletaih ol the onsite training program, includ
ing a syllabus or equivalent course description, 
the duration of the course (approximate number 
of weeks in full time attendance), the organiza
tion teaching the cou.-sc or supcrYising instruc
tions, and the position titles for which the course 
is given. The program should distinguish between 
classroom training and on-the-job training, befOI"e 
and alter the initial fuel loading. 

II. Any difference in the training programs for indi
viduals who will be seeking licenses priOI" to 
critir.alily pursuant to Section ~5.2~ of 10 CFR 
Part 55 based on the extent of previous nuclear 
power plant e~pcrience. Experience groups should 
include the following: 

a. Individuals with no previous experience. 
b. Individuals who have had nucll'ar exp<'<iencc 

'at fadli tics not subject to licensing. 
c. Individuals who hold, or have held, licenses 

lor comparable facilities. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

l'inal Safety 
1\nalysis Re
port, Section 
ll.2.1. I .2 and 
13.2.1.5 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1.1.2 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1.1.2 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.1.4 

NOTES 



OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

~----~~-----------,------------~------------------·------------.-------~-r---------,----, 
NUMBER TYPE REFERENCE 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Se<:tion 11.2, r~aining, page 13.2-2 (contilllted). 

j, Means 101" evaluating the t~aining p~og~am effec
tiveness fill" each employee. For applicants 101" 
license exanlinations ~ior to criticality, the 
means to be employed to ce~tify that each appli
cant has had extensive actual op«ating exp«i
ence pursuant to Section n.2"b) of 10 CFR, Part 
Sj. 

The program description section should also include a 
chart to show tbe schedule of each pa~t of the training 
program for each functional position identified in 
FSI\R Section 13.1.2. The time scale should be 
relative to expected fur.l loading and should also 
display the prcope~ational test period, expected time 
lor examinations lor licen~ed operatOI"s prior to c~iti
calily, and expected time for examinations lor 
licensed operators alte~ c~iticality (I ).2.1.2). 

The desc~iption should delineate cleMly the extent to 
which the t~aining ~og~am has been accomplished at 
the app~oximate time ol subtni llal of the FSAR. 
Contingency plans fill" additional training for indi
viduals to be licensed prior to criticality should be 
described in the event fuel loading is subsequently 
delayed l~orn the date indicated in the fSI\R. 

The FSAR should describe the applicant's plans for 
~etraining of plant staff personnel including requalili
cation training for licensed operators and senior oper
a tors (13.2.2). The detailed description of the pro
posed requalification training program should show 
how i.t will meet the ~equi~ements of 10 CFR PMI ~j, 
Appendix A (13.2.2.0. The FSAR should also identify 
the additional position categories on the plant staU 
lnr "''llC~ ~et~aining will be provided, and should 
<lr.scribc the natu.-e, scope, and I~Pqucocy of such 
ret~aining (13.2.2.2). 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
1).2.1.1.1, 
13.2.1.1.2, 
13.2.l.j 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2.2 

NOTES 



NUMBER TYPE 

SRI'- T.5 Criteria 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Standard Review 
Plan 

lANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Sec~ion ll.2, Training, page 11.2-J. 

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
The SAR si.Oiiiii demonstrate that the training 
provided, or to be pcovided, for each position on 
the plant staff will be adequate to provide assur
ance that all plant stall per-sonnel qualification 
requirements will be met as of the time needed, 
i.e., prior to operator license examinations, prior 
to fuel loading, or prior to appointment or reap
pointment to the position. 

Criteria lor acceptability are: 

1. The training requirements and guidance s<ct forth 
in the lollowing regulations and regulatory guides 
should be met or acceptable alternatives should 
be presented. 

10 CFR Part 50 All Employees 
10 CfR Part 19 All employees 
Regulatory Guide 1.8 All Employees 
10 CFR Part .n Licensed Operators 

and Senior Operators 
AEC lir:cnsing C.uidc, licensed Operators 
"Operators' licenses," and Senior Operators 
W ASii-1094 

2. Formal segments of the initial training pi-ogram 
should be substantially completed when the pre
operational test program begins, with the excep
tion ol a brief lormal refresher just prior to 
opctator examinations. 

J. The number of persons foc whom training is 
plmmed in preparation for senior operator and 
o~rator examinations prior to criticality should 
be sufficient to assure tl•"\t applicable technical 
specification c·onditions with respect to the num
bers of licensed operators on shift crews can be 
met from the lime ol initial fuel loading of the 
first unit, with clue allowance given for exami
nation contingencies and the need to avoid 
planned overtime lor supt."rvisory personnel during 
the startup phas<' in order to meet technical 
SJ>edlication conditions. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Preliminary 
Safety Analysis 
Report, Section 
12.2.1 
Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.2 

NOTES 



NUMBER 

SRP- T.6 

SRP- T.7 

TYPE 

Recommended 
Practice 

Recouunended 
Practice 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATTACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Standard Review 
Plan 

Standard R evif'w 
Plan 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section I 3.2, Training, page 13.2-J. 

4. The licensed operator requalifir:ation training pro
gram should aclc'luately ionplem<.~lt the require
ment~ of 10 CFR Part 55, Appendix A. 

5. Rt>lresher training for non-licensed personnel 
should be periodic and not less than biannual and 
should ill("lude at a oninim11m refresher instruction 
011 administrative, radiation protection, emer
gency, and security procedures. 

Sen ion 11.3, Emergency Planning, page 13.3-4. 

All plant personnel will rt>ceive training in emergency 
procedures and periodic drills will be conducted. 

Section 13.3, Emergency Planning, Appendix A Emer
gency Plans for Nuclear Power Plants, page 1).3-21. 

7 .I Organizati011al Preparedness 

7. 1.1 Training 
This section should incl....:lc a dcsc:-riplion of 
periodic training progra111s to he given to all 
categories of emergency personnel. Special
ized training for the following categories 
should be included: 

2. Personnel responsible lor accident 
assessment, including control room shirt 
personnel. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes/No 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Preliminary 
Safety Analysis 
Report, Section 
12.2.4 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
13.3.1 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
6.1.1.2 

NOTES 

SRP- T. 



fiUMBER 

SRP-T.8 

SRP-T.9 

TYPE 

Recommended 
Practice 

Recommended 
Practice 

NOTE: SEE LIST OF NOTES ATIACHED. 

OPERATOR TRAINING CRITERIA, GUIDES, REQUIREMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 

REFERENCE 

Standard Review 
Plan 

Standard Review 
Plan 

LANGUAGE OF CRITERION, GUIDE, REQUIREMENT 
OR RECOMMENDED PRACTICE 

Section 13.3, Emergency Planning, Appendix A Emer
gency Plans for Nuclear Power Plants, page 13.3-22. 

7.2 Review and Updating of the Plan and Procedures 
Provision should be made lor an amuaJ review of 
the emcc-gency plan and lor ~tins and imp.-ov
ing procerures based upon training, drills, and 
c:ha!lges onsite or in the envil'ons. Means for 
maintaining all coordinate elements of the total 
emergency organization informed of revisions to 
the plant or relevant procedures should be 
cle5cribed. 

Scc:titln 13.,, Plant Procedurl'S, page 13.5-3. 

A generany acceptable target date for completion of 
administrative procedures and operating procedures is 
about six months before fuel loading, inasmuch as 
familiarization with these procedures is an essential 
part of the stall training program, including prepara
tion for operator license examinations prior to criti
cality. 

MET. ED IN 
AGREEMENT? 

Yes 

Yes 

SOURCE 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
6.1~2.6 

Final Safety 
Analysis Re
port, Section 
11.5.1 

NOTES 





NOTES 

CFR-T .3 - Met. Ed.'s Requalification Training Program exceeds requirement, with an 
annual cycle of requalification program operation of "12 months, not to exceed 15 
months." 

STD-T.4- FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

STD-T.5- FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

STD-T.6- FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

STD-T.7 - FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

STD-T.8- FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

STD-T .9 - FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

STD-T.lO - FSAR makes reference to ANSI 18.1-1971, original version of ANS 3.1. 

RG- T .3 - Drills emphasizing the donning of breathing apparatus are not listed as such in 
PSAR, FSAR or Program description though may be subsumed under various emergency 
drills, i.e., Fire Brigade Drills, etc. 

SRP-T.5 - FSAR states "as time permits." 





APPENDIX H 

TRAINING OBJECTIVES 





TRAII'!IHG REQUIREMENTS AHAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2022-l.lf Loss of RC Flow/RC Pum1> Tri!> 

I ask ueclston Requirement Performance Knowledge& Objectives 

I. Verify auto- 0 Automatic trip 0 Annunciator alarm 0 ldeutify that an automatic 0 Knowledge of 0 Operator should 
matic trip has occurred 0 RCP light al>ove control trip has occurred display meaning be able to deter-
of RCP switch goes I rom red to 0 Diagnostic skill mine that an 

green verif.ica I ion RCP has tripped 
0 Decrease in all ected loop automatically 

flow with 1.00% accur-
acy (no time 
limit). 

2. Manually trip 0 Trip decision 0 Trip if motor guide bearing o •Manually trip RCP 0 Diagnostic skill - 0 Operator should 
RCI' temperature> 1850 computer when to trip be able to deter-

points by RCI's 0 Control skill mine that an 
0 Motor thrust bearing tempera- RCP trip is 

lure > 200°f (computer) necessary and 
0 Motor station temperature trip the RCP 

> 3020f (computer) with 100% accur-
0 RCP seai staying water acy (no time 

temperature> 185°F (corn- limit). 
puter) 

0 Air cooler leak detector 
alarms 

0 Shaft vibration exceeds 
26 mils for I or 2 RCPs 
per loop 
30 mils for lsi 4 hours 
of I pump per loop oper-
at ion 

0 Seal cavity pressure> 2500 
psig 

0 Loss of total seal injection 
and intermediate closed 
cooling flow 

0 Seal staying flow plus leak 
flow exceeds 1.91 g(Hn 

0 Loss of cooling water to 
motors 

0 Motor stand vibration> 3 
mils 

--- ~ -



TRAINING REQUIREMENTS AtiAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-1 • .5 Section B Inoperative PORV (RC-R2) 

Task Decision 

I. Determine 0 POR V failed open 
PORV failed 
open 

2. Verify auto- 0 Automatic sys-
malic response tern correct? 

). Complete I o When to termi-
irnmediate nate action 
response 

If. Complete I o System status 
follow-up actions 

Information 
Requirement 

0 RC-R2 discl)arge line tempera-
lure > :ZOOO alarm point 

0 RC pcessure < 220.5 psig 
0 RC drain tank pressure and 

temperature above normal 
on .control room rad waste 
disposal panei-IA 

0 Pressurizer heater status 
0 Reactor status 
0 HPI status 

o Pressurizer heater status 
o Electromatic relief isolation 

valve (RC-V2) status 

o Pressures and tempera lures 

Performan~e 

0 Identify PORV failures 

0 Pressurizer heater banks 
on full below 210.5 psig 

0 Reactor trips at 1900 psig 
or variable pressure/tempera-
ture 

o Close RC-V2 
o Ensure PZR heaters are on 

below 210.5 psig 

o Return pressures and tempera
tures to normal 

o Reduce ICS rate of change 
to less than 1%/minute 

Sklllsl 
Knowledgea 

o Diagnostic skill-
identify fault 
from cues 

o Diagnostic skill-
correct responses 
at right times 

o Diagnostic skill
verify heaters 
on 

o Knowledge of 
procedures 

Training l 
ObJectives 

I 
0 Operatoc should 

be able to diag-
nose a failed 
o~PORV 
with 100% accur-
acy (No time I 
limit stated). ' 

0 Operator should 
be able to verify 
the. response 
of the automatic i 

WStPrn with 

(No time limit 
staled). 

o Operatoc should 
be able to respond 
to an inoperative 
PORV with 
IOO'K. accuracy 
(No time limit 
stated). 

o Operator shoulci 
be able to bring 
pressure and 
tempera ttKe 
back to normal 
with 100% accur
acy (No time 
limit stated). 



TRJ\ItiiHG REQUIREI\1ENTS AtJAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performan.ce 
Sklllsl Training ! Roqulrement Know ledges ObJectives i 

' 
Recognize I. 0 Judgment- 0 lr.clication that turbine has 0 COf"rectly determine turbine 0 Perceptual 0 Opera tor should 
Automatic turbine has tripped (annunciator) has tripped skill be able to recog- 1 

Trip tripped 0 Indications that turbine - read annunci- nize a turbine I 
throttle, intercept and reheat a tors trip immediately , 
stop valves arE' dosm - read displays with IOO'K> accur-

0 lndicatioo that generator 0 Knowledge aCJ (no time 
breakers are open · - symptoms requirement 

0 lndicatioo that megawatts of turbine stated), 
electric= 0 trip 

0 Indication that rt>actor power 0 Diagnostic skill -
is decreasing judge turbine 

0 Indication that PZR level has tripped 
is increasing above 240 inches based on displays 

0 Indication that steam pres-
sure is increasing above 
885 psig 

0 Indication that Tave is increas-
ing above 58ZOF 

---- -



TRAINING REQUIREI'~'IEfiTS ANALYSIS 

Procedure: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Porforman.ce 
Skills/ Training 

Requirement Knowledges Objectlvos 

2. Determine 0 Determine if 0 Integrate information from o Percept.ual skills 0 Opera tOI" should 
I 

Reason for turbine trip a number of sources and formu- - reading of be able to diag-
Trip is due to: late a decision (no procedur-e display~ nose a turbine 

- generator - trip indicators given for this diagnosis) o Diagnostic skills tripped situation 
trip - formulation and identify 

- rear. tor - trip indica tors of hypothesis the cause for 
trip based on the trip with 

- both feed - both annundators lit displays 100% acr.uracy 
(l'llnps tripped - understanding (no response 

- loss of closed - water pump status of plant status time require-
cooling water o Knowledges ment stated). 
pumps - display loca-

- vacuum - vacuum status lions 
low - display mean-

- loss of 2 - speed signal status ing 
of J turbine - display rela-
speed signals tionships 

- overs peed - RPM readout -greater - procedures 
than 1998 rpm lor diagnosing 

- thrust bear- - 75-80 psig pres.~ure turbine trip 
ing failure - pril.aciples 
trip of operation 

- low bearing - les.~. than 5 to 7 psig 
oil pressure 
trip 

- EIIC loss - DC power status 
of nc "power 

- high vibra- - greater than 14 mils 
tion for 10 sec. 



TRAIHiriG n5UUIBEMENTS 1\Ut\L YSIS 

Procoduro: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Sldllsl Training 

Requirement Knowlodges ObJectives 

.3. Verily auto- o, Determine that 0 Indications of: 0 Integrate information from o Perceptual skill 0 Operatoc should 
malic response correct auto- - turbine throttle slop a number of sources and formu- - reading dis- be able to deter-
to trip malic responses valve dosed late a decision that automatic plays mine that the 

have been made - governor stop valve closed response to trip is correct. o Diagnostic skill automatic re-
- reheat stop valve closed (No procedure given) - ver if ica t ion sponse is or 
- genera tor breakers open of automatic is not correct 
- tucbine bypass valves (No guidelines exist concern- response with 100% accur-

on atmospheric relief ing what to do if automatic o Knowledges acy. (No time 
open system is not responding cor- - display toea- requirement 

- PZR POR V open redly) tion stated.) 
- ICS trips to track - display mean-
- ICS runback 20%/min. ing 
- loss of FW pumps - run- - display relation 

back is 50%/min. to I~% ships 
power - decision rules 

- emergency feed pumps - principles 
start - if both main feed of operation 
pumps tripped o Memocy skill - im-

- OTSGs at minimum level - mediate response 
30'' to trip without 

- seal oil backup pump, reference to 
bearing oil lift po111p procedures 
and turn gear oil pump 
start 

- extraction valves closed 
- extraction line drain 

valves open 

------ -- ~- -L....- --



TRJ\.IUiriG REQUIRErJJEHTS AtJAL YSIS 

Proceduro: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Knowlodges Objectives 

4. Respond with 0 Operator should 
immediate be able to re-
action spond with im-

mediate actions 
immediately -
with 100% accu-
racy and without 
reference to 
procedures. 

4.1 Total Feecl 0 11ecision to 0 Feedback that FW reduction 0 Control activation (no details o Control skill - ac ti 0 Opera tor should 
water reduced terminate reduc- i~ in process on procedures) control II s vation of control be able to reduce 
manually to tion 0 Indication of 15% neutron while monitoring power dis- to achieve 15% feedwater to 
15% neutron power plays neutron po~·er produce a 15% 
power (if FW o Memocy skill - im- neutron power 
stations are mediate response level with 100% 
in hand) with no reference accuracy (no 

to procedoucs time limit stated) 
o Procedural skill 

4.2 Run rods in 0 Decision to 0 Feedback that rod run-in 0 Control actuation (no details o Control skill - actu 0 Operator .should 
manually to terminate rod is in process on procedures) ation of control be able to con-
15% neutron run-in 0 Indication of 15% neutron to achieve 15% trol rods to 
power (il dia- power neutron power produce a 15% 
mond power o Memory skill - im- neutron power 
or reactor mediate response level with 100% 
master is in with no reference accuracy (no 
hand) to procedures time limit stated) 

o Procedural skill 

~ 



TRAitiUIG AlaQUinEriiENTS Af-lAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJectives 

4.3 Runback ICS o : Decision that 0 Control setting 0 Decrease manually the valves o Control skill - COil 0 Operator should 
station for: stations are 0 Statu~ for stations still in hand trol of sta lion be able to con-
- SG/reactor in hand parameter for - trbl statiod 

demand stations in hand parameters 
- fW demand o Knowledge to shutdown 
- Main or - of controls status with 

startup involved JOO% accuracy. 
FW valve - of procedures 
demand - of system 

- Feed pump status 
speed 

- lteactor 
master 

- Diamond 
power 

5. Respond with 0 Operator should 
follow-up action be able to deter-

5.1 Monitor PZR 0 In limits? 240" Actual PZR level Read di$plays o Knowledge of 
mine that criti-

0 0 cal parameters 
level 0 I'ZR level limits 0 Read procedures for lioni ts limits are or are not 

0 Compare displays with limits o Perceptual skill- in tolerance 
display reading with 100% ac<:ur-

o Diagnostic skill acy (nn lime 
o Procedural skill limit stated). 

5.2 Monitor RC 0 In limits? 2155 0 Actual RC pressure 0 Same as above o Same as above 
pressure psig 0 RC pres.~ure limits 

5.3 Monitor RC 0 In limits? Tave () Actual RC temperature 0 Same as above o Same as above 
temperature 582" 0 RC temperature limits 

I 
i 

--



TRAitUtiG REQUinf:!i'..JErlTS J\tiAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Performance Knowledgos ObJectives 

5.11 Monitor OTSG o .· In limits? 30" 0 OTSG levels - acllk~l 0 Same as above o Same as above 
levels 0 OTSG level limits 

5.5 Monitor steam 0 In limits"? 885 0 Ac ~~~~• steam header pressure 0 Same as above o Same as above 
header pressure psig 0 Steam header pressure limits 

5.6 Control Tave 0 Terminate adjust- 0 Tave = 582° 0 Control PZR heaters and o Knowledge of 0 Operator should 
to 582°, RC ment 0 RC pressure = 2155 psig spray control (procedures rate of response be able to coo-
pressure to 20 55 0 Stearn header pressure = do not identify what to do o Control skills trol Tave, RC 
psig, and steam 885 psig i-f control action docs not and hand-eye pressure, and 
header pressure 0 Reading variations allowable work) coordination steam header 
to 885 psig o Industrial skill- pressure with 

control technique 100% accur-
o ()iagnostic skill - acy !? .(no time 

understanding limit stated). 
of what's going 
on in the plant 

5.7 Control pres- 0 Terminate adjust- 0 PZR level = 2~0" Adjust makeup and letdown flows o Knowledge of 0 Operator should 
surizer level ment 0 Reading variation (error) to control PZR level.(procedures system rate of be able to con-
to 240" allowable do not idcntif y what to do if response trol PZR level 

PZR level cannot be controlled o Control skill - to 240"!? with 
to 240") hand-eye coordi- 100% accuracy 

nation (no time limit 
o Industrial skill- stated). 

control technique 

.5.8 Control OTSG 0 Terminate adjust- 0 OTSG levels = 30" 0 Adjust feed flow (procedures o Knowledge of 0 Operator should 
levels to 30" ment 0 Precision requirements - do not address what to do system rate of be able to con-

30'' !? if flow cannot be conttolled) response trol OTSG levels 
o Control skill - to 30"!? with 

hand-eye coordi- 100% accuracy 
nation (no time limit 

o Industrial skill- stated). 
control technique 

'---------- ·- - --



7R.AU·UriG REQUIREf.lEr-JTS AfiAL YSIS 
Procedure: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

lnformaUon SkiUal Training ·I 
Task Decision llequlrement Performan~e Knowledgea ObJeoUvea 

j.') If main con- o. Determine if o Vacuum status indication o Determine vacuoHP status o Diagnostic skill o Operator shotdd 
dcnsor vacuum · vacuum is lost based on display readouts o Procedural skill be able to deter-
is lost: (not indicated in procedures) mine vacuum 

status with 
100'.16 lll:curacy 

o Verily o Decision that o lieader pressure indication o Judge that header pressure o Diagno5tlc skill o Operator should 
atmospheric header- pressure · = Slj psi (no guiclance on o Knowledge of be able to verily I 
reliefs is in limits what to do il it does not) setpoints header presso.-e j 

keep header at IU psi!? 
pressure • with 100% accur-: 
at IU acy (no time 
psi limits stated). I 

o I~ educe o Decision that o Reactor power indication o Manipulate QJRtrols to reduce o Control skill - o Operator should j 

reactor power = 0 · reactor power (no guidance hand-eye coordi- be able to con- 1 

power to on rate ol change) nation trol reactor I 

zero power to zero!? 
with IOO'Io accur
acy (no time 
limit). 

o Control o Determination o Makeup tank'level o 1\dd required makeup to makeup o Knowledge-rate o Operator shotdd 
makeup of amount of o Tave tank as Tave is reduced to of response be able to con-

makeup required 5320 o Procedural skill trol makeup 
o Control skill with 100% accur

acy (no time 
limit stated). 

5.10 If trip is due o Determine if o TUI'bine trip annunciators o Check annunciators on receiv- o Oiagr-tic skill- o Operator should 
to loss of both both feed pumps indicating loss of I:W pumps ing turbine trip indication intesrate inputs be able to deter-
feed pumps are lost o Feed pump to.-bine RPM frora several rnine turbine 

indicafi~ sources trip due to loss 
of FW ptunps 
with IOO'lio act:W"
acy (no tinre 
limid. 



THJ\IUIUG REQUIREMENTS AtiAL YSIS 
Procedure: 2203-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
lnformailon 

Performan_ce 
Skills I Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJectives 

0 Verily o .·Pumps are started 0 Pump start indication 0 Check displays o Knowledges- 0 Opera tors should 
response 0 Pumps are deliver 0 OTSG level indications rate of response be able to verify 
of emer- ing water to 0 OTSG input flow indications o Diagnostic skill the response 
gency pumps both OTSGs of the pumps 

with 100% accur-
acy (no time 
limit stated). 

0 Control 0 Initiate control I) OTSG level indications 0 Control levels using EF- VII A o Control skill Q Operators should 
OTSG levels 0 Terminate con- 0 Flow rate into OTSGs and EF- V II B (procedure should o Diagnostic skill- be able to con-
to 30" trol 0 How much tolerance 30"!? note that operator should to identify the trol OTSG levels 

ensure block valves EF-V12A/B problf'm if 0 TSG using the emer-
are open - does not) levels cannot gency feed 

be controlled water system 
o Procedural skill to 10"!? with 

100% accuracy 
(no time limit 
noted). 

5.11 Control Heater 0 Determine if 0 Low heater drain tank level 0 Stop healer drain pumps il o Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
Drain Pumps Low lleater alarm sta Ius alarm is received o Procedural skill be able to con-

Drain tank level trot heater 
alarm received drain pumps 

with 100% accur-
acy. 

5.12 Maintain Vacuum o Vacuum sta Ius 0 Indication of vacuum status 0 Maintain vaconun until the o Diagnostic skill 0 Operalnr should 
0 Indication of unit speed unit coasts down to approxi- o Procedural skill be able to main-

mately IO% of rated speed o Control skill tain the vacuum 
(no guidance on how to main- with 100% accur-
tain the vacu111n) acy. 

' i 
1 

---- - --------- L._ --·· --- ·-



TRJ\Ii'lH'lG n~QUiflE~lEt\ITS ANAL Y'SIS 

Procedure: 220 3-2.2 Turbine Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performan~e 
Skills I Training l Roqulromont Know ledges ObJectlvos 

5.13 Control drain o _ Drain tanks 0 Indications of tank status 0 Open or assure that tanks o Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
tanks open 0 Indications of metal parts are open be able to keep 

and piping _temperature drain tanks 
open until tur-

I bine parts are 
cool. 

5.14 Verily engage- 0 Turning gear 0 Turning gear control mode 0 Manipulate turning gear con- o Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should I 
ment of turning control in auto indication trot switch to auto - low bearing be ahle to verify , 
gear 0 Engagement 0 Engagement feedback 0 Verify engagement of gear - low lift oil engagement I 

0 low bearing indication unless low bearing or low pressure indi- of turning gear 
0 low Iii t oil pressure indi- lift oil pressure exists (no cations with 100% accur-~ 

cation procedure if yes) o Control skill acy. 

5.15 Maintain seal 0 Seal oil tempera- 0 Seal oil temperature indica- 0 Manually throttle cooling o Control skill 0 Operator should 
oil temperature lure 90-IJOOF lion water through seal oil coolers o Knowledge of be able to main-

0 Cooling water through seal (SC-V21 or SC-V25) rate of response tain seal oil 
oil cooler indication temperature 

at 90°-110°1' 
with 100% accu-
racy. 

I 5.16 Notify HP/ 0 Notification 0 Indication that a power change 0 Notify HP/chemistry to sam- o Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
chemistry required of greater than I 5% power pie for Dose Equivalent Iodine o Communications be able to deter-
to sample in a one hour period has between 2 and 6 hours after skill mine if a notifi-
RC letdown occurred the power change cation of HP/ 

chemistry is 
required with 
100% accuracy 
(no time limit 
stated). 

- - -



Procedure: 

Task 

I. Recognize 
leak or rupture 
within capa-
bility of system 
operation 

1.1 Recognize leak 
in Reactor Building 

1.2 Recognize 
leak inOTSG 
tubes 

1.3 Recognize 
leak in steam 
line 

2. Verify auto-
matic action 

TRAif'UrlG flUQUIREr.1EUTS ANALYSIS 
2203-1.3 Loss of Reactor Coolant/I~CS Pre-ssure 
A. Leak Within System Capability 

Decision 
Information 

Requirement 

o, Judgment that Symptoms: 
a leak has 0 Initial loss of RC pressure 
occurred and <le<:rease in l'ZR level 

becoming stable after short 
period or time 

0 Possible Rll high radiation 
and/or temperature alar-m 

0 Possible RB sump high level 
alarm 

0 Makeup tank level decreas-
ing at one inch or more in 
3 minutes 

0 Possible makeup line high 
flow alarm 

0 Isolate leak 0 RB air sample monitor alarm 
to inside Reactor indications 
Building 

0 Isola tc leak 0 Gas monitor alarm on VA-
to OTSG tubes R-748 

0 Isolate steam 0 Low condensate storage 
line break tank level alarm 

0 And/or low hotwell level 
0 rw latch system actuation 

0 MU-V 17 opened? 0 MU-VI7 status 
0 PZR heaters 0 PZR heater status 

on? 

--

Performan.ce 

0 Monitor pressure and level 
immediately (based on what 
cues? Procedures do not 
state display which draws 
opt>ra tor's attention in the 
first place) 

0 Receive alarm indications 

0 Receive alarm indications 

0 Receive alarm indications 

0 Receive alarm indications 

0 Opened to compensate for 
reduced PZR level 

0 lleaters come on in response 
to reduced RC pressure 

--

Skills# Training 
Knowledges ObJectives 

0 Diagnostic skill- 0 Operator shoufd 
determine leak be able to recog-
in RC system nize a leak 

0 Knowledge or rupture within 
or diagnostic the RC system 
cues and pro- with 100% accu-
cedures racy (No time 

0 Knowledge limit stated). 
of display loca-
tions, meanings, 
relationships 

0 Diagnostic skill- 0 Operator should 
fault isolation be able to iso-

late le-ak with 
100% accuracy 
(No time- limit 
stated). 

0 Diagnostic skill-
fault isolation 

0 Diagnostic skill-
fault isolation 

0 Memory-verify 0 Operator should 
without pro- be able to verify 
cedures automatic respon. s 

0 Diagnostic skill- immediately, 
automatic respons . with 100'\l accu-
is correoc t (or racy and without 
not) reference to 

procedures. 



Procedure: 

Task 

3. Respond with 
immediate 
action 

3.1 Isolate letdown 

. 
3.2 Proceed with 

nor mal shut-
down 

l. 3 Maintain MU 
tank level 

3.4 J{espond to 
situation where 
tank and PZR 
levels cannot 
be maintained 

TRJ\IrllrlG nEQUIRSf.1GUIS ANALYSIS 
2203-l.J Loss of Reactor Coolant/ltCS Pressure 
A. Leak Within System Capability 

Information 
Decision Requirement 

0 Determine requir - 0 lsolath)ll V\)IYP MU-V376 
ment to start status 
backup MUP 0 Backup MIJl'.status 
and close let-
down isolation 
valve 

0 Load status 0 Load indications 

0 Quantity required 0 Makeup tank level 
0 Terminate action 

0 Cannot maintain 0 Low level setpoints 
levels in MU 0 Actual level readings 
tank and pres- 0 Time required to decide 
surizer 

Performan~e 

; 

0 Close MU-V376 

' 0 Start backup MU pump 

0 Reduce load at 10% per minute 
0 Proceed with normal shutdown 

0 Line up waste transfer pump 
from RC bleed holdup tank 
and pump to makeup tank 

0 Trip reactor 
0 Initiate safety injection manu-

ally 
0 Close M1.l-VI2 

----~~ 

Sklllsl Training 
Knowledge• ObJectives 

" Knowledge 0 Opera lor should 
of component be able to respon 
location manuallv to 

0 Knowledge an identified 
of procedures leak or rupture 

0 Procedural with reference 
skill to procedures, 

with 100% accu-
raq (No time 
limit stated). 

0 Perceptual 
skill-load dis-
plays 

0 Knowledge-
system rate 
o[ response 

0 Knowledge 
of procedures 

0 Oiagnostic skill- 0 Operator should 
critical situation be able to deter-

0 Knowledge mine that levels 
of procedures cannot be main-

0 Procedural tained and respon 
skill correctly with 

100% accuracy 
(No time limits 
stated). 



TR.I\UUfiG REQUIREMENTS AU/\,,. Y 315 
2203-1.3 loss of Reactor Conlant/RCS l'r<>s"ne 

Procedure: A. Leak Within System C~a.,.,b"-"ili!.!..ty.._ ______ _ 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Sklllsl Training 

Require mont Knowledges ObJectives 

4. Respond with 0 Determine if 0 S,1!ct y injcc tion indic:atious 0 Check indications 0 Diagnostic skill 0 Opera tor should 
follow-up action safety inj.-,ction be able to respond 

has been initi- with fnllowup 
a ted ac:tions leading 

to shutdown 
with 100% accu-
racy (No time 
limit stated). 

'1.1 Safety Injection 0 Initiate cool- 0 Apply Er 2/02-3.1 and 2102- 0 Knowledge 
not initiated down .3.2 of procedures 

4.2 Safety injection 0 Pumps start 0 MU pump status 0 Verify that pumps start satis- 0 Perceptual 
initiated satisfactorily 0 Decay heat removal pump factorily skill 

status 0 Close MU-V 12 and MU-V 18 
0 Status o( Mli-V 12 and MU-

Vl8 

4.3 Throttle injec- 0 When to throttle 0 Group reset pushbutton sta Ius 0 Bypass the safety injection 0 Control skill-
lion 0 How moch 0 Makeup level indications by depressing the group reset hand-eye coordi-

0 When to stop 0 Pressurizer level= 220" pushbuttons nation I 0 Flow k's than 250 gprn/HPI 0 Throttle Mll- V 16A/fVC/O 0 Diagno~tic skill-
flow leg judgement of 

I amount of throt-
tling required 

4.4 Monitor MU 0 When to trip 0 I\IU pump flow below 95gpm 0 Manually trip MU pumps 0 DiaJ~nostic skill 
pump flow excess MU pumps . 

'1.5 Verify safety 0 Status of 62 0 Indicators in white tor ESF 0 View all 62 indicators 0 Perceptual 
injec lion is indicators on positiou skill 
in ESF position panels 13 and 0 Diagnostic skill-

8 status of 62 
indicators 

I 
! l 

l I 

I 



Procedure: 

Task 

4.6 Maintain PZR 
level and RC 
pressure above 
rninimun1s 

4. 7 Control make-
up 

4.8 Bring Decay 
Ileal System 
011 line 

4.9 Control 11WST 

TRAI~·lll:'lG REQUIREf~lEHTS AUAL YSIS 
2203-1.3 Loss of Reactor Coolant/RCS Pressure 
A. leak Within SyslciJl ~paf:>ility 

Decision 
Information 

Requirement 

0 Pressure > 1640 0 Pressuri~.:er level .-
psig 

0 level> low 
level alarm 
point 

() Determine if 0 Pressurizer IPvPI 
throttling is 0 Elf erts of throttling 
necessary to () Ml J pump flow 
maintain PZR 0 Mil- V 16 and 37 status 
level 0 Mt J tank level 

0 Determine il 0 MIJ-V 12 status 
additional MU 
is needed 

0 When to bring I) DH status 
on line 0 RC pump status 

0 When to trip 0 RC pressure 
RC pumps 0 I!C temperature 

0 When to control 0 fiWSllevel 
0 MU/HPI pumps status 
0 RC press•tre 

Performance 

0 Determine il level and pres-
sUTe are within limits (no 
guidance on what to do for 
low pressure-high level) 

0 May have to throttle the 
l6's to maintain PZR level 

0 As RC pressure decreases -
possible to secure 111'1 

0 II Ml J pump flow drops below 
9.5gpm open MU-V36 and 
37, tll'>nitor MIJ tank level 
and open MU- V 12 as required 

0 Only one D~l string used lor 
decay heat removal -the other 
on standby - recirculate water 
from RB pump to RC system 

0 Trip RC pumps before pres-
sure decreases below pump 
NPSII 

0 When l\W ST level decreases 
to 12' shi!t MU/111'1 pump 
suction !rom BWST to HB 
pump if RCS pressure is greater 
than 200 psir, 

Skill sf Training 
Knowledges ObJectives 

0 Diagnostic skill- 0 Opera tor shoult.l 
integration be able to deter-
of pressUTe mine that pres-
and level indi- sur i zer level 
cations and R C pressure 

0 Knowledge are within limits 
of principl<>s with 100% accu-
ol operation racy (no time 

0 Understanding limit stated). 
of plant s Ia Ius 

0 Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
- understanding be able to con-

plant status trot makeup 
- verifying with 100% accu-

plant response racy. 
0 Control skill -

throttling 
0 Procedure skill 
0 Knowledge 

of display loca-
lion -relation-
ships 

0 Diagnostic skill 
0 Knowledge 

of procedures 
0 Procedural 

skill 
0 Industrial skill 

0 Diagnostic skill 
0 Knowledge 

o! procedures 
0 Procedural 

skill 
0 III<IIISirtal skill 

I 
I 



Procedure: 

Task 

4.10 Throttle IIPI 
string flow 
rate 

'1.11 Control Hl'l 
flow 

4.12 Shift to Rl\ 
Sump 

4.13 Continue moni-
toring RC 
pressure and 
PZR level 

TRJ\HHNG r1t!QUinEr~1EilTS AtiAL YSIS 
2203-1.3 Loss of Reactor Coolant/nCS Pressure 
A. Leak Within System Capability 

Information 
Decision Roqulroment 

o . When to throttle 0 IIPI flow rate 
0 MIJ-V status 

0 When to control 0 UPI flow rate 
0 When to termi-

nate 

0 Verily automatic 0 Indication of transfer 
shift 0 Sur.tion valve status 

0 In tolerance 
0 RC pressure = 200 psig 
0 MU-V 161\18/C/[l status 
0 011-Vli\/B status 
0 011-V 128A/I\ status 
0 Pressuri;:er level - 220" 
0 1.1'1 flow 1000 - 3300 gpm 

Porforman.ce 

0 Throttle tiPI strings flow 
rate to at least 500 gpm using 
MIJ-VI6 A/8/C/D or MU-
Vl7 

0 Opm OH-V7B(A) in crossover 
line from string 8(1\) to tiPI 
string B(A) 

0 Reposition HPI flow control 
valves (16s) 

0 HPJ flow increases due to 
increased pump suction 

0 When BWST level decreases 
to 7'- Verify auto transfer 
to RB sump 

0 Verify open suction valve 
for string 8(1\) 

0 Close ECCS suction valve 
0 When RC pressure = 200 psig 

throttle tiPI discharge flow 
0 Close MU-V 16A/r./C/D 
0 Stop high pressure injection 

pumps 
0 Close 011-VlA/13 
0 Throttle 011-V 1281\/1:1 to 

maintain PZR level 220" and 
LPI flow of 3000- HOO gprn 

--
Skills I Training 

Knowledges Objectives 

0 Control skill -
throttling 

0 Knowledge 
of procedures 

0 Knowledge 
of components 
and relationships 
among r.ompo-
nenls 

0 Control skill -
control sequenc~'>s 

0 Knowledge 
of procedures 

0 Diagnostic -
verification 

0 Knowledge 0 Operator should 
of procedures be able to bring 

0 Knowledge the RC system 
of plant status under control 

0 Diagnostic - from LOCI\ 
understanding with 100% accu-
plant configura- racy. 
tion and status 



TRJ\IfUrlG nEQUIREr.1~rJTS AN/\L YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-1.1 React()(" Trip 

Task Decision 
lnformallon 

Performance 
Skill sf Training 

Requirement Knowlodgos ObJectives 

I. Detect Reactor o .· ()iagnosc rcac tor 0 In-limit lights 0 Detect reactor trip from o Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
Trip trip 0 Decrease in ncu tron level pattern of cues o Knowledge of be able to idcn-

0 Turbine trip trip symptoms til y a reac toc 
0 Unit Joacl indications - trip with 100% 

decrease accuracy (no 
0 Rods inserted tirne limit stated) 
0 Generator breakers open 

2. Re~pond imme- 0 Selection of 0 Operator should 
diately actions be able to re-

2.1 Manually trip 0 Switch location 0 Actuate manual trip o Motor skill spootd irnme-
diately ttl a 

2.2 Verify in-limit 0 Lights lit 0 Lights indiC.at ions 0 Verify lights lit o Perceptual skill reactor trip 
lights lit with 100% accu-

2.3 Verily turbine 0 Verify displays 0 Turbine trip status 0 If not tripped- manually o Diagnostic skill racy and without 
reference to trip - generator trip, start lift ptanps and 
pttblisbed pro-breakers open turning gear oil pump cedures. 

2.4 Control make- 0 Maintain 100" 0 Pressurizer level 0 Close let down isolation valve o Control skill 
up in PZR MU-V376 

0 Start second MIJP 

2.5 Verify header 0 Maintain at 0 !lead pressure 0 Verify turbine bypass control o Oiagnostic skill 
pressure 1010 psig valves are maintaining 1010 

psig press..-e 

2.6 Control OTSG 0 Maintain at 0 OTSG levels 0 Control feedwater o Control skill 
30" o Knowledge of 

pra<:edures 
o Procedural skill 

..__._ -'---- ----- ---------- ·- ---- - ---- -



TRAUUrJG RI.::QUIRErJlfENTS AfJAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-1.1 Reactor Trip 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Skills# Training 

Requirement Knovlledges ObJectives 

2.7 Verify PZR o . PZR level at 0 lleater status 0 Verify heaters off at 80" o Diagnostic skill 
heaters olf 80'' in pressurizer 

2.8 Cont~ol PZR 0 When to control 0 Pressurizer level 0 If PZR gets to 20" o f)iagnostic skill 
level - open mt-v 58 and start o Control skill 

3rdMUP o Knowledge of 

- open MIJ-16 C/0 to in procedures 
crease PZR level 

2. 9 Runback ICS 0 Determine sta- 0 Knowledge of JCS stations 0 Runback JCS stations in hand o System knowledge 
stations lions in hand in hand o Memory-system 

to be runback status 



TRJ\ItUfJG REQUIREmt:rrrs J\Ul\1. YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-2.2 loss of Main Feedwater 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Skills I Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJectives 

I. Recognize o _ loss of main 0 Operator should 
and respond feedwater be able to recog-
to Joss of main nize and respond 
feedwater to a Joss of 

main feedwater 
and determine 
immediately 
whether lo~s 
is to one or 
bothOTSGs 
with 100% accu-
racy. 

2. Recognize 0 Judgement - 0 Indication that levels decreas- 0 Correctly determine that Perceptual skill 0 Opera tor should 
loss of main loss of main ing in both OTSGs Joss of m<> in f eedwa ter flow - read annunci- be able to recog-
feedwater feedwater flow 0 Indication that leedwater is to both OSTGs a tors nize a loss of 
to both OTSGs to A&B OTSGs flow to both OTSG~ clecreas- - read displays main feedwater 

ing Diagnostic skill llow to both 
0 Indication ol either feed - judge loss OSTGs with 

pump turbine speed decreas- of feedwater 100% accuracy 
ing or both main feed valves to both OTSGs (no time require-
closing Knowledge ment stated). 

0 Indication ol both feed pump - symptoms 
turbines tripped (annunciator) of loss of 

0 Indication th<ll reactor cool- fe<'dwater 
ant pressure and temperature - feedwater 
increasing system princi-

0 Indication of reactor-turbine pies of opcr-
nmback at ion 

0 Indication of 1111-bine trip 
following lll>th feed pumps 
trip 



TRJ\Itlli'4G AE:QUint:r~lENTS AHAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-2.2 Loss of Main Feedwater 

Task Decision 
Information 

Pertorman~e 
Sklllsl Training 

! 

Requirement Know ledges Objectives 

3. Verily auto- o .· f)etermine cause 0 Integrate information and Perceptual Skill 0 Operator should 
malic response. of loss of feed- formulate decision about - reading dis- be able to deter-
Determine water flow cause of loss of flow plays mine the cause 

I cause of loss Decision that Indication of Reactor /turbine 
Dia~:nostic Skill of loss of main 

of main feed- 0 0 diagnosis feedwater flow I 

flow loss is trip due to high It C pressure - i 
water flow due to loss of Indication of startup of erner-

of causal to both OTSGs 
to both OTSGs 

0 factors given immediately 
both feed pumps gency ft"ed pumps EF-P-1/ 

2A/2n maintaining OTSG 
displayed and with 100% 

level at 30" (S/U range indi-
information accuracy given 

cation) 
Knowledge displays of status, 

- symptoms and automatic 
0 Decision that 0 Indication of ICS trip to of loss of actions. I 

loss of Iced- track due to FW X-limits pumps 
water flow - symptoms 
is due to valves of valves 
closing closing 

Knowledge of deci- I 

sion rules 

4. Respond with 0 Operator should 
immediate be able to respon< 
action with immediate 

u Response if f)ecision to o Memory Skill 
action.~ immedi-

0 ately and with 
loss of feed- respond to con- - immediate 100% accuracy 

I 
water is due dition of Joss response and without 
to Joss of both of both feed without refer- reference to 
feed ptlmps pumps enr.e to pro- procedures. 

cedures 
o Perceptual-Motor 

Skill 
- actuation 

of reactor 
trip control 

0 Decision to 0 Feedback of rod status 0 Control actuation (no details 
trip reactor on procedure) 

I 



TRAINitiG REQUIAEI'JiEHTS AfJAL YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-2.2 Loss of Main reedwatcr 

Task Decision 
Information 

P•rlorman•e 
Skills I Training 

Requirement Knowledge• ObJecUves 

o , Decision to 0 Indication of turbine trip 0 Verify turbine trip and stop 
verify automatic (anmllldator) valves dosed 
response to 0 Indication of stah1s of stop 
reactor tr ip valves 

0 Indication of pump discharge 0 Veri! y automatic actuation 
pressures of emergency feedwater pumps, 

Er-P-I/2A/2B 

0 Indication of valve status 0 Vet" if y feedwatet" valves EF-
0 S/U range indication of OTSG II A/Bin automatic 

level - controlling OTSG level 
at JO" (no procedures 
given in case of failure 
of system to respond accu-
rately) 

4.2 Response if 0 Oecision to 0 lndi<:ation of status of main 0 Open main and startup o Control skill 0 Operator should 
loss of feed- open closed and startup feedwater block feedwater block valves - manipulation be able to respond 
watet" is due main and startup valves FW-V-17A & 17B/14A if closed of valve con- to loss of feed-
to valves closing fcedwater valves & 148/19A & 198/261\ & trois water due to 

if closed 268 valves closing 

0 Decision to 0 Indication of reactor power 0 Verify the MWe and reactor o Perceptual Skill with immediacy 
and 100% accur-

veri! y plant level and trend (NtK:Iear power decreasing - reading dis- acy and without 
status Instrumentation) plays referenc:e to 

o System Knowl- procedures. edge 
- understanding 

system func-
tions 

0 Decision to 0 Indication of status of main 0 Attempt opening of main Control skill 
attempt regain- feed regulating valves feed regulating valves - ITlanipulation 
ing fecdwater of controls 
!low· 

L -·· . -
__j 



,. 

Tfl/\lfUtiG REQUifl.F-1\'lENTS AtiALYSIS 

Procoduro: 2202-2.2 Loss of Main feedwater 

Task Doclslon 
Information 

Performan~e 
Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJectives 

o . Decision to 0 Start emerg.,ncy feed pumps o Perceptual Skill 
start emergency - reading dis-
feed pumps plays 
based on a judge- o Control Skill 
ment ol one - operating 
or more ol: control 

- RC tempera- 0 Indications of RC tempera-
o Diagnostic Knowl-

ture and ture and pressure 
edge 

pressure - determining 
I 

cannot be 
system response I 

maintained 
needs given 
displayed 

- Unable to 0 Indication of leedwater information 
restore feed- flow 
water flow ' 

- Reacto;r:. 0 Indication of control rod 
trips status 

~. Respond with 0 Operator should 
follow-up action be able to per-

-~·· Initiate repairs Detennio-,., repairs Repor I of repairs completed Restore normal feed to OTSGs o Control skill 
form follow-

0 0 0 up loss of feed-
to system r"quired (no - operate con- water flow 

guide as to trois actions with 
procedure for 100% accuracy 
this deteroni- (no time require-
nation given) ment stated). 

0 following repairs, 
restore normal 
feed to OTSG 

5.2 Cooldown 0 Determine neces- 0 Refer to 2102-3.3 Decay 0 l)se emergency feed system o Knowl.,dg., of 
plant, if required sit y of plant Ileal Removal via OTSG for coolclown decision rules 

cooldown (no 
guide lor deter-
mining necessity 
stated, only 
reference to 
procedure) 

l I _L 
-- - -------- L-. - ----



TRAUUrlG REQUIREMENTS J\rJJ:U .. VSIS 

Procedure: 2202-2.2 Loss of Main Feedwatcr 

Task Decision 
information 

Periormance 
Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJectives 

5.3 Insure OTSG o _ Decision to (No informational requirements 0 Insure OTSG steam annulus o Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
components check for water stated) space and steam lines are be able to deter-
ready for start- accumulation drained mine that OTS<; 
up in OTSG compo- components 

nents are ready for 
startup with 
100% accuracy. 

6. RN:ognize 0 Loss of main 0 Indication that steam genera- 0 Read displays Diagnostic Skill Operator should 
loss ol main feed water tor level decreasing in one - determine be able to recognize 
feedwater !low to OTSG OTSG loss of flow a lcl.~s of main feed-
!low to one 1\ or B (OTSG 0 indication that feedwater - determine water flow to one 
OTSG 1\ or B specific flow to one OTSG decreasing which OTSG OTSG with 100% 

diagnostic infor- 0 Indication of one main feed- affected accuracy without 
mation not water valve closing Perceptual Skill reference to pt1b-
stated) 0 Indication of RC pressure - reading of lished procedures. 

and temperature increasing displays 
0 Indication of increasing System Knowledge 

temperature differential - understanding 
across RC cold legs of symptoms 

0 Indication of reactor-turbine displayed 
run back 

7. Verify auto- 0 Verily ICS into 0 lndicatioo of ICS in tracking 0 Read displays Perceptual Skill 0 Operator should 
matic action track - due mode 0 Verify ICS in tracking mode - reading dis- be able to verily 

to feedwater - hand and auto lights (no procedure given for failure plays system auto-
cross limits lit on unit load demand of automatic system response) System Knowledge matic response 

It/ A station - determining with immediacy 
0 lndicatioo of reduction in system respond and 100% accur-

generated MWe and reactor ing accurately acy without 
power matching available Procedural Knowl- referring to 
fccdwater flow edge procedures. 

--



TRJ\IL'lll'IG REQUIREMEtiT3 i\tJJ\L YSIS 

Procedure: 2202-2.2 Loss of Main feedwater 

Task 
Information 

Performan.ce 
Skills I Training 

Decision Requirement Knowledge& Objectives 

8. Respond with 0 Indication o( MWe and reac- 0 Verily ttie MWe and reactor Motor Skill 0 Oper:~tor should 
immediate tor power (Nuclear lnstrumen- power are decreasing - operation be able to respon<' 
manual action tat ion) of'c:ontrols to loss ol feed-

If OTSG level Indication of OTSG level 0 Go "to manual on H/A station Perceptual Skill water flow 
0 0 reading dis- toone OTSG 

greater than Increase demand to associated -
0 plays with immediacy 

30" attempt main and startup FW regula- System Knowledge and 100% accur-
regain ol feed- ting valve ProcE-dural Knowl- acy, without 
water flow 0 Attempt regain of fer.dwater edge referen(;e to flow Control Skill procedures. 

0 Controls and displays of Verify associated feedwater 
FW-Y-IIf/\ & 141l/17/\ & block valves are open 
171l/19A & 19B/26/\ & 261\ 

0 Indication of ICS stations 0 Runback ICS stations in hand 
in hand 

9. Respond with 0 Opera tor should 
follow-up action be able to respon<l 
to loss of feed- with appropriate I 

water flow follow-up action j 

to one OTSG with 100% accur-1 
acy (no time 1 

requirements I 

stated). 

0 Decision to 0 Indication of OTSG level 0 Continue normal operation Perceptual Skill 
continue normal 0 IndicatiOn of FW flow restor- - evaluation 
operation if at ion of system 
FW flow restored status given 
prior to reading displays 
OTSG level Operational Know!-
of 15" edge 

d<'cision to 
continue 
operation 
based on 
status dis-
played 

---·- -



TRAitllfiG REQUUll!li'.:JEriTS AtJI\L YSIS 
Procedure: 2202-2.2 Loss of Main feedwater 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performan.ce 
Skill sf Training 

Requirement · Knowledges ObJectives 

o .· Decision - unable 0 Indication of reactor power 0 Reduce reactor power to Perceptual Skill 
to restore nor- trend (Nuclear Jnstrurnen- less than 8% full power while - interpretation 
mal FW flow tat inn) restoring leedwater flow of displays 
prior to OTSG 0 Indication ol F\V flow to alfected OTSG IL,ing etncr- Operational Knowl-
level of 15" 0 Indication ol OTSG level gency FW pump Ef-VIIA/8 edge 

0 If OTSG boils dry, establish - deci~ioo to 
feed flow using emergency reduce power 
feedwater pump through emer- level based 
gency feed valves slowly on undCI"stand-
(2''/rninute) ing ol system 

status 

0 Decision to 0 Indication of Emergency 0 Use emergency feedwater Perceptual Skill 
raise OTSG FW pump status pump and EF-V-IIA/8 - read displays 
level to 25" 0 Indication of fW flow 0 Restore normal fW flow through Control Skills 

FW-V-30A/8 and/or FW-V- - manipulation 
2.M/B of controls 

0 Shutdown emergency feed- System Kno·wteclge 
water system - operation 
- stop emergency FW pump of lecdwater 

and close EF-V-IIA/8 systems 

0 Decision to (No inlonnational requirements o · Insure OTSt; components Component Knowl-
check lor water stated) ready for startup edge 
accumulation 0 Insure OTSG steam annulus - location and 
in OTSG com- space and the steam lines function of 
ponent~ are drained OTSG com-

ponents 



TRAitJING REQUIBL:rm::riTS AtiAL YSIS 
2202-1.3 Loss of Reactor Coolant/RCS Pressure 

Procedure: 6. Leak or Rupture of Significant Size Such that LSF Systems are Initiated 

Task Decision 
lnformaUon 

Performan.ce 
Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJectives 

I. Detect leak o _ Leak or rUJ>Iure 0 Rapid coni inuing decrease 0 l)iagnostic - 0 Opera tor should 
or rupture exists of RC pressurr detection be able to detect 

0 Rapid continuing decrease 0 Knowledge a leak or rupture 
of pressurizer level of symptoms with 100% accu-

0 lligh radiation alarm in Rl\ racy (no time 
0 RB ambient temperature limit). 

alarm 
0 lligh RB sump level 
0 High RB pressure 
0 Rapidly decreasing MU tank 

level 
0 Core llood tank levels and 

pressures decreasing 

2. Initiate small 0 I.OCA response 0 SFAS initiation indication 0 Verily that a LOCA exists 0 Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
break I.OCA is correct 0 MUP" statu.~ - SFAS initiation and only 0 r>ctec tion of be able to verify 
response one MUP started I.OCA LOCA within 

- SF 1\S initiation and Joss 2 minutes of 
of 2-IE or 2-2F initiation with 

100% accuracy. 

2.1 Open MUP ,0 When to open 0 Discharge crossconnect 0 Discharge flO to open MUP Diagnostic skill 0 Operator should 
crossconnec IS status discharge cros~connec t be able to acces.~ 

MUP cross-
connects within 
3 to 5 minutes 
with 100% accu-
racy. 

2.2 Proceed to 0 Valve identifi- 0 Valve status 0 Proceed to valves 0 Knowledge 0 Operator should 
MU-V 161\/B cation 0 Valve identifiers/location of valve position/ be able to access 
orC/D location MU-VI6's within 

lf.5 minutes 
with 100% accu-
racy. 

L ... -------------- - --



TRAiflltiG REQUU1~iiilEtlTS AUAL YSIS 
2202-1.3 Loss ol Reactor CoolantiRCS Pressure 

Procedure: B. Leak or Rupture ol Significant Size S1K:h that LSf Systems are Initiated 

Task Decision 
Information 

Performance 
Sklllsl Training 

Requirement Knowledges ObJocUves 

2. ~ Open cross- o .-Valves opened 0 Valve status 0 Open discharge crossconnect 0 Control skill - 0 Operator should 
connects valve valve handling be able to access 

0 Open I of the MU-VI6 valves and activate 
on the side of the failure valves to control 
- 2 turns discharge cross-

connect with 
100% accuracy 
within 5 minutes 
of the LOCA. 

2.4 Establish com- 0 Verily conumn1i- 0 Reception 0 Link between MU-V-16s and 0 Communication 
n1unications cations CR established skill 

2.5 Open MU-VI6s 0 Levels attained 0 flow per kg 0 Open valves to establish 125 0 Communications 0 Operator should 
to get 125 0 Pump runout gpm per leg skill be able to estab-
gpm per leg prevented 0 In CR- throttle MU-VI6 0 Control skill !ish a flow of 
while throttling C&:O or 1\ &: B to prevent coordination 125 gpm per 
controls pump runout leg within 10 

3. Veri! y tiPI HPI operating Injection flow in each leg Flow indicated on MU-23 Perceptual minutes of the 
0 0 0 0 LOCA with 

properly fE-1, 2, 3, 4 skill 100% accuracy. 
0 Diagnostic skill 

4. Trip RC pumps 0 When to trip 0 I~ C pres;;ure 0 Trip pumps before reaching 0 Diagnostic skill 
1200 psig 

5. Verify RO 0 Cooling and 0 RB temp pressure 0 Verification 0 Diagnostic skill 
cooling and isolation operat-
isolation ing properly 

-







HUMAN ENGINEERING /\NO RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

R~>lerence: -~-!all~~r~-~:..!_e~_Pian J()r __ tl'~- !~cy_i<c\V oL_~a.I~!Y 

___________ ____j1r~ly~~ Re~-~ for t-Ju~lear _l_'ow~~-!'l<tll!S1 f'!I~C1 J2?~,_ ----------

SRP-IC-1 

SRP-IC-2 

SRP-IC-3 

SRI'-IC-'r 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation arl<l 
Conirol Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Lnnguage of Criterion or Guide 

Section 2. 3.) Onsite Meteorological Measurements Programs, page 
2.3.3-4. 

The reviewer clcterrnines that there are proviSIOIIS [or proper moni
toring of wind dir<'ctioro, wind speed, and vertical temperature dif
ference in the control rooon during plant operation. 

-Section 2.4.14 Technical Specifications and Emergency Operation 
Requirements, page 2.4.14-1. 

3. The appropriate water levels and conditions at which action is to 
he initiated. 

Section J,(,,f Plant nesign for Protection Against Postulates Piping 
Failures in Fluid Systems Out•ide Containment, page 3.6.1-14. 

(4) /\11 availablE' systems, including those actuated by operator actions, 
may be e,rriployed to mitigate the consequences of a postulated 
piping failur<', In juclging the availability of systems, account 
shoulcl be- \aken of the postulatecl failure and its direct conse
quences such as unit trip and loss of olfsite power, and of the 
assumed single active component failure and its direct const>
quences. The feasibility of carrying out operator actions should be 
judged on tl1e bac.is of ample time and adequate access to equip
ment being iovailable lor the proposed actions. 

Section 3.6.1 1i'1ant Design for £":rptection /\gains! Postulated Piping 
Failures in rlui<l Systems Outside Containment, page }.6.1- 1'1. 

<:. The elfer:ls of ~ ~~rlated PiE!~~!!-tre, including environmental 
conditions resulting from the escape ol contained fluids, should not 
preclude l~<~bitability of the control room or access to surrounding 
are"' important to the sale control of reactor operations nC'eded to 
cope with lhe r:onsequences of the piping failure. 

-------. __ L_ ____________________ '------------

NO If-:>: (II t96/ or onoto roconl. 
(2)11 chocked, sen llsl of roforoncos allaclwd. 
(3) II chocked, sco 1151 of nolos nllildocd. 

-- ---- ---------- ..-----

Earliest Known I Other 
ublicalion Dale (1) Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Notes 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEEFHNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: SJ<IndanU:l.e_yjew_J'lan f9L l!l~ .13.l!YieW_9tSiilety __ 

_ 1\!!~ly!.i_~ R_~~~J~f':lu\=!~<i_r__l?Qwe!J~Ian~~._f'.jgC, I U 5, __ 

Number 
Type of c;:rllerion 

or Guide lnnguage of Criterion or Guide 

-~---------------------r--------- --·--

Earflesl Known I Other 
Publication Dale HI Reference (2) 

-------

Noles 
(3} 

,----,- t------1 
SRP-IC-5 

SRP-IC-6 

SRP-IC-7 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

:Instrumentation and 
' Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

. ontrol Room Environ
ment Criterion 
per a tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Section 3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation, page 3.7.4-2. 

2. Location and Description of lr~g~urnent~tion 
For the construction permit review there should be a commitment 
by the applicant to provide the following (seismic) instruments at 
the given locations: 

a. A triaxial time history accelerograph in the free field or at 
th<' containment foundation, with rea<lout in the control room. 

h. A seismic: switch on the containment foundation, with readout 
in the control room. 

c. A triaxial response spec I rum rer.order on the containment 
foundation, with readout in the control room. 

Section 1.7.4 Seismic lnstrumeiHation, page 3.7.4-3. 

3. Contr~ Room q~ator Notification 
To be acceptable, the seismic switch located at the foundation of 
the containment should be corn><'cted to event indicators that are 
located in the control room, so that a signal is given when the 
preset threshold level (01\E acceleration level) resulting from the 
earth'fuake is excee<led. Also both audio and visual signals should 
be provided to the control room operators in the event of an 
earth<JIIake. 

In addition, the triaxial time history accelerograph located in the 
contclinrnent fmrnclation or in the free field should be connected to 
the control worn. 

Section 3.11 Environmental Design of Mechanir.al and Electrical 
[Cfuiprncnt, page 3.11- J • 

Simply stated, the general requirements for environmental design and 
qualilication are as follows. (I) The equipment shall be designed to have 
the capability of performing design safety ftu>r.tions under all normal 
and ar.cident environments. 

____________ __t _______ _ 

NOlES: (1)1967 or moro roc nul. 
(2)11 chockod, soil list ol rolmouc.ns allachcd. 
(Jill chocked. sen list ol notos atl;oclwd_ 

1975 

1975 

1975 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Rcfcumce: _Standard. Re.vievd>lan lor __ the .RcYiew.af_ 5afetv----- _ _ __ __ _ ______ _ 

__ ________ .Anai)'Sis.Repar.ts_lor.l'luclcar..P_owec_ PJanL~ .. J)JRC,..19Z5. -- ----------

-------..------------. ------.......----------

Number 

SUP-IC-8 

SRP-IC-9 

SnP-IC-10 

SRP-IC-11 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Cr-iterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Llfflguage of Criterion or Guide 

Section 3.11 Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical 
Equipment, page 3.11-5. 

c. Normal and Accident Environmental Conditions 
Both the normal and accident environmental conditions must be 
explicitly defined for each item of equipment. These definitions 
must inclurle the following parameters: temperature, pressure, 
relative humidity, radiation, chemicals, and vibr-ation (non
seismic). 

Section 4. 3 Nuclear Design, page 4.3- 5. 

d. CDC I 3 r.-quires provision of instrumentation and controls to 
monitor variable~ and systems that can affect the fission process 
over. antidpated ranges for normal operation and accident con
ditions, and to maintain them within prescribed operating ranges. 

Section 11.1 Nuclear f)esign, page 4.3-5. 

e. GOC 20 requires automatic initiation of the reactivity control 
systems to assure that acceptable fuel design limits are not 
exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences and to 
assure automatic op~ration of systems and components important 
to safety lliKier accident conditions. 

Section 4.3 Nuclear f)esign, page 4.3-5. 

g. GOC 26 requires that two independent rea.-:tivity control systems 
of different design be provided, and that each sy_stem have the 
.-:apability to control the rate of reactivity chan~es resulting from 
plannecl, normal power changes. One of the systems must be 
capable of reliably controlling anticipated operational occurrences. 
In addition, one ol the systems must be capable of holding the 
reactor core sul>critical under cold conditions. 

Earliest Known J Olher 
IPublicallon Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

-------- ________________________________ ._ ________ _J _________ L_ 

NO rES: (1)1961 or rnoro roconl. 
(2) II chocked, see list of roforoncos all ached. 
(3)11 chocked, sen list of notos allachl!d. 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEEfUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

RelerencP.: ..Standard Rcvi~w .. L'lan Joclhe._B.eview, oi Sal~t)' __ -· _ ··-- ··-··· ·--··· _ ·-

--------- . ____ .A!!i!!l'~i!..'kl!9r.!~.Jgr_NIJ£!~.!1!: .P..Q~r.J~!i!!!!hNR<: •. ! n~ .... __ :..._. --·----
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Number 

SI~P-IC-12 

SRP-IC-IJ 

SHP-IC-1 11 

SRP-JC-15 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrunientation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Jnstrurnenta lion and 
Control Criterion 

language of Crilerion or Guide 

Section ,,_J Nuclear n~sign, page 4.3-5. 

h. GI)C 27 requires that the reactivity control systems have a 
combined capability, In conjunction with poison addition by the 
e111eq;ency r.ore cooling system, o! reliably controlling reactivity 
changes tHtder postulated m~cident conditions, with appropriate 
margin for stuck rods. 

Section 4.1 Nuclear l)csign, page lj,l-6. 

It is a branch posilion that these limiting power distribulions may be 
maintained (i.t>,, not exceeded) administratively (i.e., not by automatic 
scrams), provirled a suitable demonstration is made that sufficient, 
properly translated information and alarms are available from the 
reactor instrumentation to keep the operator informed. 

Section 4.1 Nuclear nesign, page 4.3-6. 

The acc:<'ptancc criteria in the area ol power distribution are that the 
inlorrnatinn presented should satisfactorily demonstrate lhat: 

(2) A reasonable probability exists that in normal operation the design 
limits will not be exccedc<:l, based on consh1cration of information 
rec<'iv.-d from thr. powf'f distribution instrumentation; the pro
cessing of that information, including calculations involved in the 
pr<><:(•ssing; the requirements for periodic check measurernents; the 
ar:ruratcy of .~sign calculations used in d('veloping correlations 
when r.rhnary variables are nltt directly measured; the uncr.rtaillty 
anal)·~r.s for the information and pnwessing system; ancl the 
instnunentalion alarms for the limits of normal operation (e.g., 
offset limits, control bank limits) and for abnormal situations (e.g., 
tilt alarms fnr control rod misalip,non('nt). 

Section 11.1 Nudcar J)esip,n, page ll •. l-7. 

c. Acrcptance r.riteria relative to control rod patterns and reactivity 
worlhs indude: 

(2) Equipment, operaling lirnils, ami proce<:lures necessary to 
restrict potential rod worll~~ or reactivity insertion r<ttcs 
should be shown to be capable of performing these functions. 
It is a C.l'n position to require, where feasible, an alarm whl~l\ 
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!Publica lion Dale (1 Reference (2) 

197.5 

197.5 

197.5 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 
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Number . 
SRP-IC-1(, 

SIU>-IC-17 

SI~P-IC-18 

Type of Crilerion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

"language of Cdlcrlon or Guide 

Section 5.2.2 Ovcrpressurization Protection, page 5.2.2-1. 

The EICSI\, as described in SRI' 7.6, evaluates the adequacy of controls 
and in•trurnentation of the overpressure protection components with 
regard to the required features of automatic actuation, remote sensing 
and indication, remote control, emergency onsite power, and con
nections to the reactor protection system. 

Section 5.2.5 I~CI'I.\ Leakage Detection, page 5.2.5-2. 

5. ~ystern Sensitivity and Response Time . 
Since l<"akage d<"tection methods or systems differ in sensitivity 
and re~onse time, prudent selection of detection methods should 
include a sufficient number of systems to ensure effc.>ctive l'loni
toring during periods when some detection systems may be in
e!lective or inoperable. Some of these systems should serve as 
early alarm systems which signal the operators that clescr exami
nation of other detectioh systems is necessary to determine the 
extent ol any corrective action that may be required. 

Section 5.2.5 RC:Pn Leakage Oetection, page 5.2.5-). 

7. Quantitative _!l~etation of lndicat~_! and Alarms 
It is important to be able to associate a signal or indication of a 
departure from the normal operating conditions with a quantitative 
leakage flow rate. Except for flow rate or level change measure
ments from tanks, sumps, or pumps, signals from other leakage 
detection systems do not provide information readily convertible to 
a common denominator. Approximate relationships converting 
these signal5 to units of water flow arc formulated to a~sist the 
operator in interpreting signals. The instrumentation associated 
with the leak detection system is reviewed by EICSI\ in SRP 7.5 
(Ref. IJ). Procedures lor operator evaluation of leakage (:onditions 
are reviewed by RSB • 

.L ______________ ._ _______ . -- ~------------------- ··-·· 
NOlES: (I) 1961 or mora recenl. 

(2)11 chocknd, soo llsl ol reloroncus an,.ched. 
(3)11 chucknd, see llsl ol notos alt:~chr.d. 

1975 

1975 

1975 
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Number 

SRP-IC-19 

SHP-IC-20 

SRI'-IC-21 

SRP-IC-22 

SH 1'-IC-23 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

lnstrurnenta lion and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

language of Criterion or Guide 

Sec:tion 5.2. 5 RCPI\ leakage Detection, page 5.2.5-4. 

7. Indicators and Alarms 
indicaiOrs and-iiarms for each leakage detection system should be 
provided in thE' main control room and procedures for converting 
various indications to a common leakage equivalent should be 
available to the operators. The calibration of the indicators should 
account for the independent variables such as, in the case of an air 
particulate monitor, the isotope being monitored, plate01rt, and 
decay rate. Eac:h system should be set to alarm on an increase in 
leakage of I gpm above the background level determined at the 
time of calibration. 

Section 5.'1.7 Residual Ileal Removal (IUlR) System, page 5.4.7-3. 

It must be shown that adequate equipment, control, and sensing 
information is available to allow the operator to properly execute any 
required manual operations during operation or test. 

Section 5.'1.7 Residual Ileal Removal (RBR) System, page 5.'1.7-4. 

5. Suitable valve position indication should be provid<'d for the above 
(check) valves in the control room. 

Section 5.4.7 Residual Ileal Removal (RilR) System, p<~ge 5.11.7- 5. 

EJCSB is contacted to confirm that independent and dh•erse interlocks 
and trips are provided on any motor-operated valve used for over
pres~ure protedion anclthat valve position indication is adequate. 

Section 5.4.7 Residu:ll Ileal Removal (RIIR) System, page 5.4.7-5. 

Specifically, EICSI\ confirms that automatic actuation and remote
manual valve controls are capable of performing the ftu~<:tions required, 
and that sensor and monitoring provisions are adequate. The instnunen
tation and controls of the RI-IR system are to have suHicent redundancy 
to satisly the single failure criterion. 

Earliest Known I Olher 
!Publication Oale (lg Reference (2) 

197} 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 
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Type of Clilerion 

or Guide Lnnguage of Criterion or Guide 
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Earliesl Known I Other 
IPublicallon Dale (1) Referl?nr.e (2) 

-.--------

Noles 
(3) 

1--- ------~------------------- --- ~~------J-------J-----
SRI'-IC:-24 

SHI'-IC-25 

SHI'-IC-26 

SH 1'-IC--27 

Instrumentation ancl 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Section 5.4.11 Pressurizer Relief Tank System, page 5.11.1 1-3. 

5. fligh tem1wrature, high pressure, high and low liquid level alarms 
for lhe pressurizer relief tank have b<>en provided. 

Section 6.2.1.1./\ PWR llry Containments, Including Subatmospheric 
Conlainrnents, page 6.2.1.1./\-3. 

10. lnstrumenlation capable of operating in the post-ao:idenl environ
ment shoulcl be provided to monitor the containment atmosphere 
pressure and temperature and the sump water temperature 
following an accident. The instrumentation should have adequate 
range, accuracy, and response to assure that the above parameters 
can I><' tracked throughout tbe course of an accident. Recording 
equipment capable of following the lransienl should be provided. 

Section 6.2.2 Containment Ileal Removal Systems, page 6.2.2-4. 

9. Instrumentation shquld be provided to monitor containment heat 
rf:"moval systf:"lll and sysiPill component performance under normal 
and an:irl<>nt conditions. The instrumentation should be capable of 
det~rrniniug whether a system is performing its intended function, 
or a system train or component is malfunctioning and should he 
isolated. The instrumentation should be redundant and where 
practical, diverse, and should have readout and alarm capability in 
the control room. 

Section 6.2.4 Containment Isolation System, page 6.2.''-''· 

For cngin<'crcd safety feature or engineered safety feature-related 
systems, isolation valves in the lines may remain open or be opened. 
The position of an isolation valve in the event of power failure to the 
valve operator should be the "sale" position. Normally this position 
would lw the post-accident valve position. /\II power-operat"d isolation 
valves should have position indic01tion in the main control room. 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

_____ .. ____________ -- --- -- ----'-----·· 

NOfES: (1)1967 or rnoro roennt. 
(2)11 chocknd, see fl5t ol roforoncos atlnched. 
(3)11 chockod. sco list of nolo' attnclln<l. 
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NumbN 

SHI'-IC-28 

snr-IC-29 

SRP-IC-10 

SRP-IC-31 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrumentatiou and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

NOlES: (I) 1967 or moro fOConl. 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

-------------------------
Section 6.2.5 Combustiblc Gas c:ontrol in Containment, page 6.2.5-11. 

I 0. Combustible gas control system designs should indude instrumen
tation needed to monitor system or component per!orrnanc:e under 
noron~l <>nd accident conditions. The instrumenl.thon s!1ould be 
capahh~ of determining that a system is performing its intended 
function, or that a system train or component is malfunctioning 
and should be isolated. The instrumentation should have readout and 
alarm capability in the control room. 

Section 6.1 Emergency Core Cooling System, page 6.3-3. 

The primary mode of actuation for the ECCS must be automatic, and 
actuation roust be initiatc'd by signals of suitable diversity and redun
dance. Provisions should also be made [or manual actuation, moni
toring, and contn•l of the ECCS from the reactor control room. 

Section 6.3 Emergency Core Cooling System, page 6. 1-7. 

b. Confirm that there are sufficient _instrumentation and controls 
available to the rea<:tor operator to provide adequate information 
in the control room to assist in assessing post-LOCA conditions, 
including the more significant parameters such as coolant flow, 
coolant tempera lure, and containment pressure. If ECCS flow is 
divertNI as a backup to other safeguards systems, the reviewer 
confirms that instrumentation and controls arc available to provide 
sufficiPnt information in the control room to dett•rmine that 
adcquate cnH' c:ooling is being provided. 

Section 6.4 Habitability Systems, page 6.11-''· 

I. ~~-l!_!"_£!_~oom EmergensL?.~ 
ThP reviewer checks to see that the 7.orw. includes the following: 

a. Instrumentation ancl c:ontrols nc<:essary for a safe shutdown of 
the plant, i.e., tht> control room, including the <:ritical docu
ment reference lile. 

(2) II checked, soo list ol roloroncos allach•1d. 
(3) II chocked, seo list olnotos ollacllt!d_ 

--------- ·---- ------- --- --- ----,------ -------
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NumbP.r 

SRP-IC-32 

SRP-IC-33 

SRP-IC-34 

Typo ol Crllerion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrument<ttion and 
Control Criterion 

language ol Crlledon or Guide 

Section 7.3 Engi~rr.d Safety Feature Systems, page 7.1-1. 

The GDC and IEEE Std 279-1971" set forth requirements that must be 
met by.all designs for the ESFI\S. In addition, the5e are -also used for 
essential auxiliary Sllj>pOrting system instrumentation and controls. One 
purpose of the review is to verify that the applicant has committed to 
designing the ESF AS and the essential auxiliary supporting system 
instrumentation and controls in acrordance with these mandatory 
criteria. 

·Section 7.3 Enr,ineered Safety Feature Systems, page 7.1-11. 

·cenrrally, completion consists of starting or energizing the components 
in the ESF system. Verily that once initiated, the protective action 
will continue until terminated by deliberate actions of the operator and 
that operator action c:annot j)revent the initiation o( the protective 
action whr.n the ESfi\S determines the need for that action. Exception: 
"pull-to-lock" control switches have been aeccptablc even though their 
manipulation could prevent the protective action (rom going to com
pletion. 

Section 7.3 Engineered Safety feature Systems, page 7.3-11 

For those protective actions whic:h are initiated solely by manual 
means, there are no ~pecific criteria to judge acceptance at present. In 
practice, the requirements of IEEE Std 279 are applied to all equipment 
u~ed by the operator to detect the need for the protective action, to 
accomplish the protf'Ction action, and to c:onlirm completion o( tilE' 
protective actions. 
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1975 

1975 
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Number 

SRP-1<> 35 

SRI'-IC-36 

SRI'-IC-17 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control CritE-rion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrumenta lion and 
Control Criterion 

NO I ES: (I) 1967 or more ruconl. 

language of Criterion or Guide 

Section 7.4 Sptcms Req••ired for Safe Shutdown, page 7.4-3. 

Tlw instlum<:>ntation and control systems required for safe shutdown arc 
acceptable when it is determined thai these systems satisfy the 
following requirements: 

I. They have the required redundancy. 

2. They meet the single failure cri"terion. 

3. They have the required capacity and reliability to perform intended 
safely functions on demand. 

4. They are capable of functioning during and after certain design 
b:~sis events ""'h as earthquakes, accidents, and anticipated oper
ational orcurrcnces. 

5. They are testable during reactor operation. 

Section 7.4 Systeons llequirE>cl for Safe Shutdown, page 7.4-8. 

SpPcifir: items to be r.onsidered indude: 

2. s,-,paration of actuating switches in control pancls for redundant 
'""'ty-related cquiprnE>nt such as inboard and outboard isolation 
valves, coolant pumps, diesel-generator sets, etc. 

Section 7.5 Safety-Related J)isplay Instrumentation, page 7.5-2. 

II. ACCEPTANCE CRITEIU/\ -------------------
The s:~fety-rclated display instrumentation design is acceptable 
wh•·n it can be concluded that it conforms to the criteria listcd in 
Table 7-1 and that the operator will be provided with sufficient 
inforonation to perform required manual safety functions should 
such action be ncccs.~ary. Specific points with regard to these 
critt:-ria arc detailed below. 

(2) II chocked, soo II• I of rofoooroc'" allachP.d. 
(3) II chuckol:!. sen list of notes allach.,d. 
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Type of Crllerion 

or Guide 
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language of Crilerion or Guide 

Sec:tion 7.5 Safety-Related Oisplay Instrumentation, page 7.5-2 
(cont inue<l). 

I. The SIU)I should cover appropriate variables, consistent with 
the asStnnptions for accident analyses and with the infor
mation needs of the operators in normal, transient, and 
accident conditions. Tite design of the SRDI should conform to 
the recommendations of &-aoch Technical Position EIC:SI\ 23. 
The accuracy and range of indicating instrumentation should 
be consistent with the assumptions of the accident analyses. 
/\ny exceptions to these requirements will be referred to the 
appropriate branch for resoht~ion on an individual case basis. 

2. /\II monitoring channels should be redtaldant, to assure that 
wrong indication due to device malhutction will not cause 
fats,. action or inaction on the part of the operator. Identifi
cation malftH\Ctions --can be identified by cross checking 
betw~n redundant channels. 

3. Redutldant channels of indicating instrumentation should be 
isolated physically and electrically fo assure that a single 
failure will not- result in complete loss of information about a 
monitored v.~riablc. Single failures might include such possible 
faults as sltocting or opening drcuits or interconnecting signal 
or power cables. It also indudes single credible rnalftH\Ctions 
or events that might eause a number of subs<'quent c:omponent, 
mnchlle, or channel fililures. Tite post-accident SROI should be 
capable of operating (rom onsitr power. II signals from the 
post-ac<:ido~nt monitoring equip1ncnt are u."Cd for control, lite 
required isnlation devices will br. classified as part of lite posl
acc:ident monitoring instrumrntation. No crc-dibW. faiktre at 
tl~ output of an isolati••' drvir:e should prevent the aswciatcd 
monitoring d~o-\nnel from meeting minimwn perlormat\Ce re
quirements cmtsidered in the design bases. 

~. C.aflithility shoctld be provided for checking, with a high degree 
or confirlrnc:e, tl~ operational availability of each system 
input sensor dorring reactor operation. /\n acceptable way of 
ac-complishing this would be by: 

a. Perturhating the monitored variable and observing the 
resulting indications. 

--~-----
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Type of Crilerion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Critf'rion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

_.Section 7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation, page 7.5-2 
(continued). 

b. lntrodudng and varying a substitute input to the sensor of 
the sarne nature as the measured variable. 

c. Cross checking between chatulP.Is that bear a known 
relationship to each other and that have readouts avail
able. 

For channels which monitor a normally static parameter, 
provision~ should be rnade to allo11.· periodic testing in accord
ance with Regulatory Guide 1.22, thereby verilying rhannel 
operability. 

Section 7.6 /\II Other Instrumentation SystPms Required for Safety, 
page 7.6-2. 

5. On-line te~tabilily of tllP. systems and indication of bypassed or 
inoperable status of the systems required for safety are provided. 

Section 7.6 1\11 Other Instrumentation Systems Required for Safety, 
page 7.6-7. 

b. Separation of actuating switches in control panels for redundant 
salt>ty-relatcd equipment such as inboard and outb..>ard isolation 
valves, conlant pumps, diesel-generator sets, etc. 

Section 7.7 Control Systems Not Rrquired for Safety, page 7.7-2. 

I. Confonnauce with (;()C 13 fur lnstrumentatifln and Control 
E~~if!'~~~!.!~------- --------- --------
ln&tru:nf'ntatinn should be provided to monitor variahles and sys
lf'rns ovN tlwir anticipated ranp,es for normal operation and for 
anticipated op<!ratinnal occurrences as appropriate to minimi?.e 
chall<'nges to safety systems. Appropriate controls should be 
proviclccl to maintain these variables and syst<!ms within prescribed 
operatinp, ranges. 

L__ __ -- -·------------· ----------- -- -- ·------·- -------
NOH'S: (1)1967 or moro roconl. 

(2)11 chocked, soo list or roloroncns allachcd_ 
(3)11 chocked, sco list ol nolos oll~cho!<L 
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Number 
Type ol Criterion 

or Guide Language ol Criterion or Guide 

~~~>'II Instrumentation and I Appendix 7A nr~nch Technical Positions (EICSU), page 7A-''· 

Control Criterion I. Instrumentation and electric equipment essential to safety which 

SRP-IC-'12 

SI~P-IC-43 

SRP-IC-4'1 

Instrumentation and 
Cont_rol Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

L----- _______ L ____ _ 

NO I ES: (1)1967 or moro roc nul. 

must function in an accident environment should he analyzed or 
test<"d to demonstratc this capability. 

Appendix 7A !\ranch Technical Positions (EICSI\), page 7A-7. 

''· Suitable valve position indication should he provided in the control 
room lor the interlace valves. 

Appendix 7A Aranch Technical Positions (EICSH), page 7A-9. 

B. BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITION 
The -I,:;ITowing.features should be incorporated in the desig1t of 
MOIV systems for safety injection tanks to meet the intent of IEEE 
Stcl279-1971: 

2. Visual indication in the control room of the open or closed 
status of the valve. 

3. An auclible and vi,ual alarm, indepenclent of item (2) above, 
that is actuated by a sensor on the valve when the valve is not 
in the htlly-open position. 

App..,ndix 7/\ 1\ranrh Technical Positions (EICSfi), page 7A-13. 

d. Minimize the coordination required between unit operators in order 
to accomplish (a), (b), and (c) above. Although each design will be 
evaluatcd on an individual basis in this regard, all shared onsite 
power systems should meet the following: 

(I) Coordination between the unit opNators should not be neces
sary in orcler to provide lor (a) and (b), above. 

(2) Compl<"te information regarding the status of lllf' shared 
system should be provided for each operator. 

{2)11 check ad, soo list ol roforoncus nltache•L 
(3) II chock<Jd, see list of nolos ultadll!d. 
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__ _ fl•.!lli'~~~e<>!!~ !'!r _!'fuclear_Pov:~!:Xla!'t~,f\1_!~(;_,_ !'!~~·- _ 

Number 

~ 
SRI'-IC-45 

SI~P-IC-46 

SllP-IC-47 

SRP-IC-'18 

Type ol Crllerion 
or Guide 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrumenta t ion and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Appendix 7/\ 1\ranch Technical Positions (EICSI\), page 7f\-27. 

3. Electrically-operated valves that are classified as "active" valves, 
i.e., are required to open. or close in various safety system 
operational ~equences, but are mamrally-controlled, should be oper
ated froii1 the main control room. 

·Appendix 7/\ l\ranch Technical Positions (EICSB), page 7/\-28. 

4. When the single failure criterion is satisfied by removal of electri
cal power from valves described in (2) and (3), above, these valves 
should have redomdant position indication of the main control room 
and the position indication system should, itself, meet th~ single 
failure criterion. 

Appendix 7/\ !\ranch Tedu1ical Positions (EICSI\), page 7/\-31. 

B. BR/\NCII TECIINIC/\l POSITION 
I. 1\ design that provides manual initiation at the system level of 

the transfer to the recirculation mode, while not ideal, is 
sufficient and satisfies the intent of IEEE Std 279-1971 
provid<'d that adequate instrumentation and information dis
play arc available to the operator so that he can make the 
correct decision at the correct time. furthermore, it should 
be shown that, in case of operator error, there are sufficient 
time and suUicient information available so that the operator 
can concc t the error, and the consequences of such an error 
are acceptable. 

Appendix 7/\ 1\ran<:h Teclmical Positions (EJCSU), p.:.ge 7'\-32. 

I. The bypass indicators should be arranged to t:'nable the operator to 
determine the status of <'ach safety systern a11<l determine whether 
C<~ltin.,ed reactor operation is permissible. 

L.._____ L •----------- -------------------------------
NO n::s: 411 1967 or mofO rocont. 

(2) II chockod. soo list ol roloroncos altacho!d. 
(3) II chockod, seo list ol noto,; ollachtld_ 

·r---·--------·---· r-- --------

Earliest Known J Other 
ublicalion Dale (I Reference (21 

Notes 

- --1- ~--(31_ --

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

________ __I _____ _ 
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RelerencP: _.S~!!fld;ml_ .lk.Y!£~.1'J!!I!Jor the R£'!i~W _ol__S<!fgty ___ _ 

__ --------~!ni~fui!Qrts for Nuclear Power P.L<!!!J~ •. NRC,J27j, ______ _ 
r-------r-- ····--·--·------------------ .--------·- ·r·--··---- -·-

Number 

SRP-IC-IJ9 

SRP-IC-.50 

SHP-IC-51 

SRP-IC-52 

Type of Crllerion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Lnnguage of Criterion or Guide 

Appendix 7A 1\ranch Technical Positions (EICSB), page 7A-32. 

2. When a protective function of a shared system can be bypassed, 
indication of that bypass condition should be provided in the 
control rootrl of each affected unit. 

_Appendix 71\ 1\ranch Technical Positions (EICSI~), page 7/\-32. 

3. Means by which the operator can cancel erroneous bypass indi
cations, if provided, shoulrt be justilied by demonstrating that the 
postulated cases of erroneous indications cannot be eliminated by 
another practical design. 

Appendix 7 A 1\ran.-:h Tedu1ic'!l Positions (EICSn), page 7/\-34. 

B. BRANCII TECIINIC/\l POSITION 
The safety-related display instrumentation for post-accident moni
toring and safe shutdown should be: 

I. Redundant, with indicators in the control room f.or both 
channels and with at least one channel record<'d. 

Section 8.2 OHsite Power System, page 8.2-2. 

4. The instrum<>nlalion required for monitoring and indicating the 
status of the preferred power system is reviewed to assure tuat any 
change in the preferred power system which would prevent it from 
performing its ·intended function will he immediately identified by 
the control room operator. /\I so, all instrumentation for initiating 
safely actions associate•J with the preferrred power system is 
reviewf"d. 

L-----·- --- _______ ____. ____________________ ._ __________ ----·--·--- -- ------·---
NOI ES: (I) 1967 or rnoro roconl. 

(2) If chockod. soo lis I ol roloroncus all ached. 
(J) II chockncl, sco lis I ol nolos atlach.,d. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publicallon D.ale (1 Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Holes 
(3) 

-- ---•--------.--L-- -------



HUMAN ENGINEHHNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIUES 

Reference: _5tandard.RcYlcwJ:'Jan1m: .. thc_ Review oLSafcty _ 

___ _ _ ____ __ _ /'!'la!Y~i-~-~~rts ~'?!__Nucl<:_!!~_f_o'Y~~I'Ia~li_;! 1 Nf~C,_I975. 

·-----.--------

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide language of Criterion or Guide 

SHI'--IC-53 llnstrumentatinn and I Section R-:2----oil~ite-Power System, par,e 8.2~8. 
Control Criterion 10. To nssurc that the requirements of GOC 13 arc satisfied, the 

SH P-IC- 511 

SltP--IC--55 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

NOil:S: (1)1967 or more roconl. 

preferred power system instrumentation provided to monitor vari
ables an<i systems over anticipated ranges foc normal operation, 
anticipated abnormal occurrences, and accident conditions should 
be identified ck1ring the electrk;al schematic and system descrip
tion review. It should be ascertained that these instruments 
present status inlonnation that can be used to determine the 
condition of the preferred power system at all times. Review of 
the electrical schematics should determine that controls (auto
matic and manual) arc provid"d to maintain these variables and 
systems within prescribed operating ranges. It should also be 
detcrooin<'d during the review of the electrical schematics that 
single failures of these controls and instruments will not violate 
the re<Juirements of G DC 17. 

Section 8.J.I 1\--C Power Systems (Onsitel, page 8.3.1--3. 

6. Vita~'!{'\> __ <;>rting Systeons 
The instrumentation, control <:ircuits, and power connections of 
vital supporting systems are reviewed to determine that they are 
designed to the same criteria as those lor the Class IE loads and 
power systems that they support. This will include an examination 
ol the vital supporting system cnonponent redundancy; power feed 
assignment to instrumentation, controls, and loads; initiating cir
cuits; load characteristics; equipment identification scheme; and 
design criteria and bases lor the installation of redundant cables. 

Section g,J.2 D-C l'nwer Systems (Onsite), page & •. 3.2--5. 

5. Y.!~L'2!!l·l~~~~j'~~IOS 
The ius~nunentation, controls, and electrical equipment lor those 
supportinJ\ systems identified as vital to the proper functioning of 
thc- safely-related systems arc acceptable il the design conforms 
to the sam<' criteria as for the safety-related system support<'d. 

(2)11 chockod.,soo list ol roloroncos attached. 
(3) II chockod, sco list ol notos nltaclwd_ 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Other 
Reference (2) 

Nole5 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITEHIA AND GUIDES 

ReleJCnce: -~~~~~!_<!_}!~_":!'=.~ l~li)ll f<)f tl~e_g_cv!ew ~f _Saf::-tl' _ 

__ _________ !\na!n~-~~I!QC!!J9LN.J,J!:.l~<!L~.~¥er_J'jan~-~. t:.JB,C,1?L5, _ 
-------- -------- -----------·--· 

NtimbP.r 
Type ol Criterion 

or Guide 

---
SRI'-IC-56 Instrumentation and Section ?.2.1 

Control Criterion d. Provisions 
the instnu 
that the s~ 
pressure a1 

SRP-IC-57 Instrumentation and Section 9.2.2 
Control Criterion The provi: c. 

leakilg<' <W 
one systeu 

SRP-IC-58 Instrumentation and Section 9.2.2 
Contr:ol Criterion 

f. lnstnunen1 
design fun 
leakage or 
equipment 

SRP-IC-59 Instrumentation and Section 9.2.1 
Control Criterion 

g. lnstrum('nt 
togeth<'r \\ 
O{W'rating 4 

SRP-IC-60 Instrumentation and Section 9.J.I 
Control Criterion 

b. Instrument 
verify thai 
position in, 

SRP-IC-61 Instrumentation and Section 9. 1.4 
Control Criterion Boron Recover; 

8. Provisions 
1nentation 
system is c 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more mcunl. 
(2) It chocked. soo list ol relmoncus allached. 
(:1)11 chockod, seo list ol nolos oll~ch"''-

language of Criterion or Guide 

Station Service Water Systetn, page 9.2.1-2. 

for system and component operational testing, including 
entation and control features that determine and verify 
stern is operating in a correct mode (i.e., valve position, 
d temperature indication). 

Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems, page 9.2.2-2. 

ious for detection, collection, and control of· system 
d the means provid<•d to detect leakage of activity from 

to another and pred• tde i Is release to the environment. 

Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems, page 9.2.2-2. 

ation and control features necessary to accomplish 
lions, including isolation of components to deal with 
mallunctions, and actuation requirements lor redundant 

'leminerali7.ed Water Makeup System, page 9.2.1- 3. 

ation (e.g., a conductivity monitor) has been provided 
th the capability to isolate the system should planned 

onditions be exceeded. 

:ompn·s<ed Air System, par,e 9.1.1-2. 

aliou and control features provided to determine and 
the system is operating in a correct mode (e.r,., valve 
ication, pressure). 

Chemical and Vohune Control System (1'\VR) (Including 
System), page 9.3.4-2. 

lor operational testing are evaluated, as are the instru
and .-:nntrol features that determine and verily that the 
perating in the correct mode. 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Other 
Reference (21 

-- ---- ----- ·---

Notes 
(3) 



I-lUMAN ENGINEERING AND BELATED CHITERIA AND GUIDES 

Referenc~: _.Standacd.Rexiew_f'lan_foct.he..R.cyJew oLSaf£ty ·--··-·--- ---·----· 

___ ,:\naly~i~-1~£l!C!r!Ul?.rJ~~J!~M_Powl"LPJ;m!h t'!HC.,._l~l1, 

r·-

Number 
Type of Crllerion 

or Guide language of Crilerion or Guide 
Earliest l<nown J Olhcr 

publicalion Dale (1 Reference (2) 
Noles 

(3) 

t- 51!1'-IC-62 1-- -------------------- 1--------1 
Instrumentation and 

Control Criterion 
Section 9.).4 Chemical and Volume Control System (P\VR) (Including 1975 

SRI'-IC-63 

SRP-IC-611 

SRP-IC:-65 

'.IU'-IC-66 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

lnslrurnenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Boron Recovery System), page 9.3.4-2. 

The EICSB evaluales the controls, instrumentation, and power sources 
with respect to capability, capacity, and reliability to perform safety
related functions during normal and emeq~cncy conditions. 

Seclion 9.4.1 Control Room Area Ventilation System, page 9.~.1-5. 

(I) The system Pin's show monitors located in the system intakes that 
are capable of detecting radiation, smoke, and toxic chemicals. 
The monitors should actuate alarms in the control room. 

Section 9.4.3 Auxiliary and Radwasle !\rca Ventilation System, page 
9.4.)-2. 

a. The capahility to detect and monitor radiation levels. 

Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1- 39. 

(b) Fire detection systems should give audible and visual alarm and 
annunciation in the control room. local audible alarms should also 
sound at the location of the fire. 

(c) fire alarms should be distinctive and unique. They should not be 
capable of being confused with any other plant working system. 

~~i~-.lent St'!t'.:.'•~e.'l!' 

Section 9.5.1 !'ire Protection System, page 9.~.1-88. 

Section 9. 5.1 Fire Protection Syst«:>m, par,e 9. 5.1-'17. 

Fire detection systems should alarm and annunciate in the control 
wom. These systems should utilize detection and location most 
Sllitable to the particular type of fire expected from the identified 
hazard. /\ primary containment general area fire detection capability 
shoul<l b<' provided as barkup for the above described hazard detection. 
To accomplish this, suitahle smoke detection (e.g., visu;:tl obscuration, 
light s<:attering, and particle counting) shouht hC installed in the air 
redrculati<HI system alwad of any lifters. 

1975 

1975 

1?75 

1975 

·---------·--·- ·------
NOfES: (1) 1961 or moru rucorol. 

(2} II chflckod, seo llsl of rofo1o!lcus allaclh,d_ 
(3} II chock~d. seo list of nolos allachnd. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA "AND GUIDES 

R"lc<enr.e: _S!<lll<J~!..'!_~ev~~-_!')~n f_?~ !l~el~evi':W of_~~f~!Y .. 

_l\!l!!!Y~~-~1?2rt~!~r _ _N~<;Ic~r __l'~~<:!".l'la•~!~. r:ii_H .. ~, ! 'U ~---

Number 

SRP-IC-67 

SHP-IC-68 

SRP-IC-6':1 

SRP-IC-70 

Type ol Clllcrion 
or Guide 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

NOtES: (I) 1967 or moro roconl. 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-50. 

Fire detection in the control room, cabinets, and consoles should be 
provided by smoke and heat detectors in each fire area. Alarm and 
annunciation should be provided in the control room. Fire alarms in 
other parts of the plant should also be alarmed and annunciated in the 
control room. 

~~_!!!~t St~~'.'!-'2':!!= 

Section 9.5.1 !'ire Protection System, page 9.5.1-101. 

Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-51. 

Such drains sho•1ld be provided with means for closing to maintain 
integri I y of the c-ontrol room in "vent of other accidents requiring 
control romn isolation. 

Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-57. 

12. New Fuel /\rea 
Hand- portable extinguishers should be Inca ted within this area. 
Also, local hose stations should be located outside but within hose 
reach of this area. Automatic fire detection should alarm and 
annunciate in the control room and alarm locallv. 

SN:tion 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-57. 

I 3. ?_p~~~!'cl Pool Ar~ 
Protecli<m for the spent fuel pool area should be provided by local 
hose stations and portable extinguishers. Automatic fire detection 
should he provided to alarm and annunciate in the rontrol room and 
to alarm !orally. 

(2) II chocked. soo list ol roloroncus all.1cht!d. 
(3) II chocked, sco llsl ol nolos nii.Kho!d. 

Earliest Known I Other 
ublicatlon Oate (I) Relerence (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

(975 

.... 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerence: .5t;tnd•mt.R~Y:!~"!~.I'I.!lr~ los~ !ll<! B..:;vi~w o! :i;!(<;ty 

--~-- ____ AnaJysis.RE:P!!!:l~_lQ!"___Nw;JJ:'i\( l~!:~W.!:Ll'li!nls.,.NRC.,J 2U, ____ _ 
----.--·-----·--.-----~~----

Nurnher 
Type ol Crllerion 

or Guide lnnguage of Crllerlon or Guide 

1- . -----

SRP-IC-71 

SRP-IC-72 

SRI'-IC-73 

SRI'-IC-7'r 

SRP-IC-75 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

L---------~------- -- ··------ -·· 

NOlES: 11) 1961 or mora rocmrt. 

Section 9.1_.1 Fire Protection System. page 9.5.1-57. 

1'1. Radwaste Building 
The ~rai!W'aste-hliilding shouJ<1 be separated I rom other areas of the 
plant hy lire barriers having at least three-hour ratings. Auto
matic: sprirlklers should be used in all areas where combustible 
materii!IS are·lncatcd. Automatic fire ddection should be provided 
to ilnnunciate and alarm in the control room and alarm locally. 

Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-58. 

15. Decontamination Areas 
The decontamination areas should be separated from other areas ol 
the plant by lire barriers having a! least three-hour ratings. These 
areas should be protected !>Y automatic sprinklers. Automatic fire 
detection should be provided to annunciate and alarm in the control 
rnom and alarm locally. 

Section 9. 5.2 Communications Systems, page 9.5.2-1. 

There are no general design criteria or regulatory guides that directly 
apply to th<' safety-related performance requirements for the cornrmmi
catiou system. 

Sect inn 9. 5.,; Emeq~ency ()ics<'l Engine Starting System, pa~e 9.5.{,- 3. 

c. Alarms shoultl be provick>d which alert O(>('rating personnel if the 
air receiver pressure- falls hciow the rninimtPII allowable value. 

Sertiou 10.2 Turbine Generator, pa~e 10.2-3. 

h. Main steam stop and control valves and reheat stop and interce1>t 
v<~lves shoulcl be exffciscd at least once a week by closing each 
v;rlvr and observing by the valve position indicator that it moves 
smoothly to a fully closed position. At least once a month, this 
examination should be made by direct observation of the valve 
runtic..YL 

(2} It chackod. soo Hsl ol rnloroncus all01ched. 
(J) II chocked. seo list ol notos ollaclr•Hl. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (I Relerence (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1?75 

..... ________ ._ ____ _ 
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Reference: -~!._<m_d_i!!:..<!.B~~l£~Y!a_nJQUI~_ ReY.!~ 2! ~a~~~y __________________ _ 

----~lli!Jnis ReeQrJ.?_JQ!_/':{uJ;!~;!rJ'owe!:.J'.!.ilf!.!!!, . .N~_!;;_, L?_?_6_ ________ _ 

Number 

)HP-11.-76 

SRP-IC-77 

SRP-IC-78 

SRP-IC-79 

SRI'-1<>80 

SHP-IC-81 

Type of Crllerion 
or Guide 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrumenta lion and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrurnenta lion and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

---·----·--- ------------------

langullge ol Criterion or Guide 

Section 10.11.2 Main Condenser Evacuation System, page 10.'1.2-2. 

4. Provisions to control and monitor releases of radioactivity to the 
environment from the MCES. must conform to General f)esign 
Criteria 60 and 6'1 (Hef. 1). 

Section 10.4.5 Circulating Water System, page 10.4.5-1. 

c. Provisions lor instrumentation to permit operational testing of the 
system and to annunciate abnormal and unsafe operating con
ditions. 

Section 10.'1 •. 5 Circulating Water System, page 10.4.5-2. 

1. Means should be provide<!_ to detect and control flooding of safety 
related areas clue to leakage from _the CWS. 

Section 10.4.7 Condensate and Feedwater System, page 10.4.7-3. 

f. The CFS design, or other plant systems, provide the capability to 
detect and control leakage from the system. 

Section 10.4.9 1\uxiliary Feedwater System (P\VU), page 10.4.9-2. 

II. The instrumentation and control features are provided to verify the 
system is operatiup. in a correct rnode. 

Section 10.4.9 1\uxiliary Feedwater System (PWR), page 10.4.9-3. 

11. c;eneral Design Criterion 19, as related to the design capability of 
syste111 instrumentations and controls for prompt hot shutdown of 
the reactor and potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown. 

EarliP.sl Known J Other 
ublicalion Dale (1 ReiP.rP.nce (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 

----·-·-·--- ----------------------- __ , ________ [__ __ _ 
NO I ES: (I) 1961 or more roco11L 

(2) II chockod, seo llsl of roloroncus allach<'d. 
(J)II chockod, scu lhl ol nolos 11llachnd. 
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RP.IerencP.: ~'ilandar.!!.H._eyie.w Plar1 fur _lhe.ReYicw o1Sa1cty ... _ 

-· . .. ·- .. ..Analysis..Repotls 1ur Nuclea[.Power .. PJanls...NRC, . .J 9Z'i.. 

Number 

SRP-IC-82 

SRP-IC:-83 

SRP-IC-84 

Type ol Crilerion 
or Guide 

lnstrurnenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrumenta lion and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure 
Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Language ol Crilerlon or Guido 

Section 11.5 Process and Efllurnt Radiological Monitoring and 
Sampling Systems, page 11.5-2. 

b. For a pres~uri7.e<l water reactor (PWH) the following process 
streams or elfluent release points should be monitored or sampled 
continuoorsly: 

(I) Main con<f,.nsP.r air ejector off gases. 
(2) Waste gas treatrneot system effluent. 
(3) Equiprn!'nl vents routed directly to the environment (e.g., 

steam gt>nerator blowdown flash tank vent, liquid waste tank 
vents). 

(tr) Ventilation air exhausts from all buildings having the potential 
to contain airborne radioactivity. · 

( 5) Turbine building floor drain effluents. 
(6) Liquid eflluents lrorn the steam generator blowdown system. 
(7) f)oron recovery systerii effluents. 
(8) Liquid waste effluent streams. 
(9) Service water eflluc.-nt str~arn. 

(IO) Component cooling water loop. 

Section. I I. 5 l'ro•:ess and Ellluent Radiological Monitoring and 
Sampling Systems, page 11.5-l. 

~- Contimoo11~ monitors on liquid eflluent lines and gaseous release 
points should alarm when radionudide concentrations exceed a 
predetermined level in the discharge line. 

Section ll.l.l Management and Technical Support Organi7.ation, page 
13.1.1-2. 

2. Preo~..!_a_!!C!I_l_il.!..!~•sibil!_!!£~ 
These arc functions which should he substantially a<:comt>lished 
before preopcr.•tinnal testing begins and g<'nerally before submittal 
of the final safety analysis report (FS/\1~). 

a. 0<-velollrn<>nt of human engineNing ck•sign objectives and 
design phase review of proposed control room layouts. 

Earliest Known J Other 
ublication Date (I Relerence (21 

1975 

1975 

1975 

-------- ------·--· ------ --· -·----····--· -------------~--- --------- __ ...... _____ ---
NO I fS: (1) 1961 or rnoro roconl. 

(2) II checkod, seo list ol roloroncu,; atlached. 
(3) II chocknd. seu lbt of owlns nll:od1ocl. 

Notes 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

nercrence: -~t<!n(j!lr!tJ~e~it:)~J'I~'lJq~_!!!~J~evi~\Y_Q_( __ S;Uety _______ _ 

_ ___ ___ _b!@JniL!kl!!lrt~.!Qf N!!!;lear Po~v~r !:!~1ts, J'lRC,__127~c-- ________ _ 

Numher 

-SRI'-IC-85 

Type of Crllerion 
or Guide 

lnstnunentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Lnngu:~ge or Crilerion or Guide 

Section 15.1.5 Spectrum of Steam System Piping l"ailures Inside and 
Outside or Containment (PWR), page 1.5.1 • .5-2. 

The sequer•r:" nf event~ described in the applicant's ~;lfety analysis 
report (SI\R) is 1eviewed by both RSI\ and EICSB. The RSB reviewer 
concentrates on the need for the reactor protection system, the 
engineered safety systems, and operator action to secure and maintain 
the reactor in a safe condition. The ElCS8 reviewer concentrates on 

-the instrumentation and controls aspects of the sequence described in 
the S/\R tn evaluate whether the reactor and plant prot<>ction and 
safeguards controls and instrumentation systems will function as assum
e<l in th«> safety analysis with regard to automatic actuation, remote 
sensing, indi<:ation, control and interlocks with auxiliary or shared 
systems. EICSR also evaluates potential bypass modes and the possi
bility of manual control by the operator. 

§~!!~ent __ 2!<i!!:.!!'!!!!= 
S<-ction 15.2.6 loss of Non-Emergency A-C Power to the Station 
Auxiliaries, page U.2.6-l. · 

Section 15.2.7 lo~s of Normal l"ecdwatcr Flow, paf.\1:! 15.2.7-1. 

Section 15.2.8 Fecdwatcr System Pipe Breaks Inside and Outside 
Containment (PWR), page 1.5.2.8-2. 

Section 15.1.1 Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow Including Trip of 
Pump and Flow Controller Malfuuctions, page 15.3.1-2. 

Section 1.5.3 .. 1 Reactor Coolant Pump Hotor Seizure and Reactor 
Coolant Pump Shaft Br-.. ak, page l:i.l.J- 2. 

Section 1.5.4.1! Startup of an-lna<:tive loop or Recirculation loop at an 
Incorrect Temperature, and Flow Contro·ller Malfunction Causing an 
lucrr.a~e in 1\WH/CORE FLOW HI\ TE, p11gc 15.4.4-2. 

Section 15.'1.6 Cheruical and Volumc Control System MalhulCiion That 
Results in a OPCreasc in the 1\oron CmlCentration in the Reactor 
C<><llant (Pwn ), par,e 15.4.6-1. 

Section 15.5.1 Inadvertent Op<·ration of ECCS and Chemical and 
Volume Control System Malfunction That lncrca~cs Reactor Coolant 
Inventory, pal(e 15.5.1-2. 

Section 15.6.1 Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety/ 
Relief Valve or a I\ \VI~ Safety/Relief Valve, page I 5.6.1-1. 

____ __Jr.__ ______ ------------------------------

NO! [5: (1) 1967 or more roconl. 
(2)11 chocked. soo list ol roloroncos all.lch.,d. 
13111 chocked. seu list of notos allncllt!d_ 

1975 

Other 
Reference (2) 

--·-- ----

Notes 
(3) 

·····---- ....... ·--- ~ 



I-lUMAN ENGINEEFUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

RelerP.nce: -.S.tandarii.R.~.'l~.w_!~li!n Jgr !!~ .R~'li~l¥ oJSilkty_ .... ____ . 

---·-···-·--- _ ~nalysis.R.e(!9!!,S_.t9!...NY£kEJ..l'2.'H~U~li!nJ~. I'IRC,J 97 -'···-- _______ _ 
r-·----·--- r---------- --------r---· -------. -------- -·-----

NumbP.r 
Type of Criterion 

or Guide 

~------r---------------

SHP-IC-86 

SHP-IC-87 

~IIP-IC-88 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrurnenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

L ----· -···-------.... --~--· --- ·--·--· ---·-·· 

NO I ES: (I) 1961 or 01010 ruconl. 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

Section 15.1.5 Spectrum of Steam System Piping Failures Inside and 
Outside of Containment (PWR), page 15.1.5-2 (continued). 

Section 15.8 Anticipated Transients Without Scram, page 15.8-1. 

Section 15.1.5 Spectrum of Steam System Piping Failures Inside and 
.Outside of Containment (PWR), page 15.1.5-9. 

2. Review of the signals available to the reactor operator that 
indicate the occurrence of the accident and the state of the system 
throughout the recovery procedure. Automatic and required man
ual operations by the operator as a function of time must also be 
determined. 

Section 15.4.6 Cheonical and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a Decrease in the Boron Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWRl, pa~e 15.11.6-2. 

d. From the time an alarm makes the operator a·.ware of unpia,llled 
n10derator dilution, the following minimum time intervals must be 
available before a loss of shutdown margin occurs: 

(I) During refueling: 30 minutes. 

(2) During startup, cold shutdown, hot standby, and power oper
ation: 15 minutes. 

Section 15.6.3 Hadiological <.onsequences of Steam Cenerator Tube 
Failure (PWR), page 15.6. 3-2. 

2. Heview of the signals available to th{' reactor operator that 
indicate the occurrence of the accident and the state of the system 
throughout the recovery pnKcdure. 1\utomatic and required man
ual operations by the operator as a function of tione must also he 
detcrtnirwrl. 

----- ·-- ·- -- -----·- ·--------

(2)11 chockod, son 1151 of ooloroncos allachc<l. 
(3) II chockod. s"" list ot nolos altacht"l. 

T----- -----.----

Earliest Known J Other 
~ublicalion Date (I Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING 1\ND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerencr: ..:'i'~'~-~r~<:~.!.<:.~-~~~for~Je R~v_~~~.!_Saf~y ______ ·-·------- ------

Nul'lbP.r 

__1\~>_a_lysis 1~"£'~~-lor Nur..J"~ Po~~-l'lal_l~RCL! ~?.f.~. ________ _ 

. Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

··--·· -- ------ -------------------~- --·-

langu~ge of Criterion or Guido 
Earliest Known I Other 

ubllcalion Dale (1) Reference (2) 
Noles 

(3) 

-- -----+----· ------------1--------+-----+----1 
SH 1'-l )I;. I 

.'\RP-Ol;- 2 

.'\1!1'-0G-3 

SHI'-O<;_r, 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

ln~trumentatinn and 
Control Guirte 

Operator/Systern lntr.
gration Guid(' 

Human Par.tors Test and 
Evaluation Guide 

Sect inn ~.2. 5 I! Cl'll Leakage Detection, page 5.7.. 5-3. 

II a •ei~mir ('vent comparable to a sale shutdown ear-thquake (SSE) 
ocnrrs, it is important lhal the op<>rator he able to assP.ss the condition 
within til(' nllllainmcnl quiddy. The prol"'"r hHJC~tioning of at lt-ast one 
leakage clctP.clion systP.rn is f'~SP.ntial in evaluating the sr.rinu~ncss of 
the condition within the containment in thf' f'venl leakage has devel
oped in the RCI'I\. 

Section 7.3 Enr,inr.crf'd Safely Pea lure Sy~tems, page 7. 3-11. 

fro judging the ade<rnar:y of any manual initiation fP.atures, the other 
tasks that the nperator may be required to perform should be deter
mined and then a judgment made as to whether it is reas<>nable to rely 
on the operator to perform all necessary actions. In most •iluations, 
automatic- ach.r.11iun, b11r:ked up by provisions for manual initiation or 
manual terrnin01tion 1 i~ rrrore r'eli.lble tlk1n manual initiation alone, no 
matter how nou.-h tirn<' is available to take the protective action. 

Section 10.'•.9 Auxili;uy Pt•eclwatrr System (PWI~), pa11e 10.~.9-9. 

3. The piping anangP.mf'nl, both intake and discharge, for each train 
should be designrd to jX'rmit the pumps to supply (eE•rlwater to any 
combination or steam generators. This arrangement should take 
into arronnt J>ipe failurP., active componl'flt failure, power supply 
failurr, or cnntrul system failure that could prevent system func
tion. Onr arranr,ernc11t that would be accrptabiP. is crossover 
piping containing valvrs that can he operated by rernole manual 
control frorrr lh<" control room, using the power diversity prindple 
lor the valve operators ancl actuation sy•terns. 

Section I 5.1. 5 SpN.:Inrrn of Stearr1 Systern Pipinfl, Failures lrrside and 
Otrtsicle of Contairun<'rrl (1'\VR), page I 5. I. 5-5. 

Since auxiliary lrPdwater ~ystrrn tlcsiJ~ns are divC!rse and may require 
both automatic awl nranoral ac;tu.:llion, preoperational tests should hP 
spedlicd tn i<lentify any m•ccssary opNator ilCtions and to establish 
tim<'~ r<'quir<:'cl lor lhPir cnrnplrtion. 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

·---------- ---------·-·-- ----· 
___________________ .. ______ ---- --------

NUJES: (I) 1967 or moro roc<1nl. 
(2) II chocked. soo list ol roloronco• all ached. 
(3) II chocknd. see Jist ol rrotos Hllach.,d. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: ~!an~rd Review PI~~~-I:'~-~~~e:_~~vie~-~!.:~~l<:_!y _____ ·---- --···---

·- .. ____ .fu.Jal~is.Rcpor..ts..lur.l-hdear.2o.wec....l?Jants •. NRC. 19lS..- -------

--· ----.-----·--------

Number 

'\HP-IG-1 

SRI'-IG-2 

SI~I'-IG-1 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation' and 
Control Guide 

Opera t<>r /System 
Integration Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

-------------------------

Language of Criterion or Guide 

Section 7,.2 Reactor Trip System, page 7.2-17. 

19. Section 4.19- The metll<ld ol identification ol status at the chan
ncl level may be accomplished by lights, indicator~, anrl annunci
ators. 

Scr·tinn 10.'1.9 Auxiliary fecdwater System (PWR), page 10.4.9-9. 

). Tlw piping arrangement, both intake and discharge, for ead1 train 
llhould be designed to permit the pumps to supply leedwalet" to any 
c:omhiuatinn ol steam generators. This arrangement should take 
intll account pip<' failure, active compon .. nt failure, power supply 
failure, or control system failure thai could prevent system !uriC
linn. One arrangement that would be acceptable is crossover 
piping containing valves that can be operated by remote mamtal 
control fmm the control room, using the power diversity principle 
lor the valve opera tors and ac:tua lion systems. 

Section 13.1 Emergency Planning, page 13 • .3-12. 

To avoid falow alarms or to minimize their frequency of occurrence, the 
lrvels rmay be delined so as to require corroborating evidencr from two 
inck-pen<W.nt sources having input to the cnntrol room. 

------

Earliest Known J Other 
IPublicallon Dale (1 Relerence (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

________ -...1.._·---·--------- ---- -·-- ·----·----------------~-------·- ____ L_ ____ _ 

tiOfES: 111 1961 or moro roconl. 
(2) II chocked, sea llsl ol roforoncos al13ched. 
(J) II chocked, sc" lis I of nulo5 allachr.d. 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerenc~>: 2!l!.!J!!ard Revie!! J>l;m for the Rc~.J!.Il.!.~(~~----··--·---· _ 

- .. ~---~~F.~ts for I'I...YS:.!~;u:.£9.1\'.~LI~I'I.ot~. NI!.C • .l9.l1. _____ _ 

Number 
Type ol Crllerlon 

or GuidP. Language ol Criterion or Guide 

------t--------+--------
SRI'-CC-1 

SIH'-CC-Z 

SHP-CC-3 

SIII'-CC-'1 

Control Room Environ
lll(>llt Criterion 

0pe.-ator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment-Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Contr<>l Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Opera tor /System btte
gration Criterion 

NO I ES: C I) 1967 or more rocunt. 

St-ction 1.5.1.11 Missiles Generated by Natural l'hC'Ilomena, page 
l.U.fl-7. 

Tlmse ~tructures, systems, and components, induding foundations and 
supports, whir.h should be <lt.>sir,ncd to withstand the eff(>cts of a design 
ha~is tornado (as <k>fincd in llegulatory (;uidc 1.7(,), including tornado 
missiles, without loss of capability to perlorm essential safety functions 

.are li'ited helow. 

g. The rontrol room, including its asSOC'iated vital equipmE'~t, cooling 
systems for thl' vitill equipment and life support systems, and any 
struchKt!S or (>quipmenl inside or outside of the control room 
whose failure could 1esull in an incapacitating injury to individuals 
occupying the control room. 

Secti<m .3.1;.1 Plant Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping 
failures in fluid Systems Outside Containment, page ).6.1-llf. 

c. Th<' <'fleets of a ~stulated piping failure, including environmental 
conditions resulting Triiin the escape of contained fluids, should not 
prPcludc habitability of the control room or acress to surrounding 
areas important to the safe control of r<'actor npcrations n<'eded to 
co~ with the consequences of the pipin~t failure. 

Sectinn J.t;.l Plant Ocsign lor Protection Ar,<~inst Postulated Piping 
faihtrPs in rlui<l Systems Outside Containment, page 3.1;. I -21. 

12. Assurance should be provided that the control room will he 
habilablr and its equipment ftHlCtional after a steam line or 
fe<'dwat<"r lhw break or that the capability lor shutdown and 
coolrlowu on th<' tnoit(s) will he available in another hahitahl(• area. 

S<'clion J.t;. I Plant llesign lor Protect ion Against Postulated Piping 
failures in fluid Systems Outside Containm.,.>t, page ).6.1-2'. 

(f) for a postulated pipe failure, the <'sca~ of stram, water, and heat 
from structures enclosing the high-cnPrgy fluid containing piping 
does not pr.,dude: I) the accessibility to surrounding areas 
impnr tant to the safe control of reilct...- op•~rations, 2) thr habit
ability of the contml room, 1) th<' ability of instrum<'lltation, 
••lr•·tric power SIIJ>J>Iies, and components and controls to initiate, 
actuate and cnmpll'lc a safety action. 111 this regard, a loss of 
rr·tlun<l~uKy is pcronissihh• but not the loss of function. 

C2) II chocked. soo list of rofororu:us allacheC:. 
Cl) II chocked. sen ll~t of nolns allacho?<l. 

J<Jn 

1975 

19n 

1975 

Other 
Rolerenr:e (2) 

Noles 
(3) 

----~- ~ 



HUMAN ENGINEEBING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Rrdrrr.nce: 

NumbN 
Type of Criterion 

or Guide 

----------1------
SRI'-CC- ~ 

SI~P-CC-h 

Slti'-CC-7 

'ill 1'-CC:-8 

Control Room Environ
rnent Criteri<m 

Instrumentation and 
Control C:riterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control.lloorn Environ~ 
ment Criterion 

Control-Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Language ol Crilmlon or Guide 

<;(·rtion 1.11 l'.nvirnnmental Design ol Mechanic:al and Electrical 
Equipment, page 3.11-1. 

Simply stated, thP general r<"quiremcnt$ f<'lf cnviromntnlnl <lc~ign and 
qu.:.lilication arc as follow~. (I) The equi1>mcnt shall be designed to have 
the capability of performing cle•ir,n safety functions under all normal 
and ac:d<l<'nt environmrnts. 

Sec:tion 6.4 llahitability Systems, page ,;.4-1. 

The zone s<>rvicetl by the control room emergency ventilation system is 
examined to ascertain that all criti•:al an·as requiring ae<:ess in the 
event of an accident arc included within the zone (control room, 
kitchen, o;.-.nitary lacilitic•, etc.) and to assure that those areas not 
requir·ing ar:cess arc generally exchKied from the zone. 

Section 1';,4 llabitability Systcins, page 6.11-l. 

2. The capacity of the control room in terms of the number of people 
it can ac:comrno<latc lor an extended period of titnt' is reviewed to 
confirm tht' adequacy of emergency food and medical supplies and 
self-contained breathing ilpparatus and to dctPrrninP the length of 
time t~1c control room can he isolated before C02 levels become 
("XCf'SSIV('. 

Section f..4 Habitability Systems, page 6.'1-l. 

3. The rontrol room ventilation system layout and functional design is 
reviewed and flow rate~ and filter elficic-ncies are determined for 
input into the A/\1\ analy•cs of the buildup of radioactive or toxic 
gases insi<lc the fontrol room, assuming a design basis release. 
Basic <lclidP.nries that might impair the effectivcnes~ of the 
system are exarnim,rl. In arlrlition, tht' system operation anrl 
proccdun•s are revic!w<·d. The AI'CSI\ has primary rc-sponsibility in 
the system rrvi<'w area under Standard Review Plan (SRI') 9.11.1. 
The AI'C:SI\ is consulted when reviewing hardwan' and Opt'rating 
procedun,~. 

_______ .. _ -------· ... - ..... ·------ ·--··----·---------·------·----- -·- ··-·-·-- ·-- --
NOlES: (1)1967 or more rncunl. 

(2)11 chocked, soo list ol roloroncus altached. 
(3) II chocked, seo list ol notos ollach.,d. 

Earllesl Known I Other 
ublicalion Dale (1) ReiP.rence (2) 

1975 

1?75 

1975 

J?n 

Not"~ 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerence: 

Type ol Crllerion 
or Guide 

--.--
Language ol Criterion or Guide 

----1--------------------t------------------------------------
SIU'-CC--9 

'iiii'-CC-10 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

NOlES: (1J 1961 or more recent. 

Section 6.4 Habitability Systems, page 6.11-2. 

2. Cont~~~oor~_<;~~.<:.!S!'Pacity 
food, water, and rm·dical supplie~ should be sufficient to maintain 
the emergencv team (at least 5 rnen) lor 5 d<~ys. Also see Section 
111.2 of this pi~. 

Section 6.4 llahitability Systems, page f..4-2. 

5. Relative location of Source and Control Room 
iil gencrai~e-coutro(rOOril inlets must be spaced in relation to 
the lor" lion of potential release points as to minimize control 
room contamination in the event of a release. Specific criteria as 
to radiation and toxic gas sources are as follows: 

a. ~<!tk)ll5t~I~E:i 
As a gPncral rule the control room ventilation inlet should be 
separatPd from the major potential release points by at least 
100 fl. laterally and by 50 ft. vertically. However, the actual 
dist,.ncrs must be based on the dose analyses. Refer to 
Section Ill of this plan and Reference 7 for further infcr
•·nation. 

b. !?~~&'-~,~ 
lhe minimum separation distance is dependent up<m the gas in 
<jtK"Siiou, the container size, and the available control room 
protection provisions. Refer to Regulatory Guide 1.73 (Ref. 1) 
for general guidance aod to Regulatory Guide 1.95 (Ref. 4) for 
specifk acceptable design provisions related to chlorine. 

6. Rad!'!'-0~i.':lding 
See rliscussion of General fksign Criterion 19 hE-low. 

7. !~adiuac::~i-~e and To~ic G_?S._I!~_erds 

a. Hadiation llazar<ls 
The.ck>Se gui(f,_;iiiics (see General Oesign Criterion 19, 1\ppcn
dix 1\ of 10 CfR Part 50) used in approviug emergency zone 
radiation protection provisions are as follows: 

(2) It chocked, seo Hst of rnloroncos attached. 
(3)11 checked, seo llsl ol notos ollachod. 

Earliest Known I Other 
ublicalion Dale (1) Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

Notes 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Releumc.,: 

. --···------ ·---------------
------- ------------ --- ---- ---------------------...---------------.---------

Number 
Type ol Crllerion 

or Guide Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Section 6.~ llahitability Sy~t<'lns, page 6.4-2. (continued) 

(I) Whole body gamma: 5 re•n 

(2) Thyroid: lO rem 

(3) Reta skin dose: 30 re1n* 

The whole body gamma dose consists of contributions from 
airborne radioactivity inside and outside the control room, as 
well as direct shine from fission products inside the reactor 
containment building. 

b. Toxi<: Gases 
for acceptan;::r. purposes, three exposure categories are defined: 
protective ac:lion exposure (2 minutes or less), sho.-t-term exposure 
(hetwt><·n 2 minutes and I hour), and long-term exposure (I hour a.
great<,). Bec:ausc the physiological effec:ts can vary widely from 
one toxic ~as to another, the following general restrictions should 
he used a~ guidance: there should be no chronic effects from 
exposut"e, and a<:ute ellects, if any, should be reversible within a 
short period of time (several minutes) without benefit of medi
cation other than the use of self-contained breathing apparatus. 

The allowahle limits should be established on lhe basis that ·u .... 
operatms shot~lcl be capable of carrying out their duties with a 
minimum of interference caused by the gas and subsequent pro
tective measures. The limits fm the three categories normally are 
set as follows: 

(I) L<mg-terrn limit (I hour or gr<'atcr): use a limit assigned 
for o.-:cupational exposure ('10-hour Wl'ek). 

(2) Shorl-l<'rtn limit (2 min. to I hour): use a limit that will 
il~sure that the operator will not surrer in<:apadtatinr, 
<'II PC Is a liN a one-hour exposure. 

0) ProtP<'tivo:- action limit (2 min. or less): use a limit that 
will ass11re that the operator will quickly "'cover after 
breathing apparatus is in place. In clctermining this limit, 
it sho11l<l be i\Sswnecl that the:- cnn<:-enlration iowreases 
linParly with limP from zero to two min•rtes and that the 
lilnit iS attttint"'rl at two tninules. 

L- -· _( __________ _ 

NOJ fS: (1)1967 or mora ruconl. 
(2)11 checkod. soo list ol roloroncos allached. 
(J)II chockod. sea list ol nolos allach•HI. 

Earliest Known J OUter 
Publication Dale (1 Reference (2) 

Noles 
(3) 

----



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Ref~tencP: 

--···-- ·-·-- ----r--- ------,-. -------------·-----····-·-----------

Number 

SIU'-I.C:-11 

SIU'-CC-12 

Type of Crllerion 
or Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Control Hoom Environ
ment Criterion 

tlOI!'S: (I) 1967 or IHOIO roconl. 

LAniJUage of Criterion or Guide 

Section f..l1 flahitahility Systems, page f..4-2 kontinued). 

lite protective action limit is used to determine the accept
ahility of Pmergency zone protection provisions during the 
time personnel are in the procPss of fitting themselves with 
self-conlilined breathing apparatus. The othPr limits are used 
to dPieronine whether thP concentrations with breathing 
apparatus in place are applicable. iThey are also used in those 
cases where tlw toxic levels are such that emergency zone 
isolation without use of protective gear is sufficient.) /\s an 
example of apprnprite limits, the following are the three 
h•vels lor chlorine gas: 

long-t<"nn: 

Short-term: 

Protective action: 

4 

15 

ppm by volume 

Sec ti<m 9.11.1 Control Hoom Area Ventilation System, page 9.4.1-1. 

I. The /\I'CSII reviews the CR/\VS to delenninc the safety significance 
of the system. 1\ilS<"cl on this cletermination, the safety-related 
part of the system is reviewed with respect to the functional 
performance r!'quire<l to maintain a habitable control room area 
during ilcl,verse ('nvironrnental occurrencPs, during norrnal oper
ation, antkipalcd operational occurrences, and subscqu<'nt to 
postulated acciclents. The review includes the efh•cts of radiation, 
co1nlmstion ancl other toxic prorlucts, and the coindclcntal loss of 
off si tc power. 

Section 9.5.1 Control Hoom Area Ventilation '\ystcm, page 9.4.1-2. 

h. lloe capability to <l<'tect in-leakage of radioactivity or airborne 
chemical c:nnt.:uniuants to the Cl.)lllrnl roon1 anrl the ability to 
isolate tlw c;y'>t<"Hl to preclude tlwir f"ntra.nn~. 

(2) If checkod, seo Us I of roforoucns au,,chtHI. 
(3) II chockod. sen list of nolO!> allad11!d. 

1975 

l?n 

Notes 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITEFUA AND GUIDES 

Relf!rr.nc": 

r---------------

Number 

SPP-Cl>l ~ 

SHP-CC-14 

Slti'-CC-1.5 

SRP-CC-16 

,----------------
Type ol Crilcrion 

or Guide 

Control l~oom Environ
ment Criterion 

Opera tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Cr-iterion 

Operator Support Equip
"'""' Criterion 

Control l~oom Environ
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment C.riterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

-------·-- ---------

Language of Crilcrion or Guide 

Section 9.5.1 fire Protection Systems, page 9.5.1-32. 

.5. Light.!!~G.and Communication 
lighting and two way voice communication are vital to sale 
shutdown and emergency respon5e in the event o( (ire. Suitable 
fixed and portable emergency lighting and communication devices 
should be provided. 

!:_quival~t Sta!!!l!!_ent: 

Section 9.5.1 fire Protection Systems, page 9 . .5.1-87. 

Section 9. 5.1 fire Protection Systems, page 9 •. 5.1-49. 

Manual fir<:' fighting capability should be provided for both ha7ards. 
Hose stations and portable extinguishers should be located in the 
control room to eliminate the need for operators to leave the control 
roo1n. 

f.quivale!!_t_~ta !£!!!!:.'!!= 
Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection Systems, page 9.5.1-100. 

Section 9.5.1 r'ire Protection Sy~tems, page 9 • .5.1-50. 

Manually operated venting of the control room should be available so 
that operators have the option of venting lor visibility. 

Section 9. 5,1 Fire Prot(!(' lion Systems, page 9. 5.1-Sf.. 

(h) Sell-containe•l breathing apparatus, •.-ing full face Jl'lSitivt> pres
sure masks, otpproved by NIOSIJ (National Institute (or Occupa
tional Salr.ty a11d tlealth - approval fonnerly given by the U.S. 
1\u.-eau of Mi•~s) ~hould be providE-d for fire brigade, damage 
control and rnnlrol rnorn personnel. Control nlOin personnel may 
be furnished hrcathing air by a manifold ~ystem piped frnm a 
storage rest>rvoir il practir:al. St"yice or <>IICraling life should be a 
minimum of <1111! haJ[ hnur for the self -contained IKlils. 

L,__. __ _...__ .____I ____ _ ----------------------· 
NOTI:.S: (1t 1967 or mora raconl. 

12t II checkod, saa list of rolornncus all<1ched. 
(3t II chockfld, seo llsl ol nolos allache<l_ 
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I-lUMAN ENmNEErUNG AND RELATEU CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerer1ce: 

r- --r-----·--·----·· ------------

Number 
Type of Crllerion 

or Guide Language of Crflerlon or Guide 

r--·---l-------r----
SI~P-CC-17 

SRP-CC-18 

SRP-CC-19 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Scclion 9.5.3 Lighting Systems, page 9.5.3-1. 

There are no general design criteria or regulatory guides that directly 
apply to the s."\(ety-related performance requirements lor the lighting 
system. 

·Section IJ.I.I Management and Technical Support Organization, page 
.ll.l.l-2. 

2. Pr<:_~~_a..!lonal Re~~ties 
The~e are luoctions which should he substantially accomplished 
before p1eoperational testing begins and generally before submittal 
of the fi!•al safety analysis report (FSAR). 

a. ~vdopment of human engineering design objectives and 
design phase review o.f proposed control room layouts. 

Section IJ.l Emergency Plaooing, page B.l-4. 

"In-plant monitors will provide the first indication of a radiological 
em~geocy. Provisions will be made lor surveys by portable meters and 
air sampling devices on a timely basis. The plant c:ontrol room has been 
designed lor continuous ncr:upancy and will be the principal emergency 
control center. One altP.rnilte c:ente-r will be designated. Emergency 
kits will be stored at the primary assembly area. Oecontamination 
far:iliti"s and a first aid roorn will be provicle<l. 

EarUcsl known J Other 
ublic"llon Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 

L......--·-·-'-------·-·-·-·---·-· ---·-··---·--------·-- ---------------- _________ J..-... ______ ---- ----•----- ------•----------

NO I ES: (I) 1967 or moro racomt. 
121 II chockod, sou list ol roloroncns allachPd. 
(3) II chuckP.d, seu list of nolos allach.-HI. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Standard Review Plan lor the Review ol Salct,-L---------

1\nalysis Reports lor Nuclear Power l'lants,J::lli._,C"'' '-'1'-'9'-'7-"5:.:·------

Number 

SRI'-OC-1 

SRP-OC-2 

SRP-OC-3 

SHI'-OC.It 

SIU'-OC-5 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

language of Criterion or Guide 

Section 2.11.111 Technical Specifications and Emergency Or.cration 
Requirements, page 2.11.1'1-1. 

2. The acti•MlS tc> I><' taken, and the effect nf such actions on the 
prMff"tion ol safcty-relat!'d facilities. 

Section 2.4.14 Teclu1ical Spccifica.tions and Emergency Operation 
Requirerncnts, page 2.4.14- I. 

3. The appropriatt> wawr lev<'ls and conditions at which action is to 
he initiateri. 

Section 3.6.1 Pl;mt Design for Protection -Against Postulated Piping 
Failures in Fluid Syst<'rns O~tside Containment, page .3.6.1-25. 

(f) For a p<:stulated pipe failure, the esr:ape of steam, water, ar.:l heat 
from stnK:t•rres endosing the high-energy fluid containi11g piping 
does nnt preclude: I) the accessibility to surrounding areas impor
tant to the safe control of reactor operations, 2) the habitability of 
the control room, 3) the ability of instrumentation, electric power 
supplies, anrl components and controls to initiate, actuate and 
r:ornplett' a safety acti<Ht. In this regard, a loss of redundanr:y is 
permissiblE' but not the loss of function. 

Section lt.3 NtH:Iear Design, page lt •. J-5. 

rl. cnc I J requires provision of instrtHnentati<Ml and controls to 
monitor variabl<'s and systems that can allect the fission process 
over ~nticipatecl rau~;es for normal op<>ration and acr:i<lent con
ditions, and to maintain them within prescribed operating rang<'s. 

Ser:tion 4.3 Nuclear J)P.sign, page 4.3- 5. 

c. GOC 20 requires automatic: initiation of the reactivity control 
systems to assure that ar:r:eptable lud riesign limits arc not 
exceeded as a re'<rlt of anticipatecl operational occurrene<·s ancl to 
as5UH~ auto1uati(: C'per.Jtion of syslf'Jns and (:ornponents itnportant 
to saff:'ty under acci«"lcnt conditions. 

L------·---' --· ---------------
NOTES: (I) 1967 or more reconl. 

(21 II checked, see list ol references attached. 
(3) II checked1 see list ol notes attached. 
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Publication Dale (1). Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: St.mdard lleview Plan {01· the Review of Sa:;le::;.l:..Y'----------

.8lli!!ysis Reports for Nuclear Power l~lan~!~C. 1975. ____ _ 

~ -----------------------------------------------r-----------,r--
Number 

.'illi'-OC-6 

SRI'-OC:-7 

SHI'-OC-8 

SRP-OC-9 

Type of Crilerlon 
or Guide 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrurnentatinn and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

NOTES: (111967 or more recent. 

language of Crllerlon or Guide 

Section 4.} Nuclear f)esign, page 4.3-5. 

g. GOC 26 requires that two independent reactivity control systems 
of different d<~sign be provided, and that each system have the 
capability to n>ntrol the rate ol reactivity <:hanges resulting from 
planned,· normal pow<'r changes. One or the systems must be 
capable ol reliably controlling antidpated operational occurrences, 
In adcli~ioo1, one of the systems must be capable of holding the 
reactor.r~·e solbcritical under cold conditions. 

Section 11.3 Nuclear Design, page 4.3-5. 

h. GnC 27: requires that the redctivity control systems have a 
cornbinro c.apability, in conj1u\Cti01l with poisOil addition by the 
emcrgrnr.y core cooling system; of r<'liability controlling reactivity 
changes I"""'' postulated accident conditions, with appropriate 
margin for stuck rods. 

Sectioot 11.6 FoUlC.tional Ocsign of Reactivity Control Systems, page 
4.6-11, 

In addition, the reviewer determines that inadvertent operation of any 
component or. system (e.g., inadvertent sr:ram of axi01l power shaping 
rods of inadvertent dilution ol lxwon concentration) would not coause 
degraded system condition.~ ~yond the c-:apabilities of the safety 
systems. 

Section ,,2.5 ltCP8 Leakage Detection, l'age 5.2.5-2. 

~- System Scn::;_!tiv.!!y and Res~e Time 
Since lrakage cletcdion mcrl()(ls 01· systems diller in sensitivity 
and resf>OIISC time, Jlrudent selection ol detection methods ~hould 
include a sutficient number of sysiE'rns to er.sure effective moni
toring durinr. l)f9"iods when somr detection systems may IX' in
eflcctive oc inoperable. Some of thew syst<-ms should serve as 
rarly alotrm systems whit:h signal the operators tll..'lt doser rxa.mi
nation nf other detection systems is necessary to c.k-tcrminc the 
<'Xt('nt nl any corrective action that may be required. 

(2111 checked, see Jist ol references allached. 
(3111 checked, see list ol notes attached. 

Earllesl Known J Olher 
!Publication Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety_ 

Analysis Rei>OI"tS for Nuclear Puwer Plants, NRC. 1975. 

r----------.---------------,r-------------------------------------------y----------or-------r-------, 
Number 

SRJ>-OC-10 

SI!P-Ot>II 

SHP-OC:-12 

SRP-OC-13 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterim 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

language of Crllerlon or Guide 

SecthHl :S.2 •. 5 nCJ'I\ Lcilk<~ge Oetectinn, page 5.2.~-4. 

''· lntersy~~ Lea~~ 
l'rovisions Sf10uld be made to monitor systems connected to the 
RCI'I\ for signs of intersystem leakagc. Oelectim methods include 
radioactivity monitoring and indicators to show abnormal water 
levels or flow in the potentially aff€'Cted systems and unaccount
able inr:reas!'S in reactor coolant mal:e-up flow. 

Section 5.2.5 RCPI\ Leakage Oetection, page 5.2. 5-lf. 

5. ~stc!!U~<'...!':',iliviz. and Rc~se Time 
ll~ sensitivaty a re~ponse time o( each lrokage detection system 
employed lor monitoring unidentified leakage to the containment 
should be adequate to detect an increase in leakage rate, or its 
e<Jirivalcnt, of one gpm in less than one hour. 

Sf,ction 6.1 Emergency Core Cooling System, page 6.1-3. 

The primary mode of actuation lor the ECCS must be automatic, and 
actuation must be initiated by signals of suitable dive.-ity and redun
dance. Provisions should also be onacle for manual actuation, moni
toring, and control of the ECCS from the reactor control room. 

Sr.ction (,.1 Emcrgcnq Core Cooling Systetn, pilgc 6.3-6. 

19. 1"11(' cornpl<'te se<rar.nce of ECCS operatioo from acddt'lat occur
rence through long-terut core cooling is examined to S('e that a 
minimum of manual action is require<l, and where manual action is 
used, a sufficient time (greater than 20 minutes) is available lor 
the op('rator to respond. • 

Eadiesl Known I Otller 
Publica lion Dale (td Reference (21 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 

L.,...__ ·---·--··. __J 

NOlES: (I) 1967 or more recent. 
(2)11 checked, see llsl ol references allached. 
(3111 checked, see list of notes allnchod. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND UELATED CUITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: ~~~~~r~J~£~i~~£L'!!l for_.!.!._JC_ ~~-V!£~- of S~!<:IY 

_ __ _ ___ _ _A.!•;t!Y~isJ~2f:t~12!: _N!'t;l~il~- p~~~ !'lil!!t_s,!'IB~. tn ~, _ 
-r---------------- ------------ -·----- ··--·-·--····· ·- ------- -- ------ . 

Earliest Known Other 
Number 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

---t---------·------

Language of Criterion or Guide ------~bli~:lio~ale (1) Reference (2) 

SIU'-OC-14 

'>HP-0<>15 

SRP-OC-16 

SRP-OC-17 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure Cr i
lerion 

Operator/~yst<'m Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator /System lnte
gratiotl Criterion 

NOI fS: (I} 1967 or more rocont 

Section 6.3 Emcrgenq Core Cooling System, page 6.3-7. 

b. Confirm that there arc sufficient instrumentation and controls 
available to tiJC reactor operator to provide adequate information 
in the control rooon to assist in assessing post-LOCA cortditions, 
induding the more significant parameters suc:h as coolant flow, 
coolant temperature, and cont••inment pressure. II ECCS flow is 
diverted as a backup to other safeguards systems, the reviewer 
confirms that instrumentation and controls arc available to provide 
sorlficient information in the control room to determine that 
arlequa te core cooling is being provided. 

Section 7.2 Reactor Trip System, page 7.2-13. 

a. Automatic initiation is rcquirccl lor all protective luncti<-.>S. Man
ual initiation is also provi<lcd and is a rcquir••ment. (See Section 
~-17 and Regulatory Guicle 1.62.) 

Section 7.2 Heaclor Trip System, page 7.2-15. 

9. Section 4.9- The most cornmon method used to verily the avail
ahilit y of the R TS input sensors is by cross checking between 
redundant channels that have readout available. When only two 
chanrods of readout are provided, evaluate the applicant's analysis 
of the e!lcc.t o( the operator choosing tiJC incorrect readout as a 
basis lor operator actions. 

S<'cti<•1 7.2 Reactor Trip System, page 7.2-16. 

12. S<>clion 4.12- Ttl" re'l"ircment lor automatic removal of oper
ational hypas"'' means that the reactor operator shall have no role 
in so.-:h removal. The operator may be required to take action to 
prev,nt unnec<>ssary initiation of a protective acti<-.1 and this is 
accrptable. In no circumstance shoulcl a design be approved where 
a•:lion or inaction of the reactor oprratnr is rl'quirecl to make 
ilvailable the protective actions needed in any nperc.1tional or 
sloutdown rno<ie of tllf' plant. 

(2) II chockod. soc llc.l of rnforoncu:; allaclwd. 
Pill choc:ked. seo llsl ol nutos allad..,<J_ 
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HUMAN ENGINEEFUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Refeu!ncr.: ~i!rJ.dar.!!__I!~"!'!~~Pl!!!l IQ! _the.J.!e~!<;IV of. ~f.cl"i _ ...... _ --·--·-

.. A!!!!Jn~ .R~!!!1!:!U9L 1\1!.1!-;Lt'i!LI'~•;r. Plall.t~. Nl.{~ •. l n.h..:. ... -·-------

Number 
Type of Criterion 

or Guide language of Criterion or Guide 

--t---------1---------··-· 
Slli'-OC-18 

SRP-OC-19 

SIII'-OC-20 

Operator/System lnte
gratiOtl Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Opcrator/Sy5tcm Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criteri011 

NOlES: (I) 1967 or mo•o roconl. 

Section 7.2 l~ear.tor Trip System, page 7.2-16. 

In IlK! case'of manual 111cans, the <!<>sign must be such that no action or
inaction 011 tllf' part nl tloe reactor will prevent the more restrictive set 
point from hcinj\ availahl<". It i~ acceptable lor IlK! design to be such 
that incorrect adion or inaction by the Opc!rator will cause an lHIIIPC

essary protN:tiV(' actioo 01" prevent plating the plant in an operating 
mode 101" which 11-.rre is inade<(llate proteclinn. 

Sect inn 7.3 En11ine('rl'd Safety fP.atur<> Systems, page 7 .l-11. 

15. Sectil•• lf.U- This requirement is similar to Section lf.l2. The 
phrase "positive means" can be interpreted as either automatic 01" 

manual. In the case of manual means, the design must be such that 
no action or inactioo on the part of IlK! reactor will prevent the 
more restrir:tive set poinl_frorn being available. It is acceptable 
101" the design to be sucf1 that incorrect action or inaction by the 
operator will cause an unnecessary protective action 01" prevent 
placing the plant in an operating mode for whch there is inadequate 
protecti<~l (as defined by the accident analysis). Sec IHP EICSB 12 
f nr ~pee ilic guidance on set point changes required with a reactor 
coolant pump out ol service. 

5<-cti._, 7.1 EngineNed Safety Feature Syslt.>ans, page 7.1-11. 

Gen.,rally, cornpll'tion COtlsists of starting or energi7.ing the components 
in the ESF system. Verily that oucP. initiated, thl! protective action 
will continue until terminated by deliberate acticms of the operator and 
llk"lt opr•rator a<:tioo c.annot prevent the initiation of the protective 
artion whN> the ESfAS determine~ the nl"'ed for that acti011. Exception: 
"t,.•ll-to-lod:" control switches have been acceptahle even though IIK!ir 
manipulation could pr<"vent the protective action from going to co•n
pleti<m. 

(2) II chocknd, sao list ol rolotoncu,; allacho•cl. 
(3111 chucked. se•• list ol nolos nll<~<:h••d 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: ~_!lnd~~~J~c:v_i~~.f!'!!!!.'!!:.!!~ ~~!i~of __ Sa!£!1 __ ··-·- ---·-·-----·--
-·-· -----~l'!i!.!~~B~tsJ!!:~.!..JC;~i!r.J'S!~!~ !'!a~ts1 N.B!,:_,_J?.!.~:. ___ ·-----

Number 

snr-oc-21 

SRI'-OC-2 

SI!P-OC-23 

SRP-OC-2tr 

Type of Crl1erion 
or Guide 

Op...-ator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator t>rocedure C~i
tl!l'ion 

Operatnr/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrurnentatinn and 
Control Criterion 

language ol Criterion or Gulch! 

Sect inn 7.4 SY.sterns Required for Safe Shutoown, page 7.11- };. 

The RS8 should review the system identified as required lor safe 
shutdown, and c:onfirm that tile configuration and rlesign bases o( tllf"se 
systems are corrt'f:l, and that all design parameters such as tempera
t..-e, preS<iure, flow rate, and reactivity can be controlled within 
acceptable limits. 

Appendix 71\ Orand' Ted111ical t>ositions (EICSB), page 1 A-B. 

rl. Minirni.r.e the t"oordination required between unit operators in order 
to accornf>lish (a), (b), and {c) above. Although each design will be 
evaluated on an individual basis in this regard, all shared onsite 
power systems should meet the following: 

(I) Conrdin<11inn between the unit operators should not be neces
sary in order to providto lor (a) and (b), above. 

(2) Complete information regarding the sto~tus of the shared 
systeon should be l)rovided for eadl op<'rator. 

1\pp<:"nrlix 7/\ Orand' T..-cl111ical Positions (EICSn), page 7A-31. 

B. BRANCII TECtiNICAL POSITION 
r.-7\~stgn tliat providiis manual initiation at the system level of 

the transfer to the recirculation mode, while not ideal, is 
suHi<.ient and satisfies the intent of II!EE Std 279-1971 
provided that adequate instrumentation and information dis
piny are available to the operator so that he can make the 
roncc:t decision at the correct time. Furthermore, it should 
be shown that, in CiiSe of operator error, there are sufficient 
time and sufficient information available so that the operator 
can corn~ct the error, and the consequences of such an error 
arc ar.:•:eptable. 

Appendix 7A 1\ranr:h Technical Positions (EICSB), page 7A-J2. 

1. The bypas, iiKiic:ators should be arrangr.tl to enable the op<'l"ator to 
d..tennii'K' thf" status of eado sah·ly system and detl'f"mine whrthf>r 
<:ontinuctl rca•:h>r operation is (Wnni•sible. 

Earlie,;! Known I Other 
ublication Dale (I) Relcoence (2) 

---1--·-· ·--·-
1975 

I'Jn 

1975 

1975 

Notes 
(3) 
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NOtES: (1)1967 or moro IDCIIIII. 
(2)11 chocked. sno list ol rnlorellcus attached 
(3) II checked, se•• llr.t ol notes nll.1d~<••l. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING ANlJ RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Stan~11!!!.R~~iew J'!!!~lor __ t1!!:.R~i~~-~L_Sa!_<>!Y ---·--· ·- ________ ... 

__ .. ·-- __ 1\ni!.IX.$1§ !!~.I!Qr:l~ !•~!'J-~~!!!:.~~~r_!'La.!.l_!~.!'!!lC_~.I!?_~-----·---
-------~---------·--···---·----------------- -·-··--- --------------- ---------------------- ---- ·-------

Number 

SltP-OC-25 

SHP-OC-26 

<>HP-OC-27 

Slli'-OC-28 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator/Sy~tem Inte
gration Crit<'fion 

Operator Procedure Cr i
ter ion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/Systenl Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri-
terion • 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
, Control Criterion 

NOlES: (1)1967 or moto rocnnl. 

language of Critnrlon or Guide 

St.-ction 9.S.2 Commtutications Systems, p."lge 9.5.2-1. 

There arE' no r,<'ncral rl<'~ign c:riteria or regul,ltory guides that directly 
apply to the safe-ty-related performance requirements for the communi
cation syst<'m. 

Scctit~l I J.l.l Manar,eonent and Technical Support Organization, page 
I J.l.t-2. ' 

2. Pre';!~r!'tit11_!.~~~~~ibi!!.!!~ 
'i'liCse are June tinns which should be substantially accomplished 
before preoperational testing begins and generally before submittal 
of the final safety analysis report (PSAR). 

a. D<'velopment ol truman engineering design objectives and 
d<'sign phase review of.pmposcd control room layouts. 

s~ction 15.1.1 ~reasc in Feedwater Temperature, lm:reas<' in Peed
wat<'r Flow, Increase in Steam Flow, and lnadve.-tent Opening of a 
Steam Generator Relief or Salety Valve, page ·J5.1.1-3. 

d. An incident ol moderate frectuency in combination with any single 
active c:ornpnuent failure, or single operator error, should not 
result in loss of ftHlCtion of any barrier other than the fuel 
c:laddint:· ,\ lirnit('d nunober o! fuel rod claddinl\ pc:rlor~tion> is 
aet:~ptable. 

Srctinu JJ.I. 5 Sprrtrum of Steam System Piping Failures Inside and 
Outsiclt.! of ContainoH<'III (I'WR), page 15.1.5- 2. 

The sr•qoK·ncf' o( Pvents. described in the applicant's sale!y analysis 
report (SI\R) is reviewed by both RSI\ and EIC')I}. TIK· RSn reviE'wcr 
concenirales on the need for the reactor protection system, the 
<'ngiuer:rNI safety syst<'ons, and operator <Ktion to 5<'cure and maintain 
the reat:tnr in a sale condition. The EICSII reviewer c-oncentrates on 
the instrounentatic•t and controls aspects of the setlllt~ce described in 
the SAlt In evaltk~te whether the rear:tor and plant protection iUtd 
safeguards controls and instnunentation systems· will hntetion as 
assumed in th<' safety analysis with regard to automatic <K"lu<ltion, 
remote S<'nsing, indication, control and int(·rlocks with auxiliary or 
sharE'cf sy~teons. EICSII also evaluates potential bypass modes and the 
possibility n( manual control by the operator. 

(2)11 chocked. see list ol roforom:us atl"ch••d. 
(Jill chor.kfld, seu list ol nolos attnclu•d. 
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t-IUMAN ENGINEEntNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Refert,nce: Sta!!9_ard Re'!'!!!'!.J'Ian_l'!!:__\he.B.£\'!.,_w_ <:>!.$'!!~ty ___________ -··-----

__ Ant!ni~...B~;~Jsl!!f.N!K!!'!tr.rmYe.r.Ytanls, NRC, !'n.5,_ 
------··-~----------... -----------

Number 

SRP-OC-29 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control C:riter ion 

NO IES: (I) t967 or RIOlO mcunl. 

lnnguage ol Cril.,.ion or Guide 

Section 15.1. ~ Spe•:trum o( Steam System Piping Failures Inside 
and Outside of Containment (PWR), page 15.1.5-2 (continued). 

~~~!:!~! ~til~~~<_:!!_!: 
Section 15.2.6 Loss of Non-Emergency 1\-C Power to the Station 
1\uxiliacies, par,e 15.2.6- I. 

Section 15.2.7 loss of Normal Feedwater rlow, p..~ge 15.2.7-1. 

Se<:tion I ~.2.8 Feedwater System Pipe Breaks Inside and Outside 
Containment (I'WR), page 15.2.8-2. 

Section I ~.3.1 Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant flow Including Trip of 
Purnp and Flow Controller Malfunctions, page U.J.I-2. 

Section I ~.3.) Reactor Coolant Purnp Rotor Seizure and Reactor 
Coolant Pump Shaft Bredk, pag!! 15.3.1-2. 

Sec lion 15.4.'1 Startup of an lnactiY<' Loop or Recirculation loop at an 
Incorrect Tt>ml,erature, and Flow Controller Malfunction Causing an 
Increase in BIVR CORE FLOW Rl\ TE., page 15.'1.4- 2. 

Sectioo 15.11.6 Ch<'rnic<~l and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a lkarase in the &ron Concentration in the lleactor 
Coolant (I'WR), page 1'.4.6-J. 

Secti<lfl 15. ~.1 lnMivcrtent OpM"ati<lfl of ECCS and Chemical and 
VohHnc. Control System Malfunction That lucrcases llcactor Coolant 
Inventory, page 15.5.1-2. 

SN:tion I ~.6.1 lnarlv.,rtcnt Opening of a PWil Pressuri.r.er Saft>ty/ 
Relic! Valve or a 1\WR Safcty/Rrlicf Valve, page U.6.J-1. 

Section 15.8 AntidpaiC'd Transi·~•ts Without Scram, page 15.8-1. 

Sect inn I ~.1. ~ Spt!ctntm of Steam System Piping failures Inside and 
Outsi<l<! nf Containment (I'WR ), page I ~.1.5-9. 

2. lh:vi<·w ol the signals available to the reactor operator that 
indir:ate the occuneucc of Ill<' acddent aud the state of the system 
throughout tiiP recovery procedure. Automatic and required man
ual •>1ocratiot1~ by the operate..- as a frn•·tion of time must also be 
dctcrrnill('•·l. 

(2) If chocked, sno list ol rolmoncu~ atl;u:llt!d. 
(J) II chocked. scu list olnotos allach.,J. 

Ea·rliest Known I Olher 
ubllcalion Dale (I) Relerenr:e (2) 

Noles 
(J) 

--:---1------1------1 

1975 



HUMAN ENGINEEFliNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relr>umce: ~i'~<!<!r~Review r!!'n.J!'!: ~~~~- l!~'!i£}~. Ql Sal PI y 

.. ___ )~l!ilh~!Li!!'I!Qml!!!:_f'lt~J!'<:~r 131l'.TL!?.I<!!!ts, NH~. n7~. _ 

Number 

SI{P-OC-30 

SRP-OC-JI 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operatoc/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operatoc/System Inte
gration Criterion 

NOlES: {1)1961 01 111010 rocunl. 

language of Criterion or Guide 

Se<:tinn 15.2.6 Loss of 'Non-Emergency A-C Power lo the Station 
Auxiliaries, page 15.2.6-'t. 

The EICSII reviewer evaluates automatic initiation, actuation delays, 
possihle bypass modes, interlocks, and the feasibility of manual oper
ation if the SI\R states that operator action is needed or eKfR'Cted. 

SKtion 15.3.1 Lnss of Forced RE-actor Coolant Flow Including Trip of 
i'ump and Flow Controller Malfunctions, page 15.3.1-l. 

The description ·of each of the loss of reactor coolant flow transients 
presented by the applir:ant in the SAil is reviewed by RSI\ regarding the 
occurrences leading to the initialing event. The sequence of events 
from initiatiou uutil a stabilized condition is reached is reviewed to 
ascertain: 

5. The ext<'nt to which operator a.:tions are required. 

~~~.!!'~-~~~~men~: 
Section 15.1.) Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor 
Coolant Pump Shalt Break, page 15.3.3-1:. 

Section 15.4.4 Start-up of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at 
an Incorrect Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction C_ausing an 
Increase in BWR CORE FLOW Rl\ TE, page 15.4.4-4. 

S<O'Ction 15.11.6 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a Decrease in the Boron Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR), P'W~ 15.11.6-'t. 

(2•11 chocked, sot1 Ust of IOffHUJJl:tl·j allached. 
(3) II chocked, seu ll5t ol uoto"i all.1d1t~~f. 

1975 

1975 

Other 
Relerenr.e (?) 

floles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEEFUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Rel.,rence: ~!!m!;l_r~.R~!~~r!~J~'!: _li.!':.I!~Yi~~'! . .QI Sale!v 

__ 1\l)ii_lniL~~!§ J.Q[_~!JCie!!r egw_~_!~l~nts, .NI!!;, J~l.~-· ~ 

Number 

SnP-OC-JO 

SllP-OC-31 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration CritE'rion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

NOI [S: (I) 1967 or rnuru rocnul. 

L11nguage of Crilcrlon or Guide 

Set: lion I 5".2.6 Loss ol 'Non-Emergency 1\-C Power to II~ Station 
1\u~iliarie~, page 15.2.6-lr. 

The EICSI\ rt'vicwer evaluates automatic initiation, actuation delays, 
p<Jssihlc bypass modes, interlocks, and the feasibility of manual oper
ation if the SAlt states that operator action is needed or expected. 

~lion 15.1.1 L<lss ol forced Rt>actor Coolant Flow Including Trip of 
Pump and flow Contmllcr Malfunctions, page 15.3.1- 1. 

The <~scription 'of each ol the loss of reactor coolant flow transients 
pre~P.nted by the applicant in the Sl\1~ is reviewed by RSI\ regarding the 
O<:cunc•v.es leading to the initiating event. The sequence of events 
from initiation until a stabilized condition is reached is reviewed to 
ascertain: 

5. The ext,.nt to which operator ar.tions are required. 

~~!'~~-~t~~~~: 
Section 15.1.1 Reactor Coolant l·'ump Rotor Seizure and Reactor 
Coolant Pu111p Shalt Break, page 15.3.3-':. 

Section 15.4.4 Start-up of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation loop at 
an Incorrect Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction ~ausing an 
Increase in 1\WR CORE FLOW R/\TE, page 15.4.4-4. 

Section 15.4.6 Cll€'mical and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a Occrease in the Boron Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR), page 15.11.6-'1. 

(2) II chocked, seo 115t ol rolrH OJill:tl•; allachctl. 
\3) II r.hockr.d, sco II• I ol note-; all:u:h.,l. 

£adlesl Known OU1er 
ublicalion Dale (Ill Relerenr.e (7) 

1975 

1975 

tloles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEEHING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUHlES 

nelercnce: .5!i!mlant&vi!!l'! J'!;t!l (Qf !!1~ Rsv!ew_ of .S<!fe!y _________________ _ 

_______ .... .Anab:sis...RepQrJs.loc.Mud!.'ar. £Qwcr.1'1aots, NRC, J2Z.2. ________ _ 

Number 

Sll p -0<>"12 

SRI'-OC-.H 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Ope.-a tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Ope.-a tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

NOlES: (1)1967 or 111010 rocunl. 

-------------------------------- --------- . -

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

----
Section 15.'1.6 Chemkal and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a Decrease in the noron Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (P\VI~), page 15.11.6-1. 

I. 1\RE/\S Of' REVIEW 
Unhorated.waterean be added to the reactor coolant system, via 
the chcrnkal volume and control system (CVCS), to increase core 
reactivity. This may happen inadvertently, because of ope.-ator 
<>rror or eves rnaUunction, and cause an unwanted increase in 
reactivity and a decrease in shutdown margin. The operator must 
stop this •••planned dilution before the shutdown margin is elimi
nated. Since th<• sequences of events that rnay occur depend on 
plant conditions at the time of the unplanned moderator dilution, 
the review includes condition~ at the time of the unplanned 
dilution, such as refueling, startup, power operation (automatic 
control and manual modes); hot standby, and cold shutdown. 

Section 15.'1.6 Chemical and Voltune Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a Oecrease in the Boron Concentratim in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR), page 1.5.~.6-2. 

d. From the time an alarm makes the operator aware of unplanned 
moderator dilution, the following minimum time intervals must be 
available before a loss of shutdown margin occurs: 

(I) During refueling: 30 minutes. 

(2) Ouring startup, cold shutdown, hot standby, and power oper
ation: 15 minutes. 

(2)11 chocknd. soo list olrolo•oucus altacho>d. 
(J) II r:hocketl. seo list ol nutos ollachctl. 

Earliest Known J Other 
ublicalion Dale (1 Relerence (2) 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEEfUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Ref,.,nce: ~~~<t_ri!__g~~!£~r!!:Ul.1~1f. Jl~.l!~'!i~~ .Qf Salety 

______ --~n_il_ly~i~ Re~~J_Q[_!'.-!!~J!:;!r. l~w.e,r__!:'l<!!!~'· f'!l_!!,;, .l.~n. _ 

Number 

Sl~. P-OC- 30 

SllP-OC-31 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Opcratoc- /System Inte
gration CritE"rion 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Criterion 

NO I [S: (I) 1967 or moru rocuul. 

L11nguage of Criterion or Guide 

Scr:tion I ~-2-6 Loss of 'Non-Emergency 1\-C Power to tlie Station 
Auxiliaries, page 15.2.6-". 

lhc EICSI\ rt'Yicwer evaluates automatic initiation, actuation delays, 
possihle bypass modes, interlocks, and the (easibility of manual oper
ation if the SAR states that operator action is needed or expt.'Cted. 

~lion 15.1.1 LO!is ol forced Itt-actor Coolant Flow Including Trip of 
Pump and Flow Controller Malfunctions, page I 5.}.1- }, 

lhc description of each of the loss of reactor coolant flow transients 
presented by the applicant in the SAR is reviewed by RSI\ regarding the 
occurrences leading to the initiating event. The sequence of events 
from initiation until a stabilized conclition is reached is reviewed to 
ac:;certain: 

5. The ext<'nt to which operator actions are required. 

Equiva_!!~--~ateme•!!_: 

Section 15.1.1 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor 
Coolant Pump Shaft 1\reak, page 15.3.1-t:. 

Section 15.4., Start-up of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at 
an lncorre<"t Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction ~ausing an 
Increase in 1\WR CORE FLOW RATE, page 15.4.4-"· 

Section 15.11.6 Cllf:'mical and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a Occrease in the Boron Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR), pa,:c 15.11.6-'1. 

(2) II chocked. soo list ol rohHuntu·i atlached. 
(3)11 chockf!d, seu 11~1 of unto., all~<:ho!d_ 

Ea11iesl Known I Othe. 
Relereuce (7) 

197.5 

197.5 

tloles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEEIUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relcrcnr.e: .,S!;!n~larr;!_&vi~w .1'1!1!1 J!![. t!.l~ .. R.~vi~\V of -~fc!y _____________ -----

------------- .Anal.)'si:i.J!ePQJ:~__iQ[_fllliQear. Eawcr___PJants, NRC, J2Z.2, ________ _ 

Number 

SI~P-OC-H 

SRI'-OC-33 

----------
Type of Cdlerion 

or Guide 

Operator/SyMem Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

NOlES: {1) 1967 01 morn rocunl. 

Language of Crilerlon or Guide 

Section 15.1f.6 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Results in a nec::rease in the Boron Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR), ('h"tge 15.11.6-1. 

1. 1\RE/\S OF llEVIEW 
lJnhoratedwater can be added to the reactor coolant system, via 
the chemir:al volume and control system (CVCS), to increase core 
reactivity. This may happen inadvertently, bet:ause of operator 
error or CVCS rnaUunction, and cause an unwanted increase in 
reactivity anJ a decrea~c in shutdown margin. The operator must 
stop this t11p!anned dilution before the shutdown margin is elimi
nated. Since the sequence~ of events that may occur depend 011 
plant conditions at the time o( the unplanned moderator dilution, 
the review includes conditions at the time of the lllplanned 
dilution, such as refueling, startup, power operation (automatic 
control and manual modes); hot standby, and cold shutdown. 

Section 15.'1.6 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
llesulls in a necrease in the Bot-on Concrotralion in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR), page 15.,..6-2. 

d. From the time an alarm makes the operator aware of ooplanned 
moderator dilution, the following minimum time intervals must be 
available before a loss of shutdown margin occurs: 

(I) During refueling: JO minutes. 

(2) 11uring ~tartup, c:old shutdown, hot standby, and power O(X'r
ation: 15 minut~s. 

(2) II chocknd. soo list ol rolornucus nllacho>d_ 
(3) II r.hocked. seo list ol nnlos DIIHchcd_ 

Earliest Known J Other 
ublicalion Dale (1 Relerence (2) 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Refeumce: ~!_n<!_~~-_B~vi~. PI~ .~!!_the~~vi<:~~-of _5al~ly __ -··-····------ __ -· _ ---· 

_H_!\flalys!!_~~~.!~.!~ r-!!~lear ~Wer eliJ_I~tSJ.~fl.!:,J?Z.5, ________ ·--

Nurnher 

Slli'-OC-34 

SIU'-OC-35 

SRP-OC-16 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criter-ion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

~tion n.~.6 Chemic:al and Volume Control System Malfunction That 
Re~ults in a Oecrease in the Boron Concentratirn~ in the Reactor 
Coolant {PWR), page 15.4.6-'f. 

With the aid u( the EICS8 reviewer, the timing of the initiati<~l.of those 
prot...:tion, engineered safety, and other systems needed to limit the 
consecprences o( <"ach bcr"on dilutioo incident to acceptable levels is 
rr.viewed. The R Sl\ reviewer compares the predicted variations of 
system parameters with various trip and system initiation set points. 
The EICSR reviewer evaluates automatic initiation, actuation delays, 
possible hypa.'iS modes, inteclocks, and the (easibility of manual opr.r
ation whr.re the SAR states that operator a<:tion is needed or expected. 

~uiv~~!l!~-~: 
SP.ction I ~.5.1 lnadvertant Operation of ECCS and Chemi<:al and 
Volume Control System Malfunction That Increases Reactor Coolant 
Inventory, page 15.5.1-4. 

Section 15.6.3 lladiologkal Consequences of Steam Genecator Tube 
Failure (PWR), page 15.6.3-2. 

2. Review of the signals av<~ilable to the reactor operator that 
indicate the occurrence of the accident and the state of the system 
throughout the •·ecovery procedure. Automatic and required man
ual operation~ by the operator a~ a function of time must also be 
determined. · 

Sectiou '~.6.5. Loss-of-Coolant An:idents R~sulting From Spectrum of 
Postulalc<1 Pijling Breaks Within the l~eactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary, page 15.6.5-2. 

For postulated break si?.E"S and locations, the RSI\ review indulks the 
postulalt•d initial rca<:t<ll" core ilrld r<'a<~tor system conditions, the 
pn~tulatcrl 'ecpiP.nc:e of ev<'nts including time delays prior to and after 
t>rnerg<'nc:y power actt~"\tion, the calculation of the power, pressure, 
rlow and tempera liKe transimts, the functional and Oj>ffationat charac
ll~isli•·s of the react<lf protE'c:tive and ECCS systems in terms of how 
they alfe<:t the seqtlf'nce of events, and operator aclk••s required to 
miligatP the C~lScqucriCes of tiM! accident. 

···---·- --- ----···· -· -·· .. -··--·-·--·--··-----·-· ---·----
tiO I ES: (1)1967 or moro rocnnt. 

12) II chockod, sen list of roformtct!s eltadted. 
(3)11 chockod, sco list of notos oltacllf!d. 

Earliest Known J Other 
ublicallon Dale Cl Reference (21 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(31 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Rc!eumce: Stan~!}~~ _R~~l_ew f!~ (~ the _!!_~~"-'~-~-?.!I.!~~J _____ . __ -------------
_______ ____h!]~ysis Reports for NuclcarPower r!~•li._~R.o_C.._J~n~---------

r-------------.-·-· -.------·-·-·------------------------------

Number 

SIU'-IIC-1 

SRP--IIC-2 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

!Iuman Factors Test and 
Evaluation Criterion 

~Iuman Factors Test and 
Evaluation Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

L ____ --·- ----~-----

NOlES: (1) 1967 or more rocont. 

Language ol Criterion or Guido 

Sertion 3.1 I Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical 
Equipment, page J.l I- 3. 

(2) The equipment mvironmental capability shall be demonstrated by 
appropriate testing and analyses. 0) A quality assurance program shall 
be estahlished and implemented to provide assurance that these 
requirements arc met. The environmental clesign of safety-related 
r_nechanical and electrical equipment is acceptable when it can be 
ascertain'"' that all three requirements are met. 

Section 7 ·'' Syslems Required for Safe Shutdown, p.~ge 7.4- 3. 

lhe instrumentation and control systems required for s.tfe st.lt•lown are 
acceptable when it is determined that these systems satisfy the 
following re•1uirements: 

1. They have the required redundancy. 

2. They meet the single failure criterion. 

3. They ilave the required capacity and reliability to pet tonn intended 
safety fuoctions on dt.'tnand. 

''· They are capable of hmctiooing during and after certain design 
basis events such as earthquakes, accidents, and anticipated oper
ational occurrences. 

5. They are test.lble during reactor operation. 

(2) II chocked. soo 1151 ol rnloroncos allaclwd_ 
(3) II chockod, sco list ol notos allach.,d. 

Earllesll<nown J Other 
IPublicallon Dale (1 Reference (2} 

1975 

1975 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: i!.~!liarcl Rev!~~ PI~ _for the I!<!.\'!~~ of__)_!!.~<:!)' 

____________ _81}a~~-~P-2f~~J(JC Nucj£<!!_!'_<?~<;~ !?l_ar!!ht-1!!!,;, _I ~?_.5. __________ _ 

---· --------.-----·-----------· ---------- ---·------

Number 

SI~I'-MC-1 

SHP-MC-2 

SRI'-MC- 3 

SRP-MC-'r 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

language of Criterion or Guide 

)<'Ction 3.7.4 Scismic Instrumentation, page ).7.11-1. 

lhe procedur<'s that will be followed to inform the coot 
operator ol the peak acceleration level and the input respons 
vahw.s shortly alter occurrence of an earthquake are review 
reviPwed arc the bases for establishing predetermined v 
activatint\ IIIP readout of the seismic instrumentation to th 
room opcr a tor. 

Appendix 7A !\ranch Technical Positions (EICSI\), page 7A-21 

2. Plants with designs not in accordance with the above sho 
included in the plant technical specifications a requircm 
the reactor be shut down prior to changing the set points n 

Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-.3. 

2. APCS6 reviews the analysis in the SAR of the fire po 
safety related plant areas and the lk-.zard of fires to these 
d.-tNmine that the proposed fire protection program i 
maintain the ability to perform sale shutdown, functior 
minimize radioactive rel<:>ases to th<:> environment. 

Section 13.1.2 Operating Organization, page 13.1.2- ). 

b. OpNator license qualificati<»JS of pPrsons assigned to 
shift crews should be as follows: 

(i) A licensed senior operator who is also a member of the 
supcrvisory staff should he onsile at all times when a 
unit is loaded with fuel. 

(2) for any station with more than one reactor containin 
the number of licensed senior operators ousite at 
should not be Jess than the number of control roo 
whkh the fueled lBlits are monitored, and (2) the n 
lk<:>nsed senior operators should not he less than the r 
rc~t:tnrs operating. 

0} For earh re-Ktor containing f•JCI, there should bc at 
lir:en<<>d operator in the control room at all times. Sl 
cn111positions should be specified such tl•~t this cond 
hP '<lti~fied in<IPpendcntly of licensed senior 
assigned to shift cr•·ws to m<:>ct the critcria of (I 
above. 

l_ ________ ___J_ _________ -----------'-- ---·- ------·- ----

flO I ES: (I) 1967 or mnltl """"''-
(2) II chocked. soo 1151 of roloroncus 3ll~r:hecl. 
(Jill chockod. sco list of notos allacoh.,d. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerr.nce: ~~!Q_~rQ__B~iew __ r!!l!!.lor .!!!:..!~~~.!!:~L~!__c!y _______ ---------
- __________ l'l!li!lY~is Reports for -~uclear Powe!:J~an~. NR~ .. 197_~'---------

-------.---------------r--------- -------·-------------------------------, . ----------,.--------·- - ··-

N_umbP.r 
Type of Criterion 

or Guide Language ol Crileoion or Guide 
Earliest Known I Other 

Publication Date (1) Reference (2) 
Notes 

(3) 

Section 13.1.2 Operating Organization, page 1.1.1.2-3 (continued). 

(If) for each control room from which one or more reaciOI'S are in 
operation, an additional operator should be onsite and avail
able to serve as relief operator for that control room. Shift 
crew compositions should he sp<>cified such that this condition 
can be satisfied independently of (1), (2), and ()), and for each 
s•JCh <:ontrol room. 

L...-.---- ---------•-------------------------------- -------------------L------ --------
NOI ES: (IJ 1967 or mora recant. 

12111 checked, sea llsl olroloroucus all ached. 
(3) If chocked, sea list of notos altncho!d. 

____ t____,_ ____ _ 



HUMAN ENGINEEfHNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 2!_andard Review P~r:!.J~..!!!~..£~~~w of ~~~ty !\f!!'IY.~~s R<:~--

--________ ...ii!Ll'i!!!=lear Pow_!;~...rJ.ants.._t!B_hJ~Zl -----·--·--·-

Number 
Type of Crllerion 

or Guide 

-----------·-·---------------------.----------·------·-

language of Crilerion or Guido 
Earliest Known I Other 

Publicalion Dale Ill Reference 12) 
Noles 

13) 

---------- 1--- --{ 
SRI'- PC-I 

SRP-PC-2 

SRP-PC-3 

SUP-PC-4 

Operator Pt-ocedure Cri
terion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator Procedure cii
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterim 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

lnstrumentatiorr and 
Control Criterion 

5<-c lion 2.1!.14 Technical Specifications and Emergency Operation 
Requirements, page 2.11.14-1. · 

4. lhe appropriate emergency procedures, and thr. amount of time 
required to implement each procedure. 

Section 3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation, page 1.7.4-J. 

If the instrumentation shows that the peal< acceleration or the response 
spectra experienced at the foundation of the containinent building or in 
the free field exceed the om: acceleration level or response spectra, 
the plant should be shut down pending permission to resume operations. 

SPcti<»r 5.2. 5 RCPB Leakage Detection, page 5.2. 5-3 

7. 9•!~~~!!ative Interpretation _of Indicators and Alarms 
It is important to be able to associate a signal or indicaton of a 
'"'part ure from the normal operating conditions with a quantitative 
kakal(e flow rate. Except lor flow rate or level change measure
""'nts from tanks, sumps, or pumps, signals from other leakage 
detection sy·stems do not provide information readily convertible to 
a cmnmor1· denominator. Approximate relationships converting 
tl><~se ~ignals to units o( water flow are formulated to assist the 
operator in interpreting signals. The instrumentation a~sociated 
with the lead detection systrrn is reviewed by EICSB in SRP 7.5 
(Rei. 4). Procedures for operator evaluation of leakage cor1ditions 
are n•viewed by RSB. 

Section 5.7. 5 RCPI\ l .. eakage Detection, page 5.2.5-3 

7. Indica tors and Alarms 
fiK!il'aiors.an<i",1iarms lor each leakag<' detection system should be 
provi<led in u,. main control roou1 and pr()("edures for converting 
various indicati<~IS to a common leakage equivalent should be 
availahl<> to the operators. The calibration ol the indicators should 
account lor the independent variables sttch as, in the case of an air 
particulate monitor, the isotope being monitored, plateout, and 
decay rate. Each system should be set to alarm on an incrrase in 
leakage ol I RJ~Il above the background level detffmined at the 
time o{ calibration. 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

L- L ____________ -------·----------------------•---------·- _! _____ __.__ _____ _ 

NOrES: {1)1961 or moro rocont. 
(2)11 chockod, soo llsl ol roloroncns all ached. 
IJ) II chockod, sco list of notos nllaclwd. 
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Reference: ~andard Review P!an for the Review of Safet_r_Analysis Re~s __ 

_!_o[Jijuclear Power Plants, NRC, 197 5 

---

Number 
Type ol Criterion 

or Guide 

SRP-PC-5 Operator Procedure Cri- Section 6.1 [II 

terion I 
6. ThP criter 

opt:'ratnr a 
there will 
the core r• 
thP long-tc 

SRP-PC-6 Operator Procedure Cri- Section 6.1t If; 
terion I. Control Rc 

Instrumentation and ri~ere-v;;:;;; 
Control Criterion 

a. lnstr111 
the pi 
llt<'llt I 

SI~I'-PC- 7 Operator Procedure Cri- Section 7.2 R< 
terion Automatic 

Opera tor /System lnte- . a. 
Mcmual ini 

gration Criterion S<'<:tion 11.1 

SRP-PC-8 Opera tor Procedure Cr i- Secti•.~l 7.f. 1\ 
terion pag<" 7.6-f.. 

~. For •natatli 
related sy• 
£\ranch Tc• 
that it is 
related va 
l<~ilure of I 

~. -
NO rES: (1)1967 or more recent. 

(2)11 chocked, 5eo llsl ol rolerences attached. 
(3)11 chocked, 5oo list ol notes attached. 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

gency Core Cooling Systeni, page 6.)- 5. 

s~1pporting analyses, plant design provisions, and 
ons that will be taken are reviewed to ensure that 

he unacceptably high concentrations of boric acid in 
on (resulting in predpitation of a solid phase) during 

cooling phase following a postulated lOCI\. 

ahility Systems, pag<" G.~-''· 

Eme!"_ge~ Zone 
(iif:(7ks to see that the zone includes the following: 

1tation and control necessary lor a sale shutdown of 
, i.e., the control room, induding the critical docu

erenre file. 

tor Trip System, page 7.2- JJ. 

itiation is required for all protective func:tions • 
lion is also provided and is a requirement. (See 
nd Regulatory Guide 1.67..) 

Other Instrumentation Systems Re<tuired lor Safety, 

-controlled electrically-operated valves in salely-
151 tlte acceprability of proposed designs is l>ased on 
Kal Position EICSI\ 18. Tltis position l>asically states 
ceptable to disconnect eletric power to a safety

as means of removing the possibility of an active 
valve. 

----y-------.-------

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (1 Reference (2) 

Notes 
(3) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

.L__._ ---.. -.L------



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Refprence: St~ndard Review [>jan for .J!!_e Revic~!!!Y .• 6!l<!!Y2iLH!.Ports 

_lor _Nuclear Power fiallt-4.NRC....JILl2U7:.J5c.._ ________ _ 

r-····-· ----· 

Number 

SHI'-PC-9 

SIU'-PC-10 

SRI'- PC- I I 

SRP-PC-12 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Cr itcrion 

Opera tor /System Inte
gra lion Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

NOlES: (I) 1961 or mOta recant. 

language ol Criterion Of Guide 

APJ•em.lix 71\ 1\rand• Technical Positions (EICSB), page 7/\-13. 
. ' 

d. Minirni7.f. tilt' coonlination required between unit operators in order 
to ;kcomplish (a), (b), and (c) above. Although E"adt cll'sign will be 
evalual~l on an individual basis in this regard, all shared onsite 
power· SY;stems should meet the following: 

(I) Coordination between the unit operators should not be neces
sary in order to provide for (a) and (b), above. 

(2) Conlpleote inlormati011 regardin~; the status of the shared 
system should be providhd, lor each operator. 

Appendix 7A Brandt Technical Positions (EICSB), rmge 7/\-21. 

6. BRANOI TECIINICI\L POSITION 
...--.rrnore-reslilctive safety trip points are required lor oper

ation with a reactor coolant pump out of service, and if 
opf!fation with ·a reactor coolant piJmp out of serivcc is of 
sullicier.t likelihllod to be a planm-d mode of i1peration,. the 
rhange to: the more restrictive trip points should be accom
pli~hed automaticaUy. 

1\Pf,endix 7/\ 1\ranch Teclvtical Positions (EICSU)page 7A-l2. 

4. Unlrss the indication system is designed in conformance with 
criteria P.stahlished for safety systems, it should not be used to 
perform h•tctions that are essential to safe-ty. Administrative 
prOCE"<hlre~ should not require immediate operator action based . 
solely on tire bypass indications. 

Section 9.5.1 rire Protection Systems,page 9. 5.1-J. 

2. /\PCSU reviews the analysis in the SAR of the fire potential in 
safety related plant areas and the hazard of fires to these areas to 
detNmine that the proposed lire protection program is able to 
maintain the ahility to perform safe shutdown, functions and to 
ruinimi7.<' radioactivt' releases to the environment. 

(2) It checked, sea llsl ol relorancos attached. 
(3) It checked, sea llsl ol notes allachod. 

Earliest Known J Other 
!Publication Date (1 Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety_l\nalysis Reports 

for Nuclear Power Plants, NRC, 1975 

--- -------r-----, 

Numb~ 

SRP-PC-IJ 

SRI'-PC-14 

sni'-PC-15 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstr .. nentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Language ol Crilerlon or Guide 

Section 9.5.2 Commtnlicatioos Systems, page 9.5.2-1. 

There ;u-e no general design criteria or regulatory guides that dif"ectly 
apply to tllP. safety-related perfonnance requirements for the communi
cation system. 

Section 10.2 Turbine GeneratOI", page 10.2-2. 

I. A turbine control and overspeed pi"Oiet:tioo system should be 
provided to control turbine action under aU normal or abnormal 
operating conditions, and to asslll"e that a full load turbine trip will 
not cause the turbine to overspeed beyond acceptable limits. 
Under tllt"se conditions, the control and pi"Otection system should 
permit an orderly reactor shutdown either by use of the turbine 
bypass system and main steam relief system or other engineered 
safety systems. The overspeed protection system should meet the 
single failure criterion. 

Section 10.2 Turbine G"nerator, page 10.2-3. 

b. Main steam stop and control valves and reheat stop and intercept 
valves should be exercised at l!"ast once a week by closing each 
valve and observing by the valve position indicator that it moves 
smoothly to a fully closed position. 1\t least once a month, this 
exam\nation should be made by direct observation of the valve 
motion. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (I Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Notes 
(3} 

L ------- __._ ____ _L__ 

NOTES: (I} 1967 or more recent. 
(2) If checked, soe list of relorencos all ached. 
(3) If chocked, see list of notes allachod. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Standard Review l'liln for the Rev~ew of Safc~y Analysis Rcpor~ 

~! __ !;!~lear Power Plants, NRC, 1975 

r-- ·- r-------------- ···--------· -----------

Number 

SllP-PC-16 

Sni'-PC-17 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Support Inte
gration Cri tcrion 

Language ol Criterion or flulde 

SE-ction 11.5 Pro<:ess and Effluent Radinlogkal Monitoring and 
Sampling Systems, page 11.5-2. 

b. for a pressurized. water reactor (PWJ~) the following process 
str<"ams or effluent rcle•lsc points should be monitored or sampled 
t:ontinuously: 

(I) Main condenser air ejector off gases. 
(2) Waste gas treatmt•nt system e!llucnt. 
0) Equipment vents routed directly to the environmE'nt (e.g., 

steam generator blowdown flash tank vent, liquid waste tank 
vents). 

(4) Vf'nlilation air exhausts from all buildings having the potential 
to Cl>ntain airborne radioactivity. 

(5) Turbine huilding floor drain efllucnts. 
(6) Liquid effluents from the steam generator blowdown system. 
(7) Boron recovery system effluents. 
(8) Liquid waste effluent streams. 
(9) Service water effluent stream. 

(IO) Component cooling water loop. 

Section ll.l.l Management and Technical Support Organi7.ation, page 
ll.l.l-2. 

2. Pre~~tion~l Respousibilitie~ 
These are hHIC_tioos which should be substantiillly accomplished 
before preoperational testing begins and generally before submittal 
of the final safety analysis report (FSAR). 

a. l)evelopmenl of human engineering de~ign objE'Ctives and 
design phase review of proposed control room layouts. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (I Reference (2) 

197.5 

197, 

Noll's 
(31 

----· ___ __~_,_ _____ ~__.,_ __ __ 
NOTES: (It 1967 or mora recent. 

(2t II checked, see llsl of rolerencos attached. 
13) II checked, see llsl of noles all ached. 



HUMAN ENGINEEfUNG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

RelercncP.: Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safetr J\naly:>is Report~ 
lor Noclear Power Plants, NRC,j.2ZL_ ______________________ _ 

r---------.r-----------.----------------------

Number 

SRP-PC-18 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Language of Crlleolon or Guido 

Section 11.1.2 Operating Organi7.ation, p.1ge 11.1.2-1. 

b. Operator license qualifications of persons assigned to operating 
shill crews should be as follows: 

(I) A lic:r.nsed senior operator who i.~ also a member of the station 
supervisory stan should be oosite at all times when at least one 
unit is loaded with fuel. 

(2) for any station with more than one reactor containing fuel, (I) 
the number of licensed scnioc operators onsite at all times 
siKll.old not be less than the number o( control rooms from 
whir.h the fueled •••i Is are monitnrcrl, and (2) the number o( 
ikeu~C"d senior operators should not be less than ti>P. number of 
reactors opNating. 

0) For each reactor containing fuel, there should be at least oue 
Jirt'nst>d operator in the control room at all times. Shift crew 
<compositions should be specified such that thi!t condition can 
be satisfied independently o( licensed senior operators 
as.,igncd to shift crews to meet the criteria of (I) and (2) 
above. 

(4) For each control room from which one or more reactors are in 
operation, an additional operator should be onsile and avail
ahle to serve as relief operator foe- that control room. Shift 
crew compositions should be specified such that this condition 
can be satisfied independently of (I), (2), and ()), and lor each 
such control room. 

--------- .------
Earliest Known I Other 

ubllcalion Dale (1) Reference (21 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 

_____ __..._ _______ ._ ___ __. ______ _ 
NOTES: (1) 1967 or mora recenl. 

(2) II checked, see llsl ol relerencos allached. 
(3) II chocked, sea lis I ol notes allachod. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Sta11dard Review I'I<In lor the Review e>l Sa~t:_t_r /\nalysis Reports 

___ lor_~~wer Plant::;s,LN=R~C::J,L.:.I9"'7'-'''-----------

r- --.--------, 

Number 

SRP-f'C-19 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure Cri
terion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Section U.l.5 Spectrum of Stearn Sy5lem Piping Failutes Inside and 
Outside of Containrn<>nl (PWR), page 15.1.5-2. 

The scquenr:e ol events described in the applicant's safety analysis 
report (S/\R) is revciwcd by both RSD and EICS6. The RSB reviewer 
corK:entratc~ on the need for the reactor protoclion system, the 
cngincen:.d Sd(ety systems, and OJ)erator action to sr.cu.-c and maintain 
the reactor in a sale condition. The EIC'\1\ reviewer concentrates on 
the instrumentation aud controls aspects ol the sequence describt-d in 
the SI\R to evaluate whether the reactor and plant protection and 
safeguards control~ and instrumentation systems will function as 
assumed in the safety analysis with regard to atllornatic <&ctuation, 
remote sensing, indication, control and intP.rloc-ks with BIIXiliiH"y oc 
shared systern~. EICSB also evaluates potential bypass modes and tloe 
pos5ibility olrnanual rontrol by the operator. 

~ivalenl Statem~: 

Section 1.'1.2.7 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow, page 15.2.7-1. 

Section I 5.2.& Feedwater System Pipe Breaks Inside and Outside 
Containment (I'WIO, paRe 15.2.8-2. 

Sr.ction 15.3.1 Loss of Fon:ed Reactor Coolant flow lnduding Trip of 
l'urnp and Flow Controller MaUurKtion5, page 15.3.1-2. 

Section 1.5.3.1 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Sei7.ure and Reactor 
Coolant Pump Shart Break, pagP 15.3.3- 2. 

Section 15.11.'1 Startup of an Inactive Loop or RE:'circ:ulation Loop at an 
lnc;orrcct Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction Causing an 
lnr.reas<> in UWR CORE fLOW RI\TE, page 15.1f.4-2. 

Section 15.~.6 Chemical and Vohune Control System Malfunrtion That 
Results in a l)t•r:reasc in the 1\ocon Concentration in the Reactor 
Coolant (PWR ), page I $.11.6-1. 

Sccti(lll U.5.1 Inadvertent Operation of ECCS and Chemical and 
Volume Control System Malfunction That Increases Reac:tor Coolant 
Inventory, page 15 • .5.1-2. 

Src:tion 15.(,.1 Inadvertent Opening of a PWit l'ressurizer Safety/ 
Relief Valve or a B\VI~ Salety/Rr.licf Valve, page 15.1i.l-l. 

Sec lion 15.& Anticipated Transients Without Scram, page U.S-I. 

E•rllesl Known I Other 
Publication Dale (1!1 Reference (21 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 

L----- .__!______________ -- _.l ________ .J..-----·-·-1------J 

NO IES: (I) 1967 or moro recont. 
(2)11 checked, see list ol relorences all ached. 
(3) II chocked, soe lis I of notes atlnchcd. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Standard Review Piau for the Review of Safely_l\l~ysis Reports 

_ _!_<?~~!Clear Power Plant~, NRC, 1.::.9.:..7::.5 ______ _ 

r-· ---.---··---------- ·-· -----

Number 

SIU'-H;-1 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Uuman fac-tors Test and 
Evah~lti<"ltl Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

languAge of Criterion or Guide 

S<>ctinn 15.1..~ Spectrum of Steaon System f'ipinK failurrs Inside and 
Outside of Ct'utaimnent (PWR), page 15.1.5-5. 

Since auxiliary fec<lwatl'r system designs are diverse and may require 
both automatic and mam•"JI actuation, preoperational tests should be 
specified to identify any necessary Op<'f"ator action and to establish 
times required for their rompl<'tion. 

., 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Date (I Reference (2) 

1975 

'---- L. --·---- ----------------------------- --·----··----
NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recenl. 

(2) If chocked, see list of roforoncos attached. 
(3) II chocked, see list of no los allochod. 

Notes 
(31 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: Standard Review _Plan lor the Review o~-~!!:!}'_Au~lys~ Reporb 

_.!~'!..ri•!<:lear Power Plant~, NRC, I 97 5 ·----·---··---··· ---

Number 

SIH'-EC-1 

SRI'-EC-2 

SRP-EC-3 

SllP-EC-4 

------, --~-- ---~- -·----------------- -----
Type ol Crllerion 

or Guide 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment· Critr.rion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Sur>port Eqllip
ment Criterion 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Section 3.5.1.4 Mis5ilcs Generated by Natural Phenomena, pages 
3.5.1-'1-6 arKI 3.5.1.4-7. 

I. Those structurPs, 5ysterns, and components, inchrding foundations 
and supports, which should be designed to withsta1rd the effects of 
a design basis tornado (as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.76), 
in.-h.rding tornado missiles, without loss of capability to pel"form 
<'>sPntial safety functions are listed below. 

9. The rontrul room, including its as•ociated vital equipment, cooling 
systems I or the vilal equipment and life support systems, and any 
struc:turcs or equipment inside or outside of the control room 
whose failure cn•Jid result in an incapacitating injury to individuals 
"':cupying the control room. 

Scctiou 1.11 Euvironmental Design of Mechanical anct Electrical 
Equipment, pilge 3.11-3 

Simply stated, the general requirements for environmental design and 
qualification are as follow~. (I) The equipment shall be dt'sigoed to 
have the capability of performing design safety functions under all 
normal and accident envirnnments. 

Section 5.'1.7 Residual Ileal Removal (RIIR) System, page .5.4.7-3. 

It must br.' shown that adequate equipment, control, and smsin(\ 
information is available to allow the operator to properly execute any 
required m;uu~1l operation• during operation or tt'st. 

5<-ctinn (,.,, Habitability Systems, p:•ge 6.4-2 

J. Ventilation_1Y.stem Criteria(~ 111.1 of this plan) 
SCif-coniairK!<Tbi'eailiTilg app<lratus lor the emergency learn (at 
least -~ men) should be 011 hand. 1\ six-hour onsite bottled air supply 
should he available with unlimited offsite rcpll'llishrncnt capability 
frorn ""arby lncation(s). Refer to References J thru 6, and see 
Section 111. J of thi~ l>lan. 

Earllcsl Known I Other 
Publication Dale (1~ Reference (2) 

197.5 

1975 

1975 

lq75 

Noh!S 
(3) 

LJ - ---- _.a.___l _ __t__ ~ 
NOJES: (1) 1967 or mora recent. 

(2) II chocked, soa list of reloroncos all ached. 
(J) II chocked, soe lis I ol notns all ached. 



t-JUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Rele•ence: Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safely Analysis Report~ 

_j_<>r __ ~uclear Power Plants, NRC, 1975 

r- --~---------- --w----- -. 

Number 

SRI'-EC-5 

SRI'-EC-6 

SI~P-EC-7 

SRP-EC-8 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Oper-a tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control Roo1n Environ
ment Criterion 

Oper-ator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Cri t<:'rion 

Operator Support 
Equipm<'nt Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

language of Crilellon or Guide 

Sertion 9.5.1 Fire l'roi<'Ction System, page 9.5.1-32. 

5. lighting and Conuuunication 
f.lgililng- and two-way voice communication are vital to safe 
sl~1tdown and emergency response in the <'vent of fire. Suitable 
fix<'<l and portahle emergency lighting and communication devices 
siK>11Id be provid"d to satisfy these requir<>ments. 

Section 9.5.1 !'ire Protection System, page 9.5.1-'17. 

fire detection syst<'ms shOtllcl alarm and annunciate in the control 
room. Tht>se systems should utilize detection and location most 
suitable to the particular type of fire exp('(:ted (rom the identified 
hazard. A primary containment general area lire detection capability 
should be provided as backup for the ahove described hazard detection. 
To accomplish this, suitable smoke detection (e.g., visual obscuration, 
light scatterinr,, and particle counting) should be installed in the air 
necirculation system ahead of any filters. 

Secti<vl 9.5.1 fii·e Protection System, page 9.5.1-49. 

Manual lire lightiug Cilpability should be provided lor both hazards. 
flosc stations and portable extinguishers should be located in the 
C(>ntrnl room to eliJniuilte the need for operatms to leave the control 
room. 

Sec:tion 9.5.1 fire Protec-tion System, page 9.5.1-50. 

fire detectiou in the control room, cabint>ts, and con5oles should be 
provided by <Jnoke and heat detectors in ei,lch lire area. 1\larm and 
arvumr:iation sho•1ld he provided in the control room. fire alarms in 
other parts of the plant should also be alarmed and annunciated in the 
rontrnl roo1n. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (I Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

Note5 
(3) 

_._ ___________ L________ - -· -----
_._ ______ _ 

NOTES: (11 1967 or more ·rocont. 
(2111 chocked, sao list ol •olerencos attached_ 
13111 checked, see list of notos allached_ 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reh!lcncc: _2tandard ({evic~J~an for the Review ?15-~- Analysis_Hcports 

__ l<!f. .. toi!!!:Jcar Power_ Plants, ~R!:;;Ll~9-'-7"-5 ___ _ 

r-- ---- ---·-·--- -----------.--- ----------

Number 

SRP-EC-9 

SRI'-EC-10 

SHI'-EC-11 

SHI'-EC-12 

Type ol Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

lnslrumenta t ion and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Crit<.'l'ion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

language ol Crilerlon or Guida 

St>ction 9.5.1 fire Protection System, page 9.5.1- 50. 

Breathing appa1 atus lor control room operators should be readily 
available. 

~!~~t S.!!!!~!!~llt: 
Section 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-101. 

Section 9.5.1 Fire P1otection System, p<~ge 9.5.1-57. 

12. N~w fuel Area 
fiand port~bli extinguishers should be located within this area. 
Also, local IK>se stations should be located outside but within hose 
reach of this area. Autnmalk lire dctectiun should alarm and 
arurunci<~IP. in the control room a1KI alarm locally. 

SN:tion 95.1 fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-57. 

11. ~.!.£~1 ~1!01 Area 
l'rotec tim f<lf tllP. spent fuel pool area should be provided by local 
hose stati•n~ and portable extinguishc.-s. Automatic fire detection 
should be provided to alarm and annunciate in the control room and 
to alarm locally. 

Section 9. 5.1 file Protection System, page 9.5.1-86. 

(h) Sell rnntaiued brcathinr, apparatu~, using full face positive pres
sure ma5ks, approved by NIOSI-1 (National Institute for Occupa
tional Safety and llealth -approval formerly given by the U.S. 
Bureau of Mine~) 5l10uld be providf'd for fire brigaoo, damage 
Lontrol 11nd control room personnel. Control room personnel may 
be fumishf'd breathing air by a manifold system piped from a 
storage rP.5C'rvt>ir if practical. Service or operating life should be a 
minimum of unc hall hour for the sell-contained 1•1its. 

Earliest Known J O!her 
Publication Date (1 Reference (21 

19n 

1975 

t9n 

1975 

Noles 
(3) 

L- - __________ .____ ____ ____L ______ _.. _____ _ 

NOTES: (I) 1967 or mora rocanl. 
(2)11 checked, soa list olraloroncos att:.chcd. 
(3) II checked, see list ol notes attached_ 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: ~1<lard Re~iew Plan foc the Review ~I Safety Aual~_!;~lteports _ 

_}~>!_Nuclear Power Plants, NltC, 127_'--------------------

Number 

SI!I'-EC-13 

SI!P-EC-14 

SRP-EC-15 

Sl!l'-EC-16 

Type ol Crllerion 
or Guide 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Coutrol ltoorn Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control ltoorn Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Sl~lport Equip
ment Cr itffion 

Opr.rator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control ltoom Environ
ment Criterion 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Sectiou 9.~.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-87. 

5. !:.!s!!!!~ ~nd CO!!!!,!!'!licati~ 
l.igkting arnJ tWO way VOICe COmmunication are vital to safe 
sloJtdown and emergency response in the event of· fire. Suitable 
lixrd and portable emergency lighting and con1111181ication devices 
shnuld be pruvidl'd. 

Se<:tion 9.5.1 Fire Protection System, page 9.5.1-100. 

Manual lire lighting capability should be provi<k•d lor both hazards. 
llo~e stations and portable water and llalon extinguishers should be 
located in the control room to eliminate the need for operators to leave 
the control room. An additional hose piping shut off valve and pressure 
reducing device should be installe<J outside the control room. 

Section 9. 5.2 Communications Systems, page 9.5.2-1 

The APCSB will me the following criterion to assess the system design 
capability: the C<JJnmmicalion system is acceptable if t'he integrated 
design of the system will provide e{fcctive communication between 
plant .-sonnel it;~.all yital areas during the IIIII SI:H!Ciri•n of accident or 
incident: cO.xlitloos under 1i1aximrnn potential noise levels. 

Section 13.J Emergency Planning, page 13.3-11. 

"In-plant 111011i t01s will provide the first i.ndkalion o( a radiological 
emergency. Provisions will be made lor surveys by portable meters and 
air sampling devicP.s on a timely basis. The plant control room has been 
desigroed for continuous occupancy and will be the (Jrincipal emergency 
coutrol center. One allenldte center will be designated. Emergency 
kits will be stored at the primary a<sembly area. De•·ontamination 
facilities nnd a fir·5t ai<i room will be provided. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1975 

1975 

1975 

1975 

•-------- ----··----- L_____ ----

NOJES: (1) 1961 Of mora rocenl. 
(2) II chocked, sao list ol reloroncos attached. 
(3) II chocked, soo list of notes attached. 

Notes 
(3) 
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10 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS CRITERIA 





HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Re:erence: lO Code of Federal Regu!atioos, January i, l979 

.. I _: -----------------:r---- 'I 

f ~ ~ ,~ F 0 
~ ] Type cl Criier!on I ,! Earllesl Known ~d Olhe• :; 
§ !.\lumber ! Of Guide ~ ::..snguage o¥ C<llerion or Guide gp. ub!lcailon Dale (1 Rele,ence {2) 1. 
~ -l ~ ~ ~ 

···--------- ~ ~ 

:! ;: il ~ p 
~ CFR-iC-1 ~ ln;!rumentat!<m ~nd ! Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Specifications," page 325. 1 1968 j 60 

! 0 ~ontro~;nter.~n r, (ii)(A) limiting safety system settings ior nuclear reactors are settings ~ i 
~ peca!or ct!em nle- ~ for automatic o:lrotective devices related to those variables having ! ; 
~ 0 grat:on p n er:on ! significant safe·t'y functions. W:Oere a limiting safety system setting is ! l 
ij ~r~ 0~ roceoure ~ specified !01 a variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the ! I 
! '-n enon ,, setting shall be so chosen that automatic protective action will correct ' · 
~ ~ the abnormal situation before a safety limit is exceeded. if during 
! ! operation, the automaaic safety system does not !unction as required, 
~ ! the licensee shall lake appropriate action, which may include shutting 
~ ; down the reactor. 

! 
: CFR-~C-2 !nstn..'mentat!oo and 

Contmi Criterion 
Operator/System inte

g•atiqp Criterion 
Operatoo Procedure 

·Criterion 

?aragraph 50.36 "Technical Sped!licaticns," P!lge 326. l96il 

;i 

' ' • ! 
~ 

t2) l~mHing conditftons ;Ior operaHoo~ 5'-imiting conclit~ons for oper
ation are the lowest functional capaolllity q performance levels o« 
equipment required ior sale operation of the fadlity. When a ;imi!ing 
condit!on !or opera~~~, of a noc!ear reactor ~s not ;net, the Hcensee 
shall shut down the ceactor or fo!iow any remedial action j>ermitted by 
the technical specEfk:ation untH ~he condition can be met. 

~ 
\CFR-lC-3 hnstrumentation and 

i Control Criterion 
~Operator Procedure 
~ Criterion 

Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Spedlications," page 326. 

! 
~ 

CFR-iC-4 

i 
I 
llnstrmnentation and 
l Control Criterion 
!Operator Procedure 
l Cr!ter!on 
1 ; 

' ~ 

'' {3) Surveillance requirements. Surveillance requirements are require
ments relating to !est, calibration, or inspection to assure thai the 
necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, thai 
facility operation wm be within the safety limits, and that the limiting 
conditions ol operation will be met. 

Paragraph 50.36a "Technical Specifications on E!lluents irorn Nuclear 
Power Reactors," page 327. 

It is expected that in using this operational He::ibility under unusual 
operating conditions, the iicensee wHI exert his hest eiforts to keep 
levels oi radioactive material in effluents as low as practicable. 

~OTES: (!) 1967 or more recent 
;2) If checked. see ilsl oi role<ences ai!ache<l, 
~~) U chsc~ed, see !Is~ of :1ofes sUacheC. 

i96& 

; 97i 

"' '" 

60 

57 

Noles 
131 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerence: 10 Code of Federal Regulations. January I, 1279 

r- ---.------

Number 

CFR-IC-5 

CFR-JC-6 

CFR-IC-7 

CFR-IC-8 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure 
~riterion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure 
Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Procedure 
Criterion 

language of Criterion or Guide 

Paragraph 50.44 "Standards for Combustible Gas Control System in 
Light Water Cooled Power Reactors," page 330. 

(b) Each boiling or pressurized light-water nuclear power reactor 
fueled with oxide pellets within cylindrical zircaloy cladding shall be 
provided with the capability tor (I) measuring the hydrogen concen
tration in the containment, (2) insuring a mixed atmosphere in the 
containment, and (3) controlling combustible gas concentrations in the 
containment following a postulated LOCA. 

Paragraph 50.54 "Conditions of Licenses," page 335. 

(j) Apparatus and mechanisms other than controls, the operation of 
which may affect the reactivity or power level of a reactor shall be 
manipulated only with the knowledge and consent of an operator or 
senior operator licensed pursuant to Part 55 of this chapter present at 
the controls. 

Appendix A, "General Design <;:riteria for Nuclear 'Power Plants," 
II. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 353. 

Criterion 10 - Reactor design. The reactor core and associated 
coolant, control, and protection systems shall be designed with appro
priate margin to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are 
not exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the 
effects of anticipated operational occurrences. 

Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
II. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 353. 

Criterion 12 - Suppression of reactor power oscillations. The reactor 
core and associated coolant, control, and protective systems shall be 
designed to assure that power oscillations which can result in conditions 
exceeding specified acceptable fuel design limits are not possible or can 
be reliably and readily detected and suppressed. 

Earliest Known I Other 
Publication Dale (f) Relerence (2) 

1979 

1967 59 

1967 61 

1967 61 

Notes 
(31 

_____________________________________ J_ __________ _L ________ J_ ____ ~ 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or mora recant. 
(2) II checked, sea lis I ol reloronces attached. 
(3) II chacked,_see list of notes allachcd. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of Federal Regulations, January 1, 1979 

Number 

CFR-IC-9 

CFR-IC-10 

CI'R-IC-11 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Contr~l Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

~
ontrol Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Operator Procedure 
Criterion 
perator/System Inte
gration Criterion 
perator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or mors rscsnl. 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

Appendix A, ''<ieneral Design -Criteria for Nuclear . Power Plants," 
II. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 353. 

Criterion H -·Instrumentation and control. fnstrumliotatlon shall be 
provided to monitor variables and systems over their anticipated ranges 
for normal operation, for anticipated operational occurrences, and for 
accident conditions as appropriate to assure adequate !aJety, including 
those variables and systems that can affect the fission process, the 
integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, 
and the containment and its associated systems. Appropriate controls 
shall be provided to maintain these variables and systems within 
prescribed operating ranges. 

Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
II. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 353. 

Criterion 15 - Reactor coolant system design. The reactor coolant 
system and associated auxiliary, control, and protection systems shall 
be designed with sufficient margin to assure that the design conditions 
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded during any 
condition of normal operation, including anticipated operational occur
rences. 

Appendix A "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
11. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 354. 

Criterion 19- Control room. A control room shall be provided from 
which actions can be taken to operate the nuclear po\ller unit safely 
under normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe condition under 
accident conditions, including Joss-of-coolant accidents, Adequate 
radiation protection shall be provided to permit access and occupancy 
of the control room under accident conditions without personnel receiv
ing radiation exposures in excess of 5 rem whole body, or its equivalent 
to any part of the body, for the duration of the accident. 

Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 
provided (I) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the 
reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain 
the •mit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) with a potential 
capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use 
of suitable procedures. 

(2) II chscksd, see llsl ol relerences allached. 
(3) II checked, see llsl ol notes attached. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Fubllcatlon Dale (1 Relerence (2) 

1967 61 

1967 61 

1967 61 

Notes 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERiNG AND iPiiElAliED C!RilfERIA AND m.mn:s 

:~aference: 10 Code of Federi!l.Begy!atjons, January !, !979 

Number 

CFR-IC-12 

CFR-IC-13 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 

Language ol Criterion or Guida 

Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
Ill. Protection and Reactivity Control Systems, page 355. 

Criterion 24 --:- Separation of protection, and control systems. The 
protection system shall be separated from control systems to the extent 
that failure of any single control system component or channel, or 
failure or removal from service of any single protectiOn system 
component or channel which is common to the control and protection 
systems leaves Intact a system satisfying requirements of the pro
tection system. Interconnection of the protection and <;ontrol systems 
shall be limited so as to assure that safety Is not significantly impaired. 

Appendix A, "General Oesign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
IV. Fluid Systems, page 356. 

Criterion 34 - Residual heat removal. A system to remove residual 
heat shall be provided. The system safety function shall be to transfer 
fission product decay heat and other residual heat from the reactor 
core at a rate such that specified acceptable fuel design limits and the 
design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not 
exceeded. 

Suitable redundancy in components and features, and suitable intercon
nections, leak detection, and isolation capabilities shall be provided to 
assure that for onsite electric power system operation (assuming offsite 
power is not available) and for offsite electric power system operation 

· (assuming onsite power is not available) the system safety function can 
be accomplished, assuming a single failure. 

(2)11 checked, see list of references attached. 
(3) II checked, see list ol notes attached. 

Earliest Known J Olher 
!Publication Date (1 Reference (2) 

1967. ·61 

1979 

.Noles 
{3) 



:-HSMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRrfERiA AND GUIDES 

Re!eren~e: iO Code c~ federa1_~~:at]~!~~anuar}:_hj_279 ----------

' § "arliesl Known 'i Ollter 
.,.. 1 ..... u . :1 , ll .. .!} 

'" he '~pe 0 ' '-~ enon l t;mgua~e ol Criterion or Guide lt>ublica!lon Dale (1Jl fiefere"c" (2) 

·----~-,-, --------·· 
··! 

~1o~~s 

!lSi 
.l\ICmL r cr Gmde ,: ~ ~i . 

i ' " :------: 

, CFR-!C-14 
~ 
~ 

Cf'R-IC-l:i 

CfR-lC-!6 

i in~~~umenta:t~on ~nd 
~ Control Cn(enon 

~ ,, 
; 

I 
tnstrumentation and 
f Control Cdter!on 
~ 

~ 

~ 
' ~~nstrumen!a ~ion end 
i Centro! Criterion 
lOpe~ a tor Procedure 
~ Cr~terion 

~ 
! 
~~ 

I 
I 
i 
I 

i 
I 

_L _______ . 
NOTES: (1)1967 01 more recenl. 

q ll: ~ 
~ ~ 

Appendix !\, "General nesigr. Criteria lor Nudear Power Plants," 
!V. Fue~ and R·acHoact&v5t~ Ccntroa, page 359. 

~ 

! 
I 

i 
1 

I 

I 
! 
' 

Criterion 63 - Monitoring !uel and waste stocage. Appropciate 
systems shaH be p:rovkied !n fueR storage and radioactUve waste systems 
~nd associated handling areas 0} to detect conditions thai may result in 
loss of residuai heat removal capabilitY and excess!ve radiation levels 
and \2) to initiate appropriate sale!y actions. 

! 
i 
l 
I 
I 

Appendix A~ !lGeneraj Design Criteria for Nuc~ear Power P~ants," ! 
UV. Fuel and Radioactivity Control, ?age .359. j 
Criterion 64 - Moriitc.dng radioactivity reieases. M.eans shaH be ! 
prov~ded for monHoring the reactor conta]nment atmosphere, spaces ~ 
::ontaining components ior recirculation of loss-ilf-cooiant accident 
fJuids, effluent discharge paths~ and the piant environs for ~adioactivity 
~hat may be ;e~eased ~rom normal operat;cns, anc!uding anticipated 
operational occurrences~ and irom posh!~ated acc!dents. 

Appendix B,"nQuaHiy Assurance Criteda 1or i""~Udear ?ower Plants and 
fHei Reprocessing Plants,,, page 362. 

XIV. iNSPECTiON, ?"EST, AND OPERATING STA lU~ ~ 

Measures shall be established to indicate, by tl}e use of 
markings such as stamps, tags, labels, routing cards, or other 
sui !a hie means, ~he status of inspections and tests performed 
upon individual items o! the nuclear power plant or iuel 
reprocess!ng plant. These measures shall provide for the 
identificalion of items which have satisfactorily passed 
required inspections and tests, where necessary to preclude 
inadvertent bypassing oi such inspections and tests. Measures 
shall also be established for indicating the operating status ol 
structures, systems, and components of the nuclear power 
plant or fuel reprocessing plant, such as by tagging valves and 
switches, to prevent inadvertent operation. 

l 
i 
I 

I 
I 
i 

I 
i 

i967 

i%7 

!970 

I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
! 
~ 

! 

6! 

6~ 

62 

! r ~ 
_______ L._ _____ -----·-· --..J---l i. _________ ---· 

(2~ H chcckP.d, seo Hs! of rahH"encas attached. 
(3) 1: checked. see ~lsi ol noies alinch<Jd. 

--' 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Januar._yc.;l:_,,_l~9:..:7..::9c__ ______ _ 

Number 

CFR-IG-1 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1961 or more recenl. 

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

Appendix E, "Emergency Plans for Production and Utilization 
Facilities," page 366. 

C. Means 'for ·determining the magnitude of the release of radioactive 
materials, including criteria for determining the need for notification 
and participation of local and State agencies and the Atomic Energy 
Commission and other Federal agencies, and criteria for determining 
when protective measures should be considered within and outside the 
site boundary to protect health and safety and prevent damage to 
property. 

(2) If checked, see list ol roleroncos allached. 
(3111 checked, see list ol notos attached. 

Earliest Known I Other 
!Publication Dale (1~ Reference 121 

1970 63 

Noles 
(3) 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of Federal Regulations, January I, 1979 

Number 

CFR-MC-1 

CFR-MC-2 

CFR-MC-3 

CFR-MC-4 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

I Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

I Policy, Planning and 
Management Criterion 

NOTES: (1)1961 or mora recent 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

Paragraph 50.34 "Contents of Applications; Technical Information," 
page 321. 

(6) A preliminary plan for the applicant's organization, training of 
personnel, and conduct of operations. 

Paragraph 50.34 ''Contents of Applications; Technical Information," 
page ~23. 

(8) A description and plans for implementation of an operator requalifi
cation program. The operator requalification program shall, as a 
minimum, meet the requirements for those programs contained in 
Appendix A of Part 55 of this chapter. 

I Paragraph 50.34a "Design Objectives lor Equipment to Control 
Releases of Radioactive Material in Effluents - Nuclear Power 
Reactors," page 323. 

(a) An application lor a permit to construct a nuclear power reactor 
shall include a description of the preliminary design of equipment to be 
installed to maintain control over radioactive materials in gaseous and 
liquid effluents produced during normal reactor operations, including 
expected operational occurrences. I Paragraph 50.34a "Design Objectives for Equipment to Control 
Releases of Radioactive Material in Effluents - Nuclear Power 
Reactors," page 324. 

(c) Each application lor a license to operate a nuclear power reactor 
shall include (I) a description of the equipment and procedures for the 
control of gaseous and liquid efUuents and for the maintenance and use 
of equipment installed il\ radioactive waste systems, pursuant to 
paragraph (a) or this section; 

(21 II checked, see list oi roloronces allached. 
!3)11 chocked, seu llsl ol nolos al!ached. 

Earllesl Known I Other 
iPubllcallon Dale (1) Reference (2} 

1968 60 

1979 

I 1971 I 57 

I 1971 I 57 

Noles 
(3) 



HlHV~A~~ ~f~GBNE'ERH\]G ilt~\]U FL~l:~IED CR~T~R~tia AND GlHDES 

~.:.'ieler2nce: ~0 Code qJ f~~!:.~-R~~~~ion~]~nuar_y -'-'1 '-"!"-9'--7"-9---~---

~umber 

CFR-MC-5 

CFR-MC-6 

C?R-MC-7 

---~---, =----~-~\ - -
Type ol Cli!edon ! - --~ -- -------------

or Guide "/ lEmguage o! c,u;e<ion or Guide 

~PoHcy, Planning and 
f Management Criterion 
M~nstrurnenlation and 
i Control Criterion 
~Operator Procedure 
~ Cdtedon 
I; 
~ 
;~ 

?~arm2ng a<:cf 
i'v~anage1nent Cdtedon 

Paragraph 50.5~ 11ConcHtions oK licenses," ?age 3l35o 

lj) Apoparatus and mechanisms other than contro~s. the operation oi 
whkh may aHect the reactivHy or power ieve~ o[ a reactor shaH be 
manipulated only with the knowledge and consent of an operator or 
senioc operator licensed pursuant to Part 55 of !his chapter present at 
lhe controls. 

Paragraph 50.)!;. 11CorscHHons of licenses," page J35. 

(k) An operator or senEor operr-ato:" Hcensed pursuant to Part 55 of this 
chapter shaH be present at the controis at 2H times during the 
operation o! ~he facility. 

Append~A Bi '\QuanHy /\ssurance ·CrHer~a for Nucfec.:- ?GVier Pliar:ts anC 
fueE Reprvcess~ng P~ants/ 1 p~ge_ 352. 

XV~. CORRECT~VE ACTtON 
f·Je~sc.tres shaH be estabr£shed to assui:"e tha.~ co51:::E::Ioos adverse 
~o quaEty~ such 2s [c,f:ur:=s 0 ma~hmcdou:s:: deifidendes, dev~
atirn-.s, defecdve .n-oz:.ted2.[ a.:::d equEp;ner:;:, crnri ~o;K.onfonn

ances are prornpHy ~den~HAeG and correc~eC. in ~he case of 
signfficant cond3tt:Jns adverse to quaHtr~ the measures sha~: 
assure that tf"R cause o~ ti"~'= condit~c.t ~s determ£ned and 
corrective =.c~~on taken to :-~re~£ude reoetit~cr,. The !dentHi
catior1 of ~he sign!Hcan~ ~ondition adverse to quat~ty, the 
cause of the cond!tioc, the corr~ctfve acHoo taken shaH be 
documented and reported to approprio::te ~eveis of manage
ment. 

r--.~OTES: ,,~ f:S~l orr- r.r~cB"a cecenL 
(2j ~~ cb.ockGC, sss [~s~ a( nJ;urcmc~~s an~chcC. 
{:':?·} 1~ checkacJ, scG :~s~ of ncics attucheV. 

--~ ----·---r-
~ !Ea~Hes~ Known ~ CHf1er 
LPubl!cai!on Da~e {1/i Reffe,ence (2) 
) 

!967 59 

1967 )) 

t97:J l04 

------, 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 
10 Code of Federal Regulations, January I, 1979 

Number 

CFR-HC-1 

CFR-HC-2 

I 
B 

Type ol Crllerlon 
or Guide 

lluman Factors Test 
and Evaluation 
Criterion 

Human Factors Test 
and Evaluation 
Criterion 

NOTES: (1)1967 or mora recen!. 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

Appendix A, "General f>esign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
IV. Fluid Systems, page 356. 

Criterion 37 - Testing of emergency core cooling system. The emer
gency core cooling system shall be designed to permit appropriate 
periodic pressure and functional testing to assure (I) the structural and 
leaktight integrity of its components, (2) the operability and perform
i!JlCe of the active components of the system, and (J) the operability of 
the system as a whole and, under conditions as close to design as 
practical, the performance of the full operational sequence that brings 
the system Into operation, including operation of applicable portions of 
the protection system, the transfer between normal and emergency 
power sources, and the operation of the associated cooling water 
system. 

Appendix A, "General f>esign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
IV. Fluid Systems, page 356. 

Criterion 40 - Testing of containment heat removal system. The 
containment heat removal system shall be designed to permit appropri
ate period pressure and functional testing to assure (I) the structural 
and leaktight integrity of its components, (2) the operability and 
performance of the active components of the system, and (3) the 
operability of the system as a whole, and under conditions as close to 
the design as practical the performance of the full operation sequence 
that brings the system Into operation, including operation of applicable 
portions of the protection system, the transfer between normal and 
emergency power sources, and the operation of the associated cooling 
water system. 

(2) II checked, see !Is! ol ralerencos allached. 
(3) II checked, see lis! oi notes ellachcd. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Fubllcatlon Dale (1 Reference (21 

1967 61 

1967 61 

Noles 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of Federal Regulations, January I, 1979 

Number 

CFR-HC-3 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Human Factors Test 
and Evaluation 
Criterion 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

Appendix A, '!General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
IV. Fluid Systems, page 3.57. 

Criterion 43 - Jesting of containment atmosphei"e cleanup systems. 
The containment atmosphere cleanup systems shall be designed to 
permit appropriate periodic pressure and functional testing to assure 
(I) the structural and leaktight lntegri ty of its components, (2) the 
operability and performance of the active components of the systems 
such as fans, filters, dampers, pumps, and valves, and (3) the operability 
of the systems as a whole and, IA'Ider conditions as close to design as 
practical, the performance of the full operational sequence that brings 
the systems into operation, Including operation of applicable portions of 
the protection system, the transfer between normal and emergency 
power sources, and the operation of associated systems. 

(2)11 checked, see list ol references attached. 
(3) II checked, see llsi ol notes attached. 

Earliest Known J Other 
~ubftcallon Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1967 61 

Notes 
(3) 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of_~!:ri!l. ~llllltions..Januacy.l,__l.21.2_ 

·------r r------ ---

Number 

CFR-CC-1 

Type of Crllerion 
or Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure 
Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator Support Equip
ment Criterion 

!Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

_____ j 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or mora recanl. 

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

Appendix A "General Design Criteria lor Nuclear Power Plants," 
11. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 354. 

Criterion 19 - Control room. A control room shall be provided from which 
actions can be taken to operate the nuclear power unit safely under 
normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe condition under accident 
conditions, induding loss-of-coolant accidents. Adequate radiation 
protection shall be provided to permit access and occupancy of the 
control room under ·accident conditions without personnel receiving 
radiation exposures in excess of 5 rem whole body, or Its equivalent to 
any part of the body, lor the duration of the accident. 

Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 
provided (I) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the 
reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain 
the tUlit in a sale condition during hot shutdown, and (2) with a potential 
capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use 
of sui table procedures. 

(2) II checked, sea list of references allached. 
(3) II checked, seo list ol noles all~chn<l. 

Earliest Known J Other 
IPubllcalion Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1967 61 

Noles 
(3) 



:~~ .. HVU'i.N iE~<GrNEE~tNG ,:,NJ1J RiElffC"ED CR!TERIA Af-;·iJ mm::c=s 

Reference: 10 Code oi Federal Re8!!!e_tion~ Janu..l!rY....b <979 _ 

Number 
Type ol Crilerion 

or Guide 

I i ' 
CFR-PC-i I Oper_ato~ Procedure ! 

; Cnleraon ~-
J I Opera tor /System lnte- . 
f. ~ "ration Criterion ! j Jn;trumenta tion and j 
: i Control Criterion 1 

,, 

~ CfR-?C-2 

~ :":fR-PC-3 

~CFR-PC-<:, 

i i 
" ' I 
f 
r. 
r Ooera tor Procedure 
:; ·a-iterior. 
joperator/Syslem inte
r. grction CrHerion 
!Instrumentation and 

Contra£ Criterion 

!ooerator Procedure 
~ -Criterfon 
~Instrumentation anc 
~ Control Criterion 

~ 
f 
q 

~ 
!Opera tor Procedure 
! Criterion 
llnstrurnenta !ion and 
! Control Criterion 

rr 
~ 

I 
~ 
' 

'------__; 
NOtES:~~~ 1957 o~ mc~c !"~cent 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Specifica lions," page 325. 

(ii){A) Limiting safety system settings for nuclear reactors are settings 
lor automatic protective devices related to those variables having 
significant safety !unctions. Where a limiting safety system setting is 
specified for a variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the 
setting shall be so chosen that automatic protective action will correct 
the abnormal situation before a safety limit is exceeded. If ducing 
operation, the autoniatic safety system does not function as required, 
the licensee shall take appropriate action, which may include shutting 
down the reactor. 

Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Specifications," page 326. 

(2) L-imiting conditions ior operation. UmS!ing conditions for oper
ation are the lowest functional capability or perfformance levels of 
equipment required for safe operation of the facility. When a limiting 
condition for operation of a nuclear reacior is not met, the licensee 
shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by 
the technical specilication until the condition can be met. 

Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Specifications," page 326. i: 

r --- --r--- i -- -~~ 
9 , 
1 Earllesll<nown Olhe< . Noles I' 
tublicallon Dale (1) Reierence 121 . (3) ' 
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1968 6C fl 
{3) Surveillance requirements. Surveillance requirements are req,.ire- .~ 
menls relating to test, calibrallon, or inspection to assure that the ~ 
necessary quality oE systems and components is maintained, that 
facility operation will be within the safety limits, and that the limiting 
conditions of operation will be met. 

I 
' ~~ 
I< 

I 
Paragraph 50.36a "Technical Specifications on Effluents from Nuclear 
Power Reactors," page 327. 

II is expected that in using this operational flexibility under unusual 
operating conditions, the licensee will exert his best efforts to keep 
levels of radioactiYe material in effluents as low as practicable. 
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~2) U checked. Sica Us1 -::>~ rcforerac~s a9tnchedi. 
!3)11 checked, see list o! 110ics aHnched. 



~s~erence: 

Number 

CFR-PC-5 

CFR-PC-6 

i<=FR-PC-7 

FR-PC-8 

~U~J::.:\[\~ ~r~tc=.~t,:2E8~NG :~~~rG ~:=~:~T~~:' ::?:rTE~::2~ A~\JD GU~DCS 

!0 Code of Federal Regufadons, J2nucry ., 9 597:? 

Type o~ Criredon 
or Guide 

joperato~ P~ocedure 
! Crite~ion 

:Instrumentation and 
i Control Criterion 
!Policy, Planning and 

Management Criterion 

~atoc Procedure 
Criterion 

nstrumentation and 
Cont~ol Criterion 

f'peratoc Procedure 
' Criterion 
'nstrumentation and 
Cont~ol Criterion 

~~ator P~ocedure 
Criterion 

nstrwnentation and 
Control C~iterion 

, .. ontrol Room Environ-
; ment Criterion 
pperator Support Equip-

ment Criterion 
)peratoc/Systern Inte
gration Criterion 

language c~ CrUerton or Guide 

Paragraph .50.511 "Conditions of licenses," page 335. 

(j) Apparatus anll mechanisms other than controls, the operation of 
which may affect the reactivity or power level of a reactor shall be 
manipulated only with the knowledge and consent of an operator or 
senior operator licensed pursuant to Part 55 of this chapter present at 
the controls. 

Appendix A, "General Oesign Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
II. Protec lion by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 353. 

Criterion 10- Reactor design. The reactor core and associated 
coolant, control, and protection systems shall be designed with appro
priate margin to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are 
not exceeded during any condition of no~mal operation, including the 
effects of anticipated operational occurrences. 

Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
II. ProtectjL'fl by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 353. 

Criterion 12- Suppression of reactor power oscillations. The reactor 
core and associated coolant, control, and protective systems shall be 
designed to assure that power oscillations which can result in conditions 
exceeding specified acceptable fuel design limits are not possible or can 
be reliably and readily detected and suppressed. 

Appendix A "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
11. Protection by Multiple Fission Product 1\arriers, page 354. 

Criterion 19- Control room. A control room shall be provided from 
which actions can be taken to operate the nuclear power unit safely 
under normal conditions and to maintain it in a sale condition under 
accident conditions, including loss-of-coolant accidents. Adequate 
radiation protection shall be provided to permit access and occupancy 
of the control room under accident conditions without personnel receiv
ing radiation exposures in excess of 5 rem whole body, or its equivalent 
to any part o! the bo'!y, for the duration of the accident. 

I Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 

t ~ 
~ Ead~es~ ~<nawn ; O~ii.e; 
publica lion Dale (1)1 Re!erence \21 

1967 59 

1967 61 

1967 61 

1967 61 

I 
I 

Noaes 
(:;I 

I provided (I) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown o! the _ 
reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain 6 

the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) with a potential ! 
jcapabili ty [or subsequent col<i shutdown of the reactor through the use ~ 

______ !of suitable procedures. __________ ---~--- _________ L ~ ~ ' 

NOTES: {111957 or more recenl. 
(2} n checked. sen ~~stat rde;encos un<IcheG. 
(3~ !~ checked. see Ust o~ notes aU.Jcht1cL 

___________ _l ______ L ______ ___, 



HUMAN ~NGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: I 0 Code..Qtf~der!!!_B~gulations...laruJilQI__l,_, ~• z27L9z__ _______ _ 

Number 

CFR-PC-9 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Language of Crllerion or Guide 

Appendix 8, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and 
Fuel Reprocessing Plants," page 362. 

XIV.INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 
Measures . shall be established to indicate, by the usl! of 
markings such as stamps, tags, labels, routing cards, or other 
suitable means, the status of inspections and tests performed 
upon individual items of the nuclear power plant or fuel 
reprocessing plant. These measures shall provide for the 
identilication of items which have satisfactorily passed requir
ed inspections and tests, where necessary to preclude in
advertent bypassing of such inspections and tests. Measures 
shall also be established for indicating the operating status of 
structures, systems, and components of the nuclear power 
plant or fuel reprocessing plant, such as by tagging valves and 
switches, to prevent inadvertent operation; 

Earliest Known I O!her 
~ublicatlon Dale (1) Reference (2} 

1970 62 

Notes 
(3) 

I L -- _L ________________ ------------------ ________ I__ ______ .__ ___ __._ _____ --J 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 
(2111 checked, see 11~1 of references allached. 
(3) II checked, see list of notes allachod_ 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of Federal Regulations, January I, 1979 

I I Type of Criterion ·r Etnliesl Know~ Oihe~- Noles --
or Guide language ol Criterion or Guide ubllcation Dale"(i)l Reieren:e (2) J 131 Number 

CFR-EC-1 Opera tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Operator Procedure 
Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

Appendix A "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
II. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Ba~riers, page 354. 

Criterion 19- Control room. A control room shall be provided from 
which actions cim be taken to operate the nuclear power ooi t safely 
under normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe cond!tion under 
accident conditions, including loss-of-coolant accidettts. Adequate 
radiation protection shall be provided to permit access a.nd occupancy 
of the control room tinder accident conditions without personnel receiv
ing radiation exposures in excess of .5 rem who~e body, or its equivalent 
to any part of the body, for the duration of the accident. 

Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 
provided (I) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the 
reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain 
the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, andJ2) with a potential 
capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use 
of sui table procedures. 

1967 

- L_ ____ _ 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 
(2) II checked, seo list ol references atlached. 
{3)11 checked, see llsl ol notes attached. 

61 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: 10 Code of Federal Regulations, January I, 1979 

Number 

CFR-OC-1 

CFR-OC-2 

C:FR-OC-3 

I 
I Type of Crllerlon 

or Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrumen Ia lion and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure 
Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure 
Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Opera tor Procedure 
Criterion 

lnstrumenta tion and 
Control Criterion 

Opera tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

Control Room Environ
ment Criterion 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 

Language ol Crllerlon or Guide 

Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Specifications," page 325. 

(ii)(A) Limiting safety system settings for nuclear reactors are settings 
for automatic protective devices related to those variables havin1; 
significant safety functions. Where a limiting safety system setting is 
specified for a variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the 
setting shall be so r.hosen that automatic protective action will correct 
the abnormal situation before a safety limit is exceeded. If during 
operation, the automatic safety system does not function as required, 
the licensee shall take appropriate action, which may include shutting 
down the reactor. 

Paragraph 50.36 "Technical Specifications," page 326. 

(2) Limiting conditions for operation. Limiting conditions for oper
ation are the l.owest functional capability or performance levels of 
equipment required for safe operation of the facility. When a limiting 
condition for operation of a nuclear reactor is not met, the licensee 
shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by 
the technical specification until the condition can be met. 

Appendix A "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," 
II. Protection by Multiple Fission Product Barriers, page 354. 

Criterion 19- Control room. A control room shall be provided from 
which actions can be taken to operate the nucJear power unit safely 
under normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe condition under 
accident conditions, including loss-of-coolant accidents. Adequate 
radiation protection shall be provided to permit access and occupancy 
of the control room under accident conditions without personnel receiv
ing radiation exposures in excess of 5 rem whole body, or its equivalent 
to any part of the body, for the duration of the accident. 

Equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be 
provided (I) with a design capability lor prompt hot shutdown of the 
reactor, including necessary instrumentation and controls to maintain 
the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and (2) with a potential 
capability lor subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use 
of suitable proced11res. 

(2) II checked, see list ol references all ached. 
131 II checked, see llsl ol nolos allached. 

Earliest Known J Other 
~ublicallon Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1968 60 

1968 60 

1967 60 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. Ng~-~~~!l. Guides 

r ------ -

i 
Type o! Crilerion Eariiesl Known Other I Number or Guide language ol Crllerlon or Guide Publication Dale (1 Relerence (2) 

SGII-IC-1 Instrumentation and SG II Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor Containment, 1971 

I Control Criterion 3/10/71, page 2. 

The status (opened or closed) of all such isolation valves should be 

I 
indicated in the control room. If a remotely operable valve is provided, I 
sufficient information should be available in the control room or other 
appropriate location to assure timely and proper actions by the 
?per a tor. 

I 

! 

I I 
I " 

I I I ! I I I ! 
F ' ,, 

I " l 

i 
i ~ ! ! 

~ I- , , I 
! ; . 
1 r I . 

L_ ____ l _____________ L_ ___________________________ . __________ l __________ j__ __ _ 
NOTES: (I) 1967 or more rucenL 

(2) I! chocked, soe list o! roloroncus nHached. 
(3) II chockod, see llsl ol nolos ali ached_ 
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Notes 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Safet.L'::i~ide~----

-------·--.-

Type ol Crllerion 
Number or Guide language of Criterion or Guide 

SG22-IG-I lnstr umen tat ion and SG 22 Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions, 
Control Guide 2/17/72, p~ge 2. 

b. Each bypass condition should be individually and automatically 
indicated to the reactor operator in the main control room. 

-

...___ __ 
---·-- --------- -

NOlES: (1) 1967 or more rcconl. 
(2) II checked, see list ol reloroncos all ached. 
(3)11 checked, seoJ llsl olnotos allacl&ed. 

Earliest Known 
Publication Dale (1 

1972 

__.__ 

Other Noles 
Reference (2) (3) 



HUr-~tfi.~·~ Ef~G~f~EERH,iG A?~D RELATED CR~TEF!~A AND GUHJES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

~=·· I RG1.68-HG-I 

I RGI.68-HG-< 

I 
I 
i 

I 

" ~ 

! 
j 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Human Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

! Hama;; factors Test 
i, and Evaluation Guide 
i 
i 
i 
I 
~ 

~ 

~--
language of C.O!edon a: Gukfe 

~ 
! 

i ,, 

" ~ 

~ 
f 
~ 
! 
' ! 
! 
M 

! 
f 
g 

' ' I 

RG !.68 Qnidai Test Programs lor Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants, Revision 2, August u 978, pe.ge 4. 

Plant operating and emergency procedures shou!d, to the extent practi
cal, be developed, trial-tested, and corrected during the initial test 
prograrr. prior to fuel loading to establish their adequacy. 

RG 1.68 1nit!al Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants, Revision 2, August !978, page i I. 

j. :nst~Limentation and Conlrol Svstems 
The nomenclature applied to !nstrumeHt.atnoS"~ and control systems 
varies widely with different p~21nt desigr1s; however, the primary 
fut'.ctions are s!miiar for ail reactors. The principal functions of 
instrumentation and control sys1e1ns are to (R) control the normal 
operation o[ the facility within <lesogn !imlits, (2) t)rovide infor
mation znd alarms in the con:rci room w monitor the operation 
a,-,cl stattls of the facility and to permit corrective actions to be 
taken for off-normal plant conditions, 0) establish that the facility 
is operating within des!gn and license fiimits, {4) permit or suppor-t 
the correct operation of engineered safe~y features, and U) moni
tor and record important parameters during and following postu
!a ted accidents. 

!n the design of nuclear power plants, postufated accident assump
tions are oilen exp!icWy or implid!!y bounded by the design of 
coatro~ and ~nstrurnentat~on systems {e.g~~ pressudzer level or 
ieedwater f!ow control). £n such cases, operaHon of the instrumen
tation and controls over the . design operating range should be 
performed, and the efiects of limiting mallunctions or failures 
should be simulated to demonslrale ihe adequacy ol design and 
insta!ialion and the validity of accident analysis assumptions. 
Tests should be conductecl, 3as appropriate, to verify redundancy 
and electrical independence. 

~ Ead!es! Known Olher ! Noles I 
[?ubl!c•!!on Dale (1) Reference !2!! (3) , 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

Number 

RGI.68-HG-3 

RG 1.68-HG-4 

RGJ.68-HG-5 

RG 1.68-HG-6 

Type ol Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Human Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

Human Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

~uman Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

iuman Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

NOTES: (1)1967 or mora recent. 

language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.68 Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants, Revision 2, August 1978, page 12. 

k. Radiation Protection Systems 
Appropriate tests should be conducted to demonstrate the proper 
operation of the following types of systems and components used to 
monitor or measure radiation levels, to provide for personnel 
protection, or to control or limit the release of radioactivity: 

RG 1.68 Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants, Revision 2, Aiagust I 978, page 12. 

I. Radioactive Waste Handling and Storage Systems 
Appropriate tests should be conducted to demonstrate the func
tional operability and design flow rates of systems and components 
used to process, store, and release or control the release of 
radioactive liquid, gaseous, and solid wastes. Testing should 
demonstrate, to the extent practical, that the pumps, tanks, 
controls, valves, and other equipment, including automatic isola
tion and protective features and instrumentation and alarms, will 
operate and function in accordance with design. 

RG 1.68 Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants, Revision 2, August 1978, page 14. 

The control rod or poison removal sequence should be accomplished 
using detailed procedures approved by personnel or groups designated by 
the licensee. For reactors that will achieve initial criticality by boron 
dilution, control rods should be withdrawn before dilution begins. The 
control rod insertion imits defined in the technical specifications 
should be observed and complied with. 

RG 1.68 Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants, Revision 2, August 1978, page 15. 

d. Determination that adequate overlap ol source- and intermediate
range neutron instrumentation exists and verification that proper 
operations ol associated protective functions and alarms provide for 
plant protection in the low-power range (if not previously performed). 

(2)11 checked. sea list of reloroncos nllnched. 
(3)11 checked, sea list of notes allnchud. 
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1978 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regula!Qf.Y Gu,..,id,..,e:;sL-__ 

Type of Criterion I Earlles: Kn::n--J Other Noles 
, Number or Guide language of Criterion or Guide !Publica lion Dale 11 Reference (2) (3) 

RGI.5J-HG-I 

RGI.79-HG-I 

Human Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

~uman Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

'ollcy, Planning and 
, Management Guide 
~rator Pmcedure 

Guide 

RG 1.53 Application of the Singlr.-Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power 
Plant Proteqion Systems, June 1973, page I. 

"The delectability of a single' f'ailure is predicated on the assumption 
that the test result~ in the presence of a failure are different from the 
results that woul~ be obtained if no failure is present. Thus, inconclu
sive testing procedures such as "continuity checks" of relay circuit coils 
in lieu of relay operations should not be considered as adequate bases to 
classify as detectabie all potential failures which could negate the 
functional capability of the tested device." 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, lWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 9-19. 

9 • .5.2.3 Inspection and Testing Requirements. The inspection and 
testing requirements for the communication systems should be pro
vided. 

1973 

1972 66 

L__ ____ _.__ ________ l_ ---- ____________ l _________ _.__ ___ ____j__ ___ .-J 

NOTES: (1)1967 or more recent 
(2111 checked, see list of references allached. 
(3) If checked, see lis I ol notes allachod. 



r£UMftJ~ ENGH\~EER;NG AND A~lt~TED c·R21ER~A i~~\~D GUUDES 

Reference: U .. S._NRC R~:atory Gu!des --------------

r 
Type of Cr~~e1aon J. ·:;)~her 

r.~um3er 
! orG.:l,;e ~ l~Hlgs.:Jage off Ce-~~edcn or Gss:d!£ .:r~;o::cca~''o" Da~a fas~e~e~nce {2~' 

RGi.!i4-0G-! 

RGl.l ;4-X-2 

RG~G97-0G-~ 

RGL62-0G-~ 

~Operator /System ~nte
j gratioo Guide 

I 
I 
1 
~ 
~j 

!operator /Systems 
~ integration Guide 

~ 
! 
!Operator /Sys:em lnle
~ gratioo Guice 

i 
i 
I 
!operator/System ~nte
i gration Guide 
jlnstrumentatioo and 
l Control Gu1de 

I 
I 
j 
I 

il 
~ RG Lg RZ> Guk1ance on !OeSr5g OrerZ:±or at ~~e Coo~rc~s cf a ~".:ruc~ear 
~ Power Pllant, Revis~cn 1, Novelinber 1976~ f?3ge L 
! 
~ !. The operator au the con~roh r:·~ 2 n9.;.c~ear pcw~r ?~2~4 st-.ou1~ :·x?.-J~. 
~ an u.-'1obs~nzcted view oli and access ~o Jhe opera'?~oP.a1 co:azroR pane~s/ 
~ inchsding kastrumentatao.fl d~sy~a!'s and a~arms, ~n order ;o be able to 
B !nHL11te promp~ correctiv:e ac~~cr~, when necessar~~ on receipt of any 
~ ~nd~canon Onstn .. wnent Jnov:er:leni: cr aJarm~ of a chang~ng COu"1dH3c.n. 
)! -

RG L~ U~ Gukja~ce 0..'1 3eEr:g D~x!-rz~or at the Con~ro~s oi a Nuc3ear 
Power r~a.n~~ Rev~sGon Q~ November ~ 976; page 1. 

i'. ~has fis fac&jRateG tDy con~rcJ TOoH-~ Ces~gn aP.d naycuii ~n wh~ch aU contrroas1 

:1 ~ns~umerr~atAoril rHspiTays~ and z,jcnns requnred ror ahe safe operatLoo:J 
~ shu~dowll:l, and cook!iown oZ 1he u~~-~ ere read!fy ~P/E~~ab~e ~c the operator 
tl an ~he controR rcorn. 

I RG !.97 ins!rumenlalior; !c~ :.;sM-'i'!a<er-Cooiecl No.:dear ?ower 
~ ?~ants ~:::' Assess P~cm:r Cn~c2~tions During and r:Jrrtowh:g c~~ Acc;de,nq~ 
in • • o ' • •o··7 o ~ ~,ev~sa<m :~, A.ugus~ !l )1/ ~~..age J.~ • 

E At the star~ o:I an acc~den~ s the opera~or car:<Jr,:-;~ afw2ys de~ermn~e 
~ D~nn1edi~tely wh~t acciden~ has occurred or lis occurdng and ~iherefore 
~cannot afw.ays de~err-mh1e the cpprcpda~e tesponse~ for ~~-;lis re~sOGl~ ~he 
~ rea.clor tdp and certa~n saEety ac~~cns {e~g., emergency co-re cooEEng 
~ ac~uatioo, coo~a:nment ~soiaHor~ or depre~surizaQJoo~ are desagne-:i to be 
~ pedormed autornatfcaHy dt~dng t~~ !n!!~a~ s~ages o~ an accidenll. 
~ ~nstrumentatioo ~s aho prov~ded to ~ndka~e h~.rormat~o:~ about p~ant 
~parameters required ~c enab!e the opera~ion of manua]~y anidated 
~ sale!y-reialed systems and other appropriate opera lor actions. 

I RG L62 Manual !nitialion ol 
j L 

Pro~ective Acr;ons, October ~973, page 

~l. ,',leans should be provid€'d !or manual initiation ol each protec!ive 
~action (e.g., reactor trlp~ containment iso~a~ion} at the system level, 
! regardless ol whether "'eans are also provided !o iniliale !he proteclive 
~action at the cumponent <...'f channel Jeve! {e.g.f individua~ con1ro~ red~ 
i ;ndivkluc:d ~soijaUon valve)" 

i 
~ 
~ 
i 

1976 

1976 

i975 

!973 

! 
~ ,, 
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I 
, I 

i ~ ! 
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NOlES: {H 1957 or ruora raconL 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerence: U.S. NR~--R!!8'!@!9rY G,ut,_,"d==e::s __ 

----------------·-
·--y------------·· --r-- ··--·-··--- ---, 

Number 

RG 1.62-0G-2 

RG1.62-0G-3 

RG 1.62-0G-4 

RG1.47-0G-l 

RGI.If7-0G-2 

Type ol Crllerlon 
or Guide 

!operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Opera tor /System Inte
gration Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October 1973, page 
I. 

2. Manual initiation of a protective action at the system level should 
perform all actions performed by automatic initiation such as starting 
auxiliary or supporting systems, sending signals to appropriate valve
actuating mechanisms to assure correct valve position, and providing 
~he required action-sequencing flmctions and interlocks. 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October f97J, page 
7-
5. Manual initiation of protective actions should depend on the oper
ation of a minimum of equipment. 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October 1973, page 
L -

6. Manual initiation of protective action at the system level should be 
so designed that once initiated, it will go to completion as required in 
Section 4.16 of IEEE Std 279-1971. 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power 
Plant Safety Systems, May I 973, page 2. 

Bypass indication should aid the operator in recognizing the effects on 
plant safety of seemingly unrelated or insignificant events. Therefore, 
the indication of bypass conditions should be at the system level, 
whether or not it is also at the component or channel level. 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power 
Plant Safety Systems, May 1973, page 2. 

In a given plant design it may be best to group the bypass indicators 
according to the safety systems' dependence on a common electric 
power supply; for example, locating the bypass indicators for all 
engineered safety feature systems that are assigned to one standby 
power source near the bypass indicator for that source. There are other 
groupings which could be acc-eptable. In any design, it may be 
necessary to include an audible, as well as visual, alarm to attract the 
operator's attention when the status of the safety system chant~es. 

Earliest Known I Other 
Publication Date (I) Relerence (2) 
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NOTES: (1)1967 or more roconl. 
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Reference: !J.S. ~R~_R<:'g\!!ato!y_~;~!Ldes ·--__ _ 

~~~~~ ----·-----

1-------T~---··-· ~--i-i "l"ype ol Crllenon 1 
, Number J or Guide 1 

-------------------r:arlies~-Kno:: ~-·01=~~~-o-le-s---~ 

language of Criledon or Guide r' ubilcalion Date (1) Reierence (2) i_ 13) 

i rG .. 78-0G-. 

RGI.70-0G-I 

' • lOper a tor /System Inte
gration Guide 

Operator /System Inte
gration Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Control .Room Environ
ment Guide 

RG 1.78 Assumptions for Evaluating the Jlabitability of a Nuclear 
! Power Plant Control Room During A Postulated Hazardous Chemical I Reiease, June 1974, page 5. 

· Each operator should be taught to distinguish the smells of hazardous 
chemicals peculiar to the area. Instruction should Include a periodic 
refresher course. Practice drills should be conducted to ensure that 
personnel can don breathing apparatus within two minutes. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports lor 
I Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, page 
' 9-9. 

9.4.1.1 Design Bases. The design bases for the air treatment system 
for the control room and other auxiliary rooms (e.g., relay rooms and 
emergency switchgear rooms) CS"lsidered to be part of the control areas 
should be provided. Include the design criteria (e.g., single failure), 
requirements for the manual or automatic actuation of system com
ponents or isolation dampers, ambient temperature and humidity 
requirements, criteria lor plant operator comfort and safety, require
ments for radiation protection and monitoring of abnormal radiation 
levels and other airborne contaminants, and environmental design 
requirements. 

. . g ·-----3 

I I 
I I 
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1972 66 
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NOlES: (1) 1967 or mora roconl. 
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HUJ\n,!},N ENG1NEERlNG AND RELATED CRITERiA AND GU!DES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

Number 

I RG 1.68.2-EG-! 

RGI.I08-EG-I 

RG 1.95-EG-1 

RGI.70-EG-I 

Type ot c~:~::don 
or Q~kEc 

jopera tor Support i Equipment Guide 

~ 

Operator Support 
Equipment Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Opera tor Support 
Equipment Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

'per a tor Support 
Equipment Guide 

'olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recant. 

lnnguc~a c~ Co~2e~lon o; G~~de 

RG ~ .63.2 lnitial St&rtup Test Program to Demonstrate Remote Shut
down Capability lor Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, Revision i, 
July 1978, page 2. 

b. Communications s~ld exist between the control room observers 
and the remote shutdown locations. 

RG 1.108 Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite 
Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, August 
1977, page 2. 

(4) A surveillance system should be provided with remote indication in 
the control room as to diesel generator unit status, i.e., under test, 
ready-standby, lockout. A means of communication should also be 
provided between diesel generator unit testing locations and the main 
control rooin to ensure that the operators are cognii!lant of the status of 
the unit under test. 

RG 1.95 Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators 
Against an Accidental Chlorine Release, Revision I, January 1977, 
page 2. 

Adequate protection of the control room operators against the types of 
accidental chlorine release discussed above will be achieved if features 
are included in the plant design to (I) automatically isolate the control 
room if there is a release, (2) make the control room sufficiently leak 
tight, and (3) provide equipment and procedures for ensuring the use of 
breathing apparatus by the control room operators. 

RG 1.70 Standard format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 9-19. 

9.5.2-2 System Description. A description and evaluation of the 
communication systems should be provided. The fSAR should provide a 
detailed description and drawings. 

(2) II checked. seo llsl ol rolcrenccs allachcd. 
(3) II checked. seo llsl of noles allachod. 
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Number 

RGI.97-IC-1 

RG f. 139-IC-1 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Con trot Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.97 Instrumentation for light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident, 
Revision I, August 1977, page 4. 

17. The instrumentation should be designed to facilitate the recog
nition, location, replacement, repair, or adjustment of malfunctioning 
components or modules. 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal, May 1978, page). 

a. The design should be such that the reactor can be taken from 
normal operating conditions t'l cold shutdown using only safety-grade 
systems that satisfy General Design Criteria I through 5. 

Earliest Known J Other 
!Publication Date (1 Reference (2) 

1975 65 

1978 

Notes 
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Reference: U.S. NRC RegulatQr.y__G!..!.uuuidne::.s~----· 

r--------.-------------.----------------- ---.--------,. 

Number 

RGI.33-PC-1 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Criterion 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.33 Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation), 
Revision 2, February 1978, page 2. 

5. The guidelines (indicated by the verb "should") of ANSI NI8.7-
1976/ANS-3.2 contained in the following sections have sufficient safety 
importance to be treated the same as the requirements (indicated by 
the verb "shall") of the standard: 

h. Section 5.3.2 -- The guidelines that describe the content (excluding 
format) of procedures, except for the guidelines that address (I) a 
separate statement of applicability in Section 5.3.2(2), (2) inclusion 
of references in procedures, as applicable, in Section 5.3.2(3), and 
(3) inclusion of quantitative control guides in Section 5.3.2(6). 

i. Section 5.3.9 -- The guideline concerning emergency procedures 
requiring prompt implementation of immediate operator actions 
when required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a serious 
condition. 

j. Section 5.3.9.1 -- The guidelines that describe the content 
(excluding format) for: the title in Section 5.3.9.1(1); the inclusion 
of symptoms to aid in identification in Section 5.3.9.1(2); auto
matic actions in Section 5.3.9.1(3); immediate operator action, 
excluding those guidelines contained in the examples, in Section 
5.3.9.1(4); and subsequent operator actions in Section 5.3.9.1(5). 

Earliest Known J Olher 
Publica lion Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1977 64 

Notes 
(3) 
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NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 
(2)11 checked, see list of roforoncos all ached. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatorr_~ _ _l:'ides 

Number 

RGI.JOI--IG--1 

RGJ.97-IG-l 

Type of Crilerlon 
or Guide 

lnstnnnenta tion and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for N!!<=lear Power Plan~s, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 7. 

In particular, action levels (based on readings from a number of sensors 
including the pressure in containment, the response of the ECCS, etc.) 
for notification of offsite agencies should be described. 

RG 1.97 Instrumentation for light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident, 
Revision 1, August 1977, page 2. · 

I. For the postulated accidents listed in Chapter 15 of Regulatory 
Guide 1.70 (Ref. 2), the applicant should perform detailed safety 
analyses necessary to determine the parameters to be measured 
and the instrument ranges, responses, accur~cies, and length of 
time required to provide the operator with the information neces
sary to: 

a. Assist in determining the nature of an accident. .. 1 
b. Determine whether the reactor trip ~d. engineered-safety

feature systems are functioning properly. 
c. Determine whether the plant is responding properly to the 

safety measures in operation. · 
d. Determine the potential for breaching the barriers to radio

activity release. 
e. Decide on the need to take manual action if an engineered 

safety feature malfunctions or the plant is not responding 
effectively to the safety systems in operation, and 

f. Allow for early indication of necessary action to protect the 
public and for an estimate of the magnitude of the impending 
threat. 

*NOTE: Item (I) was not included in the December 1975 RG 1.97. 

L........----·~--------------··- ··------------ --·---------- ----·--·· ·--------····-
NOTES: (I) 1967 or more recenl. 

(2)11 checked. sen lls1 ol references ollnch<1d 
(3)11 checked, see llsl ol notes allachod. 
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Reference: U.S. NRC RegulatQQ'._.G,uuwid:lle~s;____ _____________ _ 

.-------- -y- ----r r- -.. 

Number 

RGI.97-IG-2 

RG1.97-IG-3 

RG 1.97-IG-4 

RGI_.62-IG-l 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

'Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

pperator /System Inte
gration Guide 

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

RG 1.97 Instrumentation [or Light-Water-Coole<J ·Nuch!ar Power 
Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During arid Following an Accident, 
Revision I, August 1977, page 2. 

2. The instrumentation necessary to provide the information noted in 
regulatory position I should be specified along with justification to 
show that the instrumentation is adequate to provide the operator with 
the necessary information. 

RG 1.97 Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident, 
Revision I, August 1977, page 3. 

10. The accident-monitoring instrumentation should be specifically 
identified on control panels so that the operator can easily discern that 
they are intended for use under accident conditions. 

RG 1.97 Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident, 
Revision I, August 1977, page 4. 

16. The accident-monitoring instrumentation design should minimize 
the development of conditions that would cause meters, annunciators, 
recorders, alarms, etc., to give anomalous indications confusing to the 
operator. 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October 1973, page 
I. 

I. Means should be provided for manual initiation of each protective 
action (e.g., reactor trip, containment isolation) at the system level, 
regardless of whether means are also provided to initiate the protective 
action at the component or channel level (e.g., individual control rod, 
individual i~olation valve). 

Earliest Known I Other 
ublication Dale (1) Reference (2) 

1975 65 

1975 65 

1975 65 

1973 
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NOTES: (1)1967 or more rectJnl. 
(2)11 checked, see list of references attached. 
(3)11 checked, see llsl of notes atlachod. 
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Relerence: U.S. ~~C Regulatorj'_ Guides __________ -----------

Number 

RG 1.62-IG-2 

RGI.62-JG-J 

RG 1.62-JG-4 

RGI.47-IG-1 

RGI.47-IG-2 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
~ Control Guide 
Opera tor /System Inte

gration Guide 

lnstrurnenta t ion and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

jopera tor /System lnte·
gration Guide 

nstrumentation and 
Control Guide 

p..erator/System Inte
gration Guide 

nstrumentation and 
Control Guide 

pperator /System Inte
gration Guide 

r-

Language oi Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October 1973, page 
I. 

2. ManUal initiation of a protective action at the system level should 
perform all actions performed by automatic initiation such as starting 
auxiliary or supporting systems, sending signals to appropriate valve
actuating mechanisms to assure correct valve position, and providing 
the _required action-sequencing functions and interlocks. 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October 1973, 
page I. 

3. The switches for manual initiation of protective actions at the 
system level should be located in the control room and be easily 
accessible to the operator so that action can be taken in an expeditious 
mann~r. 

RG 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions, October 1973, page 
2. 

5. Manual initiation of protective actions should depend on the oper
ation of a minimum of equipment. 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power 
Plant Safety Systems, May 1973, page 2. 

Bypass indication should aid the operator in recognizing the effects on 
plant safety of seemingly unrelated or insignificant events. Therefore, 
the indication of b"ypass conditions should be at the system level, 
whether or not it is also at the component or channel level. 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nudear Power 
Plant Safety Systems, May 1973, page 2. 

In a given plant design it may be best to group the bypass indicators 
according to the safety systems' dependence on a common electric 
power supply; for example, locating the bypass indicators for all 
engineered safety feature systems that are assigned to one standby 
power source near the bypass indicator ior that source. There are other 

T l Earliest Known I Other 
!Publication Dale (1)' Relerence (2) 
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Notes 
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Refe{ence: 

Number 

RG 1.47-IG-J 

RGJ.II7-IG-4 

RG 1.47-IG-5 

RGI.I08-IG-I 

iLS NR f: 2 "".gul.ata>:.Jl r.uillP < 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator Support 
Equipment Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recant. 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indications for Nuclear Power 
Plant Safety, May 1973, page 2. 

I. Administrative procedures should be supplemented by a system that 
automatically Indicates at the system level the bypass or deliberately 
induced lnoperability of the protection system and the systems actuated 
or controlled by the protection system. 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indications for Nuclear Power 
Plant Safety Systems, May 1973, page 2. 

3. Automatic indication in accordance with C. I. and C.2. above should 
be provided in the control room for each bypass or deliberately induced 
inoperable status that meets all of the following conditions: 

a. Renders inoperable any redundant portion of the protection 
system, systems actuated or controlled by the protection system, 
and auxiliary or supporting systems that must be operable for the 
protection system and the systems it actuates to perform their 
safety-related functions; 
b. Is expected to occur more frequently than once per year; and 
c. Is expected to occur when the affected system is normally 
required to be operable. 

RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indications for Nuclear Power 
Plant Safety Systems, May 1973, page 3. 

4. Manual capability should exist in the control room to activate each 
system-level indicator provided in accordance with C. I. above. 

RG 1.108 Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite 
Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, August 
I 977, page 2. 

(4) A surveill;mce system should be provided with remote indication in 
the control room as to diesel generator unit status, i.e., under test, 
ready-standby, lockout. A means of communication should also be 
provided between diesel generator unit testing locations and the onain 
control room to ensore that Ute operators are cognizant of the status of 
the unit under test. 

--~------·-----------------·------

(2) II checked. seo llsl of references allached. 
(3) II checked. seo llsl ol no!cs allached. 
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Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Gujdes 

Number 

RGJ.45-IG-1 

RGI.IJ9-IG-I 

RG 1.139-IG-2 

RGI.IJ9-IG-3 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

lnstrumenta t ion and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

nstrumentation and 
Control Guide 

NOTES: (11 1967 or more recent. 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.45 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 
Systems, May 1973, page 4. 

7. Indicators and alarms for each leakage detect 
provided in the main control room. Procedures fo 
indications to a common leakage equivalent should 
operators. The calibration of the indicators should 
independent variables. 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal, M 

Under these circumstances (safe shutdown earthq 
shutdown (including cooldown) within a reason 
systems designed to safety grade standards and 
control room. 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal, M 

a. Isolation of the suction side of the RHR system 
by at least two power-operated valves in series, 
indicated in the control room." Alarms in the con 
provided to alert the operator if either valve is 
pressure exceeds the RHR system des!gn pressure. 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal, M 

Independent diverse protective measures should b 
any open valve in the event of an increase in the 
the RI-IR system design pressure. 

'-----~ ~-----~--~ 
(2}1! checked. see llsl of rolerencoo attached. 
(31 II checked, see list ol noles allachnd. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: ..U.S..NR~ulatury:.Guides 

Number 

RG1.12-IG-I 

RGI.70-IG-I 

RGI.lO-IG-2 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (1)1967 or more recenl. 

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

RG 1.12 Instrumentation for Earthquakes, Revision I, April 1974, 
page 1. 

Since the zero-period acceleration of the containment fow1dation 
design response spectra representing the OBE may not fully describe 
the seismic event, it is important to have a triaxial response-spectrum 
recorder installed at an appropriate location in the basement of the 
plant capable of providing immediate signals for remote indicating in 
the control room if· any significant portion of the foundation design 
response spectra has been exceeded. 

RG I. 70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 4-14. 

4.4.6 Instrumentation Requirements 
The functional requirements for the instrumentation to be 
employed in monitoring and measuring those thermal-hydraulic 
parameters important to safety should be discussed. The 
requirements for in-core instrumentation to confirm predicted 
power density distribution and moderator temperature distri
butions, for example, should be included. Details of the 
instrumentation design and logic should be discussed in Chap
ter 7 of the SAR. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page !;-59. 

6.7 .4 Instrumentation Requirements 
The system instrumentation and controls should be described. 
The adequacy of safety-related interlocks to meet the single
failure criterion should be demonstrated. 

(2)11 checked, see list of roloroncos allached. 
(3) II checked, seA list of nolos allachod. 
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HUMAN E(-.jGINEE:S!NG AND REltl.!ED CRaHi[A AND GL'J:JES 

Relerence: II S NBC Regulatory.Guides 

Number 

RG 1.70-IG-3 

RGl.70-IG-4 

RG 1.70-IG-5 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

!Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis ~eports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, lWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 7-3. 

7.2.1.1 System Description. Provide a description of the reactor trip 
system to include initiating circuits, logic, bypasses, interlocks, 
redundancy, diversity, and actuated devices. Any supporting systems 
should be identified and described. Those parts of any system not 
required for safety should be identified. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LII'R Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 9-9. · 

9.3.5.5 Instrumentation Requirements. The system instrumentation 
iiiid controls should be described. The adequacy of safety-related 
instrumentation and controls to fulfill their functions should be demon
strated. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, page 
9-9. 

9.4.1.1 Design Bases. The design bases for the air treatment system 
for the control room and other auxiliary rooms (e.g., relay rooms and 
emergency switchgear rooms) considered to be part of the control areas 
should be provided. Include the design criteria (e.g., single failure), 
requirements for the manual or automatic actuation of system com
ponents or isolation dampers, ambient temperature and humidity 
requirements, criteria for plant operator comfort and safety, require
ments for radiation protection and monitoring of abnormal radiation 
levels and other airborne contaminants, and environmental design 
requirements. 
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Re le r en c e: .lL5._NR.C_Regulator jU:illides 

Number 

RG 1.95-CG-1 

RGI.78-CG-I 

RGI.70-CG-! 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Opera tor Support 
Equipment Guide 

Opera tor Procedure 
Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 

language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.95 Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators 
Against an Accidental Chlorine Release, Revision I, January 1977, 
page 2. 

Adequate protection of the control room operators against the types of 
accidental chlorine release discussed above will be achieved if features 
are included in the plant design to (I) automatically isolate the control 
room if there is a release, (2) make the control room sufficiently leak 
tight, and (3) provide equipment and procedures for ensuring the use of 
breathing apparatus by the control room operators. 

RG 1.78 Assumptions for Evaluating the Habitability of a Nuclear 
Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous Chemical 
Release, June 1974, page I. 

1-luman tolerance for hazardous chemicals should be considered in the 
design stage of nuclear facilities. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, lWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 6-45. 

The habitability systems for the control room should include shielding, 
air purification systems, control of climatic conditions, storage 
capacity for food and water, and kitchen and sanitary facilities. 
Detailed descriptions of these systems should be included in the SAR 
together with an evaluation of their performance. The evaluation 
should provide a~surance that the systems will operate under all 
postulated conditions to permit the control room operators to remain in 
the control room and to take appropriate actions as required by General 
Design Criterion 19. Sufficient information should be provided to 
permit an independent evaluation of the adequacy of the systems. 
Information and evaluations in other sections of the SAR that relate to 
the adequacy of the habitability systems should be referenced (see 
Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.1, and 15.X.X, paragraph 5). 

L_ ________________ _ 

(2) II checked, sco list of relorcncos attached. 
(J)II checked, see list of notes attached. 
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Reference: u....5.._.MRC._Regulatw:x.Luidfi 

Number 

RG 1.70-CG-2 

RG 1.70-CG-3 

Type of Crllerion 
or Guide 

~ontrol Room Environ
ment Guide 

nstrumentation and 
Control Guide 

ppera tor /System Inte
gration Guide 

'olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

J::ontrol Room Environ
ment Guide 

-'olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (1J 1967 or mora recant. 

HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

r-----·-- ----y---------,,-------. 

Language of Crllerion or Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports 
for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision l, November 1978, 
page 9-~ 

9.4.1.!" Design Bases. The design bases for the air treatment system 
for the control room and other auxiliary rooms {e.g., relay rooms and 
emergency switchgear rooms) considered to be part of the control areas 
should be. provided. Include the design criteria (e.g., single failure), 
requirements for the· manual or automatic actuation of system com
ponents or isolation dampers, ambient temperature and humidity 
requirements, criteria for plant operator comfort and safety, require
ments for. radiation protection and monitoring of abnormal radiation 
levels and other airborne contaminants, and environmental design 
requirements. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and .Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Pow~ Plants, LWR Edition, Revision l, November 1978, 
page 9-19. 

9.5.3 Lighting Systems . 
A description of the normal lighting system for the plant 
should be provided. A description of the emergency lighting 
system, including design criteria and a failure analysis, should 
also be provided. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publication Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1972 66 

1972 66 

Notes 
(3) 

_____ L__ - ___. 

(2J II chocked. see list of references attached. 
(3) II checked, sea list of notes attached. 



Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

Number 

RGI.I 14-PG-1 

~GI.II4-PG-2 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

tperator Procedure 
Guide 

olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

ppera tor Procedure 
Guide 

HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.114 Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls of a Nuclear 
Power Plant, Revision I, November 1976, page I. 

2. The operator at the. controls should not normally leave the area 
where continuous attention (including visual surveillance of safety
related annunciators and instrumentation) can be given to reactor 
operating conditions and where he has access to the reactor controls. 
For example, the operator should not routinely enter areas behind 
control panels where plant performance cannot be monitored. The 
operator at the controls should not under any circumstances leave the 
surveillance area defined by regulatory position 3 for any nonemergency 
reason (e.g., to confer with others or for personal reasons) without 
obtaining a qualified relief operator at the controls. In the event of an 
emergency affecting the safety of operations, the operator at the 
controls may mofT!entarily be absent from the defined surveillance area 
in order to verify the receipt of an annunciator alarm or initiate 
corrective action, provided he remains within the confines of the 
control room. 

RG 1.114 Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls of a Nuclear 
Power Plant, Revision I, November 1976, page 2. 

4. Prior to assuming responsibility for being operator at the controls, 
the relief operator should be properly briefed on the plant status. In 
order to ensure that proper relief occurs, administrative procedures 
should be written to describe what is required. TI1e administrative 
procedure should include, as a minimum, a definition of proper relief 
'(e.g., what information is required io be passed on and acknowledged 
between the two operators). 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publica lion Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1976 

1976 

Noles 
(3) 

L L___ _______ l__________ _______L_____ __J 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 
(2) II chocked, see list ol relorencos nttached. 
(3)11 chocked, see list ol notes allnchud_ 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

Number 

RGl.IOI-PG-1 

RGI.IOI-PG-2 

RGl.lOI-PG-3 

Type ol Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

tperator Procedure 
Guide 

olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (I) 1967 or more recent. 

~-----·---

Language ol Crllerlon or Guide 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 5. 

Emergency action levels for declaring a Site Emergency should be 
defined (I) in terms of instrument readings or alarms that annunciate in 
the contml room, including Indications of the functioning of safety 
systems and the readout from efffuent monitors and (2) alternatively in 
terms of specific cqntamlnation levels in environmental media, e.g., 
water, soil, vegetation, milk. To avoid unnecessary response to false 
alarms, the activation criteria for control room monitors should be 
defined so as to require corroborating evidence from two Independent 
sources that provide Input to the control room. The bases and criteria 
used to specify these emergency action levels should be described and 
their relationship to protective action guides explained. Licensees 
should use, and should recommend to local and State authorities f<J use, 
protective action guides incorporated in federal agency guidance. 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 7. 

In some emergency situations, actions can be taken to correct or 
mitigate the situation at or near the source of the problem (for 
example, to prevent an uncontrolled release of radioactive materials or 
to reduce the magnitude of a release). Such actions should be 
considered as a supplement to design features and as both a backup and 
an extension of automatically initiated actions. Proficiency in cor
rective actions should constitute a major objective of the training 
effort and onsite drill program. 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 1, 
March 1977, page 10. 

This section should describe provision for the conduct of periodic drills 
and exercises to test the adequacy of timing and content of imple
menting procedures and methods, to test emergency equipment, and to 
ensure that emergency organization personnel are familiar with their 
duties. Preplanned descriptions or simulations of accidents or similar 
events should be used to prepare scenarios appropriate to the objectives 
of each drill or exercise. 

(2} II checked. see list ol rolorences attached. 
(3} If checked, see lis! of notes Rllnchcd. 
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1977 

1977 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC RegulgtoryGuides ______ _ 

Number 

RGI.lOl-PG-4 

RGI.97-PG-I 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Opera tor Procedure 
Guide 

NOTES: (1) !967 or mora receni. 

language of Crllerlon or Guide 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 12. 

There should be a separate procedure for each identified class of 
emergency to specify and implement the preplanned response actions 
required for that emergency condition. Each procedure should (I) 
clearly identify the action level, the protective action guide, or the 
conditions for declaring the emergency condition; (2) list by priority the 
individuals and elements of the emergency organization that are to be 
notified and mobilized; and (3) specify the emergency actions that are 
to be taken by designated individuals and elements of the emergency 
organization. Communications procedures should require formality, 
acknowledgements of orders and reports, designation of relative 
priority of communications with the scene of the emergency, site 
emergency control center, control room, outside activities, etc. 
Effective methods for rapid internal and external transmission of 
information may include prepositioned messages Hill in the blanks in 
specified sequence); instructions for use of voice (telephone and radio 
transmission) and telewire facsimile (TWX); use of manual status boards 
for details of the emergency; and use of maps, charts, and plant 
configuration drawings for site and l·ocal areas required by Annex 
A.J0.3. 

RG 1.97 Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident, 
Revision I, August 1977, page I. 

Monitored variables and systems are used by the operator in accident 
surveillance to (I) assist in determining the nature of an accident; (2) 
determine whether the reactor trip and engineered-safety-feature sy
stems are functioning properly; 0) determine whether the plant is 
responding properly to the safety measures in operation; (4) provide 
information to the operator that will enable him to determine the 
potential for breaching the barriers to radioactivity release; (5) furnish 
data for deciding on the need to take manual action if an engineered 
safety feature malftmct,ions or the plant is not responding effectively to 
the safety systems in operation; (6) allow for early indication of the 
need to initiate action necessary to protect the public and for an 
estimate of the magnitude of the impending threat; and (7) aid in 
determining the cause and consequence of the event for postaccident 
investigation. 

(2) II chocked. soo !lsi ol rolcroncos ott3chod. 
(3) II checked, see lis! ol notes all~chcd. 
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1977 
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Notes 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING ANO RElATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: II S. NRC Regulatory Guides.--------------

Number 

RGI.45-PG-1 

RGI.95-PG-1 

RGI.I39-PG-1 

RGI.139-PG-2 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Opera tor Support 
Equipment Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.45 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary leakage Detection 
Systems, May 1973, page 4. 

7. Indicators and alarms for each leakage detection system should be 
provided in the main control room. Procedures for converting various 
indications to a common leakage equivalent should be available to the 
operators. 1be calibration of the Indicators should account for needed 
independent variable~. 

RG 1.95 Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators 
Against an Accidental Chlorine Release, Revision I, January 1977, 
page 2. 

Adequate protection of the control room operators against the types of 
accidental chlorine release discussed above will be achieved if features 
are included In the plant design to (I) automatically isolate the control 
room if there is a release, (2) make the control room sufficiently leak 
tight, and (J) PfOvide equipment and procedures for ensuring the use of 
breathing apparatus by the control room operators. 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal, May 1978, page 5. 

The design and operator procedures of the RHR system should include 
provisions to prevent damage to the RHR system pumps due to 
overheating, cavitation, or loss of adequate pump suction head. 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal, ~ay 1978, page 5. 

The programs for pressurized water reactors should include tests with 
supporting analysis to confirm (a) that adequate mixing of borated 
water added prior to or during cooldown can be achieved under natural 
circulation conditions and permit estimation of the 'times required to 
achieve such mixing and (b) that the cooldown under natural circulation 
conditions can be achieved within the limits specified in the emergency 
operating procedures. 

Earliest Known I Other 
!Publica lion Date (1JI Reference 121 

1973 

1975 69 

1978 

1978 

L------------L------------------L __ .L 
NOTES: (1) 1967 or mora recent. 

(2) II checked. see list of references allached. 
(31 II checked. see llsl ol noles allachod. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

Number 

RGI.l39-PG-3 

RGI.?&-PG-1 

IRGI.70-PG-l 

tG 1.70-PG-2 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

)per a tor Procedure 
Guide 

.)per a tor Procedure 
Guide 

ppera tor Procedure 
Guide 

Iuman Factors Test 
and Evaluation Guide 

olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

tpera tor Procedure 
Guide 

olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or moro recent. 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.139 Guidance for Residuall-leat Removal, Mayl978, page 6. 

The operational procedures for bringing the plant from normal oper
ating power to cold shutdown should be in conformance with Regulatory 
Guide 1.33. For pressurized water reactors, the operational procedures 
should include specific procedures and information required for cool
down under natural circulation conditions. 

RG 1.78 Assumptions for Eval4ating the Habitability of a Nuclear 
Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous Chemical 
Release, June 1974, page 5. 

15. Emergency procedures to be initiated in the event of a hazardous 
chemical release within or neat the station should be written. These 
procedures should address both n\aximum concentration accidents and 
maximum concentration-duration accidents and shOuld identify the 
most probable chemical releases at the station. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of ·Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, L WR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 9-19. 

9.5.2.3 Inspection and Testing Requirement~. The inspection and 
testing requirements lor the communication systems should be pro
vided. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports {or 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page !3-15. 

13.5.2.1 Control Room Operating Procedures. This section should 
describe primarily the procedures that are performed by licensed 
operators in the control room. Each such operating procedure should be 
identified by title and included in a described classification system. 
The general format and content for each class should be described. The 
following categories should be included, but need not necessarily form 
the basis for classifying these procedures: 

I. System procedures. 
2. General plant procedures. 
3. Off-normal operating procedures. 
4. Emer~:eru:::.)'4>I:lll:edw:ees,s ___ _ 

(2) II checked, seo list ot roloronces ollached. 
(3) II chockod, seo list of notes at101chud. 
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1978 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. N~C Regulato~_Guides 

Number 

RGJ.?O-PG-3 

RG 1.70-PG-4 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

!Operator Procedure 
Guide 

!Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

NOTES: (1)1967 o' mora recanl. 

---------

Language of Crllerlon or Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision J, November 1978, 
page I J-15. 

5. Alarm response procedures. 
6. Temporary procedures. 

1 NOTE: (13.5.2.1) No categories U-6) were listed or suggested in the 
1972 Regulatory Guide 1.70. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1971, 
page IJ- 16. 

In category 5, individual alarm response procedures4Jould not be listed. 
liowever, the system employed to classify or subclassify alarm respons
es and the methods to be employed by operators to retrieve or refer to 
alarm response procedures should be described. Immediate action 
procedures required to be memorized should be identified. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 13-16. 

13.5.2.2 Other Procedures. This section should describe how other 
operating and maintenance procedures are Classified, what group or 
groups within the operating organi7.ation have the responsibility for 
following each class of procedures, and the general objectives and 
character of each class and subclass. The categories of procedures 
listed below should be included. If their general objectives and 
character are described elsewhere in the FSAR or the application, they 
may be described by specific reference thereto. 

1. Plant radiation protection procedures. 
2. Emergency preparedness procedures. 
3. Instrument calibration and test procedures. 
"· Chemical-radiochemical control procedures. 
S. Radioactive waste management procedures. 
6. Maintenance and modification procedures. 
7. Material control procedures. 
8. Plant security procedures. 

(2111 checked, see !lsi ol references allached. 
(3)11 checked, see lis! ol noles a!lachod. 
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1978 
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Rele,ence: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 
--------------------

Numbeo 

RGI.Il4-MG-l 

RG 1.114-MG-2 

RGI.II4-MG-3 

Type ol Crilerlon 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

language of Crllerion or Guide 

RG 1.114 Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls of a Nuclear 
Power Plant, Revision I, f'.'ovember 1976, page I. 

2. The operator at the controls should not normally leave the area 
where continuous attention (including visual surveillance of safety
related annunciators and instrumentation) can be given to reactor 
operating conditions and where he has access to the reactor controls. 
For example, the operator should not routinely enter areas behind 
control panels where plant performance cannot be monitored. The 
operator at the controls should not under any circumstances leave the 
surveillance area defined by regulatory position 3 for any nonemergency 
reason (e.g., to confer with others or for personal reasons) without 
obtaining a qualified relief operator at tl)e controls. In the event of an 
emergency affecting the safety of operations, the operator at the 
controls may momentarily be absent from the defined surveillance area 
in order to verily the receipt of an annunciator alarm or initiate 
corrective action, provided he remains within the confines of the 
control roorr .• 

RG l.IJII Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls of a Nuclear 
Power Plant, Revision I, November 1976, page 2. 

3. Administrative procedures should be established to define and 
outline (preferably with sketches) specific areas within the control 
room where the opera tor at the controls should remain. The procedures 
should define the surveillance area and the areas that may be entered, 
in the event of an emergency affecting the safety of operations, by the 
operator at the controls to verify receipt of an annunciator alarm or 
initiate corrective action. 

Earliest Known I Other 
!Publica lion Dale (1) Reference (2) 

1976 

1976 

1976 ! l>oiicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

RG 1.!14 Guidance on Being Operator at the Conlrois of a Nuclear 
Power Plant, Revision I, November 1976, pa~e 2. 

5. A single operator should not assume the operator-at-the-controls 
responsibility for two or rnore nuctear ~wer unHs at the same time. 

L _____________________________________ l __ , _____ _ __ _l 
NOTES: (111967 or more recent. 

(2)11 checked. see list ol relerenccs atlached. 
{3) II checked, see list al notes al!ached. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC l~egulator)' Guides_-----------------·--

··- ·------------

Number 
Type of Criterion 

or Guide 

RG 1.101-MG-l I Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

RGI.IOI-MG-2 !Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

RGI.IOI-MG-3 ~olicy, Planning and 
Management Guide· 

per a tor Procedure 
Guide 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 5. 

Emergency action levels for declaring a Site Emergency should be 
defined (I) in terms of instrument readings or alarms that annunciate in 
the control room, including indications of the functioning of safety 
systems and the readout from effluent monitors and (2) alternatively in 
terms of specific c911tamination levels in environmental media, e.g., 
water, soil, vegetation, milk. To avoid unnecessary response to false 
alarms, the activation criteria for control room monitors should be 
defined so as to require corroborating evidence from two independent 
sources that provide input to the control room. The bases and criteria 
used to specify these emergency action levels should be described and 
their relationship to protective action guides explained, Licensees 
should use, and should recommend to local and State authorities f<J use, 
protective action guides incorporated in Federal agency guidance. 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 7. 

In particular, action levels (based on readings from a number of sensors 
including the pressure in containment, the response of the ECCS, etc.) 
for notification of off site agencies should be described. 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 10 .. 

This section should describe provision for the conduct of periodic drills 
and exercises to test the adequacy of timing and content of imple
menting proc:edurP.s "nd methods, to test emergency equipment, and to 
ensure that emergency organization personnel are familiar with their 
duties. Preplanned descriptions or simulations of accidents or similar 
events should be used to prepare scenarios appropriate to the objectives 
of each drill or exercise . 

..J. _L_ ··----------------------·-----

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recenl. 
(2) II checked, seo list of rcfcronces allnchcd_ 
(3) II checked, seo list of noles altachcd. 
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Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Guides 

Number 
Type of Criterion 

or Guide 

RG 1.10 1-MG-4 I Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Opera tor Procedure 
Guide 

RGI.78-MG-I I Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants, Revision I, 
March 1977, page 12. 

There should be a separate procedure for each identified class of 
emergency to specify and implement the preplanned response actions 
required for that emergency condition. Each procedure should (I) 
clearly identify the action level, the protective action guide, or the 
conditions for declaring the emergency condition; (2) list by priority the 
individuals and elements of the emergency organization that are to be 
notified and mobilized; and (3) specify the emergency actions that are 
to be taken by designated individuals and elements of the emergency 
organization. Communications procedures should require formality, 
acknowledgements of orders and reports, designation of relative 
priority of communications with the scene of the emergency, site 
emergency control center, control room, outside activities, etc. 
Effective methods for rapid internal and extemal transmission of 
information may include prepositioned messages (fill in the blanks in 
specified sequence); instructions for use of voice (telephone and radio 
transmission) and telewire facsimile (TWX); use of manual status boards 
for details of the emergencY! and use of maps, charts, and plant 
configuration drawings for site and local areas required by Annex 
A.IO.J. 

RG 1.78 Assumptions for Evaluating the tiabitability of a Nuclear 
Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous Chemical 
Release, J"'_IC, 1,9.74, page '· · 

Criteria should be defined for the isolation of the control room, for the 
use of protective breathing apparatus or other protective measures, and 
for orderly shutdown or scram. 

Earllesl Known J Other 
IPubllcallon Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1977 

1974 

·Noles 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NRC Regulatory Gujdes 

Number 

RGI.I6-MG-l 

RG 1.70-MG-1 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Policy, Plaming and 
Management Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.16 Reporting of Operating Information - Appendix A Technical 
Specifications, Revision IJ, August 19n, page 3-IJ. 

Information provided on the licensee event report form should be 
supplemented, as needed, by additional narrative material to provide 
complete explanation of the circumstances surrounding the event. 

(6) Personnel error or procedural inadequaq' which prevents or could 
prevent, by Itself, the fulfillment of the functional requirements of 
systems required to cope with accidents analyzed In the SAR. The 
following are examples: 
(a) Failure to restore a safety system to operability following test 

or maintenance. 
(b) Improper procedure leading to Incorrect valve lineup which 

resulted in closure of one manual valve In each of two 
redundant safety injection subsystems ao.d would have pre
vented injection on demand. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, L'f/R Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 4-14. 

4.4.6 Instrumentation Requirements 
The functional requirements for the instrumentation to be employ
ed in monitoring and measuring those thermal-hydraulic para
meters important to safety should be discussed. The requirements 
for In-core instrumentation to confirm predicted power density 
distribution and moderator temperature distributions, for example, 
should be included. Details of the instrumentation design and logic 
should be discussed in Chapter 7 of the SAR. 

------------.. -----------... -----

(2} If checked. see list of relercnc~s all ached. 
(3} II checked. sP.e list ol notes allached 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: _!b~ NRC Regyk!Q!:Y.J!!!l!!~ 

Number 

RGI.70-MG-2 

RG 1.70-MG-3 

R G 1.70-MG-4 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Language of Criterion clr Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision J, November 1978, 
page 6-45. 

The habitability systems for the c-ontrol room should include shielding, 
air purification systems, control of climatic conditions, storage 
capacity for food and water, and kitchen and sanitary facilities. 
Detailed descriptions of these systems should be included in the SAR 
together with an e·valua.tion of their performance. The evaluation 
should provide assurance that the systems will operate under all 
postulated conditions to permit the control room operators to remain in 
the control room and to take appropriate actions as required by General 
Design Criterion 19. Sufficient information should be provided to 
permit an independent evaluation of the adequacy of the systems. 
Information and evaluations in other sections of the SAR that relate to 
the adequacy of the habitability systems should be referenced (see 
Sections 6.5.1, 9.4.1, and 15.X.X, paragraph 5). 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 6-59. 

6.7.4 Instrumentation Requirements (BWR) 
The system instrumentation and controls should be described. The 
adequacy of safety-related interlocks to meet the single-failure 
criterion should be demonstrated. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, l WR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 7-3. 

7.2.1.1 System Description. Provide a description of the reactor trip 
system to include initiating circuits, logic, bypasses, interlocks, 
redundancy, diversity, and actuated devices. Any supporting systems 
should be identified and described. Those parts of any system not 
required lor safety should be identified. 
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NOTES: (1) 1967 or more recent. 
(2) II checked. see list of refcrencos allached_ 
(3) II checked, see list of notes attached_ 
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Reference: U.S. NRC Regula to!)' Guides 

Number 

RGJ.70-MG-5 

RG 1.70-MG-6 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1967 <>< mora recent 

HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

---· ------y-------- --...... 

language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.70' Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, l WR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 7-J. 

Provide analyses, include a failure mode and effects analysis, to 
demonstrate how the requirements of the General Design Criteria, IEEE 
Std 279-1971, applicable regulatory guides, and other appropriate 
criteria and standards are satisfied. In addition to postulated accidents 
and failures, these analyses should include, but not be limited to, 
considerations of instrumentation installed to prevent or mitigate the 
consequences of: 

1. Spurious control rod withdrawals, 
2. Loss of plant instrument air systems, 
J. Loss of cooling water to vital equipment, 
4. Plant load rejection, and 
5. Turbine trip. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision J, November 1978, 
page 9-9. 

9.3.5.5 Instrumentation Requirements. The system instrumentation 
and controls should be described. The adequacy of safety-related 
instrumentation and controls to fulfill their functions should be demon
strated. 

Earliest Known J Other 
Publica lion Dale (1 Reference (21 

1972 66 

1972 66 

Noles 
(31 

-· __ L_ ____ ___j_ ____ J.._ ___ ____: 

(2) 11 checked, see lis I of rofcrencos allached. 
(3) 11 checked, see list of notes atlachud. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELAT,ED CRIT~RIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: .li...S._l:!ffi.C_RegulatoqLG•u•uid ... e;:;s,__ _________ -----

Number 

RGI.70-MG-7 

I RG 1.70-MG-8 

RG 1.70-MG-9 

RGI.?O-MG-10 

Type of Crllerlon 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Instrumentation and 
Control Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Guide 

Control Room Environ
ment Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Support 
Equipment Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

~H man Factors Test 
nd Evaluation Guide 
rator Procedure 

1 Guide 

bolicy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

ontrol Room Environ
ment Guide 

NOTES: 111 1967 or more recent. 

language ol Crilerlon or Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard forma< and Content of Safety Analysis Reports 
for Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 197ll, 
page 9-9. 

9.4.1.1 Design Bases. The design oases for the air treatment system 
. for the control room and other auxiliary rooms (e.g., relay rooms and I emergency switchgear rooms) considered to be part of the control areas 
. should be provided. Include the design criteria (e.g., single failure), 

requirements for the manual or automatic actuation of system com
ponents or isolation dampers, ambient temperature and humidity 
requirements, criteria for plant operator comfort and safety, require
ments for radiation protection and monitoring of abnormal radiation 
levels and other airborne contaminants, and environmental design 
requirements. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November !978, 
page 9-19. 

9.5.2.2 System Description. A description and evaluation of the 
communication systems should be provided. The FSAR should provide a 
detailed description and drawings. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, L\VR Edition, Revision 3, November 197&, 
page 9-19. 

9.5.2.3 lnsoection and Testing Requirements. The inspection and 
testing requirements for the communication systems should be pro
vided. 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, L WR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 9-19. 

9.5.3 Lighting Systems 
A description of the normal lighting system for the plant shoulcl be 
provided. A description of the emergency lighting system, 
including design criteria and a failure analysis, should also be 
provided. 

(2)1! checked, see list of roierencos alinched. 
(3)11 checked, see list of notes atlachod. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S. NR~~ulatQr~_Guides ---~----------~--------

----------------------------------

Number 

RG 1.70-MG-11 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

RGI.70-MG-12 I Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

--~----

Language ol Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page B-1.5. 

13.).2.1 Control Room Operating Procedures. This section should 
describe primarily the procedures that are performed by licensed 
operators in the control room. Each such operating proceilure should be 
identified by title and included in a described classification system. 
The general format imd content for each class should be described. The 
following categories should be included, but need not necessarily form 
the basis for classifying these procedures: 

L System procedures. 
2. General plant procedures. 
3. Off -normal operating procedures. 
If. EmergenCy procedures. 
). l\1arm response procedures. 
6. Temporary procedures. 

*NOTE: (1),).2.1) No categories U-6) were listed or suggested in the 
1972 Regulatory Guide 1.70. 

RC 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 13-16. 

In category 5, individual alarm response procedures should not be listed. 
~lowever, the system employed to classify or subclassify alarm 
responses and the methods to be employed by operators to retrieve or 
refer to alarm response procedures should be described. Immediate 
action procedures required to be memorized should be identified. 

----~----- -------~-.------, 

Earliest Known ., Other 
!Publication Dale lh Reference (2) 

1972 66 

1978 

Noles 
(31 

* 
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NOTES: (1) 1967 or more rcct!nl. 
(2) II checked, see list ol rcforcnccs allachcd. 
(3)11 checked, seo llsl of notes atlachod. 



HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Reference: U.S NRC Regulat..:o..:r.!.-y..:G=-u=i:.:d:.:e:_s ____ _ 

r--------~---------~-

Number 
Type of Crilerlon 

or Guide 

RGI.70-MG-13 I Policy, Planning and 
Management Guide 

Operator Procedure 
Guide 

NOTES: (1) 1961 ..,. more recent. 

language of Criterion or Guide 

RG 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for 
Nuclear Power Plants, l\VR Edition, Revision 3, November 1978, 
page 13-16. 

13.5.2.2 Other Procedures. This section should describe how other 
operating and maintenance procedures are classified, what group or 
groups within the operating organization have the responsibility for 
following each clas~ of procedures, and the general objectives and 
character o( each class and subclass. The categories of procedures 
liste.d below should be included. If their general objectives and 
character are described elsewhere in the FSAR or the application, they 
may be described by specific reference thereto. 

1. Plant radiation protection procedures. 
2. Emergency preparedness procedures. 
3. Instrument calibration and test procedures. 
4. Chemical-radiochemical control procedures. 
5. Radioactive waste management procedures. 
6. Maintenance and modification procedures. 
7. Mater.ial control procedures. 
8. Plant security procedures. 

(2) II checked, see Ust of reloronces attached. 
(3) II chocked, see list of notes attached. 
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HUMAN ENGINEEFl!NG AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Rclercnc~: Jlea.c toLie.clmul!Jgy _Memo's _________________ _ 

Number 

RTM-6-EC-1 

Type of Criterion 
or Guide 

Opera tor Support Equip
ment Criterion 

NO I f:S: (I) 1961 or moro rocorol. 

----------------·- --·-·-- ------- ------·------

langunge of Crilelion or Guido 

RTM No.6, Control Room Design Considerations, June 1969, page 2. 

Fire fighting equipment including fire extinguishers and breathing 
apparatus should be available to the control room. 

{7) II chnckod, see list ol roloroncu:.i niL1ched. 
(3) II chocJ<od, seo list of notos utlar:ht•d. 

Earliest Known J Other 
uhlicalion Dale (1 Reference (2) 

1969 

--'--

Notes 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

Relerencn: Rea~~_!_e_cl~~~gy ~emo2_ _______________ ------· --------- ____ _ 

Number 

IHM-4-IIC-1 

RTM-8-IIC-1 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

!Iuman factors Test 
and Evaluation 
Criterion 

Human factors Test 
and Evaluation 
Criterion 

-------y-------

Lnnguago ol Crilcrion or Guide 

~ TM No. 4, Emergenr.y Core Cooling System Evaluation (juidelines, 
June 1968, page II. 

3. Periodic system tests - The d<!sign ol the ECCS should provide 
lor functional tests of all active components except the last 
isolation valves during normal plant operations. During plant 
shutdown for relucting each subsytem should be tested for 
delivery of coolant into the vessel to demonstrate that the 
coolant flow path through the last isoiation valve can be opened. 

~TI\l No.8, Combustible Gas Control System, July 1968, page 7. 

1\n installed CGCS shall be periodically tested to demonstrate its 
continued ability to per!orrn its design function. Sur.h tests shall 
1nclude operation ol the entire system, and to as great a degree as 
i>ossible shall simulate post-LOCA conditions. This requirements is not 
int<"mle<l to specify that hazardous, or n<"ar hazardous gas mixtures be 
created for such tests, but that suUicient combustible gas input be 
imulated to <IPrnonstrate minimum acceptable CGCS performance. 

Earliest Known I Other 
ublicalion Dale (1} Reference (2) 

1968 

1969 

Noles 
(3) 

I 
I " L I 

i ! --------------· --------- ---- ______ .__ 

i 

i 
---- -------------- _______ j ___ __ ~ --·-- --- J _ _j 

NOlES: •t)l967 or moro rocunl. 
(2) !I checked, sco list ol roloroncus ollach•!!l. 
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HUMAN ENGINEFRING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUIDES 

RPIPrence: ~~;actQ~ ~-~.:;:hno~gy_ tylelfiO's_ . 

r-Number 

RTM-4-IC-1 

---~--·-·-·-------·--·------ ·---- --...-----· -----T-- ------------ -----·· 

Type ol Criterion I' 
or Guide _I 

lnstrum<>ntat ion and 
Control Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

language ol Criterion or Guide 

ll TM No. ''· [lnr>rgPncy Core Cooling System Evaluation Guidelines, 
June 1%8, pilge 10. 

Earliest Known I Other 
Publicalion Date (I) Reference(?.) 

1968 

Notes 
(3) 

I 
l 
I 

I 

RTM-8-IC-1 Instrumentation and 
Cont~ol Criterion 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

--------~ ---- -·-- -
NOifS: (I) 1961 or mmo rocont. 

Automatic actuation of the ECCS should be provid<'d because the loss 
of coolant acci<lent .-:an proceed rapidly once a break has occ:urred. for 
example, in the <'V<>nt of an instantaneous double-ended pipe rupture, 
pumping subsyst<'ms and diesel generator may be required to operate 
within 30 seconds alter the break. This is not su[[icient time for a 
reac:tor operator to asso:-ss the accident conditions and take the proper 
actions. Srnaller breaks place less stringent timing requiremt>nts on the 
ECCS, l>'rt bec:ause o[ severe pressure upon the opertor to make the 
right decision in a time sp.m o[ minutes, it is preferable to remove the 
element of human error and require automatic actuation. The man .. ~l 
actuation, rnonitoring, and control provisions in the reactor control 
room rnahle the operator to control long-term cooling based on his 
firsthand knowledgP of the accident conditions. The actuation sensors 
and signals should be of suflident div<'rsity to insure that an unantici
patt~d failure c:omrnon to onP. type of sensor cannot prevent organization 
of tioe ao:idenl sir,nal. 

H fM No.8, Combustible Gas Control System, July 1969, page 6. 

Provisions lor automatic initiation of the CGCS need not be required, 
unless tlw. prt,dicted time to the onset o( excessive combustible gas 
mixtures is so short ( I houri as to preclude assured manual start up. 
Systrrn controls and instrumentation shall be designed to protection 
system stilndards and shall be adequate to determine the performance 
of the syst.,m, to indicate component failures, and allow for switching 
to nonlailed sub>ysterr.-. Redundancy requirements shall be similar to 
those [or the CGCS as a whole. 

(2) II chockol,l. soo llsl ol roloroncus allach.,d. 
(3)11 chockod. seo llsl ol nolos allar.h•HI. 
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HUMAN ENGINEERING AND RELATED CRITERIA AND GUI£JES 

Reference: ~act~}~<:)~r:!_O)£SY . .M£!!1.~~---·-

-----.-----------

HTM-4-0C-1 

RTM-8-0C-1 

Type ol Criterion 
or Guide 

Operator/System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Operator /System Inte
gration Criterion 

Instrumentation and 
Control Criterion 

Language of Criterion or Guide 

RlM No. 4, :Emergency Core Cooling System Evaluation Guidelines, 
June 1968, page 10. 

Automatic ai:t"ttion o( the ECCS 'should be pro\'ided bec:ause the Joss 
of coolant an'ident can proceed, rapidly once a break has occurred. For 
example, in the event of an .in~tantan<'ous double-e..nded pipe rupture, 
pumping suhsys!eons and diesel genera tor may be required to operate 
within JO secoi1ds after the break. lhis is not suUkient time (•lr a 
'"actor operator to as~css the 11ccident conditions and take the proper 
actions. So nailer ·hn-aks place IE'~s stringent timing requirernf:'nts on the 
ECCS, l~ot because of severe pressure upon the opertor to make the 
right derision in a time span of minutes, it is preferahle to removE' the 
element of htHuan error and require automatic actuation. The m11nt.al 
actuation, rn<Moitoring, anrl control provisions in the reactor control 
room enable the oprrator to control long-term cooling based on his 
firsthand knowledg<' of the acr.iclent conditions. The actuation sensors 
and signals should be of suUicicnt diversity to insure that an unantici
pated failure common to one type of sensor cannot prevent organization 
of the accident signal. 

RTM No.8, Combustible Gas Control Sy~tern, July 1969, page 6. 

Provisions for automatic initiation of the CGCS need not be required, 
unless the predicted time to the onset of excessive combu~tible gas 
mixtures is so short ( I hour) as to preclude assured manual start up. 
System controls and instrumentation shall be designed to protection 
system standards and shall be adequate to determine the performance 
ol the system, to indicate component failures, and allow for switching 
to nonfail<'d sul>systerils. Redundancy ro•quirements shall be similar to 
those lor the CGCS as a whole. 

_________ & _____ • 

---··-·····-·· ~-----~- ----·------------·····----------
NOlES: Ill 1967 or moro rccnnl. 

(2) II chocked. soo list of roloroncus all:lched. 
(3111 chocked, scu list of notos ollnchl!d. 
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